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Preface
The body implies mortality, vulnerability, agency: the skin
and the ﬂesh expose us to the gaze of others but also to touch
and to violence. The body can be the agency and instrument
of all these as well, or the site where “doing” and “being
done to” become equivocal. Although we struggle for rights
over our own bodies, the very bodies for which we struggle
are not quite ever only our own. The body has its invariably
public dimension; constituted as a social phenomenon in the
public sphere, my body is and is not mine.
—Judith Butler

It has gradually become clear to me what every great
philosophy has hitherto been: a confession on the part of its
author and a kind of involuntary and unconscious memoir.
—Friedrich Nietzsche

Idohave
been asked a number of times what it’s like to write about bodies, and why I
it. Sometimes the question comes from philosophers still skeptical that writing
about the body and culture can be a proper topic for our discipline; sometimes it comes
from denizens of the pragmatically physical who doubt that embodied experience can
be represented and transformed by the written word. Most often, and most compellingly, however, the question comes from interlocutors struggling in one way or
another with their own bodies. “Doesn’t it make you miserable,” a colleague once
asked, “to think so much about this stuff that we do to ourselves?” The answer is (a)
yes, and (b) if Nietzsche’s epigrammatic insight is even close to right, then working
with this thinking is a kind of working through that cannot be sidestepped. Writing this
book hasn’t always felt exactly therapeutic, but then I haven’t felt as though I had much
choice about it either. And even as it has been necessary for my own psychic life,
developing my ideas in conversation I’ve come to realize just how much work there is
for us to do (especially “us” feminists) working out how to live well in cultures that
are at once obsessed with body image and deeply somatophobic.
I once thought this work to be political (rather than ethical or even spiritual), where
I construed politics as a game of size from which the individual is strangely absent: we
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must conceive grand projects, aimed at social revolution; we must work with as many
diverse constituencies as possible under the umbrella of feminism; we must make structural change, not just dabble with local amelioration. That my focus has turned inward
and reduced its ambit clearly reﬂects trends in political thought and feminist philosophy
in recent years, as it mirrors the trajectory of Foucault’s thinking from big genealogical
projects to technologies of the self. I have wondered whether this reorientation simply
exposes me as in thrall to intellectual fashion, as a number of critics have suggested
when I reveal that I’ve been working on a book about Foucault, body modiﬁcation, and
the self. It’s too late to do anything about that now, but not too late to say that increasingly I realize how much countercultural political practices have been grounded in
unexamined understandings of who we are and who we should be. My political
practice—or more accurately the style with which I undertake politics—has been tacitly
guided by an ethical understanding of the self’s relation to self that I want to re-examine.
In particular, I have come to see how deeply ressentiment structures Western feminism’s
dominant personality, and how the search for someone to blame—even when there is an
identiﬁable someone—has effects on our psychic life we need to address. Furthermore,
while the normalizing system of gender makes suffering victims of many of us, that’s
not all it does: it enables capacities and insights that can be either recruited back into the
service of oppression or turned in a different direction to make us feisty, rebellious,
empowered, or joyful. This double effect needs to be understood at the level of the self
if we are also to understand what agency and freedom could be and when they are
instantiated. Thus a central preoccupation of the book is with how actors engage the
forms of normalization that at the same time have generated our conditions of possibility; how we can demand recognition for ourselves within systems where our selfunderstandings are themselves artifactual of oppressive regimes of truth; how we could
think and act differently in ways that would stop it all being so “miserable.”
Here my language already betrays a philosophical afﬁliation. The essays in this
book are the ﬁrst overtly “Foucauldian” work I have published, and my relationship
to the man remains somewhat difﬁdent. Although Foucault’s work provides an
excellent lexicon for describing many of the phenomena that interest me, it is a language prone to self-referentiality and absorption in its own vernacular. Both primary
and secondary literatures by and about Foucault—even just on relations between his
work and feminism—are by now so vast that composing a scholarly monograph “on
Foucault” entails review and textual analysis in quantities that allow little space for
the author’s own argumentative contribution. This is not the kind of book I have written. I appreciate the existence of such books, and appreciate too that Foucault would
have found the demand for an authorial voice in this context ironic. However, he
would also never have wanted to be the ﬁgurehead of a new programmatic politics,
and his work is overtly oriented around urging his interlocutors to create their own
ways of life, the form of which he has no desire to predict. In this respect he resembles Wittgenstein, and my attempt to ﬁnd a methodological afﬁnity between the two
philosophers emerges as much from their shared attitude to the task of philosophizing as from the speciﬁcs of their theories. In this spirit, my appropriation of Foucault
works more with eclectic examples than with issues immanent to Foucault’s philosophical corpus. It is offered as experimental rather than orthodox, playful rather
than doctrinaire.
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This philosophical attitude is especially relevant when anxiety about the adequacy of human bodies pervades our cultural consciousness. In this book I want to
talk about embodied practices without imitating the vacuous idiom of most popular
culture or the pathologizing language of too much medical and psychiatric discourse. Taking our role as ethical agents seriously, I also want to chart a course
between converse feminist attitudes that (on the one hand) read almost any participation in practices of bodily transformation as overdetermined by patriarchy, and
that (on the other) read all talk of ethics as heavy-handed or judgmental. Novel technologies permit us to represent and use our bodies in ways only dimly imagined even
in the recent past, while the pressure to participate in practices of self-improvement
structures everyday life. Our bodies are ever more objectiﬁed, while simultaneously
objects that can take a diversity of forms and undergo a variety of experiences. Thus
I want, most of all, to talk back to those who would make bodies—especially
women’s bodies, and especially those bodies that transgress norms of sex and
gender—into the objects of their conversation. I want to show them that we can talk
about them talking about us; that we have critical opinions, strategies of interpretation and resistance; that every time an author—gender naïf or self-proclaimed
feminist—thinks some body as an object, that object can, in fact, think itself
differently.
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Introduction
The Somatic Individual
My own interest has turned from the study of the art of
living to its practice; or, rather, I have come to realize that
to study the art of living is to engage in one of its forms.
—Alexander Nehamas

C
aravaggio’s famous painting “The Incredulity of Saint Thomas” features the
eponymous protagonist stooped forward, frowning, and poking his foreﬁnger into a
strangely bloodless wound in the upper abdomen of a standing, living Christ. Two
other saints cluster around, similarly curious. The picture is, of course, intended to
convey a message about doubt—Thomas was skeptical that Christ had arisen from
the dead, and required this very tangible proof of his resurrection after cruciﬁxion.
Appearing as it does on the cover of Roy Porter’s book Rewriting the Self, however,
the image acquires a second meaning: Thomas is looking inside Christ’s body for the
truth of his immortality. Whatever he hopes to ﬁnd—and he gets up close, and sticks
his ﬁnger deep into the wound—is internal to his Lord. He is not content with standing eye-to-eye. In this way the picture is metaphorical: look inside the person to ﬁnd
the truth of who he is.
This painting offers us a picture of the self in a literal sense. In this book I want
to argue that we have also inherited this picture—and others—through language, as
a way of thinking we often cannot see beyond. In Wittgenstein’s words, this picture
“holds us captive.” The grammar of the self offered to us by contemporary psychological talk of depth and surface reﬂects much in our post-Freud experience of ourselves. We often feel as though a real self lurks within, papered over by conditioning,
trauma, repression, denial, or plain dissatisfaction with our lives. My objection is not
to this notion of depth in psychology—for who now could argue that we are transparent to ourselves?—but rather to two contingent corollaries. First is the claim that
this inner self has a unique authenticity; that to know oneself—a central project for
the modern self—is to know the nature of this individual. The things we are expected
3
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to ﬁnd out about ourselves, however, often turn out to be clichéd. Or, more sinisterly,
they are presented to us as truths of the self without history, intersubjective origins,
or cultural context. If there is an essence to human beings, my vote would go to the
Buddhist or yogic conception of the self as the vessel of joy—a joy that comes not
from ego’s achievements, but from a deep sense of unity and connection to all things.
The language of self-discovery outside of these concepts, especially in the world of
Western self-help and psychology, however, is more oriented toward essence-asvocation. To know oneself, in this language, is to make actual the potential individual within. It is to be true to one’s true self. As Charles Taylor has famously argued,
this vision of the individual has historical origins in the decline of formal social hierarchies and the rise of Romantic expressivism (1994). Emergent liberal democracies,
drawing on these historical moments, sought to provide ideological underpinnings
for the fundamental equality of all citizens, and for the notion that the liberal state
offered conditions under which each individual could pursue his own ends, which he
devised and which owed no necessary debt to social norms.
My use of masculine pronouns is, of course, not incidental. The heroism of the
allegedly gender-neutral liberal individual contrasts sharply with the structural
requirement of his emotional and pragmatic support by a feminine Other, who is
dependent yet capable, decorative yet hardworking, and subsumes her own life projects under those of her husband, family, or, increasingly, her workplace or the patriarchal state. The liberal state, as many feminist critics have argued (e.g., Brown
1995, Stevens 1999), is deeply structured by normative heterosexuality and gender
hierarchies. For women, then, the pursuit of authenticity must be tempered by fetters
on autonomy that serve the greater good; this dilemma has, of course, become a
trope of feminist drama from Antigone to Eve Ensler. The picture of the authentic
self we must strive to manifest is thus appealing to feminist sentiments, at the same
time, perversely, as it has been harnessed with striking success by decidedly sexist
discourses of self-improvement.
The second claim I want to challenge is that whatever this authentic self, it must
be made visible through changes to the body. A central assumption of the chapters
that follow is that we live in the age of what Nikolas Rose has called “the somatic
individual,” in which the self is discovered or developed through transformations of
the ﬂesh:
Selfhood has become intrinsically somatic—ethical practices increasingly take the
body as a key site for work on the self. From ofﬁcial discourses of health promotion
through narratives of the experience of disease and suffering in the mass media, to
popular discourses on dieting and exercise, we see an increasing stress on personal
reconstruction through acting on the body in the name of a ﬁtness that is simultaneously corporeal and psychological. Exercise, diet, vitamins, tattoos, body piercing, drugs, cosmetic surgery, gender reassignment, organ transplantation—for
“experimental individuals” the corporeal existence and vitality of the self have
become the privileged site of experiments with subjectivity. (2001, 18)

As Rose suggests, the post-war decades have seen extraordinary growth of technologies that make possible certain somatic identities (such as being a sufferer of
Huntington’s disease), the proliferation of old somatic techniques into new markets
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(such as tattooing), and the reﬁnement and development of technological possibilities
(remember that the ﬁrst heart transplant was performed in 1967). Increasingly the
line between medical intervention aimed at restoring normal functioning and
enhancing existing capacities has blurred: psychoactive drugs, for example, are
interpreted both as treating mental disorders and as making us into better kinds of
persons. The border between psychiatric and physical illness is similarly fuzzy: is
alcoholism a coping response to emotional pain, or a genetically driven compulsion?
Psychiatric diagnosis is itself a language-game of increasing power and complexity,
and garnering a diagnosis of a particular kind may be a ticket to somatic interventions: Gender Identity Disorder as the necessary condition of sex reassignment surgery (SRS) is the best known example, but even “routine” cosmetic surgery is often
rhetorically justiﬁed as necessary because of the mental anguish a nonconforming
body part can cause. Our concept of health has become less and less a matter of single time-slice functioning, with its measurable norms, and more enmeshed with risk
mentality, as statistical prognosis offers a rational basis for adapting behavior: you
might feel well now, but lose weight, and your future morbidity may decrease. All
of these trends place increasing pressure on individuals in technologically advanced,
wealthy countries to monitor and assess their somatic identities as they relate to the
inner self and its goals for self-management and self-development.
Such “experiments with subjectivity” are not politically neutral. Speciﬁcally,
they take place in contexts where an avowed commitment to individual freedom of
self-expression co-exists with practices that relentlessly pressure these selfsame individuals to conform—and, indeed, that use the very idea of the individual to do so. In
liberal political theory as well as its attenuated popular rhetoric, we must work, above
all, to preserve the right to plan a life in accordance with our own account of the good.
I share a commitment to this premise; however, it is often accompanied by a language
of authenticity and living life on one’s own terms that fails to question the genealogy
of the subjectivities we are invited to embrace as having an inner origin. In fact, the
archetypes of authenticity we are habitually offered take hackneyed and stultifying
narrative forms. This is perhaps especially the case when living up to our inner truth
involves transforming the body to match. Somatic subjectivity also has a fraught relation to gender: as Western feminism has urged women to look inside to ﬁnd the
authentic and diverse selves patriarchy has denied and suppressed, this very gesture
of self-discovery has been deeply implicated in emergent discourses that paradoxically take the disciplined and conformist body as a site of truth reﬂecting the self
within. For women the elusive promise of self-determination often displaces its own
radical intent with the poor substitutes of dieting, exercise routines, cosmetic surgeries,
and makeovers. The ocular power of cultures saturated with visual technologies—the
billboard, the TV, video, the Web, magazines, and so on—blares the message that
individuality and conformity are pieces of the same pie. There are, of course, contemporary political movements that aim to debunk the connection between bodies and
moral character: feminists, anti-racists, and disability rights activists, for example,
have all convincingly argued that bodies marked by sex, race, or physical impairment
do not indicate an inferior intellectual ability or moral character. Yet despite the
rationality of the age, we seem more than ever to act as if (even though we may not
believe that) one’s outer form reﬂects one’s virtues: the ever more minutely detailed
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visual objectiﬁcation of (especially female) bodies, the extraordinary popularity of
diet and exercise regimens, the plethora of beauty products, and, ﬁnally, the explosive
growth of cosmetic surgery, all indicate that how we look has become more, not less,
important to how we understand ourselves.
Revealing this picture of the self, I hope to dispel its claim to necessity. In its
place, I substitute Foucault’s critical account of normalization—a key concept that
guides my analysis through the case studies in this book, which take up my theoretical account in relation to transgender, weight-loss dieting, and cosmetic surgery. The
model of the somatic individual relies on sovereign power—on an understanding of
the self as monarch, residing within the palace of the body, guiding its renovation so
that its unique status will be made manifest. Although the sovereign may be plagued
by pressure to conform, this pressure is conceived as external to an already existing
self; the individual is ontologically prior to its own conditioning and is thus placed to
challenge normalization from an external perspective. In Discipline and Punish,
Foucault outlines his historical account of a new form of power: disciplinary power.
This latter is not a substance but rather a series of circulating relations; it cannot
necessarily be located in an individual or institution, but rather is a system of management in which all it touches participate; it operates on the population and on the
body, fostering techniques of control, intervention, and regulation often presented as
working to mutual beneﬁt. Disciplinary power is constitutive of the subject rather
than external to it; it creates—rather than being imposed upon—types of individual.
As I outline in chapter 1, through hierarchical observation, a micro-economy of
penality, and normalizing judgment, more and more areas of social life are brought
within the purview of discipline. Norms come to deﬁne populations, and consequently individuals—everyone has some relationship to the norm.
Many of the norms discussed in this book involve the body: the sexed body, the
racialized body, the fat or thin body, or the body beautiful. Norms by deﬁnition operate internally to a population, rather than being derived from a transcendental standard—although, as I’ll show, they are often justiﬁed through a transcendental appeal
to health, beauty, or essential nature. They thus have a certain capacity to change and
evolve as, for example, technologies transform or consumer capitalism demands new
markets. This is especially clear in the history of cosmetic surgery, where bodies once
considered “good enough” and not in need of surgical transformation are now candidates for all manner of “improvements.” In some cases degrees of deviation from a
norm cluster and crystallize to permit a convenient reductionism in which the relationship to the norm becomes an identity. This is one way of phrasing Foucault’s
famous thesis, exempliﬁed by his claim that during the nineteenth century the homosexual became a species. More recently, as the psy disciplines expand in scope and
the possibilities for diagnosis proliferate, we see a particular increase in the number
and type of mental conditions available for consolidation as identities. The fraught
association of transsexuality with Gender Identity Disorder is the clearest example:
this diagnosis permits those willing and able to cluster under its banner (whether
because they simply “have” the symptoms of GID, or because they strategically
develop them) as sufferers of a common syndrome. Furthermore, as technological
possibilities for communication with distant others burgeon, it becomes feasible to
hook up with those who share your rare illness, your bizarre addiction, or your sex-
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ual fetish. Some dieting web-boards, for example, feature proﬁles introducing each
person through opaque abbreviations that actually identify starting weight, current
weight, and goal weight; dieters discuss the minutiae of calorie-counting, carbohydrates, and exercise options with reference to the weight deviations stipulated on the
screen, invoking norms such as Body Mass Index. Increasingly the identity “dieter”
becomes as real as “homosexual,” and many non–weight-related features of the
dieter’s life are read through the prism of weight loss, as I discuss in chapter 3. Thus
norms of embodiment permit deviation, which in turn may, under the right institutional conditions, lead, for better and worse, to novel identities.
One of Foucault’s key insights was that disciplinary power, at the same time as it
manages and constricts our somatic selves, also enhances our capacities and develops
new skills. These capacities can be a part of a struggle for greater freedom, as I argue
directly in chapter 5 and indirectly through my case studies, or can merely feed back
into the crushing effects of normalization. Similarly, for many people the identities that
normalization permits are a part of this process of enhancing possibility while risking
constraint. To become a transsexual with a diagnosis of GID is often, some adult subjects afﬁrm, a tremendous relief: ﬁnally an authoritative story has been offered about
the persistent sense of being a social misﬁt, feeling tortured by one’s own skin, or failing to conform to norms of heterosexual gender that others seem to ﬁnd comfortable.
Meeting others with the same diagnosis is also often experienced as liberating, and the
mechanisms offered by psychiatry and medicine provide a more or less worked out trajectory for transformation and a blueprint for living a new kind of life when no life at
all may have seemed possible. At the same time as the institutions of transsexuality
impose their understandings on diverse subjects, however, support groups themselves
may come to deﬁne normative identities and thus generate their own marginals, and
departure from the expected trajectory may make one anomalous within one’s own
deviance. These are all familiar criticisms of identity politics writ large, in which any
attempt to mobilize around a particular constellation of experiences will tend to have
its own exclusionary effects (see Heyes 2002). As William Connolly puts it:
An identity is established in relation to a series of differences that have become
socially recognized. These differences are essential to its being. If they did not coexist
as differences, it would not exist in its distinctness and solidity. Entrenched in this
indispensable relation is a second set of tendencies, themselves in need of exploration, to conceal established identities into ﬁxed forms, thought and lived as if their
structure expressed the true order of things. When these pressures prevail, the maintenance of one identity (or ﬁeld of identities) involves the conversion of some differences into otherness, into evil, or one of its numerous surrogates. Identity requires
differences in order to be, and it converts difference into otherness in order to secure
its own self-certainty. (2002, 64)

Thus normalization may ultimately function to sustain insider/outside dualisms convinced of their own inherent meaning. If we lack a historical perspective on this
process, we will risk, as Connolly suggests, moralizing transcendentally about identity formations that are far more contingent than we imagine.
Discipline functions to consolidate identities by managing the body’s movements, its surface, and even our lived experience. In this way it takes the body to be
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more than a machine, animated by the mind, but rather construes the lived body as
central to the constitution of self-identity and hence to the management of populations. As Ladelle McWhorter interprets Foucault, the metaphor that comes to motivate disciplinary understandings is that of the body as a series of temporal processes,
which are related to functional norms, which in turn deﬁne the natural body (1999,
154). As a precondition of normalizing discipline, this paradoxically constructed
understanding of the natural body enables individuals to be controlled and directed
using understandings of their functional capacities. I thus start my argument, with
Foucault, from the claim that the “natural” body we have inherited is the product of
three centuries of discipline, phylogenetically speaking, and each of our bodies is
itself constituted through disciplinary power, ontogenetically speaking. This claim
shapes two related theoretical directions: the agential and the ethical. First, the
essays in this book reject the notion of a place outside normalization from which the
natural body or the authentic self might speak or be revealed. Our challenge is to ﬁnd
ways of disrupting the circulation of disciplinary power in particular contexts to
reveal its contingency, and, perhaps more radically, to undercut the stories that discipline likes to tell about its own beneﬁts. In destabilizing discipline’s self-image,
however, I also recommend that we learn from its effects. Disciplinary power
enhances our capacities and develops new skills; it trains us and offers ways of being
in the world that can be novel, transformative, or appealing. However much the
social institutions I identify urge us to conform ourselves to discipline’s preferred
subjectivity, we always exceed its grasp in some moments: individuals are not thoroughly dominated by a fully coherent system that endows us with a singular subjectivity. The very complexity and slipperiness of disciplinary practices prevents them
maintaining the degree of coherence required for a situation of complete domination,
and it is in these ﬁssures that counter-attack might occur. I consider political agents
fully capable of identifying and challenging normalization in its local contexts, in
ways to which I allude throughout this book.
Second, this theoretical position ought to shape our ethical responses to personal
choices: instead of choosing to be a particular kind of individual, we ﬁnd ourselves
thrown as subjects, and must ﬁnd ways of negotiating our uncomfortable, resented,
or subordinate subject-positions that embody the forms of resistance to which our
politics commit us, and which enable us to live the best kind of life. Thus, ﬁnally,
the book asks how we—especially queer feminists living in the second millennium
in liberal democracies—can become ethical in our relationship to technologies of the
self that are implicated in gender normalization. My position eliminates a nostalgia
for the natural body as a viable political response, at the same time as it also rejects
an uncritical celebration of every embodied subjectivity as merely the individual
expressing her freedom of choice. Here ethics meets politics: we might consider
challenges to normalization to be political reactions to its gendered effects. How can
we resist our bodies, our selves becoming constrained and docile? What is freedom
in this context? Normalization, however, also invites us to consider the forms of care
of the self that underwrite our art of living—askeses, in Foucault’s terms. This latter
concern may not explicitly address itself to the derivation of moral rules, but it is certainly intimately linked to notions of virtue and the good life familiar from the history of ethics. It is also an ethical concern because the picture of the self I argue
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against deploys it as such: the relationship we have to our embodied subjectivity is
often assumed to speak to our value as ethical agents. Fatness declaims sloth, lack
of discipline, greed, and failure to moderate appetite; choosing cosmetic surgery and
the look it can achieve is (not always successfully) represented as go-getting, courageous, and self-determining; those whose bodies defy neat boundaries of gender or
race are often assumed to lack moral integrity. Enormous ethical signiﬁcance
attaches to appearance and the decisions we make about changing our bodies; thus
this book aims to recognize the moments of truth in such assessments, while offering a different framework for ethics, in which not moral judgment but askeses of
freedom are the primary category of analysis. To put it another way, Rose identiﬁes
three kinds of technologies of the self: relating to the self epistemologically (know
yourself ), despotically (master yourself ), and attentively (care for yourself ). This
book aims to break the grip of the ﬁrst—the will to truth with regard to the self—at
the same time as it offers ways of distinguishing the second and third. Despotism, I
argue, is often sold to us as care, and we owe it to the selves we might become to
learn a skepticism toward the former and a greater willingness to open to the latter.
My method in this book is to explore some of the techniques through which we
are made into the kinds of persons we believe ourselves always to have been. Rather
than accepting that the self is a psychological entity of great depth and individuality
around which a life should be organized, I suggest that some of our techniques of the
self generate a sense of a stable I, subsequently read as the origin of our identity
work. The pictures of the self I challenge in this book are not the only ways of understanding who we are, and even in the context of my case studies they are only threads
in the weave of complex technologies. Nonetheless, by orienting myself toward
practices (of medicine, social organization, or popular representation) I approach
these pictures as embedded less in the history of ideas than in the history of techniques. “Such a genealogy works towards an account of the ways in which this modern ‘regime of the self’ emerges, not as the outcome of any gradual process of
enlightenment, in which humans, aided by the endeavours of science, come at last to
recognize their true nature, but out of a number of contingent and altogether less
reﬁned and digniﬁed practices and processes” (Rose 1996, 129). Thinking ourselves
differently is important, but even more so is practicing ourselves into something
new; I value the asketic effort over the intellectual struggle for self-knowledge.
Chapter 1 establishes a theoretical backdrop to the diverse case studies that follow. I argue that as we in the contemporary West try to understand the connection
between body and self, we habitually employ “pictures,” intended to be ideologically
neutral, which in fact limit our ability to imagine alternative ways of relating to ourselves and others, and thus constrain our self-government and ultimately our freedom. Speciﬁcally, I appropriate Wittgenstein’s remarks on the possibility of a private
language in order to undermine the picture of the self in which the inner self-as-mind
is prior to the outer body as medium of that self’s expression. The picture of the
inner/outer distinction masks, I suggest, the advance of normalizing practices into
novel territories—especially corporeal features not previously scrutinized for their
deviance, or to behaviors once unremarked that now become indicators of a problematized identity. Combine two salient features of normalization—the notion that
every body can be measured for its conformity or deviance to certain developmental
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standards, and the production of types of individual—with a technological and televisual culture, and you have a potent environment for self-discipline. The idea that
our embodied deviances or conformities are expressions of an inner self is, I argue,
primarily deployed as a mechanism of docility that we should resist.
The body of this book consists of three related case studies, which take up particular problematics surrounding the hermeneutics of the transgendered agent, the
askeses of organized weight-loss dieting, and attempts to represent the subjectivity
of cosmetic surgery recipients. In the second chapter I argue that the ethical and
political dilemmas faced by feminists who are and are not “transgendered” are more
similar than some critics have suggested. Existing feminist treatments of transgender tend to be organized around a false dichotomy: either we commit to a politically
uncritical celebration of transgressive representations and an implausibly voluntarist
account of the autonomous individual (as exempliﬁed by moments in the work of
Leslie Feinberg and Kate Bornstein), or we condemn any trans move as merely
another iteration of overdetermined and oppressive norms (as Janice Raymond and
Bernice Hausman often seem to do). This dichotomy elides the complexity and evergrowing diversity of trans communities, and erases the demonstrable agency of
many trans subjects. Although most transgendered people are routinely victimized
for their failures to adhere to normative gender models, in ways feminists have systematically challenged, “trans liberation” and “feminism” have often been cast as
opposing movements. This chapter aims to explain and argue against this division,
without conceding the analysis of normalization that motivates Foucauldian feminist
concern.
The widespread practice of weight-loss dieting has been criticized both as the
result of false beliefs about health and as the crystallization of bio-power. Chapter 3
argues that feminists have failed to make visible a third picture of dieting that holds
us captive, which can be illuminated through Foucault’s later work. Commercial
weight-loss organizations appropriate and debase the askeses that Foucault describes
as aspects of ancient dietary regimens. They thus increase members’ capacities at the
same time as they encourage participation in ever-tightening webs of power.
Drawing on Weight Watchers’ written materials, this chapter argues that they claim
to promote self-knowledge, cultivate new capacities and pleasures, foster self-care in
the face of gendered exploitation, and encourage wisdom and ﬂexibility, all through
auto-interactive strategies. These texts thus use the very language of care of the self
to conceal their implication in normalization—a move that the book as a whole
argues is central to contemporary bio-power.
Feminist theorizing of cosmetic surgery has followed a trajectory from blanket
condemnation of surgeons and their clients as both architects and dupes of patriarchy,
to engagement with more local sites of meaning, and especially with the narratives of
ordinary women who elect to change their bodies by surgical means. These narratives, however, exist in a complicated contemporary context: instead of working only
to conform to norms of attractiveness, we are increasingly told, cosmetic surgery is a
way of working on the self that enables greater authenticity, helps people to overcome
past trauma, improves relationships, and sows the seeds of a better character. And this
research direction has almost immediately been further complicated by the emergence of televisual constructions of ordinary people being dramatically transformed
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through cosmetic surgery. Critics of culture, I suggest in chapter 4, have not found a
way of theorizing, simultaneously, this interpellation of subjects into the discourses
cosmetic surgery establishes for its potential recipients, and the lived experience of
those subjects—including methodologically self-conscious research into what cosmetic surgery understood as a kind of mental health service actually achieves. How
can feminists in particular account for the former without making recipients into
overdetermined ciphers of the cosmetic surgical conspiracy, while also adequately
representing the agential possibilities and psychological complexities within the
latter?
At the end of his life, most notably in some short essays and interviews,
Foucault started to talk of an ethical life organized around care of the self, and even
began to grapple with the question of whether such a life could form the basis of a
new kind of politics. This work, for some critics, merely intensiﬁes the long-standing
objection that Foucault’s work denies its own normative assumptions and can only
describe the effects of disciplinary power without passing judgment on them. In the
context of my argument, this is a particular difﬁculty in assessing the co-optation of
askesis by the very disciplinary technologies that structure normalization. In a ﬁnal
chapter, I argue that Foucault’s last philosophy can nonetheless provide a springboard for rethinking our rapport à soi as normalized individuals. In looking for an
ethical response to the narrowing of our embodied possibilities and their consequences for the care of the self that does not simply beat a retreat from all engagement with the body, I reject teleological accounts of self-development, and suggest
new practices that remain open to forms of becoming not yet imagined. My ethical
resistance to the picture of the somatic individual comes not only from critique of its
ontology—the misguided notion of the appropriately gendered, slender, white, or
beautiful authentic person living “within” the failed body that one must come to
know and actualize. I also argue that the somatic individual is unethical to the extent
that its narratives foreclose the possibility of becoming something new, of ceasing to
have an essential “identity.” Therefore the ﬁnal chapter argues for practices of what
Richard Shusterman has termed “somaesthetics” as strategies of resistance to normalization, and articulates, ﬁnally, some suggestions for embodied existence that reappropriate cultural moments from within normalization to challenge the latter’s
teleological restrictions and to point toward a new art of embodied living.
The case studies that form the central three chapters of this book were conceived
as loosely linked essays on the theme of embodied transformation, normalization,
and (gender) identity. When I say that I have written, in the same book, on transsexuality, weight-loss dieting, and cosmetic surgery, invariably my interlocutors will try
to analogize the three cases. Am I suggesting that sex reassignment is like a nose job
(and thus frivolous or superﬁcial)? Am I comparing the morally worthy efforts of
dieters with the dilettantism of liposuction? Isn’t becoming a woman or a man the
central undertaking of one’s life, while losing twenty pounds is peripheral recreation? I do not argue that any of these phenomena can be straightforwardly analogized, or that they have equivalent meanings for all individuals. Clearly the diversity
of experience among transsexuals, dieters, and recipients of cosmetic surgery
respectively is enormous, even before comparing the groups to each other. Instead I
hope to show that a certain way of understanding identity and the body is key to the
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contemporary discourses that inform each phenomenon. In itself this claim has no
obvious policy implications, and my intent is not to elide the different ethical and
political struggles surrounding each.
I anticipate the most poignant critique will come from transsexuals who object
to the appropriation of their experience for the purposes of gender theory and to any
discussion of sex reassignment that falls within the same cover as a discussion of
cosmetic surgery. Chapter 2 is about sex change, in a theoretical context, although it
takes up non-trans feminist reactions to transsexuality rather than attempting to
speak from any more internal position—which would surely be hubris from a nontrans author. My goal in this chapter is to respond to some constructions of trans, and
what it means for gender, by feminist theorists of diverse genders and philosophical
orientations. In this sense my work is an attempt to take Jacob Hale’s advice, when
he recommends that non-transssexuals writing about trans ask, “What does looking
at transsexuals, transsexuality, transsexualism, or transsexual _____ tell you about
yourself, not what does it tell you about trans” (1997, no. 11). This work attempts to
ﬁnd a middle way between blithe appropriation of transgender (and, more broadly,
others’ experience) for the purposes of philosophical hairsplitting, and a parochial
insistence that trans matters only for those implicated and offers no insight into our
passionate attachments to sex/gender systems.
In a Village Voice editorial, Norah Vincent scoffs at the decision by the city of
San Francisco to include SRS in its employees’ health insurance coverage. The decision was “astounding,” she claims, because the city
does not pay for its nontranssexual employees to undergo similar types of nonessential cosmetic surgeries like nose jobs, boob jobs, liposuction, follicular scalp
implants, or penis enlargement. These are the kinds of plastic surgeries your average
Jane and Joe undergo at their own expense, though, ostensibly, for the same reason
that transsexuals do—because they are unhappy with the way they look. (2001)

The association of cosmetic surgery with vanity and triviality, while understandable,
is itself rather rhetorically dated, as I suggest in chapter 4. However, some trans
activists might be justiﬁably apprehensive, in light of this kind of polemic, that any
association between SRS and “boob jobs” will serve to delegitimate even the current
limited insurance coverage or the social understanding that accompanies transsexual
transition. The issues here cannot be resolved by casting transsexuality as an illness
that simply carries individuals along in its slipstream, or by rejecting all surgical
modiﬁcations as a private matter with no political ramiﬁcations. Both SRS and cosmetic surgery might become less pressing needs if we lived in a society where normalization had a weaker grip. But until we do it is worth engaging in very nuanced
discussion of what kinds of body modiﬁcation should be supported under public policy in order to make some lives livable, without a priori ruling this or that practice
out of bounds.
My choice of examples is controversial in another way: most people in the world
have little or no control over how their bodies will be modiﬁed. They suffer from
unwanted illness, they move to survive (not tone up), they eat whatever they can get
(not the Atkins diet), they lose their limbs due to land mines (not apotemnophilia),1
or they die of treatable peritonitis (rather than going under the knife to get a face-lift).
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The speciﬁc preoccupations this book engages are more or less local to the overdeveloped countries of the twenty-ﬁrst century, and they have differential appeal within
that capacious category. Because I grew up in the United Kingdom, have lived in both
the United States and Canada, and travel widely and frequently (mostly) in the anglophone world, I often encounter these differences. My audience in Dublin had not
heard of Extreme Makeover and found it absurd, while the attitudes to weight loss
I describe in chapter 3 were clearly marked by the preoccupations of women in a
small prairie Canadian city. The increasing globalization of normalization, however,
seems predominantly superpower-driven: to the extent that the world watches
U.S. TV, follows U.S. celebrities, and is offered U.S. movies, we are offered representations of embodied subjectivity that tend to trickle down.
Finally, my ethical commitment to situating the author as a partial, prejudiced,
and invested theorist has resulted in this being a book written self-consciously in the
ﬁrst person. My ﬁrst book was more circumspect—(ironically) reviewed as “deeply
personal,” but nonetheless an artifact of graduate work that shows the legacy of formal scholarly training. Now that I’m writing in a less institutionally conﬁned context, I could wax even more lyrical about my own embodied identity. Yet personal
disclosures, I ﬁnd, have unsettling and contradictory effects: a complete stranger
once told me, at a conference, that after reading together a published version of
chapter 2, her colleagues had all discussed the putative genders of my imagined
lovers. It was unclear to me how this related to what I was trying to say in that essay
about the rather tenuous link between a radical feminist critique of bisexuals I have
often experienced as ill-reasoned and cruel, and the projection of a related anxiety
onto transsexuals. I even suspected it might be another instantiation of the very
dynamic I was trying to challenge. Sometimes autobiography transﬁxes the feminist
reader. Similarly, I can relate to some transsexuals’ reluctance to reveal any details
of their gender narratives; or to women who have had cosmetic surgery who conceal
their painful decisions; or to dieters who compulsively seek out new programs while
pretending to disdain weight loss. Feminist rhetoric, enabling though it has clearly
been, seems often to function as a silencing gambit. To be victimized by economic
systems, a battering husband, or under-diagnosed breast cancer is one thing. To be
dissatisﬁed with one’s own ﬂesh—especially perhaps a body that may be, to all
intents and purposes, “healthy”—invites charges of narcissism, false consciousness,
or an uncritical relation to one’s own privilege. To confess one’s own participation
in these dynamics—to acknowledge oneself as at once critic and subject—is to invite
others’ patronizing disappointment or disdain. It is also to invite the very crystallization of experience that ﬁxes identities and deﬁnes the individual in relation to the
norm: the personal in this book “risks being read as exactly the kind of discourse that
it attempts to displace . . . it risks turning my life, my self, into a ‘case’ ”
(McWhorter 1999, xviii–xix).
I am in this book, these fears notwithstanding, because I want to place myself
in solidarity with all those who are afraid that our experience will be taken up and
twisted into someone else’s theoretical material. How can an educated feminist
understand her place in the world if she seeks to be other than she is—not just in
ways that she might understand as nonconformist, radical, or subversive, but in ways
that she suspects are conventional, retrograde, or normalized? I am a middle-class,
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highly educated, heterosexually adapted, young-ish, white woman. Why do I ﬁnd it
so hard to come to terms with my life in a female body? Or is it precisely because
I am so privileged that I ﬁnd it hard? Many of us are involved in this struggle, trying
to ﬁnd our humanity in a normalized world—a task that Foucault, of course, would
have found, at best, paradoxical. My philosophical claim that normalization is not
something that any critic can stand outside in order to resist is redeemed both
through my argumentation, and through my willingness to write from the place
where I am both overtly normalized and agential. Many of the arguments for and
against the possibility of genuine agency in the Foucauldian literature are abstract
and stale, offering no sense of the concrete limitations and possibilities with speciﬁc
contexts of normalization. Better, I think, to write about what people actually do,
than whether they can, in theory, do it.

1

Pictures of the Self
Wittgenstein and Foucault on Thinking
Ourselves Differently
If talk of the human body falls prey to mechanical
materialism, then one will ﬁnd oneself in need of some
spiritualistic or psychologistic language in order to cope
with everything that such a view cannot account for. It is in
this sense that vulgar materialism breeds idealism. The
more, in such an epoch, the body is reduced to one object
among others, the more overweening will wax the
subjectivity which tries to compensate for this humiliation.
—Terry Eagleton

Itionship
n this chapter I argue that our contemporary Western understanding of the relabetween the body and self is subject to a number of “pictures” that mark signiﬁcant constraints on our ability to imagine alternative ways of caring for ourselves
and others, hence on our self-government, and ultimately on our freedom. Two
related pictures in particular interest me in explaining how the somatic individual has
come to dominate ways of understanding the self. The ﬁrst is a picture in which we
have an inner depth and authenticity that the outer (in this case, the ﬂesh rather than
our speech-acts) must represent. This is a model of the self in general (selves as
objects with an inner essence) and also of each self in particular (myself as a person
with a unique character to which I should be true). As I show, in their different ways
both Wittgenstein and Foucault challenge this picture, the former primarily through
his so-called private language argument, and the latter through his genealogical
method. The second picture is one of power, and is characterized by the view that (a)
power is a substance, (b) power is held and exercised by a sovereign who rules over
us, and (c) power is a force external to the self, whose primary purpose is repressive.
This is clearly the picture that Foucault seeks to challenge as the sole framework for
understanding power in the modern age, and he applies his genealogical method in
this case to a history of power and the body, intending to highlight an alternative conception of “disciplinary” power.
15
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The two pictures, I will argue, dovetail in their view of the body. In sovereign
power relations, there is a force external to the subject that imposes its will, and can
be resisted as the locus or embodiment of power-over. To the extent that this external force can be destroyed, avoided, or manipulated, the individual has an existence
independent of its power (and, potentially, of power altogether). The inner/outer picture plays to the sovereign model, but transposes the juxtaposition of subject/sovereign to the internal dynamics of the self. Inside each of us is a sovereign ruler, an
individual who surveys her realm and exercises her will to bring its dominions under
better control. Because the essential core of this individual is conceived, in dualist
idiom, as entirely mental, the body can be understood as passive clay, awaiting only
the imprint of the sovereign so that it can be properly incorporated as an expression
of that inner self. If the body fails to accept this imprint, then technicians must be
brought in to manage the transformation. Both the inner/outer picture, and that of
sovereign power, assume that the self is ontologically prior to its intersubjective
commitments, which undoubtedly shape and inﬂuence it enormously, but which can,
in theory if not in practice, be stripped away to reveal a thinking thing, or an individual outside power, respectively.
As Wittgenstein (and, implicitly, Foucault) argues, a picture must be made visible as a picture before it can be seen as contingent. To the extent that we are held
captive—both enslaved and entranced, as David Owen puts it—by a picture, we are
unfree. This is especially the case if it has come to be a poor ﬁt with our ethical
commitments, or if it limits our agency and possibilities. Coming to see the world
differently, then, requires us to revisit the history of our own self-image, to see
whether we might construct an alternative genealogy. The popular discourses
I examine in subsequent chapters often assiduously cultivate the notion that there is
an inner authenticity to which each individual must be loyal. This view is accompanied by the sometimes contradictory claim that self-transformation is an important
aesthetic (in the deeper sense of ethically inﬂected, as well as appearance-oriented)
project for every “failed” body—that is, for every body that does not adequately represent to the world its owner’s genuine character, potential, or inner truth. To undermine this aspect of the inheritance of mind/body dualism, I transpose Wittgenstein’s
argument against the possibility of a private language to the context of the imposed
distinction between the inner self-as-mind and the outer body as medium of that
self’s expression. Who we believe ourselves to be, and how we believe that self
should be corporeally represented, are beliefs based not in our essence (if this is
some metaphysically prior truth about the self) but in our shared practices.
In much feminist philosophical writing the verb “to normalize” and its cognates
are used with relatively little theoretical precision, to imply any process through
which homogeneity and conformity are enforced or encouraged, or a controversial
process is made to seem everyday (e.g., Brooks 2004). In fact Foucault offers a more
complex account of normalization, as a set of mechanisms for sorting, taxonomizing,
measuring, managing, and controlling populations, which both fosters conformity
and generates modes of individuality, and which is at the center of an alternative picture of our history as embodied subjects. I argue that from within the pictures of the
inner/outer and sovereign power, articulating the workings of normalization is an
achievement. As technologies for disciplining and transforming bodies proliferate,
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organizing themselves around ever more ﬁne-grained and idealized norms of beauty
and self-management, almost every body is now “failed” in some respect. This
dynamic is marked by the encroachment of normalizing technologies into new macroterritory: to socioeconomic classes to whom cosmetic surgery was previously
unavailable, or policy-makers who acquire a language for talking about obesity as a
public health crisis, for example. Normalization also extends into novel micro-territory:
to aspects of the body’s surface and interior not previously scrutinized for their
deviance, or to behaviors once unremarked that now become indicators of a problematized identity. In the face of this encroachment and proliferation, managing one’s
self often seems like a paradoxical and overwhelming task.
In arguing that the body we seek to cultivate can never simply be natural (where
this implies a form from which all social inﬂuence is stripped, or a lived experience
uninﬂected by values and demands understood to originate outside the self), I outline Foucault’s account of normalization to show how the very conceptualization of
the natural body we have inherited is itself a product of discipline. Thus the wholesale response of refusal with regard to corporeal technologies of the self is impossible, and even selective rejection of particularly oppressive practices is unlikely to be
experienced as liberating, as it will only leave unrequited the psychic structures that
our history as subjects with “identities” has created.1 Take two salient features of
normalization: ﬁrst, the notion that every body can be measured for its conformity
or deviance to certain developmental standards, and, second, the production of types
of individual. Combine these two features with a technological and televisual culture, and you have a potent environment for the proliferation and embrace of technologies of the somatic self. Our bodies are the medium through which we engage
the world and are recognized by others as subjects, and in this respect embodiment
is central to our human experiences. But the idea that our embodied deviances or
conformities are or should be expressions of an inner self is, I argue, often deployed
not as the gesture toward recognition it wants to be, but rather as a mechanism of
docility we should resist.

Aspectival Captivity
Both Wittgenstein and Foucault urge upon us ways of thinking ourselves differently,
in part because, they each believe (in rather different contexts), our current habitual
perspectives make us contingently unfree. “A picture held us captive. And we could
not get outside it, for it lay in our language and language seemed to repeat it to us
inexorably,” remarks Wittgenstein in typically cryptic fashion (1958, §115). As
I have argued in earlier work, although Wittgenstein’s target was analytic philosophy of language and logic, his comments on the necessity and constraints of pictures
of how things work—how things must be—has applications in political philosophy
(Heyes 2003b). Standing in the way of less oppressive social structures and better
kinds of ethical relationships to ourselves are, among other things, ontological “pictures” of the self that we often ﬁnd it hard to challenge or even identify because they
lie deep in our unquestioned assumptions about what it means to be human in the
postmodern West. Even attempts to resist the practices such pictures produce may
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inadvertently be premised on the same grammar and serve to entrench them yet
further into our form of life.
Our language is, for Wittgenstein, the source of pictures, which are integral to
our grammar (and hence to our social practices), and which prevent us from seeing
things otherwise:
What does it mean when we say: “I can’t imagine the opposite of this” or “what
would it be like, if it were otherwise?”—For example, when someone has said that
my images are private, or that only I myself can know whether I am feeling pain,
and similar things.
Of course, here “I can’t imagine the opposite” doesn’t mean: my powers of
imagination are unequal to the task. These words are a defence against something
whose form makes it look like an empirical proposition, but which is really a grammatical one. (Wittgenstein 1958, §251)

We must approach the world with some kind of picture, Wittgenstein suggests; it is
not the case that all pictures are bad and must be done away with. A background picture makes our lives intelligible, but usually passes unremarked—in part because it
is not grounded in systematically argued propositional judgments that we have all
explicitly learned, but primarily in habitual actions and practices, and in cultural
symbolisms that we have passively internalized. Although some picture is an
inevitable feature of judging, and can be valuable if it enables us to make sense of
ourselves, being held captive by a picture implies that one cannot reorient one’s
reﬂection and is thus profoundly unfree. David Owen, in his “Genealogy as
Perspicuous Representation” argues that Wittgenstein’s metaphor of a picture that
holds us captive describes an important “tendency to fall under the spell of our inherited ways of thinking.” One mode of such captivity “operates when a picture is subject to reﬂection and taken to be universal, necessary, or obligatory” (2003, 87).
Being held captive by a linguistic picture represents, argues Owen, an important
form of nonphysical constraint on our capacity for self-government—our ability to
make and act on judgments that are meaningfully our own—just as ideological captivity does. Ideological captivity, with its Marxist overtones, is, however, dependent
on holding false beliefs about social reality, which can be undone through consciousness-raising that reveals the truth of social relations.2 On this model, at stake
is the accuracy of the mapping between our judgments and the world they mirror,
and our captivity consists in the inability to recognize that things are not as we
believe. Particularly in its more Marxist articulations, the concept of ideological captivity also suggests trickery or manipulation—some social group has, with relative
degrees of deliberation, hit upon a picture of the world that systematically mystiﬁes
social relations. Ideological captivity functions to sustain inequities, the existence of
which can be posited as a motivation to challenge this kind of constraint on freedom.
For some political philosophies, this form of deception exhausts the selfimposed, nonphysical limits on self-government; by revealing the truth of the social
world, we will be fully liberated—in our minds, if not in fact. I believe that examples of ideological captivity can be adduced, and it is not my intention to deny the
importance of this constraint. For my purposes, however, the other form of captivity
Owen identiﬁes plays a more signiﬁcant role. “Aspectival captivity” evolves more
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organically on a less bifurcated social terrain. Our intellectual heritage leads us into
aspectival captivity, but it does so through contingent turns in our historical evolution, with no rational purpose or overarching goal. Most importantly, “aspectival
captivity” is independent of the truth value of our beliefs. A picture itself lends intelligibility to our world, and thus its constituent judgments govern what can count as
true or false (rather than providing criteria for adjudicating in particular cases).
Wittgenstein showed that our contested beliefs necessarily rely on prior certainties around which those things we doubt revolve. That is, foundational to every picture are some judgments that cannot be propositionally defended, but rather provide
the “bedrock” against which all others are evaluated. James Tully’s now classic
example in his critique of Habermas’s practice of validation is the following sentence: “I am Jürgen Habermas and I believe that the workplace ought to be organized democratically.” Suppose, suggests Tully, that someone attempted to validate
not the second but the ﬁrst clause of this sentence, claiming that “I think you are
being insincere and untruthful and deceiving us about your name. You are not really
Jürgen Habermas.” The increasing absurdity and irrelevance of attempts to redeem
this speech-act within the criteria offered by Habermas’s own system of thought
reveals, according to Tully, that “it is reasonable to take something for granted, to
take it as a matter of course without further justiﬁcation, even in circumstances of
critical reﬂection . . . It is perfectly reasonable not to ask for reasons in some circumstances; indeed, it is sometimes unreasonable to ask for reasons” (2003, 24).
Beneath our philosophical reﬂection lies “a more fundamental form of speech activity in which we are always already in tacit agreement and understand one another
in our thoughtful, conﬁdent, rational, yet unreﬂective uses of words that eo ipso act
as grounds in these circumstances” (26). Little would seem to be at stake in the
“bedrock” claim that “I am Jürgen Habermas,” but in other cases the claims we take
for granted have more serious political consequences. Wittgenstein’s famous
metaphorical example in Culture and Value makes the point: “Someone is imprisoned in a room if the door is unlocked, opens inwards; but it doesn’t occur to him to
pull, rather than push against it” (1980, 42, my translation). Or, someone is imprisoned by a particular way of understanding the relation between her self and her body
if no alternative is imaginable for her. It is at this level that the task of freeing ourselves from aspectival captivity operates—not in order to give up on pictures (as if
this were possible), but to show the contingency of our current ways of understanding ourselves.
If aspectival captivity emerges from our intellectual heritage (and embeds itself
in popular culture), then part of the cure for such conﬁnement is to imagine different possibilities. The famous suggestion that we “think [ourselves] differently”
comes from Foucault, and is often quoted by his supporters in this context. Yet as a
recommendation it is somewhat misleading, as is Wittgensteinian talk of becoming
“minded,” or of agreements in language, as the sole bases for pictures. These usages
seem to imply that philosophical conversation about our captivity alone will serve to
free us—and indeed in many cases I think this is a useful process. The pervasiveness
and the grip of the model of the somatic individual I have identiﬁed come with quite
rapid and confusing shifts, such that we “come to experience our world-picture or
some aspect of it as problematic in that we are increasingly unable to make sense of
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ourselves as agents in this way. In other words, a disjuncture may emerge between
our ways of making sense of ourselves, on the one hand, and our cares and commitments, on the other” (Owen 2003, 84). This disjuncture between the ontological and
the ethical will often provide the motivation for developing a counterdiscourse, a
novel picture (in a way analogous to the role of contradictions in Marxist thought).
For example, such ﬁssures can, perhaps, already be seen in the deep unease with
which many unlikely critics have greeted televised surgical makeovers, or in the
increasingly vocal political objections to fatphobic public health discourse.3 In conjunction with this kind of reﬂection, however, there must be some strategic recognition that changing one’s mind alone will not be adequate to the task of changing
one’s implicit picture of the world. Earlier I commented that pictures are held in
place partly by habitual actions and practices. These include, but are not limited to,
readily articulable beliefs and speech-acts. Images have effects on our form of life
not always fully reducible to linguistic parsing. And, especially when the picture
with which I will be most concerned involves the body, it seems clear that comportment, gesture, sensation, proprioception, kinaesthesis, and so on play a role in generating and sedimenting our understandings of ourselves. Both Wittgenstein and
Foucault would likely concur: “the human body is the best picture of the human
soul,” writes the former (Wittgenstein 1958, 178); and, in the words of the latter, “the
body is the inscribed surface of events (traced by language and dissolved by ideas),
the locus of a dissociated Self (adopting the illusion of a substantial unity), and a volume in perpetual disintegration” (NGH 148). Thus my suggestion is that pictures of
the self—reinforced through language, imagery, embodied practices and mental
habits—hold us captive in ways we are not even aware of. The challenge of thinking ourselves differently as embodied individuals demands that we make visible
these pictures so that we can come to understand, if you will, that the door might
open inwards.

The Inner and the Outer
After articulating his position that pictures in general hold us captive, Wittgenstein
turns, in later sections of Philosophical Investigations, to particular examples. One
of his favorite targets was a picture of the self that makes possible a “private language”—a concept that he believed was incoherent. In particular, he presents and
rejects the view that inner states (such as “being in pain”) can be validated through
a process of ostensive deﬁnition analogous to that used to validate truth-claims about
objects in the external world. In cases involving external objects, one can of course
point to, for example, the cat, in order to demonstrate to one’s friend in the room that
the cat is indeed there. In the case of my pain, however, I cannot “point” to my pain,
I can only engage in pain behaviors (wincing, saying “ouch,” gripping the part of my
body that hurts, and so on). My friend will likely take this as evidence that I am
indeed in pain, but I could be faking (in a way that I could not convince my friend
that the cat was really there when she wasn’t). What one says about one’s inner experience, on Paul Johnston’s reading of Wittgenstein, is “not based on evidence and
cannot be assessed by others.” One’s statements are “like signals”:
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Their interest lies in the fact that the individual is inclined to make them, for it is
her use of a particular phrase that characterises her as having had a particular experience. In contrast with outer events, the experience cannot be separated from its
expression: what the individual says and does is crucial, since this provides the
only possible criterion for distinguishing between different inner states. (Johnston
1993, 12)

Wittgenstein’s most famous objection to the possibility that my pain is the same
sort of thing as my cat comes in his remarks on the impossibility of a private language. In section 293 of the Philosophical Investigations he draws the following
analogy: “Suppose everyone had a box with something in it: we call it a ‘beetle.’ No
one can look into anyone else’s box, and everyone says he knows what a beetle is
only by looking at his beetle.” We could, in fact, all have different objects in our
boxes, but as long as we never look into any box but our own this is in principle
impossible to verify. This language-game might perversely continue to posit the
existence of beetles, yet “the thing in the box has no place in the language-game at
all; not even as a something: for the box might even be empty” (1958, §293). On one
level, then, the only thing that can be part of a language-game is that which is publicly accessible (the individual’s Äusserungen [utterances or expressions]); the
meaning of a word is not its correspondence to an existing object—for in this case
that object cannot be intersubjectively veriﬁed—but rather its use in the languagegame. Another way of looking at the failure of private ostensive deﬁnitions is to
point out that those who endorse them must be committed to the view that the criterion for a particular sensation having occurred can only be that its subject claims that
it has—or, I am in pain if I say I am (Johnston 1993, 24).
The patent falsity of this conclusion leads to Wittgenstein’s alternative view:
talk of inner states only makes sense when they have outward criteria to verify them.
The meaning of pain behaviors cannot be dictated by any single individual, but exists
in the intersubjective space of linguistic usage. One of the pictures of selfhood that
holds us captive comes from the grammar of our current psychology, which despite
its paradigmatic diversity is deeply structured by the concepts of the inner and the
outer. “The psy disciplines . . . have become woven into the practices that fabricate
and sustain the ‘psy’ interior that has been hollowed out within us as our truth, this
psychological being which has been placed at the origin of our passions, our speech,
our ills, our wants and our conduct” (Rose 1997, 226). As in the quote from section
251 above, our capacity to imagine things otherwise is limited not by an empirical
barrier that might one day be breached—“if only I could peek inside you to see
whether you really are experiencing pain!”—but rather by our grammar. As
Wittgenstein pithily puts it, “The proposition ‘Sensations are private’ is comparable
to: ‘One plays patience by oneself’” (1958, §248). We learn the criteria that apply
in our particular form of life from others’ demonstrations and linguistic usages, not
by introspecting to discover psychic objects. This grammar of introspection, however, is not inevitable (although many of our current language-games certainly
serve to entrench it further and further into our social practices). Wittgenstein shows
its contingency with a counterexample of hypothetical people who reject the
inner/outer picture and assume that all pain-related Äusserungen are sincere:
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They say “But it isn’t true, so then how can you say it?!” They would have no
comprehension of lying. “But he wouldn’t say that he was in pain if he wasn’t!—If
he says it anyway, then he’s crazy.” Now one tries to get them to grasp the concept
of the temptation to lie, but they say: Yes it would deﬁnitely be nice if he believed
_____, but it isn’t true!”—They don’t so much condemn lying as they feel it to be
something absurd and repellent. (1992, 20; my translation)

The logical possibility of alternative pictures—such as that provided by these imaginary individuals—opens the door to an important political observation: if we are
unable to think ourselves differently, even if only by virtue of failure of imagination
and lack of critical resources, then, as I have suggested, we are contingently unfree.
Wittgenstein’s paradigm example, and that of his interlocutors, is that of pain,
and his focus is the epistemological problem of how one can know that another person is hurting. Carl Elliott, by contrast, uses the example of mental disorders to take
a more overtly political tack. Elliott suggests that our picture of mental disorder tends
to operate as if such illnesses were beetles: ontologically real and consistent entities
enclosed in the box of the mind. And indeed, the language-games of diagnosis and
treatment, as well as the process of deﬁning (new) disorders, conspire to endorse this
understanding. Yet Wittgenstein shows this view to be a kind of nonsense. The
attempt to explain meaning by pointing to the mental or to mental processes is unintelligible; rather, meaning is a consequence of the application of language:
In the case of most mental disorders, psychiatrists have no concrete, objective way
of verifying whether or not the person has the disorder . . . Psychiatrists do not listen to heart sounds or percuss chests; they cannot open up the box and look at the
beetle. They diagnose mental disorders based on what people tell them and how
they behave. The grammar of diagnosis, however, is not like the grammar of naming: psychiatrists are not trying to pinpoint and name a private sensation inside a
patient’s head. The diagnoses they give to patients are determined by the rules of the
language-game. These rules are in turn inﬂuenced by a vast array of larger forces
and pressures, from market forces to identity politics to the bureaucracy of thirdparty payers. (Elliott 2003b, 189)

If we accept this conclusion, Elliott argues, we see that mental illnesses can be
understood only as embedded in particular forms of life, themselves political sites
where different interests battle not only for proﬁt and recognition but also for conceptual domination.
Similarly, we in the overdeveloped world, as the case studies in this book show,
are being drawn increasingly deeply into a model of subjectivity in which the concepts of the authentic inner and often deceptive outer are incorporated into the structure of the self and become the implicit justiﬁcation for technologies aimed at
transforming the body. Just as some psychiatrists devise diagnostic tests with the
intention of correctly identifying the mental disorder from which their patient suffers (the beetle in the box), so the discourse of the somatic individual relies on a distinction between the inner and the outer in which the former is conceptually prior to
the latter, and an a priori truth about the individual. Through working on the body,
the inner truth of the self can be displayed, and painful moments of false recognition
can be avoided: the transsexual is a man trapped in a woman’s body, and must
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change sex in order for her gendered reality to be visible; the dieter is a moderate,
well-disciplined, and hardworking person, whose moral character deserves to be
read from her slender form; the recipient of cosmetic surgery is “beautiful inside”
and wants to be received by others as an attractive and desirable individual. These
examples clearly raise very different ethical and political dilemmas, and my point is
not that this experience of ourselves is always pernicious; indeed, it seems productive of a kind of subjectivity that motivates artistic expression, spiritual exploration,
and therapeutic transformation, alongside somatic techniques implying varying
degrees of conformity. However, underlying these embodied practices is a picture of
the self not dissimilar to the one Wittgenstein criticizes. Instead of pain or a mental
disorder, however, the beetle in the box is the authentic self, and the box is not pain
behaviors or symptoms but the ﬂesh.
Foucault suggests that the purpose of genealogy is to disrupt entrenched ways
of thinking ourselves: “as an analysis of descent,” he says, genealogy is “situated
within the articulation of the body and history. Its task is to expose a body totally
imprinted by history and the process of history’s destruction of the body” (NGH
148).4 As he intimates in “Nietzsche, Genealogy, History” and develops in
Discipline and Punish, this task of exposure will reveal a model of the body as a
series of temporal events, whose development must be managed and observed in
relation to norms. This model historically supersedes the more familiar mind/body
dualism that still informs the research agenda in much contemporary theorizing of
the body, within which mechanical metaphors predominate. In its Cartesian version,
the dualist posits that the soul or mind is the seat of the self, and that this immaterial
entity is, conceptually speaking, entirely separable from the body—an extended
mass “animated” by the mind but itself serving no cognitive functions, and thus conceptually incidental to personal identity (rather than constitutive of it). A derived
corollary of Descartes’s position is that the proper sphere of freedom is that which
can be governed by the will, while what lies outside it can be left to providence
(Lloyd 2006). Of course, the body frequently and inevitably falls outside the will’s
ambit (most deﬁnitively with the inescapability of death). Our favorite response is to
struggle (futilely, at least in the larger scheme of things) to remove the body from the
realm of fate and bring it under the control of the will—as we see contemporary diet,
exercise, and makeover regimens trying to do. The equation of freedom with control,
then, combines with our perplexing failures in the case of the body to generate a
frame of reference within which the philosophical possibility of our freedom as
embodied subjects approaches incoherence. Within a dualist paradigm, the body can
be understood neither as an intersubjectively constituted feature of identity, nor as
coherently within the scope of freedom; thus large parts of the phenomenology
of the contemporary normalized subject are closed off from philosophical scrutiny.
Theorists focused on dualist legacies (even when dualism is the object of critique)
therefore ﬁnd it hard to come to terms with the historical, intersubjective, political
effects of normalizing power on the body.
For example, Drew Leder’s book The Absent Body offers an insightful and original phenomenological explanation of the plausibility of Cartesian dualism for lived
experience. No simple defender of Descartes, Leder points out that critics of dualism often assume it is premised on a disocciative metaphysics that willfully neglects
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our lived experience of the body. He makes the case, however, that the body is
frequently absent from consciousness in ways that facilitate, rather than running
counter to, the dualist’s basic claims. The surface of the body projects its capacities
out into the world, away from its own awareness of itself. For example, we experience the world through senses mainly located in the head region—a part of the body
that we cannot directly see. “Precisely as the center point from which the perceptual
ﬁeld radiates, the perceptual organ remains an absence or nullity in the midst of the
perceived” (Leder 1990, 13). Similarly, “most actions manifest . . . a physical telos
directed away from one’s own corporeal base” (18). Furthermore, the inner body
tends to recede from awareness: while eating an apple, for example, is generally an
act of will, digesting it is a process that, in most cases, requires no conscious action
and demands no attention. Thus we are encouraged by many aspects of our anatomy
and physiology to experience ourselves as mental entities, whose bodies are tools of
our life’s projects, rather than their originators.
The body most forcibly becomes an object of our awareness, in Leder’s model,
when suffering pain or disease—modes of being that he describes as operating on
the principle of “dys-appearance”: “It is characteristic of the body itself to presence
in times of breakdown or problematic performance . . . At moments of breakdown
I experience to my body, not simply from it. My body demands a direct and focal
thematization” (Leder 1990, 83–84). Leder brieﬂy considers what he calls “social
dys-appearance,” which is “effected by the incorporated gaze of the Other” (96).
“Affective disturbance”—not just organic dysfunction—may bring the body to
awareness. He uses the example of anxiety precipitated by speaking to a conference
crowd: “in this case, my anxiety was ﬁrst stimulated by the hundreds of pairs of eyes
focused upon me. My self-awareness in the face of this Gaze led to nervousness and
consequent bodily symptoms . . . Conversely, thematizing the body can itself bring
about dysfunction” (85; emphasis mine). The gaze of the Other, in particular, can
bring its subject to acute awareness of the body, as Bartky describes:
It is a ﬁne spring day, and with an utter lack of self-consciousness, I am bouncing
down the street. Suddenly I hear men’s voices. Catcalls and whistles ﬁll the air.
These noises are clearly sexual in intent and they are meant for me; they come from
across the street. I freeze . . . My face ﬂushes and my motions become stiff and selfconscious. The body which only a moment before I inhabited with such ease now
ﬂoods my consciousness. I have been made into an object . . . There is an element
of compulsion in this encounter, in this being-made-to-be-aware of one’s own ﬂesh.
(Bartky 1990, 27)

Leder recognizes that such modes of dys-appearance are likely to be inﬂected by
both power and gender, yet he continues to juxtapose the anomaly of the dys-appearing
body against the more diverse possibilities of “sociality as whole” (Leder 1990, 96).
In this regard Leder clearly wishes that the Other could always treat me as a subject
rather than an object, experiencing the world with me, rather than using me as an
object of its own deﬁnition. That is, Leder’s account is not a politically neutral presentation of certain objective features of phenomenology as it reinforces dualism.
Rather, he describes and valorizes certain subjectivities, deﬁning those that experience more pervasive dys-appearance as deviations from a healthy norm.
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We live in a physical and attitudinal environment where, as theorists of disability
have argued, the fully mobile and sensate, healthy, prime-of-life white male body is
taken as just such a norm. Leder’s appeal to a descriptive phenomenology in which
dualism grounds the truth of experience (albeit in a way inﬂected by sociality) struggles to capture the effects of normalization on embodied subjectivity. Deviations
from this norm risk becoming pathological, while the subjectivity that most closely
matches the norm (and dualism has here become, in a different way, normative) is
constructed as emerging from universal facts of embodiment. Thus for the subject
who most convincingly ﬁts Leder’s paradigm the body comes to mind only when
“we are away, apart, from our ordinary mastery and health” (1990, 87). For those
whose body is the product of, for example, longtime pain, the description of an alien
body always on one’s mind that results in a certain self-absorption may not be quite
right; nor might they posit the counterpart of an “ordinary” state in which the body
recedes from consciousness. Similarly, I challenge the androcentrism of Leder’s phenomenology not because he fails to acknowledge that women and men are differently placed with regard to the Other’s gaze (see Leder 1990, 98–99), but because he
seems to assume that an experience of the body premised on social dys-appearance is
occasional and aberrent.
Leder is able to sustain this position because he makes two assumptions, embedded in his concluding claim that in cases of social dys-appearance “one incorporates
an alien gaze, away, apart, asunder, from one’s own, which provokes an explicit
thematization of the body. Those with power in the situation need not experience
reciprocal dys-appearance” (1990, 99). On this account, ﬁrst, the Other is both practically and conceptually outside the self: “my self-understanding always involves the
seeing of what others see in me” (92). Although he certainly recognizes that the gaze
of the Other may be deeply incorporated into one’s perception of one’s body, Leder
sees the self as ontologically prior to its imposition. Thus he is unable to consider
the possibility that some bodies, at least, may be constituted through their relation to
“social dys-appearance.” In fact, as I’ll show, social dys-appearance has apparently
become for many persons in the West the default mode of experiencing the body,
reinforcing by a different means the aspect of the Cartesian picture that sees the body
as traitorous, unreliable, and deceptive. This is a historical claim, which draws on
Foucault’s account of how normalizing judgment generates certain kinds of individuals, as well as an empirical claim, borne out by numerous narratives by transsexuals, dieting, anorexic, and fat women, recipients of cosmetic surgeries, and others
struggling to understand why and how their bodies have failed to live up to their perceived inner identity. Even those people who, phenomenologically speaking, experience little or none of the social dys-appearance I document have a relation to it:
they have a “healthy body image” or “good self-esteem”; or, if their body is nonconforming but they are nonetheless comfortable in their skin, they must often—as
is the case with resistant fat bodies—be pathologized or read as self-deceived. If our
default lived experience were more uniformly akin to the corporeal absence and
intersubjective mutuality Leder establishes as his aspirational norm, then normalization would be a much more benign inﬂuence on our experience of ourselves. As
things stand, however, the picture of the inner image of oneself that can ﬁt (or not)
the outer reality of the body has been fully internalized and is, at precisely the
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phenomenological level Leder theorizes, experienced as the truth of our subjectivity.
Already Bartky’s example seems almost dated: the woman of the twenty-ﬁrst century may never experience the “utter lack of self-consciousness” or the ease in her
body that contrast with the imposition of the male gaze. And it may not even be necessary for actual men to whistle at her in order for her to come to awareness of her
objectiﬁcation. The visual and symbolic economy of the female body has displaced
many more overt forms of communication of abjection. This is not to deny that a
sense of one’s body as sexualized object has an intersubjective origin—it is hardly
the case that female babies are born into this way of experiencing the world. But
from the earliest experiences of intersubjectivity, many girls encounter the world as
assessor and judge of their body’s value, without ever identifying this experience as
originating outside their own psychic terrain.
Second, Leder characterizes power as sovereign—a substance wielded by an
antagonistic agent outside the self: “difference in power often precludes the assumption of cosubjectivity. It is not a matter of a reciprocal exchange of intentions, so
much as one body submitting to the intentions of another.” Leder then quotes the
Foucault of Discipline and Punish, but follows up with a decidedly un-Foucauldian
parsing: “Others can scrutinize and judge my actions, constrain my body in prison,
inﬂict upon it pain or other forms of violation. They can regularize my movements
as in an army drill or extract regimented labor. This susceptibility of the body to the
Other’s intentions . . . is a primary mechanism of dys-appearance” (Leder 1990, 98).
These examples are certainly historically formative of disciplinary power, but they
are not emblematic of its function. The power that brings our failed bodies to cognitive dys-appearance need not be explicitly imposed by any external arbiter, insisting against our ignorance or resistance, “Look! Look at how poorly your body
expresses the essence of yourself!” Rather it is a power that circulates—everywhere
at once, yet emanating from no single source. Our inability to identify the sovereign
locus of this power (a gesture we often deem necessary for power to exist) occludes
the fact that we ourselves are among the disciplining agents.
Leder is right that much in our phenomenology can reinforce dualism’s ontological insistence that the mind is the seat of the self, and that the body is merely its
vehicle. However, many Western women (and plausibly members of other groups)
experience their bodies as constituted through forms of dys-appearance that normalization renders inescapable. Vestigial dualist moments in our culture demand that the
body be effaced, while all the time, thanks to normalization, we have a relationship
to our bodies’ nonconformity. The fact that no powerful Other need stand ready to
point out our failures contributes to their internalization, and makes it far harder to
see social dys-appearance as imposed through explicit actions by an identiﬁable
agent. In other words, the way social dys-appearance functions makes it seem like a
private language, whereby the self experiences the body—sometimes for no apparent reason—as the constant intrusion of abjection into mental life. Technologies of the
body in this context may thus not only represent an attempt to shift the terms of
the body as a project (that is, “as a focus of ongoing concern and effort and a
resource for conveying identity” [Gimlin 2006, 705; Brumberg 1997]), but also an
effort to mitigate the psychological exhaustion of social dys-appearance. As Debra
Gimlin found in a series of interviews, “women sometimes have cosmetic surgery in
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an attempt to lessen or eliminate their experiences of bodily intrusion . . . Because
such dys-appearances rarely ‘self-correct,’ they motivate intervention aimed at
removing from explicit focus an aspect of the body that causes self-consciousness or
discomfort, or draws the attention of the alienating gaze” (2006, 704). No wonder
the dieting woman or the cosmetic surgery candidate likes to say that she is trying to
change her body “for myself,” when signiﬁcant others may express no dissatisfaction at all with how she looks. No wonder, under these circumstances, that our lived
experience is of a mismatch between the inner and the outer.
Normalization’s ontology of the body as a developing organism, in ﬂux, and
necessarily bearing a relation to a norm thus explains certain features of phenomenology (without reference to any anatomical necessity and while acknowledging its
own internal systems of reference) in a way that dualist models of the static, mechanized body that is incidental to selfhood cannot. The absence of sovereign Others
(whose presence would make manifest the political context of our self-understandings)
furthers the search for an authentic core that represents the individual in her uniqueness, as commentators with quite different historical perspectives have recognized.
For example, Charles Taylor, identifying a similar historical transition to Foucault,
but giving it a very different hermeneutical twist, argues that the late-eighteenthcentury rise of the individual ﬁnds its apotheosis in the language of authenticity.
Taylor sees the drive to ﬁnd the authentic self within as a poetic response to the collapse of traditional hierarchies that were the basis for honor. The honor that was key
to self-worth in the ancien régime is a differential concept: some must not have it in
order that those who do have a meaningful quality. Dignity, the key feature of
humanity in emergent democracies, by contrast, is egalitarian—everyone intrinsically shares in it (Taylor 1994, 26–27). As economic and social transformations shift
moral emphases from knowing one’s proper place to claiming one’s essential equality with other human beings, the ideal of the distinctive individual with an authentic
identity also gains momentum: “the displacement of the moral accent comes about
when being in touch with our feelings takes on independent and crucial moral signiﬁcance. It comes to be something we have to attain if we are to be true and full
human beings” (28). Instead of coming from external markers of prestige and one’s
status in various relationships with others in the social hierarchy, the way to ﬁnd oneself lies within: “Being true to myself means being true to my own originality, which
is something only I can articulate and discover. In articulating it, I am also deﬁning
myself. I am realizing a potentiality that is properly my own” (31). Commentators at
least since Tocqueville have noticed that this shift in subjectivity and in our understandings of identity and morality has a particularly strong appeal in so-called New
World democracies, where among colonizing Europeans rigid class systems and
social hierarchies were left behind (in political imagination if not in sociological
reality). This rise of the discourses of individuality and authenticity, then, was particularly steep in the United States, and in the twentieth century has found expression in numerous sectors of its popular culture—most notably, for my purposes, the
discourses of self-discovery and self-help, of mental health and disorder, and of selfexpression through working on the body.
Like Taylor, I resist the embrace of liberal individualism, while also concurring
with him that understanding its history leaves us with an inescapable set of meanings
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and values. Unlike Taylor, however, I am skeptical that we have established an
attunement between ideal humanity and the identity of the modern self, or that the
model of authenticity and recognition we have inherited has the kind of integrity that
will permit human ﬂourishing (Taylor 1984; see critique by Connolly 1985). Both
Taylor and Foucault understand the historical moment at which social classiﬁcations
based on rank and privilege disintegrate as pivotal in deﬁning the emerging discourse
of the individual. Foucault, however, identiﬁes the individual as a product of normalizing regimes, and suggests that the developmental norms that deﬁne the body are historical artifacts increasingly presented to us as the truth about ourselves. While Taylor
stresses the liberating effects of the discourse of authenticity for individuals, Foucault
focuses on “how otherness appears when it is presented as the product of a subjectivity that is itself produced” (Connolly 1985, 372). As Owen implies, the description of
liberation as a property of an ever-more autonomous individual to whom new forms
of knowledge are available conceals how the identities that give the individual its
form and entitle it to recognition are themselves the results of normalization. Thus to
understand how the production of the individual in general, and the somatic individual in particular, might generate more and more people who embody the “remainders” of identity rather than ﬁnding their fulﬁllment in the modern self, we need to
understand what Foucault means by normalization, and how it ﬁts into his account of
disciplinary power.

The Normalized Individual
Foucault’s genealogical method is taken by Owen to be the paradigm approach to
freeing ourselves from aspectival captivity: “what motivates genealogy is not simply the condition of being held captive by a picture, but the recognition that this
captivity prevents us from making sense of ourselves as subjects in the ways that
matter to us” (Owen 2003, 93). Foucault’s genealogy of power relations provides a
speciﬁc example of how we might reveal and dispel a picture that has dominated
political thinking. In Discipline and Punish, Foucault makes his well known argument that sovereign power—in which a speciﬁc authority has deﬁned rule over
others—is increasingly superseded in the mid-eighteenth century and beyond by
disciplinary power—in which techniques of management that cannot be attributed
to any particular individual are used to classify and control populations. This new
mechanics of power operated on the individual body to manipulate its movements
and gestures, with an eye to shaping their overall economy rather than merely their
signiﬁcation. This coercion was constant, a form of surveillance “exercised according to a codiﬁcation that partitions as closely as possible time, space, movement.”
“These methods,” Foucault argues, “which made possible the meticulous control of
the operations of the body, which assured the constant subjection of its forces and
imposed upon them a relation of docility-utility, might be called ‘disciplines’”
(DP 137). Disciplines thus have a double, paradoxical effect: they increase efﬁciency in their institutional contexts as well as making individual bodies more
adept, while at the same time they provide a mechanism for the intensiﬁcation of
power relations. In other words, the very body that develops new capacities and
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skills also becomes the highly scrutinized subject of the minutest forms of manipulation, or, in some cases, domination (DP 138). It becomes what Foucault
famously called a “docile body.”
Thus to realize one’s own freedom does not consist only in liberating oneself
from the sovereign’s grasp, increasing one’s autonomy as one’s capabilities increase.
Instead, a crucial practice of freedom consists in understanding an alternative picture
in which increasing capabilities are closely tied to the intensiﬁcation of power relations. To be able to resist the language of liberation in local historical narratives
requires us to understand that, (a) the unfolding of new forms of knowledge does not
necessarily map to greater freedom (even under the very deﬁnition of freedom that
these knowledge forms establish), and (b) such forms may in fact represent new
strategies of power that are yet harder to identify because they are counterintuitive
to existing political theoretical models. Recognizing inductively false beliefs will be
only one, relatively small, part of the process of coming to think differently in ways
that advance our self-government. We also need to be freed from the picture of
power as sovereign that holds us captive, and renders invisible the bio-power (the
management of the social body, and the disciplinary forces acting on the human
body) that narrows behavioral options and possibilities for ﬂourishing.
Foucault identiﬁes three deﬁning features of disciplinary power in its early historical formation that make this type of contemporary preoccupation possible. First,
hierarchical observation is “an apparatus in which the techniques that make it possible to see induce effects of power, and in which, conversely, the means of coercion
make those on whom they are applied clearly visible” (DP 170–71). The increasingly precise surveillance that was a product both of a novel architecture organized
around institutional function, and of the new types of mutual scrutiny between members of institutions it facilitated, allowed disciplinary power to become an integrated
system in which power functions anonymously and no longer requires overt force to
have its effects (DP 172–77).
Second, normalizing judgment was enacted through the micromanagement of
behavior areas of social life from which penality had previously been absent.
Although in the orphanage or barracks there are explicit regulations, the order
imposed through discipline is of a further order: it legislates “natural and observable
processes” to ensure greater conformity to a norm. For this reason punishment is not
only retaliatory but also corrective (DP 179): from beating the child who errs, for
example, the teacher moves to assigning “lines”—a repetitive exercise that serves as
both punishment and training. In addition to punishments, disciplinary power also
functions through reward, making it possible to deﬁne behavior as falling along a
spectrum of good and bad. Instead of rules against particular acts that leave the
remainder of the ﬁeld of action undeﬁned, excellence and mediocrity too can be
assessed. “Through this micro-economy of a perpetual penality operates a differentiation that is not one of acts, but of individuals themselves, of their nature, their
potentialities, their level or their value” (DP 181). This process of creating distributions with internally deﬁned systems of meaning is key to what Foucault calls normalization, and it generates both a hierarchy and a set of punishments and rewards
that can be used to manipulate individuals within the hierarchy to ensure greater
homogeneity. Thus:
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The art of punishing, in the régime of disciplinary power . . . brings ﬁve quite
distinct operations into play: it refers individual actions to a whole that is at once a
ﬁeld of comparison, a space of differentiation and the principle of a rule to be followed. It differentiates individuals from one another, in terms of the following overall rule: that the rule be made to function as a minimal threshold, as an average to
be respected or as an optimum towards which one must move. It measures in quantitative terms and hierarchizes in terms of value the abilities, the level, the “nature”
of individuals. It introduces, through this “value-giving” measure, the constraint
of a conformity that must be achieved. Lastly, it traces the limit that will deﬁne
difference in relation to all other differences, the external frontier of the abnormal.
(DP 182–83)

The third technique of disciplinary power is the examination (an instrument that
combines hierarchical observation and normalizing judgment). In ritualized form,
examination techniques incorporate the normalizing gaze as a mechanism of differentiation and evaluation. Foucault’s examples include the physician’s rounds, the
school exam, and army inspections, all of which, he suggests, gained ascendancy in
the late 1700s and fundamentally shifted the discourse of the human sciences toward
the development of knowledge through the exercise of power in these sub-populations.
Disciplinary power is itself invisible yet renders its subjects hyper-visible in order to
tighten its grip: “it is the fact of being constantly seen, of being able always to be
seen, that maintains the disciplined individual in his subjection” (DP 187). The display of power, Foucault argues, thus moves from overt expression of potency (in
which the apparatus of power must be made visible) to the ceremonial presentation
of subjects, in which power is only a gaze (DP 187–88). In this context the examination is a mechanism of objectiﬁcation. For example, in chapter 4 I write about the
visual economy of cosmetic surgery, and the physician’s examinations of prospective patients that, increasingly, we can watch on TV. As the surgeon draws whorls
and lines on his patient’s skin in thick black marker, to show where he will cut into
her ﬂesh later in the operating room, she is left in plastic cap and surgical gown as a
visible (and slightly ridiculous) object of his analysis of her body’s ﬂaws. His
scalpels and instruments and his framed diplomas are also important to his power,
but it is through the body of the patient that he literally renders his disciplinary gaze
visible.
The proliferation of examinations, according to Foucault, also facilitates the development of administrative methods in which the individual is constructed as the object
of documentation. Disciplinary methods, as Foucault puts it, “lowered the threshold
of describable individuality” (below the lives of the famous men, kings, and heroes
previously worthy of biography) and “made of this description a means of control
and a method of domination” (DP 191). This brings us to Foucault’s crucial concluding observation:
In a disciplinary régime . . . individualization is “descending”: as power becomes
more anonymous and more functional, those on whom it is exercised tend to be
more strongly individualized; it is exercised by surveillance rather than ceremonies,
by observation rather than commemorative accounts, by comparative measures that
have the “norm” as reference rather than genealogies giving ancestors as point of
reference; by “gaps” rather than deeds. (DP 193)
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Thus Foucault identiﬁes historical shifts in North Atlantic cultures that have generated
today’s intensiﬁed and proliferating forms of surveillance of the body. Although sovereign power does not cease to exist alongside disciplinary practices, control of the
body has become ever more heavily freighted with symbolic meaning at the level
both of the individual psyche and the public discursive order. For example, obesity
is now decried as both a marker of individual failure to regulate the body appropriately, and as a feature of populations that indicates corruption in the body politic
(Herndon 2005). The strident, compulsive nature of public anti-obesity discourse,
I would argue, is made possible by endless confessional narratives detailing the consumption pattern, weight, fat distribution, cholesterol level, caloric expenditure,
exercise habits, and so forth, of each individual, tied to seemingly inﬁnite statistical
parsing and public policy strategizing about the population’s “obesity epidemic”
(Oliver 2006). We have amassed a whole new knowledge about our bodies, and institutionalized a host of embodied practices (such as exercise and diet regimens) in
ways that both intensify power and create new capacities, as I argue in chapter 3.
Through the normalization of weight, “disciplinary society communicates with itself ”
(Ewald 1990, 141).
For my purposes in this book, I will draw attention to two speciﬁc aspects of
Foucault’s position that are especially important in understanding how normalization
has evolved as a distinctively corporeal phenomenon, in which the internalization of
normalizing judgment can be experienced as inner depth. First, normalizing judgment operates on the body of the subject, to create him or her as an individual (rather
than existing in relationship with a prior individuality). If Discipline and Punish sets
out the broader history of normalization as Foucault sees it, The History of Sexuality
continues the project by deﬁning a subsequent move to make the body’s hidden
potential signify its identity. Here Foucault identiﬁes the historical process by which
collections of sexual behaviors are turned into subject-positions. His paradigm
example of an emergent socio-legal identity facilitated by disciplinary power is, of
course, homosexuality: “As deﬁned by the ancient civil or canonical codes, sodomy
was a category of forbidden acts; their perpetrator was nothing more than the juridical subject of them. The nineteenth-century homosexual became a personage, a past,
a case history, and a childhood, in addition to being a type of life, a life form, and a
morphology, with an indiscreet anatomy and possibly a mysterious physiology.” His
arrival is announced with Foucault’s much misinterpreted dictum, “the sodomite had
been a temporary aberration [relaps]; the homosexual was now a species [espèce]”
(HS 43).5 Thus I read this later work as a continuation of Foucault’s analysis of normalization and discipline, only in this speciﬁc context he shows how sexuality as a
ﬁeld of power generates a normal identity from which numerous deviations can be
deﬁned. Discovering this identity, which normalization made real for every individual, becomes a personal as well as a legislative project: “It is through sex . . . that
each individual has to pass in order to have access to his own intelligibility (seeing
that it is both the hidden aspect and the generative principle of meaning), to the
whole of his body (since it is a real and threatened part of it, while symbolically constituting the whole), to his identity (since it joins the force of a drive to the singularity of a history)” (HS 155–56). When Foucault talks of “sex” [le sexe] he is
referring to sexual organs—genitals—as well as sexual difference. Through her or
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his desires—subsequently freighted with psychoanalytic meanings—the individual
must decipher the truth of his or her self as heterosexual (the norm) or homosexual
(a problematized deviation), or, later, a sufferer of Gender Identity Disorder (a classiﬁcation that Krafft-Ebing, the great typologist of sexual pathology, would surely
have seized upon with glee), or another taxonomic possibility. A key part of the work
of normalization, then, is to identify and classify the abnormal—a task for which
expert psychiatric opinion would often be required (AN, esp. 1–26). The genealogical project aims to reveal the contingency of these labels; far from existing as “natural kinds” of human beings, these classiﬁcations come into being piecemeal during
a certain historical period. Critical reﬂection on history may contribute to the effort
to think ourselves differently (although our experience of ourselves may well be that
we could not have been otherwise—merely knowing history is no guarantee that our
desires will change).
In Foucault’s account, then, normalization takes a speciﬁc direction: collections
of behaviors crystallize into kinds of persons, and the practices that constitute new
forms of knowledge generate their own subjectivities. This happens across the culture; it is not only sexuality that becomes the realm of taxonomic frenzy and the
search for essences. The totalizing conditions of the modern prison create the criminal personality, and criminology in turn starts to occupy itself with deﬁning and
identifying the criminal in society. The asylum and psychiatry create classiﬁcations
of mental illness that deﬁne the subjectivities of ever-more individuals who previously had only collections of eccentricities, life struggles, or behaviors. These examples now have a long history, and violent criminals, the mentally ill, and sexual
deviants have now entered into many corners of popular culture as essentially
Other—individuals deﬁned by their essential difference from an implicitly noncriminal, sane, and conventionally heterosexual norm. Crucially for liberal democracy’s
self-image, these disciplinary processes operate at the edge of the formal law, which
deﬁnes the ideal individual and the conditions of his liberation. The criminal and the
insane give up many of their legal rights, while homosexuals are denied those rights
available to others; practices of psychiatric diagnosis take place in relations of power
where the individual can hardly appeal to his newly stipulated autonomy as a way of
resisting (not least because his autonomy is itself so often the thing diagnosis
negates). Those subjects emerging from this disciplinary regime eventually have no
political choice but to organize around their identities; the habitus becomes deﬁned
by social practices that shore up essentialist pictures and dictate intersubjective
behaviors, and so on. As Foucault says as early as The Order of Things: “Modernity
begins when the human being begins to exist within his organism, inside the shell of
his head, inside the armature of his limbs, and in the whole structure of his physiology” (OT 318). Central to my own argument is the claim that the post-war history of
normalization in North America is deﬁned by a more assiduous and minute operation of identity production at the level of the body. In the discourse of the somatic
individual, changes to the ﬂesh are necessary to express the self’s innermost identity.
“This is who I am inside,” goes the logic, “hence I must be recognized,” in the most
literal way, “through the outer.” Furthermore, because normalization is outside the
dominant frame of reference for understanding political power, its actions (via medicine, popular culture, etc.) are usually understood as helping individuals realize the
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capacities of their natural bodies; for this reason its methods and agents are able to
achieve greater access and control than more obviously sovereign forms
(McWhorter 1999, 156). The pictures of the inner and the outer, coupled with the
reiﬁcation and internalization of normalized subject-positions as essential identities,
are crucial conditions of possibility for this process.
The second key feature of normalization is that a population comes to be deﬁned
in relation to the norm, creating an artifactual shared identity. To use an example I
discuss further in chapter 3, the standardized height/weight tables so familiar to anyone trying to lose weight (or assess the need to do so) are an unusually recent norm
that deﬁnes the population. Every individual can be characterized by whether they
fall within the acceptable range for their height; or, in another twist, by their
body/mass index (BMI)—a ratio of height to weight.6 A BMI below 20 is usually
considered “underweight,” 20–24.9 is “ideal,” 25–29.9 is “overweight,” and 30 or
over is “obese.” According to Eric Oliver, BMI was initially formulated in the 1830s
based on statistical data mapping the range of weights typical among male conscripts
in France and Scotland. The notorious Adolphe Quetelet, its originator, simply
labeled the range at the peak of the bell curve deﬁned by this population “ideal” (not
just “average”) and those who deviated from it “overweight” or “underweight” (not
just “heavier than average” or “lighter than average”) (Oliver 2006, 16–18). The
invention of BMI is thus one piece of social science that ultimately enables the production of the shrill claims we now see every day in newspaper headlines: obesity—
“a condition growing out of proportion in Canada and threatening the health of an
increasing number of adults and children,” reports CBC News. The headlines are
generated by a panoply of statistics that deﬁne populations: Health Canada
researchers now know that “between 1985 and 2000–2001, the prevalence of overweight (BMI 25.0–29.9 kg/m2) increased from 19% to 26% among women. It also
increased among men during this period, but there has been a slight decrease in the
prevalence of overweight over the last ﬁve years (from 44% in 1994–1995 to 40% in
2000–2001).”7 This new concept in measurement thus enables a certain kind of statistical outputs, which in turn motivate public policy-making. “We” “know” that
Western populations are getting fatter and fatter, and “we” are also encouraged to
establish our personal relationship to weight. “What’s your BMI?” calculators are
ubiquitous on the Web and can be found in many diet books. Having established the
answer to this question, the individual then knows how acceptable or deviant his or
her body really is, and the ﬁrst step in co-opting them into normalizing techniques
(such as weight-loss dieting) has been taken.
As François Ewald points out, the emergence of norms marks a new system of
reference whereby the norm no longer refers to a standard outside itself but rather to
the internal “play of oppositions between the normal and the abnormal or pathological” (1990, 140).8 Normalization concerns the production of models and standards
against which populations can be assessed. In Ewald’s more recent history, normalization becomes aware of itself as such at the beginning of the twentieth century,
when it started to be actively developed as a technical tool to facilitate industrial standards, coordination of production, and communication among bureaucrats (1990,
149–50). The language of normalization, then, as Ewald puts it in Wittgensteinian
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terms, “has its own grammar and logic. [It] serves a speciﬁc mode of thought that it
must both call forth and translate: it comprises a style of analysis, and a way of categorizing and breaking down objects, tasks, and needs, at once segmenting them and
individualizing them” (151). On this system, there are no absolute standards of good,
perfection, or beauty, only relative measures within a local scale of meaning; yet
norms provide excellent intersubjective communicative and organizational strategies
in the absence of any transcendental values. And if they prove inadequate to their
assigned task, they can be altered without disloyalty to any deeper truth. Although
Ewald is talking about technical normalization in the world of insurance in the early
twentieth century, his analysis helps to establish a framework for understanding normalization of the twenty-ﬁrst-century body. In assigning sex to newborn infants, for
example—a practice many people assume to be the most transparent labeling of a
prior reality in which bodies are either male or female—medical personnel inferring
sex use a variety of norms, both formal (such as published guidelines) and informal
(for example, standards developed by individual physicians in the course of practice).
In terms of genital appearance, a phallus between 0.2 and 0.9 centimeters is a “medically acceptable clitoris,” one between 2.5 and 4.5 centimeters is a “medically
acceptable penis,” and anything between the two is unacceptable (Kessler 1998,
40–44). Of course, most infants are assigned a sex on the basis of a cursory inspection of the genitals that turns out later to map to other sexual characteristics, but a signiﬁcant number sooner or later fall into the intermediate space on the distribution, and
must be deﬁned in relation to the norm. In this case, however, we have a prior commitment to the idea that sex is a naturally dimorphic kind. The process of normalization in many examples involving human bodies (unlike those involving, say, risk
assessment in insurance [Ewald 1990, 141–48]) relies on a metaphysics in which
there is an underlying truth (a “hidden potential”) within each individual. Disciplinary
practices that take the somatic individual as their object, then, often have as their overt
aim to make visible on the ﬂesh some inner reality, thus obscuring the context relativism of the norms that deﬁne that alleged reality.
Further, norms internal to the population enable the measurement not only of
individual but also statistical deviance. The concept of the natural body as an evolving set of processes (rather than as a simple machine) enables individuals to be controlled and directed using understandings of their functional capacities: by
measuring some feature of members of a population over time, the technician of normalization can describe the statistically typical individual and her developmental
path, and then posit a norm and degrees of divergence from it. This enables assessment of the consequences of deviation from norms using the concept of risk, which,
combined with the emphasis on the temporality of the body, enables a redeﬁnition
of health central to normalizing practices. The obese may not have diabetes now, the
logic goes, but they will in the future, unless they change their current practices. As
Ewald implies, health itself is increasingly assessed in terms of risk—a conceptual
framework that simultaneously uses statistical prognoses within populations as the
basis for individual conduct, and often presses “healthy” individuals to redeﬁne
themselves as failed bodies. While it is not unreasonable to consider the likely consequences of one’s habits, the element of uncertainty added by the risk mentality
(“this might happen”) enables a hovering, diffuse kind of anxiety that fosters hyper-
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awareness of those interventions that might improve one’s chances (“Maybe if I start
working out at the gym I will live longer”). Because by deﬁnition such interventions
are defending against an unknowable future, their success cannot be easily measured, and the anxiety is never effectively allayed. In a capitalist market where purveyors of lifestyle need new niches, this anxiety can be harnessed to consumption
through clever marketing (as I show in my discussion of Weight Watchers’ rhetoric
in chapter 3). Using a related logic, many enhancements are now sold to ward off
future needs, rather than to correct current deﬁcits: get a “mid–face-lift” now, in your
thirties, and you won’t need the full procedure in ﬁfteen years, for example.
Normalization thus works on the body and beyond the formal law, in areas of
social life where anxiety about management of populations and adequate selfmanagement prevail. It ﬁnds particular purchase in health-scientiﬁc discourses; as
I explore in later chapters, the diagnoses of Gender Identity Disorder, Body Dysmorphic
Disorder, the concept of ideal height/weight ratios, and the subspeciality of cosmetic
surgery are loci where the pictures I have identiﬁed hold us particularly ﬁrmly captive. Such relatively novel subjectivities and technologies are emblematic of the new
forms of knowledge that enable bio-power to expand its scope. The relationships
here involve authorities (the psychiatrist, the diet doctor, the cosmetic surgeon) who
are authorized to speak the truth about failed bodies: this person indeed suffers from
Gender Identity Disorder, this one has a BMI over 25.0, this one is a good candidate
for rhinoplasty. There are presumed teleologies: this transsexual will successfully
“pass” in the post-transition gender, this dieter will become slim, and this ugly duckling will become a swan. All of the technologies I have examined promise far more
than a transformation of the ﬂesh; they guarantee a new relationship to oneself in
which one will be more self-conﬁdent, have more capacities, live a better life, and
even be more “natural.”
As Rose argues, the psy disciplines have played a central role in consolidating
the ontology of the self as a deep, interiorized, bounded object. As he points out,
implicitly alluding to Wittgenstein, this ontology is self-deceptive; it is equally
through the creation of language-games in psychology that we are able to conceive
of ourselves as human kinds, not only the reverse:
At certain historical moments, particular issues or problems are constructed in certain ways—as melancholia or depression, as hysteria or post-traumatic syndrome, as
cowardice or shell-shock—only through the possibilities available within language:
words, vocabularies, the grammars of explanation and causation, the narratives of life
events that it provides. Language makes only certain ways of being human describable, and in so doing makes only certain ways of being human possible. (Rose 1997,
238)

Rose also sees a democratization of biopolitics, although it is still to some extent the
preserve of medical and psychiatric experts, who diagnose and determine the nature
of bodies and minds (2001, 17). To my mind, this “democratization” is less a matter
of liberation through creating and disseminating new forms of knowledge (although
it may be that) and more a matter of creating increasingly minute forms of deviance,
deﬁning every somatic individual as having failed to fully embody some norm or
other, and freighting somatic expression with moral meanings. The role of television
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and information culture in permitting these extensions of somatic normalization is
key: information about bodies, illness, health, beauty, ﬁtness, and functioning has a
massive ocular power and potential for broadcasting. I can watch gastric bypass surgery online or observe in close-up on TV as the cosmetic surgeon thrusts the cannula into a fatty human thigh, access a Web site and chat group for any physical or
mental condition you care to name, or take a self-test to discover whether I am psychologically ready to start a ﬁtness program. As the range of possibility for deviance
and the force of its moral meaning increase, so do the strategies offered for changing the failed body and bringing it into line with one’s inner character.
My approach to this complex backdrop is to take from Foucault’s oeuvre a useful
heuristic that helps feminists to theorize the contemporary micro-physics of power
as they operate in constructing the gendered body. To summarize, I argue that
normalization—this process of simultaneously deﬁning the particular case and
homogenizing the population—describes something important about the emergence
of the somatic individual, especially as it relates to gendered bodies. In certain key
moments, I contend, the naturalization of contingent norms is achieved by deploying the perceived distinction between the inner and the outer: inside each of us there
is an authentic self that must (and this must has both an ontological and an ethical
force) be made manifest on the outside. Clearly the legacy of mind/body dualism is
strongly present in this picture, but not in a form where the body is incidental to
identity. Rather, the body is closely linked to the self through mechanisms of social
dys-appearance as both its expression and project—a thing to be worked on. This
dichotomy between the inner and the outer is also hierarchized: one’s inner accounting reﬂects the authentic self, while the deceptive yet malleable body renders this
self intersubjectively available. If a body “fails” to adequately express identity, then
it must be changed. It is a sign of our commitment to our essential selves that we
often struggle violently to transform recalcitrant ﬂesh when changing our minds—
or accepting that who you are need not be captured by what you look like—is also
possible. I draw on Foucault’s genealogical account of the emergence of normalization to show both how the inner/outer picture has come to be so gripping, and how
the phenomena that we understand through its prism can in fact be theorized as contingent ways of relating to ourselves. In other words, we are held captive by a picture
of the self that works systematically to obscure the social contexts and processes of
normalization as a limit on our possibilities for practices of self-creation.
Most feminists would accept the general point that gendered bodies are under
constant pressure to conform to certain norms, and that Foucault’s concepts of disciplinary power, docility, and normalization are productive tools for understanding
how this pressure works. The work of Sandra Bartky (1990), Susan Bordo (1993),
Judith Butler (1999 [1990]), Lois McNay (1992), and Jana Sawicki (1991), for
example, has been central in deﬁning a genre of feminist philosophical criticism able
to take on the relatively recent and rapid intensiﬁcation of discipline of the female
body in North America in particular.9 However, at least in the context of examples
such as weight-loss dieting and cosmetic surgery, most analysts have preferred to
understand these norms using the discourse of conformity to beauty standards,
although increasingly feminist critique understands that talk of beauty and attrac-
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tiveness co-exists alongside a more insidious, related discourse of identity work. My
project adds the thesis that the inner/outer picture—as a view of identity that operates using the concept of a “private language”—functions to conceal normalization.
To the extent that feminists still equate normalization with the language of beauty
(as I later suggest Kathy Davis does in her work on cosmetic surgery), they miss a
key emergent discourse in corporeal politics.
The case studies in this book move through the politics of changing one’s sex,
the allure of weight-loss dieting as a form of working on oneself, and the popularization of cosmetic surgery. Each chapter works out the consequences of my thesis
that we are held captive by a picture of subjectivity that obscures the functioning of
normalization, while working to keep sight of possibilities for agency. I have shown
how Foucault lays out his historical thesis in order to set the scene for the far more
contemporary work I am doing here on the micro-practices of power that preoccupy
gendered persons in the overdeveloped Western countries (and, increasingly, beyond).
Much of this project is critical, in the sense that I examine texts, practices, and
images that cultivate or challenge particular technologies of the self that, I argue, are
implicated in the normalization of gendered bodies. In our context this normalization is never only an example of how disciplinary power encourages meekness and
docility against the putatively liberating self-conﬁdence of its rejection. We docile
bodies are products of the history I sketched above, and we contemplate our fate
from within a history we cannot refuse. The key normalizing paradox I seek to illuminate is the way that choosing to participate in a particular gendered technology
may enhance our capacities and make us feel more truly ourselves at the same time
as it enmeshes us more deeply in normalization.
The question remains how we subjects might go about challenging the docility
that normalization has wrought—how we as produced individuals might use our normalized bodies to manifest what Diana Meyers calls “psycho-corporeal agency,” or
a form of emancipatory embodied action (2002, 77–91). This question is urged upon
Foucauldian scholarship because of its emphasis—especially in the feminist literature that draws exclusively on Foucault’s genealogical phase—on the negative
process of assujettissement as subjection. As Lois McNay points out, we are accustomed to highlighting the sedimentation of disciplinary effects on the body, rather
than theorizing “the protensive or future-oriented dimension of praxis as the living
through of embodied norms” (2000, 4). In the last chapter of this book I change tack
and turn to ethics, to ask how radical thinkers can respond to the observation that
normalization is not only increasingly acted out through the body, but also implicated in the very language of care of the self that Foucault sought to reclaim as a discourse of resistance. I ask what kind of somaesthetic techniques can be claimed as
practices of freedom. Embracing a view of human beings as self-making while
rejecting the sexist, normalizing teleologies of beauty and virtue we are currently
offered, I argue for a somaesthetics that diminishes suffering and opens the self to
new and unpredictable becoming.

2

Feminist Solidarity after
Queer Theory
The Case of Transgender
“Transphobia” (literally, the fear of the subject in
transition), the stigmatization of transsexuals as not “real
men” and “real women,” turns on this conception of
transsexuals as constructed in some more literal way than
nontranssexuals—the Frankensteins of modern
technology’s experiments with sexual difference.
—Jay Prosser

Perhaps I’ve insisted too much on the technology of
domination and power. I am more and more interested in the
interaction between oneself and others and in the
technologies of individual domination, the history of how an
individual acts upon himself, in the technology of the self.
—Michel Foucault

Imore
t is by now clear that feminist politics needs to speak to (and be spoken by) many
subjects than women and men, heterosexual women and lesbians. How—in theory and in practice—should feminism engage bisexuality, intersexuality, transsexuality, transgender, and other emergent identities (or anti-identities) that reconﬁgure both
conventional and conventionally feminist understandings of sex, gender, and sexuality?1 For me this question takes its most pressing forms when I am thinking about how
effective alliances can be forged in feminist spaces. How should feminists imagine and
create communities that take the institutions and practices of sex, gender, and sexuality to be politically relevant to freedom? How might such communities incorporate our
manifest and intransigent diversity, and build solidarity? In this chapter I work through
these questions with reference to the leitmotif of transgender. Following Susan Stryker,
I use “trans” as a broad umbrella adjective intended to capture the multiple forms of
sex and gender crossing and mixing that are taken by their practitioners to be signiﬁcant life projects. I use “transgendered” to describe all those who live a gender they
were not perinatally assigned or that is not publicly recognizable within Western
38
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cultures’ binary gender systems, and I use “transsexed” to describe all those who
undergo (or hope to undergo) any of a number of physical interventions to bring their
sexed body more closely into line with their gender identity.2
Feminists of all stripes share the political goal of weakening the grip of oppressive sex and gender dimorphisms in Western cultures, with their concomitant devaluing of the lesser terms “female” and “feminine.” This move has opened up new
possibilities for individuals, but it is also, over time, generating a whole new ﬁeld of
meaning within which some identities may eventually cease to exist while others are
being created. At this very general level, a wide range of gendered subjects stands to
gain from challenges to enforced binaries within the nexus of sex, gender, and sexuality. At a more speciﬁc level, however, the complexities of oppression and privilege, and conﬂicting ideological and strategic approaches to politics, have conspired
to fracture feminist and queer communities along identity fault lines. Despite the fact
that most transgendered people are daily the victims of the most intense and public
attempts to discipline gender in ways feminists have long criticized, “trans liberation” and “feminism” have often been cast as opposing movements. This chapter
seeks to explain and argue against this division, without entirely conceding the normative concerns that motivate it.
However political resistance through transforming gender has been articulated,
the struggle has been on the disputed terrain where the life of the individual meets its
institutional and historical conditions of possibility. Part of feminism is changing
those institutions and creating new history, but in the interim feminists must make
sense of the scope and limits of our agency within structures of oppression and privilege. In this space, ethics meets politics: feminism entails not only organizing for
change, but also changing oneself. Another backdrop to all the work in this book,
then, is my larger interest in the ethics of self-transformation, taken up through speciﬁc cases of decision making that involve reworking one’s identity by working on
one’s body. Although gender is often experienced as a deeply authentic aspect of the
individual self, many theorists have persuasively argued that gender identities must be
understood as relationally formed. With theorists such as Jessica Benjamin (1995), I
start from the claim that gender is not best understood simply as an attribute of individuals, but rather as a set of often hierarchical relations among differently gendered
subjects. Thus any project that takes up the ethics of self-transformation will be necessarily linked to the questions about our responsibilities to others I want to raise.
Initially, I offer a critical analysis of two very different feminist texts: the 1994
reissue of Janice Raymond’s notorious The Transsexual Empire: The Making of the
She-Male (originally published in 1979) and Bernice Hausman’s 1995 book
Changing Sex: Transsexualism, Technology, and the Idea of Gender. Rather than
understanding transgendered people as working within an ethics of self-transformation
with which all feminists must grapple, Raymond’s and Hausman’s otherwise theoretically contrasting texts represent the transsexual (qua monolithic representative of all
transgender subjectivities) as uniquely mired in pathology. Both commentators draw
on the classiﬁcation of transsexuality as a mental “disorder” to make their case; by
persistently foreclosing all possibilities for political resistance to a disease model,
they construct trans people as lacking both agency and critical perspective. By showing in some detail how these strategies of foreclosure work, I hope, ﬁrst, to develop
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the negative case presented by Sandy Stone (1991) that inﬂuential non-trans feminists
have orientalized the trans subject and concomitantly failed to investigate their authorial locations as stably gendered subjects.3 This reductive characterization of the
transsexual as the dupe of gender then permits the conclusion that transgender politics
writ large has no feminist potential.
Charges of political quietism against transsexuals present one set of challenges
to meaningful political alliances between trans and non-trans feminists. A second set
of difﬁculties is raised by the genre of popular trans feminist polemic, epitomized by
authors such as Kate Bornstein, Leslie Feinberg, and Riki Anne Wilchins. This literature voices the views of trans people with radical gender politics, moving beyond the
traditional forums of sensationalized autobiography or objectifying psychological
studies. These authors properly advocate the right to express and develop a gender
identity not determinately linked to birth sex; however, I’ll argue that too often this
literature falls back onto an implausibly atomistic self that is given normative free rein
to assert its gender. Taking Feinberg’s remarks in hir book Trans Liberation: Beyond
Pink and Blue (1998) as exemplary, I contest hir implication that a feminist politics
should tolerate any “gender expression.” (Feinberg prefers to be described with the
gender-neutral pronouns ze, in place of he/she, and hir, in place of her/his, and I shall
follow this usage.) A failure to understand gender as relational (and hierarchical)
leads Feinberg to elide certain normative implications of hir account. Speciﬁcally, ze
does not examine the fact that the expression of one gender may limit the possible
meanings or opportunities available to others. Adopting the language of individual
freedom of expression with regard to gender, then, will sidestep important questions
that arise from gender relations and the demands of politics.
Thus feminist writing about transgender needs to deﬁne and articulate a middle
ground in which an ethics of self-fashioning can be developed. Such an ethics should
recognize the discursive limits on individual self-transformation without denying
agency to gendered subjects. It must also engage the politics of self-transformation
in a broader ﬁeld, where one’s choices affect others’ identities and possibilities.
Throughout this book, I hope to show some of the constraints and possibilities for
this project writ large, although in this chapter my goals are more parochial. I argue
that certain phenomenological and ethical conﬂicts concerning transformation of the
body are related in important ways, and raise similar dilemmas for all feminists—
transgendered or not—trying to live a good life. This conclusion has important
implications for feminist solidarity after queer theory.

Where Is the Author?
I am acutely aware of the pitfalls of writing about trans people from the vantage
point of a non-trans woman, and as someone who is not actively involved with extraacademic trans communities.4 Questions about the location of a non-trans author in
writing primarily concerned with trans issues are important, and while I don’t want
to engage in autobiography for its own sake, my personal motivations are, as always,
deeply intertwined with the structure of my arguments. This is particularly important to acknowledge when much of what has been written about trans people by non-
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trans feminists has not only been hostile, but has also taken an explicit disidentiﬁcation with transsexuals’ experiences as its critical standpoint.5 This move runs counter
to familiar feminist political commitments to respecting what the marginalized say
about themselves, and seems to ignore the risks of orientalism. It also inhibits
alliances between trans and non-trans feminists; theorists’ inclination to stress deep
differences between these groups attenuates the political motivation to investigate
shared experiences. In fact, for a long time I sustained a marked feminist suspicion
of transsexuality, based largely on popular (feminist) portrayals.6 However, the ﬁrst
two transsexual people I came to know socially (one male-to-female [MTF], one
female-to-male [FTM])7 disrupted this suspicion: both were feminists, and involved
(in very different ways) in queer communities. I have since read, listened to, and corresponded with many more trans people in the context of my feminist theoretical
work. I am not claiming any deﬁnitive epistemic authority here, and this is certainly
not a representative sample—any more than my genetic women colleagues in feminist studies are. However, I have also known a lot of other people who have struggled with gender—as butches, femmes, women working in male-dominated
occupations, female and male survivors of sexual violence, male feminists, gay men,
bisexual feminists, and so on. Over several years, I have come to see connections
among these different people that make me less inclined to separate out transsexuals,
or trans people in general, as traitors to a cause certain others share.
The two most salient personal aspects of this enquiry, however, have been, ﬁrst,
my visibility as a bisexual feminist woman and the alliances and conﬂicts this identiﬁcation has produced. Despite my qualms about the term “bisexual,” this descriptor provides a kind of home for me, when everywhere else feels worse. Both
heterosexual and lesbian spaces have their own comforts for women, and I have been
excluded from both. I have also been told that I needed to change to ﬁt into those
spaces—by acceding to either my true hetero- or homosexuality—and I have felt the
moments of truth as well as the occasional hypocrisy and complacency of those
demands. As I want to argue in this chapter, making oneself over into a more politically appealing subject—even (perhaps especially) if one is well motivated by political theory to do so—cannot be accomplished by ﬁat. Sometimes, as Sandra Bartky
points out, one’s desires, pleasures, and aspirations will resist even the most determined attempts at refashioning (1990, 45–62). It is both necessary and troubling to
seek out a home as a gendered or sexual being: necessary because community,
recognition, and stability are essential to human ﬂourishing and political resistance,
and troubling because those very practices too often congeal into political ideologies
and group formations that are exclusive or hegemonic. Non-trans feminists have a
responsibility, I think, to consider trans issues in light of these social realities, which
hit particularly hard for those who live along their fault lines.
My second, related, motivation (to which I return in chapter 3) comes from a
deep sense of unease with my own body. I am quite clear that I am not a transsexual, but I have often wished (including for periods of years at a time) to be in a different body. In some ways, I feel as though the body I have is the wrong body: too
large, too female in some respects, too clumsy. Surely an incisive intellectual mind
requires an equally lean and skillful body?8 When it comes to the kind of body I
most want, I feel quite ridiculously fearless in the face of the physical risks that
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attaining that body might necessitate, even though I am well aware of their practical
and political perils. This is one of the reasons that—for better or worse—I am
gripped by the phenomenology of transgender. Experiences like mine are at least
partially explicable within the insightful feminist frameworks offered by commentators such as Susan Bordo (1993), and feminists are quite willing to admit that they
are very common among women. If this is so, it would seem that the experience of
one’s body failing to conform to one’s identity, and the conﬂicted desire to change
that body, ought to be recognizable to non-trans women. Yet it is the demand for
bodily modiﬁcations on the part of transsexed people that has most disturbed and
provoked feminist commentators and has been characterized as the most politically
regressive and foreign of desires. For example, in a startlingly dissociative moment
Bernice Hausman speculates that “those of us who are not transsexuals may wonder
what it is like to feel oneself ‘in the wrong body’” (1995, 174; emphasis mine). Why
has this phenomenological connection been so unavailable to non-trans feminists?
I reach a partial answer to this question in the ﬁrst part of the chapter, where
I am writing about non-trans feminists writing about trans people, trying to unravel
the various motivations that lie behind the appropriation of trans for various feminist purposes. As a trans audience clearly doesn’t need another critique of texts it
has already rejected, this chapter is written ﬁrst with non-trans feminist readers in
mind: how can “we” critically evaluate, incorporate, and engage a valuable and
diverse literature by trans feminists about their lives and struggles, without rushing
to forms of judgment that say more about us than about them? As a call to re-examine
the possibilities for political alliances between transgendered and non-trans feminists, however, this chapter has a second audience. In taking up Feinberg’s text, and
situating some of the assumptions of hir work in the context of a broader ﬂight from
normativity, I am implicitly addressing all those (including the trans reader) who
resist self-reﬂexive feminist critique of their sex/gender expression, including when
this is made possible in part by medico-technological intervention. Of course, the
genders of trans people are often hypervisible and taken to be available for critical
evaluation in a way that the genders of others are not, and a sensitivity to the power
relations at play here will be a crucial part of any coalition. I therefore aim to highlight an impasse between, on the one hand, feminist readings of trans identities that
foreclose their potential for feminist action, and, on the other, calls for trans liberation that resist normative evaluation of the consequences of particular sex/gender
identities.

Feminists Construct Transsexuality
The individual who crosses or straddles lines of gender has long been a fascinating
trope for feminist studies. Whether appropriated to bolster queer theoretical claims,
represented as the acid test of constructionism, or attacked for suspect political commitments, transgender has been thoroughly colonized as a feminist theoretical testing ground. As subjects who explore “technologies of the self” in particularly literal
forms, transgendered people seem paradigmatic of many of the most pressing feminist anxieties about identity, gender, and personal transformation.
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Over the past twenty-ﬁve years, as the visibility of transsexuality in popular culture has increased exponentially, some feminist theorists have developed an antagonistic approach to trans identities, and to transsexuality in particular. During the
Western feminist renaissance of the 1970s, a form of radical feminism emerged that
stressed the autonomy of women from men, using understandings of heterosexuality as a compulsory institution to bring relationships between women and men into
the political sphere (e.g., Rich 1980). Stressing the realities of violence against
women, economic dependence, unequal division of domestic labor, and an ideology
of self-sacriﬁce, feminists denaturalized heterosexual relationships, recommending
instead that women become “woman-identiﬁed.” In this context, early lesbian feminists created a new category of woman-identiﬁed women, resistant to the pull of
compulsory heterosexuality, who were likely to generate liberatory spaces within
which women could transform themselves (e.g., Radicalesbians 1988). This paradigm is conceptually and politically dependent on the radical separation of women
from men, and indeed lesbian feminists have continued to emphasize the importance
of self-deﬁnition and willful separation in creating feminist communities (e.g., Frye
1983, Card 1990).
Janice Raymond’s oeuvre is clearly a part of this larger tradition. Her book
A Passion for Friends (1986), for example, theorizes women’s friendships qua forms
of woman-identiﬁcation, and connects such relationships to Rich’s articulation of
lesbian existence as a continuum connecting diverse aspects of woman-identiﬁcation, including, but not limited to, sexual experience with another woman (Rich
1980, 648–60; see discussion in Card 1995, 88–96). Her work on transsexuality, for
which she is perhaps best known, emerges from a paradigm in which dissociation
from men and masculinity, combined with self-deﬁnition and control of women’s
identity, are prime political values. The Transsexual Empire ([1979] 1994) has
become the archetypal articulation of radical feminist hostility to transsexuality, and
has had a persistent inﬂuence on feminist perceptions of transgender. Although
Raymond’s work has been widely criticized within trans studies, many non-trans
feminists still deploy similar arguments, and aspects of her analysis of transgender
are often invoked, both directly and implicitly.9
There are some useful aspects of Raymond’s work, and I am not wholly unsympathetic to the lesbian feminist framework that informs it. In particular, her early
investigation of the medical discourses and institutions that police transsexuality is
a signiﬁcant contribution to feminist scholarship, and her critical commentary on
John Money’s theories of gender identity remains valuable (and topical in light of
media fascination with the cases he managed) (Raymond 1994, 43–68).10 My intention here is not to undertake another comprehensive critique of The Transsexual
Empire (such as Riddell 1996; Caliﬁa 1997, 86–108). Such critique has become a little too easy: Raymond’s arguments are incautious and dogmatic, using both a rhetorical style and a form of radical feminism that are now decidedly unfashionable.
Rather, what interests me about Raymond is that even in the “new introduction on
transgender” to the 1994 reissue of The Transsexual Empire, she has resisted any
pull to change her position, even in light of changes to the institutions that support
transsexuality, the emergence of an increasingly radical “trans liberation” movement, or new theoretical paradigms in feminist scholarship. This is not, I’ll suggest,
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simply a conscious and principled refusal. Versions of Raymond’s position endure
even in contrasting feminist texts where her politics are overtly eschewed. Feminists
writing about transgender are held captive by a picture within which the history of
fetishizing trans people combines with a lack of critical attention to the privilege of
being stably gendered to erase the possibility of a trans feminist politics, and, hence,
the possibility of alliance between trans and non-trans feminists. This picture needs
to be made visible as a picture before it can be dispelled.
In her 1994 introduction, Raymond again restricts membership in the category
“women” to those with a shared female history, explicitly excluding MTF transsexuals. Raymond’s ad hoc attempts to exclude MTFs while including all genetic women
are rather unconvincing, and I won’t elaborate on or rebut them here.11 At the root of
her exclusion of transsexuals from the category “women” (and hence, of course, from
women-only spaces) is a larger critique of the institutions that, Raymond argues,
make transsexuality possible. On her reading, MTF transsexuals are artifacts of patriarchal medical practices that appropriate women’s bodies and perpetuate gender
essentialism and, hence, oppression; within this model, transsexuals themselves practice misogynist forms of femininity and deny their male privilege.
Key to this construction is Raymond’s critique of the medicalization of transsexuality, particularly of the classiﬁcation of “Gender Identity Disorder” as a pathology by the infamous Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders of the
American Psychiatric Association (DSM). There certainly is something deeply problematic about the DSM and its spiraling taxonomies of “mental disorders,” almost
invariably described as if they were psychic states entirely separable from cultural
and historical context.12 As Raymond says:
The medical framework and the plethora of professional experts that have colonized
so-called gender dissatisfaction have been incapable of annexing race, age, or economic dissatisfaction. Even the very word dissatisfaction, individualizes rather than
politicizes what causes the so-called dissatisfaction. And so we talk about gender
dissatisfaction in the transsexual realm, rather than gender oppression. (1994, xvi)13

Transsexuals are not only the constructions of experts, but, Raymond implies, they
are also complicitous with experts’ sexist norms, as when MTFs aim to construct a
body that is not only female but stereotypically and conventionally feminine (1994,
34). For example, some critics have charged that MTFs follow surgeons in prioritizing vaginal depth over clitoral sensitivity in their sex reassignment surgery (SRS)
wish list, suggesting that they acquiesce to heterosexist understandings of the centrality of penile-vaginal intercourse (and hence male sexual pleasure), rather than
prioritizing their own (and hence women’s) sexual pleasure, especially the ability to
orgasm.14
Furthermore, Raymond and others argue that within the disease model transsexuals understand as necessary a connection between sex and gender that feminists have
labored to characterize as contingent. Just as for many women becoming a feminist
entails making over one’s gender without ceasing to be female, so transsexuals could
adopt new gender identities without seeking SRS, or without perpetuating sexist norms.
It is at this point that (some) transsexuals’ desire to pass becomes ethico-politically suspect. For many critics, the archetypal transsexual narrative has a teleology culminating
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in successful gender passing, “realness,” and (ironically) a complete disavowal of one’s
trans status. Other feminists, by contrast, are “living the line.” For example, in a familiar reiteration of what Judith Halberstam (1998, 141–173) calls “butch/FTM border
wars,” one non-trans feminist suggested to me that an intellectual focus on transsexuality has obscured the history of, for example, women who refuse to shave their facial
hair, and who thus resist compulsory (binary) gender more self-consciously, and more
consequentially. I’ll return to this point.
Raymond thus renders transsexuality co-causal with its disease classiﬁcation.
Her conclusions depend on the validity of a number of controversial premises: ﬁrst,
that the identities of all trans people can be captured using a theoretical model
avowedly based on a small sample of primarily MTF transsexuals; second, that all
trans people are dependent on thoroughgoing sex reassignment surgery (SRS) for the
successful expression of their identities; and third, that the desire to change one’s
body in order to accommodate one’s identity in this way is conclusive evidence of
antifeminist political commitments. This ﬁnal premise is particularly interesting to
me because so many non-trans women also undertake to dramatically change their
bodies for reasons arguably connected to gender identity: bodybuilders, athletes,
dieters, anorectics, and cosmetic surgery candidates, among others. Rather than
exploring these analogies, Raymond makes a great deal of rhetorical capital out of
disanalogies with other social hierarchies—race, age, and class in particular.
Transsexuals, she claims, are exceptional in their dependence on a disease model as
an explanation for their identity struggles; in other cases, it is much clearer that dissatisfaction with one’s identity should not be resolved by personal transformation,
but rather by seeking succor in political analysis.
What is interesting about these appeals, however, is that they seem to complicate rather than clarify the point she wants to make. Most purchasers of antiwrinkle
creams, face-lifts, and so on are expressing a relatively depoliticized “age dissatisfaction,” and the cosmetics and cosmetic surgery industries are engaged in constructing discourses that pathologize age. As I discuss in chapter 4, an increasingly
common psychology in selling these products is to encourage potential consumers
to think of themselves as a young person trapped in an older person’s body—an
uncanny echo of transsexual discourse (Morgan 1998, 327). Raymond asks, “Does
a Black person who wants to be white suffer from the ‘disease’ of being a ‘transracial’?” and claims that “there is no demand for transracial medical intervention precisely because most Blacks recognize that it is their society, not their skin, that needs
changing” ([1979] 1994, xvi; emphasis in original). Yet her point about “transracial”
medical intervention is simply false: cosmetic modiﬁcations that aim to make features of bodies less ethnically or racially marked abound, from hair-straightening
treatments for African Americans, to nose jobs for Jews, to eyelid surgery for East
Asians, to the ubiquitous skin bleaching creams marketed to people of color. Where
the disanology with other social groups seems most marked is in the case of socioeconomic class. Yet even here there are ways of expressing dissatisfaction with one’s
class status that, for better or worse, seek their remedy in changes to the body: to the
extent that obesity connotes “trashiness” in North America, for example, dieting has
a socioeconomic subtext. Furthermore, as I discuss in chapter 3, dieting is marketed
to women in particular using the language of a thin person “just dying to get out” of
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her fat body. For interesting historical and conceptual reasons, the disease model is
less immediately present when gender and sexuality are not being discussed, but
other cases of social group crossing do carry traces of a language of pathology, as
well as a very decisive stress on individuality over politics.
While Raymond’s attempts at disanalogy may fail, she would be right to point
out that these forms of self-fashioning might simply be more instances of the same
problem. None of them can be reduced to random expressions of a pre-social desire
best understood as a pathology, and all take place in larger political contexts.
Furthermore, it seems that transsexuality often operates using a much more medicalized and depoliticized discourse than the other examples. Yet to understand why
transsexuality stands out as relatively deeply imbricated with disease models, we
need both a broader understanding of the history of sexuality and a more careful
evaluation of how that history confronts individuals than Raymond’s analysis offers.
To the extent that “sex,” “gender,” and “sexuality” have come to be thought of as
core ontological facts about individuals (in medical contexts, biologically or psychologically based), organized through a binary schema, discourses of transsexuality have an obvious foothold. One simply is, essentially, either male or female, and
concomitantly heterosexual or homosexual, depending on the relation of sexual
object choice to biological sex. This schema, while in some moments resistant to any
crossing of categories, simultaneously creates conditions of possibility for transsexuality understood as a biological or pathological phenomenon.
If Raymond would agree with this synopsis, then she would have to concur that
the history of race and its negotiation by individuals are signiﬁcantly different. The category of “race” carries with it a (racist) biological baggage that gives related meaning
to medical interventions: race, in one (misguided) part of the popular imagination, is a
natural category that adheres to bodies rather than history; thus changing one’s body
can change one’s race (or the perception of one’s race—the same thing, or not, depending how you think). However, a (differently racist) discourse understands race as a
superﬁcial aspect of identity: “we’re all the same underneath.” If we are, in some sense,
“all the same” (where “same” is coded “white”), then “transracialism” makes no sense.
This latter humanist position has more of a grip on our thinking about race, I would
argue, than it does in the case of gender: it is now quite possible to relate to someone
in most public spaces, for example, without being able to identify his or her race (albeit
that for many people in some contexts this will be a fraught experience that leaves
them “wondering”), but it is extremely difﬁcult, for almost all individuals and in almost
all contexts, to relate to someone whose gender is indeterminate.15 Furthermore, race
has an ambivalent relationship to dichotomy: while the politics of race often does operate to reduce racial conﬂict to “Black versus White,” especially in U.S. contexts, dominant racial taxonomies all admit of several racial groups. Thus it is less clear what a
transracial would cross between; there is more than one permutation.
Working out the analogies and disanalogies between “transsexualism” and
“transracialism” is therefore going to require more than an assertion that the former
exists while the latter does not, when this is itself arguable.16 An even less plausible
contention is that transsexuals’ participation in the institution of transsexuality is
evidence of their political naïveté and gender bad faith, while people of color
(would) consciously and univocally resist “transracialism” because they are politi-
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cally savvy to its actual (or potential) role in maintaining racism. What do transsexuals of color do on this model, I wonder? Raymond’s transsexual is decisively coded
as white, precluding the possibility of a “double consciousness” within which these
paradoxically divergent understandings of race and gender are potentially available
to the transsexual (not just to the non-transsexual critic). We all ﬁnd ourselves implicated in categories that bring us into being as certain kinds of subject, where we can
never fully transcend how those categories will shape our consciousness. Gender
“dissatisfaction” is a psychic legacy of a larger history of gender that no individual
ordained. As Iris Young says, “Group afﬁnity . . . has the character of what Martin
Heidegger calls ‘thrownness’: one ﬁnds oneself as a member of a group, which one
experiences as always already having been” (1990, 46). Raymond’s analysis need
not imply that transsexuals—more than any other social group members—are unable
to couple this thrownness with critical analysis of gender oppression.
I am not suggesting that feminists dismiss critique of the medical practices that
intervene in consolidating some trans (and other) identities. But I am arguing that we
need to see the demands of some transsexuals for SRS as historical products with their
own social logic, which in certain moments dovetails with the demands of nontranssexuals. Thus Raymond’s critique of medicalization, while accurately reﬂecting
many of the conservative requirements imposed on transsexual “patients,” singles out
transsexuals as uniquely implicated in politically regressive ideologies. This analysis
leaves no space for recognition of the discontinuity between the expectations of nontrans medical practitioners and transsexuals themselves, and indeed for the very possibility of a feminist transsexual. As I’ll show, the articulation of this discontinuity, and
investigation into how it can be exploited politically to broaden possibilities for political
resistance available to trans people, is in certain respects analogous to work in feminist
theory that seeks to remain critical of bodily modiﬁcations (such as cosmetic surgeries)
without constructing the women who undertake them as “dupes of patriarchy.”
The picture of transsexuality I have been criticizing might seem like a throwback to the headier days of second wave feminism, when women were women and
generalizations were unqualiﬁed. But part of my argument is that this picture persists into much more recent interpretations of transgender identities, even when the
explicit theoretical paradigm is not lesbian feminist. In Changing Sex, for example,
Bernice Hausman offers a Foucauldian genealogy of transsexuality that initially
seems to ﬁll one of the gaps left by Raymond’s account. Exploring the historical conditions of transsexuality might offer an analysis that is less likely to project negative
moral qualities onto contemporary subjects without appreciating the complexity of
their locations. However, through some rhetorical sleight of hand, Hausman works
her way around to many of the same conclusions reached by Raymond.
Hausman’s primary thesis is that “the development of certain medical technologies made the advent of transsexualism possible” (1995, 7). She ﬁnds the conditions
of possibility for the transsexual subject in a genealogy that grants “to the technology a relative autonomy from what are known as gender ideologies” (1995, 14):
Technology enables the development of a set of discourses within which the idea of
the transsexual becomes conceptually possible . . . The development of sex change
technologies facilitated the creation of the conceptual apparatus of “gender” in the
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terms of the gender identity paradigm . . . Once gender identity was established as
the basic criteria [sic] for intersex treatment protocols, transsexuals could request
treatment of their condition with the same discursive machinery. (1995, 117)

While we might debate the causal mechanisms Hausman identiﬁes here, I do think
she shows that the emergence of sexological discourse and, crucially, a supportive
technological base for effecting SRS, were key conditions of possibility for contemporary transsexual identity as a medicalized phenomenon.
However, like Raymond, Hausman explicitly disavows the possibility of trans
subjects who challenge the epistemic priority of technological intervention mediated
by medical professionals. The acting subject is subservient to emergent technology
in her analysis:
By demanding technological intervention to “change sex,” transsexuals demonstrate
that their relationship to technology is a dependent one. Ostensibly, the demand for
sex change represents the desperation of the transsexual condition: after all, who but
a suffering individual would voluntarily request such severe physical transformation? Yet it is through this demand that the subject presents him/herself to the doctor as a transsexual subject; the demand for sex change is an enunciation that
designates a desired action and identiﬁes the speaker as the appropriate subject of
that action. Demanding sex change is therefore part of what constructs the subject
as a transsexual: it is the mechanism through which transsexuals come to identify
themselves under the sign of transsexualism and construct themselves as its subjects. (1995, 110)

Although much of her scholarship is based on the history of sexology, Hausman is
also interested in what contemporary transsexuals have to say about this process. In
a chapter devoted to transsexual autobiography, she ﬁrst takes up Sandy Stone’s
“The Empire Strikes Back: A Posttranssexual Manifesto,” a well known call to arms
by and on behalf of radical transsexuals. Hausman endorses most of Stone’s political aspirations, including the desire to destabilize the ofﬁcial history of transsexuality and to offer dissident transsexual autobiographies that resist the allure of
essentialism and passing (Hausman 1995, 143–45). However, Hausman also introduces a circularity that makes these impossible goals to meet. She suggests that
Stone’s overall goal is to liberate “suppressed stories, the ‘truth’ of the transsexual
experience,” and that in the service of this goal Stone represents “the power at
work—the force that produces transsexual autobiography as singular and monolithic—as entirely repressive and negative, without any enabling function”
(Hausman 1995, 146). This is a very odd interpretation of a text that professes a
commitment to “constituting transsexuals as a genre—a set of embodied texts whose
potential for productive disruption of structured sexualities and spectra of desire has
yet to be explored” (Stone 1991, 296; emphases in original). I read Stone’s allusions
to “authentic experience” or “a true, effective and representational counterdiscourse”
(1991, 295) as more literal calls to stop participating in the denials that conformity
to clinical protocols incite. That is, Stone is not suggesting that transsexual narratives
have a univocal authenticity that has yet to be articulated, but rather that whatever
transgressive possibilities transsexuality might afford will not be generated by lying
about basic aspects of one’s lived experience (for example, the fact that one was
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raised as a boy even though one currently lives as a woman). Stone openly admits
that current conventions of transsexual autobiography enable more people to deﬁne
themselves as transsexual; indeed, I take this to be an organizing premise of a central section of her article (Stone 1991, 284–93).
Driving a wedge between Stone’s account and her own enables Hausman to
make what she presents as a counterargument:
Another way to examine these autobiographies is to use a Foucauldian model to
analyze the statements made in transsexual autobiographies and thereby to examine
the forms of subjectivity and experience made possible by these statements. This
approach would enable us to gauge the ways in which transsexual autobiographies
function as enabling—and not merely repressive—narratives. (1995, 147)

So far, so good. What Hausman does with this “Foucauldian model,” however, is to
read a number of popular testimonials as “closed texts” within which “alternate
interpretations are at times suggested, but immediately foreclosed by the author”:
For the reader interested in verifying his or her own gender confusions, these narratives provide ample opportunity for identiﬁcation and mirroring. For a critical
reader, on the other hand, the reading process can be conﬁning, especially as the
author makes blanket statements concerning sex, gender, and sexuality. The purpose
of the narratives is to force the reader to comply with the author’s experience. (156)

For Hausman, this “interpretive foreclosure” is reiterated in the encounter between
the would-be transsexual and the clinician (157). Her organizing thesis is that the
trans subject must necessarily reiterate central tropes of autobiographical and medical
narratives of transsexuality in order to exist. For Hausman, the transsexual author is
an agent only to the extent that she or he works to foreclose interpretations of her/his
story as evidence of anything other than authentic “mistaken identity” requiring SRS.
The question, then, is what Hausman can make of the agency of transsexuals in
authoring their own narratives. Her historical work not only describes the conditions
of possibility for a certain articulation of transsexual identity but goes on to tautologically present the class of transsexuals as coterminous with those who uncritically
accede to the terms of contemporary technological intervention. If technology
overdetermines the transsexual, and the demand for medical-technological intervention overdetermines these “conﬁning” personal narratives, then any conceptual space
for resistance to the medical-technological complex has also been foreclosed. Thus
Hausman suggests that transsexuals have agency only in their complicity: “By making their desired treatment absolutely clear, transsexuals encouraged a therapeutic
response on the part of clinicians. In this way, transsexuals were actively engaged in
deﬁning their position within medical discourses” (129). And “transsexuals worked
to reconﬁgure the psychiatric categories detailing what were originally known as
sexual deviations. They challenged the prevalent discourses and practices concerning sexual deviance with other discourses and practices . . .” (130). As Jay Prosser
points out (referring to Hausman’s quote from 156 above):
The “critical reader” is set up in opposition to “the reader interested in verifying his
or her gender confusion” . . . Whereas the gender-confused use transsexual autobiography to verify their gender confusion, critical readers (presumably having no gender
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confusion to verify) apparently get to see through to the internal problematics of these
texts: as if transsexuals were not critical thinkers and readers; indeed, as if one couldn’t
be a transsexual and a critic at the same time. (1998, 132)

Thus in Hausman’s reduction the transsexual is deﬁned, tautologically, as the individual
who accedes to the terms of the discourse that generated a particular subject position.

(The Same) Feminists Construct Transgender (the Same Way)
Having thus shown how both Raymond and Hausman’s analyses conspire to preclude agential resistance on the part of transsexuals, I want now to turn to their strikingly similar feminist analyses of the limitations of the contemporary trans liberation
movement. Both authors anticipate the objection that their emphasis on the surgically (re)constructed transsexual obscures the multiplicity of transgendered lives,
and both respond to the emergence of vocal and visible trans critics who have
attempted to articulate new narratives and strategies for politicized trans people. This
rhetorical work is accomplished, in both cases, in brief ripostes appended to larger
analyses—in Raymond’s case, in the “new introduction on transgender” discussed
above, and in Hausman’s, in a six-page epilogue to Changing Sex. Both authors
argue that their analyses need not change in the face of trans people who do not
appear to ﬁt their archetype. In these sections, we see how both authors’ skepticism
about the feminist implications of transsexuality is extended to transgender more
broadly, thus dismissing transgender activism as irrelevant to feminist politics.
Throughout the main text of The Transsexual Empire, Raymond reduces “transsexual,” to “seeking total sex reassignment surgery,” which she takes to imply speciﬁc ideological commitments to essentialist and antifeminist understandings of
gender. When it comes to “transgender,” however, Raymond offers a capacious definition: “The term, transgender, covers preoperative and postoperative transsexuals,
transvestites, drag queens, cross dressers, gays and lesbians, bisexuals, and straights
who exhibit any kind of dress and/or behavior interpreted as ‘transgressing’ gender
roles” ([1979] 1994, xxv). This deﬁnition enables Raymond to attack the more
ephemeral and often less politicized performances of celebrities such as RuPaul and
k.d. lang (when the latter was pictured being “shaved” by Cindy Crawford on the
1993 cover of Vanity Fair). She suggests that “the ideal of transgender is provocative. On a personal level, it allows for a continuum of gendered expression. On a
political level, it never moves off this continuum to an existence in which gender is
truly transcended. Its supposedly iconoclastic rebellion against traditional gender
conﬁnement is more style than substance” (1994, xxxv). One might legitimately
retort here that the personal is the political (especially within the radical feminist
framework in play) and that Raymond’s point trades on a false dichotomy; however,
a more charitable interpretation would have her arguing that popular representations
of single acts are a poor substitute for collective action against gender norms. In fact,
many trans activists agree on this point, and see themselves as part of a political
movement working toward new legal, institutional, and cultural norms that do not
embody compulsory, binary gender roles (e.g., Bornstein 1995, Wilchins 1997).
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Again, it bolsters Raymond’s case to select popular depictions of highly commodiﬁed queers, and then portray them as representative of an “activism” that is
trivial, fashionable, and individualistic. Even when the form of transgender in question seems more overtly controversial and transgressive, however, Raymond still
sees a necessarily misogynist politics: “It is interesting that like transsexuals, the
majority of transgenderists are men who, rather than transcending, i.e. dismantling
and going beyond gender roles, seek to combine aspects of traditional femininity
with traditional masculinity” (1994, xxv). She provides no support for the empirical aspect of this claim, and in fact there is only very sketchy and largely anecdotal
evidence about the proportions of genetic males and females who might be
described as “transgendered,” however deﬁned (partly because these statistics are in
rapid ﬂux). Raymond is theoretically motivated to emphasize the role of genetic
men by her desire to safeguard the integrity of the category “woman-identiﬁed
women.” Genetic women who might plausibly be described as “trans” are tacitly
dissociated, assumed to be capable of accommodation within a binary gender system—albeit a critical feminist model. For example, this approach suggests that the
earlier example of the bearded woman—arguably a very troubling trans ﬁgure,
most unlikely to be fetishized on the cover of Vanity Fair—should a priori be understood as simply a variation on the theme of “lesbian,” the complexities of female
masculinity notwithstanding.17 It is clearly a parallel oversimpliﬁcation to insist on
including any masculine woman in the category “trans,” but whatever answers are
offered to these methodological (and historical) questions need to make both problem and solution explicit (as Judith Halberstam does in her analysis of female masculinity [1998]).
Even in her critique of Stone Butch Blues (Feinberg 1993), Raymond is critical
of what she sees as the “politically disappointing” retreat of the protagonist, Jess,
into “a long-suffering self-surrender to being other—not a woman who is a butch
and not a woman who tries to pass as a man with the help of hormones and surgery,
but a transgendered individual who identiﬁes as simply other. In fact, Jess’s ﬁnal
transformation is from being woman-identiﬁed to being other-identiﬁed” (Raymond
1994, xxxii; emphases in original). Jess’s transgendered life seems as close as it is
possible to get to surviving on a discursive fault line—psychologically and quite literally. Yet, as I have shown, Raymond is also disappointed with the inability of
transgendered people to “transcend” gender roles, and with transgendered practices
that only “combine aspects of traditional femininity with traditional masculinity.” As
she herself asks rhetorically, “What good is a gender outlaw who is still abiding by
the law of gender?” ([1979] 1994, xxxv). Some transgendered people are criticized
for mixing still identiﬁably gendered aesthetics or behaviors, and thus failing to
“transcend” gender, while some are criticized for failing to occupy a gender home
(even when neither “woman” nor “man” seems welcoming). The hypothesis that
transgender is antifeminist seems unfalsiﬁable, and one is left wondering if there
could be any kind of trans life that would satisfy Raymond with its feminist credentials and contribution to social transformation. I suspect the answer to this is no,
because Raymond’s brand of feminism requires only one subject: the woman-identiﬁed
woman. Indeed, Raymond famously states that “the problem of transsexualism
would best be served by morally mandating it out of existence” ([1979] 1994, 178).
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In fact this is a conceptual mandate, too: any argument recuperating transgender will
be doomed from the start in Raymond’s eyes.
Hausman’s critique of the trans movement is remarkably similar. Her epilogue
brieﬂy considers how to make sense of those transgendered people, including some
transsexuals, who have started to publicly repudiate the conservative politics of
transsexuality espoused by clinicians and popular media (1995, 195). In answer,
Hausman discusses Kate Bornstein’s Gender Outlaw (1995), arguing for the conclusion that “the contradictions that emerge from her arguments . . . demonstrate the
extent to which the transgender movement bases its claims within the conventional
parameters of the gender identity paradigm rather than transgressing that paradigm,
as it claims to do” (Hausman 1995, 197). This conclusion is supported with the
premise that any attempt to proliferate genders (as Bornstein wants to do) will
always relate back to the binary:
In Raymond’s argument—and my own—one cannot “escape” gender by switching
roles or performances and thereby confuse the binary logic, because that logic
deﬁnes the possibility of the switching in the ﬁrst place. “Transcending” gender
(Raymond’s words) involves a more critical project, as well as the possibility of
unsettling the stability of those who see themselves as “normally sexed.” (1995, 198)

To support this claim, Hausman reiterates her argument that medico-technological
treatment is inseparable from all trans identities:
Transgenderism, even with limited technological intervention, usually involves
hormone treatment, and taking hormones, even in small doses, is risky. Taking
hormones in the dosages necessary to maintain the opposite sex’s morphology is not
something that should be done without proper medical treatment and supervision.
To ignore these facts is to discount the signiﬁcance of technological intervention on
the body’s tissue and function, which is precisely one goal of the transsexual—to
forget or dismiss the technological intervention necessary to maintain his or her
chosen sex. (1995, 200)

In the passage just quoted the object of discussion again slips without comment from
the transgendered individual seeking “limited technological intervention,” to the
transsexual who is ideologically dependent on denying that such intervention has
occurred. Like Raymond, Hausman attributes to all trans people not just a pragmatic
dependence on medical services, but also a wholesale adoption of a particular diagnosis, a politics, and even a particular attitude to memorializing and forgetting. In
this context it is unclear what the “more critical project” Hausman alludes to could
be. Certainly every attempt by a self-identiﬁed trans person to unsettle the stability
of the normally sexed and gendered, or to articulate ways of being that exceed the
binary logic will risk rejection by Hausman as well as by Raymond.

Trans Liberation?
The rhetorical strategies of Raymond and Hausman thus inhibit solidarity by deﬁning
feminist transgender politics as an oxymoron. Non-trans feminists who are convinced
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by these arguments will not be motivated to explore alliances—indeed, they provide
justiﬁcations for actively resisting transgender expression and inclusion. I now want to
take up the second horn of the dilemma I identiﬁed at the beginning of the chapter and
turn to trans feminist writing—speciﬁcally, Feinberg’s Trans Liberation. In this text
I identify an understanding of gender as a property of individuals rather than relations
that hampers the development of feminist coalitions in which agents are held morally
accountable for the consequences of their gender expression for others.
In the emerging genre of popular trans feminist polemic (as in much of popular
feminist writing) the rhetorical emphasis is squarely on the right of individuals to
express their gender as they choose or to engage in free gender play. Hausman’s brief
critique of Bornstein ﬁnds fault with the “liberal humanist” model of the self such
claims imply, and, philosophically speaking, I concur that Bornstein risks eliding
a number of concerns about the embeddedness of gendered subjects (although
Hausman also underestimates Bornstein’s sophistication in this regard). However,
I also see gender voluntarism as playing an important rhetorical role for transgendered intellectuals. For most of the modern history of transsexuality, the public trans
person has typically been manipulated as a talk-show gimmick, sexual fetish, or tellall sensationalist. These images are still there, but there is also now a genre of writing by feminist activists such as Kate Bornstein (1995; 1998), Leslie Feinberg (1998),
Sandy Stone (1991), Susan Stryker (1994), the Taste This collective (1998), and Riki
Anne Wilchins (1997), who use both ﬁrst-personal narratives and polemical commentary on gender to motivate more critical understandings of what trans liberation
might mean—for, as the subtitle of Bornstein’s book suggests, “men, women, and the
rest of us.” One challenge for these activists, as for other feminists, is to bridge the
gap between dominant popular understandings of gender (ultraconservative through
liberal) and academic trans studies (radical feminist through Foucauldian through
poststructuralist). The struggle to write a popular book on transgender without playing only to the liberal crowd in part deﬁnes a genre particularly vulnerable to scholarly critique. Interpreting Gender Outlaw or Read My Lips as the ﬁnal word in trans
politics is rather like seeing The Female Eunuch or The Beauty Myth as the epitome
of feminism—each text captures particular moments in political movement, defends
particular theses perhaps, but need not deﬁne the scope of critique or remedy.
Feinberg’s work on trans liberation as a political movement “capable of ﬁghting
for justice” must be read against this background.18 This movement, on Feinberg’s
account, includes “masculine females and feminine males, cross-dressers, transsexual men and women, intersexuals born on the anatomical sweep between female and
male, gender-blenders, many other sex and gender-variant people, and our signiﬁcant others” (1998, 5). Indeed, in the short “portraits” by other contributors, an
impressively wide range of queer identities and stories inﬂected by class, race, and
age are represented: from a male transvestite who became a full-time transgendered
woman talking with her wife about their relationship, to a drag queen recalling New
York street life and Stonewall, to a gay transman on the signiﬁcance of his Native
heritage, to an intersexed activist discussing the emergence of the intersex movement. Feinberg never hesitates to draw parallels with the oppression of women, and
hir extensive connections to feminist activism are made explicit throughout hir writing. Hir stated primary goal is to “refocus on defending the [gender] diversity in the
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world that already exists, and creating room for even more possibilities” (28), with
a particular emphasis on rupturing the connection between sexed bodies and gender
identities.
Despite the book’s many virtues, there are interesting dissonances between
Feinberg’s analysis of trans oppression, and hir emphasis on freedom of individual
self-expression: “Each person’s expression of their gender or genders is their own and
equally beautiful. To refer to anyone’s gender expression as exaggerated is insulting
and restricts gender freedom” (24). And “since I don’t accept negative judgments
about my own gender articulation, I avoid judgments about others. People of all sexes
have the right to explore femininity, masculinity—and the inﬁnite variations
between—without criticism or ridicule” (25). This freedom is characterized very
much as a property of individuals, and the language of choice appears throughout the
book in such slogans as “Every person should have the right to choose between pink
or blue tinted gender categories, as well as all the other hues of the palette”; “These
ideas of what a ‘real’ woman or man should be straightjacket the freedom of individual self-expression” (4). In certain contexts I think Feinberg’s appeal for blanket tolerance of all and any gender expressions is appropriate. The notion of gender freedom
ze espouses is important in speaking against both the crushing weight of the dominant culture’s gender discipline, and some of feminism’s more doctrinaire moments:
“There are no rights or wrongs in the ways people express their own gender style. No
one’s lipstick or ﬂattop is hurting us . . . Each person has the right to express their gender in any way that feels most comfortable” (53).
This approach, however, avoids important normative questions. In particular, in
defending toleration Feinberg moves from an otherwise materially inﬂected and
feminist account of gender to a curiously aesthetic and depoliticized version. As ze
seems to recognize elsewhere, the privilege of white bourgeois male masculinity is
implicated in the cultural visibility of minority male masculinities, cultural disdain
for femininity, and cultural intolerance and disgust directed against any gender
“deviance.” These social structures inform and support normative heterosexuality
and white bourgeois patriarchy. Gender expression is thus not only an aesthetic
choice about cosmetics or hairstyle, skirts and suits. It is also implicated in politically
fraught behaviors, economic marginalization and exploitation, and political consciousness. So even if the aesthetic choices of individuals are not up for moral grabs
(as I agree they shouldn’t be), “gender expression” must surely (on Feinberg’s own
account) occupy an ethical terrain.
For example, many feminists have argued that misogynist violence is constitutive
of certain kinds of masculinity, but it is hardly a form of gender expression that
Feinberg can condone. When ze discusses hir experience of police brutality against
gay drag kings and drag queens, ze concludes: “I believe that we need to sharpen our
view of how repression by the police, courts, and prisons, as well as all forms of racism
and bigotry, operates as gears in the machinery of the economic and social system that
governs our lives” (11). Such analysis should also include critique of the gender work
accomplished by, for example, male police ofﬁcers who assault gender-queers. Their
self-expression may be equally deeply felt or essential to maintaining a gendered identity, but it clearly needs to be fought against. To express masculinity (no matter what
one’s birth sex) is often to despise femininity, just as to express femininity is often to
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implicate oneself in one’s own oppression. Once when I heard Feinberg speak, I asked
hir, with this problem in mind, “What’s good about masculinity?” Ze seemed to miss
the political import of the question, referring in hir answer instead to the diversity of
masculinities across and within time and place, and again alluding to the freedom of
individuals to express their gender without fear of reprisal. This is an important goal,
but in posing the question I was thinking more of the ethical dilemmas faced by men
who want to avoid participating in sexism. This is a complex struggle—including for
pro-feminist “genetic” men. As David Kahane puts it: “Men have to face the extent to
which ﬁghting patriarchy means ﬁghting themselves . . . But even if men become part
of the solution and ﬁnd rewards in this role, we shouldn’t deceive ourselves that we
can cease being part of the problem” (1998, 213). It is probably even more difﬁcult to
combine the demands of maintaining a viable public identity as a transman with a
commitment to feminism (see Hale 1998). How does one consolidate a livable masculinity without participating in sexism? Answering this question is a project that feminists of any gender have barely begun, but it raises a set of ethical questions that are
no less applicable to transmen than to any other men committed to feminist politics.
Feinberg thus tries to sidestep the ethical ﬁeld into which one invariably stumbles when talking about the merits of various “gender expressions.” This elision
comes from hir willingness to treat gender as an individual matter, rather than as a
web of relations in ongoing tension and negotiation. It is not so clear that, as
Feinberg likes to think, ending gender oppression will beneﬁt everyone. Implicitly
addressing hir non-trans readers, ze says: “all your life you’ve heard such dogma
about what it means to be a ‘real’ woman or a ‘real’ man. And chances are you’ve
choked on some of it” (1998, 3). The chances of this are far greater, however, if one
is either a woman or a trans person; Feinberg doesn’t acknowledge that far from
“choking,” there are many people who lap up gender ideology precisely because it
supports their privilege. This refusal to pass judgment on others’ choices contributes
to the appeal of Feinberg’s rhetoric throughout hir work, in the same way that
Raymond’s dogmatism detracts from hers. But it also sometimes evades hard political questions about who is damaged and privileged by conﬁgurations of gender that
themselves need to be transformed, sometimes from within the subject’s own political consciousness. In other words, Feinberg’s approach here elides a crucial aspect
of progressive gender politics: the demand that we change ourselves. No doubt ze
would resist such a demand on the reasonable grounds that trans people have too
often been forced to conform to damaging gender norms, or been oppressively criticized—as I have already shown—for having the “wrong” sort of consciousness. But
this response does not allow for important political distinctions between progressive
transformations of consciousness initiated from within marginalized communities
and disciplining moves that attempt only to reinforce established divisions. Missing
from this rhetoric is any rich account of the ethics of self-transformation, which
would be informed by consideration of how speciﬁc gendered ways of being ﬁt into
a web of possibilities and repressions. This omission is politically frustrating—
including, I suspect, to feminist commentators like Raymond and Hausman. Filling
in this gap might mitigate some of the legitimate anxieties of non-trans feminists that
transgender politics will be inattentive to the relations that hold stigmatized concepts
of “woman” in place.
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“Us and Them”: Feminist Solidarity and Transgender
Either feminists elide, with Feinberg, the ethical questions that are raised by selffashioning in the context of gender relations, or, with Hausman and Raymond, we condemn any trans move as merely another iteration of oppressive norms. One important
characteristic of the middle ground excluded by these positions is a relational, historicized model of the self that remains sensitive to context, while broadening the scope
of Foucauldian analysis to encompass “technologies of the self ”—“matrices of practical reason” that “permit individuals to effect by their own means, or with the help of
others, a certain number of operations on their own bodies and souls, thoughts, conduct, and way of being, so as to transform themselves” (TS 225). In the case of trans
identities, I have pointed out that these technologies are unusually literal, and the
stakes are particularly high for subjects often denied any gender home unless they
undertake them. Rather than treating transgender as a special case, however, we might
see SRS as one technology of the self among many others implicated in histories of
normalization. In beginning to articulate some connections among SRS, dieting, and
cosmetic surgeries, I am not suggesting that they are directly equivalent—experientially, ethically, or politically. Rather, I am suggesting that the dilemmas these practices
raise for feminists are worth comparing with an eye to ﬁnding the family resemblances
among them. Starting from lived experience is particularly important here. Dismissing
women (and transsexuals) who change their bodies in allegedly gender-conforming
ways as simply the victims of false consciousness erases the very place from which an
ethics of self-transformation might begin. Ultimately, the purpose of bringing “to our
attention historical transformations in practices of self-formation,” whether explicitly
indebted to Foucault or not, is “to reveal their contingency and to free us for new possibilities of self-understanding, new modes of experience, new forms of subjectivity,
authority, and political identity” (Sawicki 1994, 288).
How might non-trans feminists temper critique of trans identities without adopting a laissez-faire account of gender, and while recognizing our own parallel struggles
with identity? In the context of her critique of transgender politics, Hausman asks—
supposedly rhetorically—“Are subjects who change their sex in order to make their
bodies ‘match’ some kind of internal experience of the self deﬁned as gender really
able to question the ‘system’ that so clearly demarcates their choices?” (1995, 199).
Consider the following two variations on this theme: “Are subjects who identify
unquestioningly as ‘heterosexual’ in order to accommodate the demands of heteropatriarchy really able to question the ‘system’ that so clearly demarcates their choices?”
“Are subjects who deﬁne themselves as ‘lesbian’ in order to make sense of their sexual desire for other women really able to question the ‘system’ that so clearly demarcates their choices?” Adopting a framework in which choice must be understood
through the deep construction of subjects cannot apply only to the construction of
transsexuals. The categories “women,” “men,” “lesbian,” “gay,” “heterosexual” have
their own histories that congeal in contemporary individuals, structuring consciousness
and determining possibilities. An agnosticism with regard to the causal histories of
these various identities (which are quite clearly interconnected) might better serve the
critical project of working from within them to change the world.19
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To make this point more forcefully, imagine Q, a lesbian feminist who subscribes enthusiastically to the notion that her life constitutes a resistance to institutionalized heterosexuality, yet who in autobiographical moments resorts to the
language of “I’ve always known I was a lesbian” and who sees no other social-sexual
choice available to her. Q recalls a childhood fraught with ambivalence and trauma:
she had unrequited crushes on other girls, she experimented brieﬂy and unsuccessfully with dating boys, and agonized over imagining herself the married mother that
her culture expected her to become. After years in the closet, trying to pass as heterosexual, she ﬁnally decided that she would “come out” and create a life as a lesbian. This caused her family a great deal of anguish, and many people tried to
persuade her that sexuality was quite malleable and in fact she could continue simply to pass as heterosexual. Q was well aware that she lived in a culture where “sexuality” is treated ahistorically and quasi-scientiﬁcally as a core ontological fact about
individuals. As a devotee of Foucauldian feminism, she was convinced, by contrast,
that “lesbian” is in fact a relatively recent category of being, created by economic
change, urbanization, shifting kinship relations, and feminist social movement. This
intellectual attitude, while it shaped her way of being in the world, nonetheless coexisted uneasily with her sense that things could not have been otherwise except at the
cost of great anguish and self-deception.
Q’s story bears a striking resemblance to the autobiographies of many trans
people. Of course, just as there is a standard “coming out” story for gays and lesbians, so, as I have discussed, there is a set of tropes that deﬁne the genre of autobiography, and particularly the autobiographies of transsexuals (Martin 1988, Phelan
1993, Mason-Shrock 1996, Prosser 1998). These tropes in both cases may well
inspire post hoc interpretations of a life that ﬁt a recognizable template. But just as
non-trans feminists take seriously the experience of “growing up as a lesbian,” so
there is no less of a moral commitment to respect the testimony of those who
describe early lives marked by gender confusion and distress:
As our (modern Western) world is now, failure to conform to the norms of gender is
socially stigmatizing to an unbearable extent: To be human just is to be male or
female, a girl or a boy or a man or a woman. Those who cannot readily be classiﬁed
by everyone they encounter are not only subject to physically violent assaults, but,
perhaps even more wounding, are taken to be impossible to relate to humanly . . . In
such a world, boundary blurring carries psychic costs no one can be asked to pay, and
the apparently conservative gender-boundary-preserving choices (surgical, hormonal, and behavioral) of many transsexuals have to be read in full appreciation of
what the real options are. (Scheman 1997, 132–33)

It may well be the case that a larger institutional history creates those subjects, but
that does not make their experience any less real or deeply felt on an individual level.
Thus one cannot say of any feminist subject that she is simply the hapless product of
social shifting, nor that she simply upped and chose to be a lesbian—or a transsexual.
Rather it suggests a complex intermediate space, where individuals are thrown into
particular subject-positions that are the contingent product of larger historical dynamics, within which they work to resist or exceed norms that are simultaneously the
conditions of their own possibility.
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Raymond recognizes the important fact that denial is very deeply built into the
structure of privilege, and, hence, that people read as men are likely to underestimate
the psychic impact of their male privilege. I have certainly seen transsexuals act in
ways that I thought showed poor political judgment on matters of oppression and
privilege. But I’ve seen lesbians misstep, too, and increasingly I have been impressed
by the political commitment and sophistication of many trans activists. The politically resistant choices that trans people are making, especially in the context of
the emerging trans liberation movement, often do challenge the terms of medical
practice, as well as the depoliticized queer aestheticism that some feminists ﬁnd
objectionable (Bolin 1994; Caliﬁa 1997, 221–44; Feinberg 1998). The trans person
who most obviously epitomizes Raymond’s and Hausman’s claims is the politically
conservative, heterosexual MTF transsexual with both the desire and the economic
resources to seek out SRS. Yet many FTMs in particular refuse surgeries, especially
lower body surgeries. The cosmetic and functional inadequacy of phalloplastic techniques is undoubtedly a major element of this resistance (and a valid one: who wants
a lousy surgical outcome?), but resistance is also motivated by the feminist recognition that the penis does not make the man (Devor 1997, 405–13; Cromwell 1999,
112–17, 138–40). Many MTF transsexuals are developing their own forms of feminist consciousness, and expressing their politics by both refusing certain medical
interventions and asserting their rights to transform medical requirements. For example, many MTFs who do not want to engage in penile-vaginal intercourse after SRS
(including those who resist medical demands further by deﬁning as lesbians) resist
the heterosexist demand to excessively dilate or surgically extend their newly constructed vaginas, or even to have one constructed in the ﬁrst place (Bornstein 1995,
15–19, 118–21). In general, it seems as though increased access to critical information about medical procedures, a growing political consciousness, and expanded
community has caused those trans people who do seek medical services to be
increasingly concerned with the limits of SRS as a route to an authentic identity.
I have shown that Hausman’s and Raymond’s claims that transsexual identity is
overdetermined by its medicalization are, conceptually speaking, tautological, and,
empirically speaking, false. Rather, transgendered people face a complex set of
choices about which, if any, medically managed changes to the body they want to
make. At the very end of her book, Hausman claims that “the transgenderist[’s] . . .
ingestion of hormones, or participation in other procedures such as plastic surgery,
merit medical attention because of the inherent dangers of reconﬁguring the body’s
tissues” (1995, 200). In a similar vein, Raymond states that “medicalized intervention produces harmful effects in the transsexual’s body that negate bodily integrity,
wholeness, and be-ing” (1994, 18). Both critics are right that such interventions
carry medical risks not yet fully understood, and one of the frustrations of much philosophy of the body is precisely that it treats ﬂesh as inﬁnitely malleable, bloodless,
and acquiescent. Yet it is precisely those people who must grapple with the pros and
cons—physically as well as politically—of hormone treatments and surgeries who
are most aware of the trauma and risks of changing one’s body. These pros and cons
include consideration of the quality of one’s future life, in turn dependent on how
desperately uncomfortable, unsafe, or unhappy one would be without altering one’s
body. In making decisions about hormones, surgery, passing, and gender conformity,
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trans people—especially if they are feminists—face ethical and political dilemmas.
These dilemmas, again, might be best understood as lying at one end of a spectrum
that includes others faced by non-trans feminists.
In the remainder of this chapter, let me just make a few suggestions about how
this spectrum might be deﬁned, to set the stage for the later case studies of dieting
and cosmetic surgery. First, when I think about what it means to diet and exercise to
keep one’s body as close to slim as possible (something over which few people have
very much real control), I see a number of parallels. I know many intelligent feminists who actively resist gaining weight, even though they would agree with the
proposition that fat people should not be discriminated against, whose ideal world
would not include any particular normatively upheld body type, and who even
actively write and work against the “tyranny of slenderness.” This lived contradiction is a well documented part of feminist consciousness for some women, and one
deeply imbricated with gender identity. Being slim means being heterosexually
attractive, which is the aspect of slenderness most available for feminist critique.
However, more profound connotations of thinness include being in control of one’s
body (and hence one’s life), and, as I suggested earlier, being fashionably slender is
also associated with upward mobility and intellectual acumen. The deep unhappiness and discomfort experienced by many women with what are euphemistically
called “body image problems” tells us a great deal about how femininity is disciplined in this culture. But unfortunately many feminists also know that reading Fat
is a Feminist Issue, attending consciousness-raising groups, and stripping at music
festivals are only partial solutions. For many women, regrettable though this is, nothing solves the problem quite as well as working on the body (including, of course,
by losing weight). So is every woman who diets a dupe of the patriarchy, acceding
to a disciplinary regime that has overdetermined her choices, and reinforcing objectifying images that degrade fat people? Although there certainly are radical feminist
models that reiterate this reduction in the case of dieting (implicitly drawing a negative parallel with transsexuality), it is far more obvious in this context that there are
other philosophical perspectives that give greater emphasis to the lived experience of
embodied conﬂicts. And, crucially, many non-trans women can identify with this particular psychic struggle.
Second, there are many resonances between this debate and feminist controversy over cosmetic surgery. Kathy Davis has argued that “cosmetic surgery might
be a way for some women within the limitations of their present situation to end their
suffering,” and she asks:
How are [feminists] to explain the fact that some women avidly subscribe to the
feminist case against the “surgical ﬁx” for beauty and, at the same time, defend it
as a solution for themselves? Or, what is to be made of the unmistakable exhilaration that women express concerning their decision to undergo cosmetic surgery?
What sorts of explanations can be provided for the puzzling phenomenon that
women can be glad to have taken this step even though they are openly dissatisﬁed
with the actual outcome of surgery? (1991, 29)

Davis criticizes a tendency in feminist theory to understand women who elect to
have cosmetic surgery as “cultural dopes.” This approach fails, she argues, because
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it strips women of agency, reinforces dualistic conceptions of the body by denying
the existential component of these decisions, and restricts the possibilities for feminist intervention (1991, 29–30). All of these concerns echo my critique of Hausman:
Davis tries to explain how and why women act, within the strictures of a larger cultural edict, to make their lives tolerable. Given the dangers of certain cosmetic surgeries (immune deﬁciency caused by silicone breast implants, or thrombosis as a
result of liposuction) it would certainly be better if fewer women were cornered in
this way. Furthermore, Davis is vulnerable to the charge that she falls back on a liberal understanding of agency, and in chapter 4 I query whether her insights into the
motivations of women who have cosmetic surgery translate into a feminist theory of
resistance. What she does well, however, is to highlight the phenomenological struggle that the desire to change one’s body provokes. She is right that dismissing this
component of women’s lives in favor of feminist analyses that view women as cultural dopes will fail to motivate feminist action starting from women’s own justiﬁcations. Her analysis “opens avenues of inquiry” for thinking through how agents
engage normalizing practice, just as I hope mine does, rather than providing a selfjustifying meta-narrative that requires no local analysis (Davis 1991, 23).
To ground a theory of resistance simply in the claim that such changes to the
body are naïve capitulations to patriarchy is not only to ignore the complexities of
women’s experiences, but also to ignore that identity is always already written on the
body. The objection that we should leave the body alone in its natural state erases
the ubiquity of our embodied construction. Even if one has a theoretical commitment
to maintaining one’s “natural” body this proves a stubborn and elusive goal. (Is the
ﬁt body “natural” in today’s sedentary cultures? A body fortiﬁed with vitamin supplements? A body that has been operated on to restore “normal” functioning?) To be
sure, bodily inscriptions range vastly in their physical consequences—getting a tattoo is not the same deal as SRS. But in a deeply technological world, analysis must
begin from the fact that the “natural body” is an unknowable, ﬁctive entity.
In this vein, instead of simply rejecting body modiﬁcation tout court, Kathryn
Morgan argues that a possible “response of appropriation” in resisting the demands of
beauty is to reclaim the “domain of the ugly,” including through the technology of cosmetic surgery (1998, 340–42). There are fascinating intersections here with the work
of performance artist Orlan, who has in fact had her face remodeled in a number of disturbing surgical performances, which have left her looking far from conventionally
beautiful. Davis remarks on the interconnection of her work with Orlan’s, pointing out:
There are, indeed, similarities between Orlan’s statements about her art and how the
women I interviewed described their reasons for having cosmetic surgery. For
example, both Orlan and these women insisted that they did not have cosmetic surgery to become more beautiful. They had cosmetic surgery because they did not feel
“at home” in their bodies; their bodies did not “ﬁt” their sense of who they were.
Cosmetic surgery was an intervention in identity. It enabled them to reduce the distance between the internal and external so that others could see them as they saw
themselves. (2003, 110)

Again, this could easily be a description of the phenomenology of transsexuality.
As Davis goes on to describe, there are also dissimilarities between Orlan and her
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interviewees: the former is making “a public and highly abstract statement about
beauty, identity, and agency,” while the latter want to “eliminate suffering” and “do
not care at all about changing the world; they simply want to change themselves”
(2003, 110, 111). Within the trans community, we might compare Davis’s “ordinary
women” with the “average” transsexual who abhors publicity, while Orlan’s project
jibes with the work of such highly visible trans critics as Sandy Stone and Susan
Stryker. In Stryker’s words:
I who have dwelt in a form unmatched with my desire, I whose ﬂesh has become an
assemblage of incongruous anatomical parts, I who achieve the similitude of a natural body only through an unnatural process, I offer you this warning: the Nature
you bedevil me with is a lie. Do not trust it to protect you from what I represent, for
it is a fabrication that cloaks the groundlessness of the privilege you seek to maintain for yourself at my expense. You are as constructed as me. (1994, 240–41)

We in Western, wealthy countries are all faced with decisions about when and how to
request or permit intervention on our bodies, and they are rarely without political signiﬁcance. Thus all political theoretical discussion of the fraught relationship between
transgender, modern medicine, and feminism needs to see hormone treatments and
SRS as practices on a continuum with other interventions in which we are all implicated. I don’t want to minimize the possible consequences for physical health of any
form of intervention with the body’s functions. But it seems obvious that side-effects,
complications, risks, and even a shortened life are considered well worth it by rational
individuals contemplating a variety of embodied goals. The transsexual body fascinates our culture precisely as an orientalized example of the discourse of corporeal
self-improvement to which we are all—in one way or another—attached.

Feminist Solidarity after Queer Theory
My feminist utopia deﬁnitely does not include rigid disciplining of dimorphic sex and
gender categories, an enforced normative ideal body type, objectiﬁcation, or abjection.
In this I am joined by all of the authors I have discussed in this chapter, and sharing
these goals for me deﬁnes a potential for feminist solidarity. Whether gender should
eventually cease to exist remains, I think, an open (and unanswerable) question.
A space outside normalization is conceptually and institutionally unavailable to us,
and thus feminist subjects have to live in the uncomfortable psychic space that our
legacy as normalized bodies and our critical consciousness deﬁnes. The one thing we
can deﬁnitely do to change the contours of that space is to resist struggling alone. To
be able to live in a body that has one’s resistance to patriarchy written on it requires
a space within which one can be protected from the worst excesses of body disciplining (or within which one can simply be intelligible). The different positioning of
many different subjects with regard to patriarchal discipline, however, creates numerous opportunities for strategies of divide and conquer, and nowhere has this been
more apparent than in the debates about transgender within feminist theory.
The arguments I have made in this chapter are intended to open up an ethical
ﬁeld that I explore later, but one within which trans and non-trans feminists will
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continue to argue. Whether one should diet, have cosmetic surgery, have SRS, or in
any other way self-consciously mold one’s body are questions that will no doubt
continue to preoccupy many feminists, even as we continue to engage in such practices. Although my argument is intended to motivate solidarity, the connections I
have made will likely be resisted by some trans people who see their struggles as
unique, far from the triviality of cosmetic surgeries or dieting. I am not arguing for
a one-size-ﬁts-all theory of embodied identities, or minimizing the grave emotional
and pragmatic implications of moving in the world with a sexed body at odds with
one’s gender.20 Often the psychic battles of those considering diets and cosmetic surgeries are not accessible to others as embodied dissonances; they have the dubious
luxury of seeming “normal,” and the steps they take to transform themselves are usually less dramatic and can be part of a less disjointed life story. Nonetheless, we all
feel the weight of a culture where identities and bodies are supposed to line up, and
despite our deep differences we share the goal of making our existence as gendered
critics of gender livable, while opening possibilities for new kinds of lives (Butler
2004, 17–39).
In this chapter I have tried to show that the differences between the ethical and
political dilemmas faced by feminists who are transgendered and those who are not
are not as great as some theorists have suggested. I have highlighted some rhetorical
moments in the ways non-trans feminists tend to theorize transgender: hostility, the
construction of the Other, objectiﬁcation, homogenization, and denial of agency.
These approaches may say more about non-trans feminists’ failure to interrogate our
own identities, and our comfort with our own gender, than they do about the realities of trans communities or political movement. Acknowledging this, I have argued,
leads us toward the recognition of some political common ground, and thus to the
question of how feminist alliances can be formed. Very different experiences and
identities can motivate very similar feminist goals, and the political zeitgeist is such
that solidarity must, of necessity, start from the deep diversity of agents. As Scheman
puts it, “the issue . . . is not who is or is not really whatever, but who can be counted
on when they come for any one of us: The solid ground is not identity but loyalty
and solidarity” (1997, 152–53). Solidarity will founder, however, if we detach ourselves from each other and our mutual implication in favor of a demand for individual
freedom.

3

Foucault Goes to Weight
Watchers (Redux)
These trivial details—diet, locality, climate, recreation, the
whole casuistry of self-love—are inconceivably more
important than everything men have hitherto considered
essential . . . My formula for greatness in man is amor fati:
that a man should wish to have nothing altered, either in
the future, the past, or for all eternity. Not only must he
endure necessity, and on no account conceal it—all
idealism is falsehood in the face of necessity—but he must
love it.
—Friedrich Nietzsche

Fslenderness
or feminists, weight-loss dieting has long been associated with the tyranny of
and the enforcement, by patriarchal disciplinary practices, of an ideal
body type that carries a powerful symbolism of self-discipline, controlled appetites,
and the circumscription of appropriate feminine behavior and appearance. I agree
with many of these critiques, but my focus in this chapter is rather different. I want
to approach weight-loss dieting not only as a quest for the ideal body, but also as a
process of working on the self, marketed and sold to women with particular resonance, that cleverly deploys the discourse of self-care feminists have long encouraged. Until we recognize the power of this discourse, especially as cultivated by
commercial weight-loss programs, I argue, feminists are ill equipped to understand
the perennial appeal of a self-disciplining practice that almost always fails its ostensible goals.
The Use of Pleasure, volume 2 of History of Sexuality, is remarkable for a section on dietetics, in which Foucault details certain practices of the ancient Greeks
and Romans with regard to regimen as “an art of living.” I want to argue that contemporary weight-loss dieting (for which I’ll use the common shorthand “dieting”)
both appropriates and debases the forms of rapport à soi Foucault identiﬁes.
Contemporary self-help movements are diverse and presumably not exactly what
Foucault had in mind when, in his ﬁnal work, he explored care of the self as a practice of freedom. Nonetheless, the language of commercial weight loss resonates
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eerily with his own suggestions in late essays and interviews about practical training
of the self in the aid of developing an art of living. In what follows, I want to supplement existing critical accounts of dieting, which typically rely on the central
explanatory concepts either of “false consciousness” or of “docile bodies,” to better
understand its enabling moments. Such moments exemplify Foucault’s thesis that
the growth of capabilities occurs in tandem with the intensiﬁcation of power relations. In the ﬁrst case, critics suggest, people diet because they act on false beliefs
about the possibility and desirability of losing weight for the sake of their health. In
a feminist variant, women also diet because we have been ideologically duped by an
oppressive set of beauty ideals: being thin will make us (hetero)sexually desirable,
aesthetically pleasing to ourselves and others, and better able to build an image that
is appropriately feminine. That this critical account is, not wrong, but certainly partial, is argued by a second “docile bodies” account. Sandra Bartky and Susan Bordo,
its best known advocates, suggest (following Foucault’s account of historical
changes in the form and function of power) that dieting is one of a number of patriarchal disciplinary practices played out on the body through forms of negative
assujettissement. On this view, as I’ll show, at stake are not only false beliefs about
weight loss, or thrall to an oppressive aesthetic. Dieting as a process (not just weight
loss as a projected outcome) is an activity that constructs the docile body.
In turn, however, I want to suggest that Bartky and Bordo’s emphasis on a
Foucauldian genealogical account of disciplinary practices might usefully be supplemented by Foucault’s own concern, toward the end of his career, that he had
emphasized technologies of power at the expense of technologies of the self (TS
225). I am also following Mariana Valverde’s advice that feminists turn away from
grand but stale debates about the limits of humanism to the “more modest pursuit”
of the “documentation of the rich variety of gendered dialogic practices” (2004, 67).
Weight-loss dieting needs to be understood from within the minutiae of its practice,
its everyday tropes and demands, its compulsions and liberations; and, in turn, these
cannot be resisted solely through refusal. To understand dieting as enabling is also
to understand that we have reason to embrace the increases in capacities it permits
without acceding to the intensiﬁcation of disciplinary power it currently requires.

Not a Confession of a Diet Resister
I spent ten months participating in Weight Watchers—the largest and best known
commercial weight-loss program in the world. My motives for joining were a complex mix of the personal and the professional, of skepticism, curiosity, desperation,
compulsion, and investigative zeal. First, I had gained weight (probably as a result
of moving to a city with long, cold, boring winters, and of moving in with my partner, who loves to buy and cook high-calorie foods that I never ate when I lived
alone). Many of my clothes no longer ﬁt me, and I felt chubby and self-conscious.
I wanted to be able to wear trousers from any mainstream range (which often only
go up to a U.S. size 12), although I know full well that it’s the clothing that needs to
change, not my body. I hoped that losing weight might speed up my sprinting for the
purposes of playing soccer in my local league (but if this could only have been
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achieved, hypothetically, by gaining weight, I would not have been in the least bit
interested). I felt, just as Bordo predicts, like I needed to take control of food and
work out how to eat more moderately and healthily; I also wanted—let’s face it—to
have a slimmer body that projected an image not necessarily of heterosexual femininity (I am neither exactly heterosexual nor exactly feminine) but of ﬁtness, sophistication, and incisiveness. My deepest psychological motivations were oriented less
around becoming conventionally attractive and more around gaining control of my
body and having its form better express the person I considered myself to be. As
with many other practices of body modiﬁcation in our times, dieting was for me a
complex intervention in identity rather than a straightforward act of conformity to a
beauty ideal.
Because of my personal history, political commitments, and research background, I was unlike most other dieters in a number of signiﬁcant ways. I harbored
no illusions that losing weight alone would have any positive impact on my physical health—indeed, I was fortunate to have no signiﬁcant health problems either
before or after losing weight. As the child of a diet-preoccupied family and a survivor of chronic eating problems, I was highly skeptical and fearful of entering into
any diet zone, which for me embodied a history of deprivation, anxiety, self-hatred,
and personal failure that I had fought hard to overcome. On the other hand, I was
both enthralled and repulsed by Weight Watchers, which represented a semi-public
and shared approach to a problem I considered deeply private and individual. As a
child I had spent many hours listening to my mother talk to her best friend at the
time—a slightly stout woman who was utterly obsessed with losing weight. At one
point Bea1 had had some success with Weight Watchers, and had described her experience in some detail, often mentioning ludicrous moments or absurd rules. What
fascinated me the most about it was the very idea of a grown woman, of such obvious professional competence (she was a much admired teacher in a very “difﬁcult”
school), allowing herself to be made abject in this way. The public weigh-ins, the
confessions of backsliding, the censorious gaze of the group leader or other members, all seemed ghastly to me.2 I thought she was both brave and foolish. After she
had quit (and regained the weight she had lost), I asked her naïvely why she had
given up Weight Watchers, if it worked better than the alternatives. Defensively, she
replied, “Well, it’s very expensive. I’d like to go back.” Bea clearly had a critique of
proﬁteering, as well as of the organization’s obsessive preoccupation with micromanagement of diet and “lifestyle,” yet she still felt beholden.
I recalled Bea years later when a doctoral student I was working with appeared
after a long summer looking much thinner. Always an energetic and spirited person,
she was wearing Lycra running shorts instead of her usual ﬂoaty dress, and was
bursting to talk about her weight-loss success. She too had been to Weight Watchers,
and again I was struck by the organization’s allure for middle-class, educated
women. Sharon was overtly cynical about her experience, even though she had found
the program effective. She pointed out that it contains no nutritional mysteries, and
basically uses a government-sanctioned food pyramid to make recommendations
about food quantity and diversity.3 Later she wrote, “Frankly, Cressida, an intelligent
and critical feminist like you would ﬁnd the meetings rather silly.” If it was all so
silly, as well as expensive, then why did commercial weight-loss groups make so
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much proﬁt, including through selling memberships to women like Bea and
Sharon—and, later, me—who were well educated about health and nutrition, and
whose feminist politics made us overtly skeptical about the slender body as a desirable goal?4
Despite this personally compelling and philosophically rich history, I resisted
writing about dieting for a long time. It feels terribly abject to hate one’s body, and
doubly so when as a “third wave” feminist I often felt guilty about having what
seemed like such stereotypically feminine, white, middle-class, and heteronormative
preoccupations.5 The allure of dieting as a practice has not been adequately
addressed in part because feminists are supposed to be committed to opposing the
tyranny of slenderness, which seems to imply, for some, dismissing diets as faddish
and lowbrow and cultivating a public nonchalance about food and weight. On the
other hand, I’ve met plenty of self-described feminist women who will blithely discuss their latest brush with “low carb” eating, for example, as if such regimens really
are politically neutral “lifestyle programs” with only an incidental connection to
weight loss and patriarchal disciplinary practices (not to mention the global food
economy). Underrepresented in the ﬁeld is philosophical writing that starts from a
common but fraught standpoint—that of the simultaneously critical and engaged
feminist. Sociologist Kandi Stinson joined a commercial weight-loss program and
wrote about the experience in her book Women and Dieting Culture. Stinson reports
that although she had “compelling personal reasons for wanting to lose weight,”
at the same time, I felt ambivalent and conﬂicted. As a sociologist and a feminist
scholar I was all too conscious of the deeply embedded cultural prejudice against
obesity, the unrelenting pressure on women to meet a rigid ideal of thinness, and the
lowered self-esteem, endless dieting, and eating disorders that result. As naïve as it
seems now, I wasn’t sure whether I could be a feminist and still want to lose weight.
(2001, 3)

Stinson includes a certain amount about her personal experiences in her narrative
and problematizes her relationship with the organization and its members (2001,
23–28), but her ambivalence not only about her goals but also about her standpoint
repeatedly re-emerge in the text. Missing is an answer to the question posed by
McWhorter in the context of sexuality: “How can we normalized beings keep ourselves open to ever more development and yet not make ourselves vulnerable at the
same time to the narrowing forces of regimes like the dispositif de sexualité?”6 (Or,
we might substitute, to regimes like weight-loss dieting).7 “How can I afﬁrm the
‘truth’ of my normalized (homo)sexual ‘identity’ while at the same time I refuse the
cancellation of freedom and the foreclosure of becoming that sexual identities have
produced?” (McWhorter 1999, 180). Or, how can I speak from my normalized position as a dieter simultaneously with my critical position as a diet resister? This chapter attempts to speak from that contradictory position, from very deep inside the
disciplinary practice of dieting, to reveal and thence to dispel the picture of selfknowledge and self-transformation that it cultivates.
On a professional level, then, I had decided to write about dieting and weight
after many years of keeping the issue at the back of my feminist philosophical mind.
In one way, this decision needs no theoretical justiﬁcation. Weight—and the attempt
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to lose it—remains a pressing topic for many women, and in my experience of teaching feminist theory, many young women in particular remain extraordinarily confused and distressed about their bodies, eating, health, and weight. A widely cited
large-scale U.S. survey indicated that 84% of women and 58% of men had dieted to
lose weight (Garner 1997), and these ﬁgures have quickly come to seem too low. The
diet industry makes tens of billions of dollars per year through spending on food
products, slimming drinks, pills, and membership fees; diet books form their own
section in many bookstores, and on-line weight loss services are increasingly popular. There is a large popular and academic feminist literature challenging various
aspects of the “tyranny of slenderness” and the pitfalls of dieting—from Fat is a
Feminist Issue (Orbach 1978) on—but its emphases are on eating disorders, the evils
of beauty ideals, or, more recently, fat pride. Reading this material, I was struck by
its characterization of weight-loss dieting as part of a relentlessly repressive process
of subjection. If we give it up, we will be liberated. To see why dieting might also
be enabling—even if often deceptively so—requires a more detailed account of the
processes it entails. Almost no feminists, however, catalogue and theorize the
expanded capabilities that dieting can generate, or the forms of practical training it
embodies. We are thus not well placed to understand in turn how those capacities
and skills are co-opted back into the service of weight loss, instead of offering a way
to care for the self that might constitute a form of freedom.
Over these ten months, I collected written materials, regularly visited the
Weight Watchers Web sites, attended weekly meetings, and took every opportunity
to talk to other participants.8 A lot of things about Weight Watchers were surprising,
and overall the experience of participating convinced me of the need for nuanced
micro-analysis of the “politics of the ordinary”—the plethora of everyday practices
that form our habitus, and that are held in place by hundreds of tiny instantiations.
My focus in this chapter is on the way my experience in the organization embodied
the paradox Foucault highlighted so well: that normalizing disciplinary practices are
also enabling of new skills and capacities that may exceed the framing of the original activity. On the one hand, deliberately losing weight by controlling diet involves
the self-construction of a docile body through attention to the minutest detail. On the
other hand, becoming aware of exactly how and what one eats and drinks, realizing
that changing old patterns can have embodied effects, or setting a goal and moving
toward it, are all enabling acts of self-transformation. This component of dieting in
part explains its popularity and function, and why simply purveying information
about the invidiousness of dieting without offering substitute activities to ﬁll the
same needs is bound to fail as a feminist strategy.

Weight Loss and False Consciousness
For many in the overdeveloped world it is an accepted truth that we are almost all
too fat, and that losing weight will, with the exception of a few unfortunate anorexic,
ill, or preternaturally thin individuals, have positive health consequences. As average
weights increase, the biggest people get even bigger, and more and more children
classiﬁed as “obese” are coming down the pipe, the negative voices denouncing our
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collective failure to slim down have also become even shriller and more inﬂammatory. As others have argued in more convincing detail than I can, this discourse of
the “war on obesity,” health, diet, and slenderness relies on a number of health scientiﬁc elisions and half-truths—or even, as the title of Glen Gaesser’s ﬂagship book
suggests, Big Fat Lies (2002).9 Most important, in popular discourse “overweight”
has become a synonym for “unhealthy.” The poor supply and high cost of nutritious,
chemical-free foods, inadequate education about nutrition and eating, and systematic
organization of the physical environment in ways that make exercise dangerous,
difﬁcult, or expensive deﬁnitely are all glaring issues of social injustice (see Critser
2003). There is clearly a correlation between consuming large amounts of fatty, sugary foods, leading a sedentary lifestyle, and weight gain. But the great reduction of
this debate is the assumption that weight itself is a stand-in for health, with the corollary false beliefs that losing weight automatically solves health problems, and that
gaining weight (or being heavier than a stipulated maximum all along) automatically
creates them.
The ﬁrst myth of all this rhetoric is that there is a standardized range within
which each individual’s weight must fall in order for her to be “healthy.” This is
bogus for a number of well documented but little known reasons. First, standardized
weight tables are artifacts of actuarial insurance company deﬁnitions that were themselves never based on comprehensive statistical information. They have changed over
the years for no medical reason, and have become a better measurement of social
acceptability than morbidity or mortality. The widely used reference point of Body
Mass Index (BMI) is little more than a ratio of height to weight organized around the
same data;10 a BMI between 20 and 25 is usually considered optimum, but, astonishingly, there is no proven causal connection between a BMI in this range and any
positive health consequence. Having a BMI between 26 and 30 (usually labeled as
“overweight” but not “obese”) may in fact be a better ﬁt between good health and
weight than being moderately “underweight” (BMI of 18.5–20) (Gaesser 2002, 99).
Even those who are “obese” (BMI over 30) can trace most health problems to correlative rather than causative links, such as a lack of exercise, a very high-sugar diet,
and so on.11 One can be ﬁt, healthy, and fat; many people who fall into this category
report frustration with friends, family, and especially health-care providers who
remain skeptical about this possibility (Gaesser 2002, 83–87). A colleague of mine,
for example, a woman in her late forties with a BMI of around 30, is in excellent
health and has completed her ﬁrst half-marathon, yet is dogged by a doctor’s criticism that she needs to lose more weight, and by more subtle social perceptions that
a fairly “big” woman cannot possibly enjoy and succeed at a demanding physical
activity.
The most empirically reliable data on what constitutes “healthy eating” remains
rather boring and unfaddish: eat plenty of fruit and vegetables, and moderate your
consumption of sugars, fats, and alcohol. There are numerous unresolved dietary
skirmishes (can soy products really reduce the risk of breast cancer, or do they in fact
contain damaging estrogens?), but these basic rules still apply. If you really only
want to lose weight, and you don’t care about being healthier, reducing your calorie
intake somewhat below your calorie output may take off some poundage, especially
if you usually eat a lot and are maintaining your weight above a “set point”—the
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equilibrium body weight to which each individual tends. Putting yourself into
Atkins-style ketosis by completely eliminating carbohydrates also apparently works
for some, although only as long as you keep it up. But the diversity of human body
types and the monomania of aesthetic preferences in Western countries simply cannot be reconciled: there will always be some unlucky people who consistently eat
low-calorie, boringly healthy diets that would have fortunate others looking fashionably svelte, and yet who remain in the BMI-over-25 category. Some women will
be able, through consistent food habits or metabolic luck, to maintain at least in our
youth a weight that is medically acceptable, but the diminishing size of the preferred
female form in Western countries means that more and more of us will be considered “fat” in ways we cannot overcome.
Lest anyone think that feminists are immune to prejudices about the origins of
body size and type, consider the following: anthropologist Carole Counihan, in her
essay “What Does it Mean to Be Fat, Thin, and Female in the United States,” writes
that “obesity involves overeating to an extreme statistically determined as being
from 10 to 25 percent over ‘normal’ body weight” (1998, 148). And, “while anorexics retreat from female maturity by becoming childlike and asexual, overweight
women accomplish the same end by becoming fat. They become sexually neuter by
violating cultural standards of ideal femininity” (149). Like the diet industry,
Counihan assumes a direct correlation between amount eaten and body weight, and
accepts (scare quotes notwithstanding) the idea of a normal weight range in relation
to which every individual can be assessed. Fatness, on this account, is a volitional
condition that is used to achieve neurotic gender goals. April Herndon argues convincingly that Susie Orbach’s germinal book Fat is a Feminist Issue also assumes too
direct a mapping between overeating, emotional distress, and fatness.12 On Orbach’s
analysis, Herndon concludes, the emotionally healthy, ideal (feminist) woman is neither too thin nor too fat; hence fatness becomes only a physical symptom of neurosis—temporary, one hopes—rather than a legitimate embodiment (Herndon 2003,
69–75).
Diet programs that involve faddish eating (rather than just obvious dietary guidelines spiced up with spiritual or psychological advice) either do not work (e.g., the
Grapefruit Diet), or work at the expense of some aspect of the body’s functioning
(e.g., the Atkins Diet may have a range of negative outcomes for liver, kidneys, heart,
and colon), or aren’t sustained except by a very small number of dedicated (or obsessive) individuals. In fact, a huge majority (likely 95%) of diets will fail (the same
amount or more of dropped weight will be regained) over the years immediately following weight loss. If anyone doubts that the weight-loss industry is unaware of the
extremely high failure rates of its diets, attend any Jenny Craig ofﬁce or Weight
Watchers meeting and ask members how many are “returning” after regaining the
weight (and often then some) they had lost during an earlier bout with the program.
The corporate Weight Watchers Web site even candidly sells the company as a good
investment by saying: “Meeting members typically enroll to attend consecutive
weekly meetings and have historically demonstrated a consistent re-enrollment pattern across many years,”13 while it is a standard trope of published “success stories”
that one may join and quit and rejoin a diet program many times—always, of course,
“before it ﬁnally works.” About every six months since I stopped attending Weight
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Watchers meetings, I have received a promotional postcard inviting me to rejoin at a
discount. I would not be eligible to rejoin unless I undertook to lose weight, and
I would (presumably) not be interested in doing so unless I had regained the weight
I had lost the ﬁrst time around. Thus the industry knows that diets fail (and in this
case, capitalizes on the knowledge), and in fact most dieters also know from experience that they will regain weight lost.14
In the face of this evidence, why does the weight-loss industry continue to be a
multi-billion dollar enterprise? Why are commercial diet programs, diet food products, diet drugs and now surgeries, and self-help books, services, or Web sites enjoying booming sales in all Western countries and expanding into new regions? Can the
widespread popularity of attempts to lose weight be understood only as the product
of false consciousness—the result of systematically obscuring the truth about health,
weight, and recidivism? The ongoing popularity of weight-loss programs can be
partly explained through ignorance and misconceptions: those who have not tried
before have every reason to believe they will succeed in losing weight and keeping
it off, while those who have previously tried and failed believe that different behaviors this time around will put them into the magic minority of success stories. Most
health-care practitioners and policy-makers tout the claim that weight loss in and of
itself is good for one’s health, and the diet industry funds research, lobbies medical
providers, and advertises assiduously. Given the intensity of the pressure to conform
to beauty ideals, of fat phobia, and of false beliefs about health and weight, there is
a lot at stake that may inspire even the most cynical dieter to try another plan.
Finally, the increasingly common knowledge that “diets don’t work” has also been
obscured by the new linguistic conventions diet vendors favor. We are now sold
long-established dieting practices using new descriptions such as “lifestyle change”
or “eating program”: “When I ﬁnally reached my goal, I was so accustomed to following the Plan that it no longer felt like a diet—it felt like a lifestyle,” pronounces
Stephanie in her “Success Story” on the Weight Watchers Web site (10.15.03).15 If
“slimming” or “reducing” do not capture the contemporary (female) imagination,
then “lifestyle change” with its aura of enlightenment, progress, and self-improvement surely does.
In the language of political theory, many popular beliefs and concomitant dieting behaviors can be explained, in light of my previous observations, using the language of false consciousness. In its Marxian formulations, the concept of false
consciousness implies that certain social realities are systematically obscured by an
internally coherent ideology whose propagation has material beneﬁts for a dominant
group. A systematic and coherent set of beliefs about health, beauty, and weight
would indeed appear to conspire to induce a state of false consciousness, especially
among consumers who are less knowledgeable about the inner workings of the diet
industry or medical establishment. This ideology functions to support oppressive
structures: in this case, fat phobia, monomaniacal body aesthetics, and false claims
about what constitutes good health generate proﬁts for beauty and diet industries and
are, in turn, fed to health-care providers for whom they often represent a convenient
reductionism. Alternative accounts of weight, food, and health carry little research
funding or corporate endorsement. Weight Watchers, for example, sponsors major
federal government health initiatives in the United States, employs physicians as
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“consultants,” and distributes its literature to clinics and ﬁtness clubs. There are massive vested interests supported by an ideological framework that is to a great extent
self-perpetuating (L. Fraser 1997).
Nonetheless, ideological captivity in the form of false consciousness cannot
explain all of the power of weight-loss dieting as a cultural practice. Many dieters
are well aware of the contradictions in this ideology, yet try diet after diet and yo-yo
their weight (which, there is sound evidence to show, is bad for your health [Gaesser
2002, 144–50]). They resent the proﬁts made by corporations peddling diet services
or products, and many women especially will agree that a diversity of body types
ought to be celebrated and that the fashion for thinness is deplorable and oppressive.
The sheer magnitude of the contradictions generated by our access to information
about the failure rates of dieting implies that counterdiscourses ought to be more
successful than in fact they are. While it is true that being thin (or at least less fat)
will, generally speaking, work to one’s advantage in the employment and dating
markets (see Solovay 2000, esp. chapter 8 and references), it is clearly false that
anyone can become and remain thin (or even not fat). A central claim of this chapter is that the continued popularity of dieting cannot be entirely explained using a
model of captivation by false beliefs. I suggest that a false consciousness model, following Marx, must be supplemented by a critique of aspectival captivity, following
Foucault.

Ideological versus Aspectival Captivity
Recall that, according to my interpretation of David Owen’s work in chapter 1, being
held captive by a picture can come in two forms: ideological (captivation by false
beliefs) or aspectival (captivation by a particular account of which beliefs can count
as true or false). The latter constitutes an equally important, although often invisible,
form of political constraint on our capacity for self-government. Wittgenstein’s
insight, I suggested with James Tully, was to show how our disagreements in language rest on prior systems of judgments that generate an unquestioned background
determining truth value. This background makes meaning possible, and almost
always meets with tacit agreement and is grounded and reinforced through habit. We
cannot avoid having a picture, if we are to make judgments at all, and indeed the picture enables us to make sense of ourselves. However, being held captive by a picture
entails an inability to change one’s way of thinking and is thus a form of unfreedom.
Foucault’s genealogical account of power, as Owen and others have pointed out,
exempliﬁes a method through which a picture that has framed much political thought
might be made visible in order to be dispelled. The technique is oriented around
freeing ourselves from the belief that power is a substance possessed by a sovereign.
Instead, Foucault suggests, we should see power as a ubiquitous relation within which
multiple local forms of domination, discipline, or denial of self-government can
occur. Freedom, on this view, is not only a matter of being liberated from the grip of
sovereign power, thereby increasing one’s autonomy simultaneously with one’s
capacities. It also consists in grasping a different, much less available picture, within
which the development of new capacities is explicitly tied to the growing grasp of
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disciplinary power on the subject’s self-conception. Diet organizations actively cultivate progressivist narratives that inhibit this realization. For example, Stinson
recounts a common Weight Watchers trope (it happened in my group, too, and is a
feature of the organization’s advertising)—the alleged gradual “improvement” of the
diet plan over the organization’s history:
Occasionally . . . a member or leader would come across old organizational materials . . . and share with the group various taboos, restrictions, or requirements.
At one time, potatoes could only be eaten early in the day, and liver had to be
eaten once a week. Although members found the stories funny, leaders used them
to emphasize how much the program had changed and especially how much more
freedom members now had to eat what they wanted. Taboos are associated with
“the old days,” and are presumably no longer necessary as we have become more
enlightened. (Stinson 2001, 146–47)16

In this popular narrative, the organization exploits the sovereign power model:
through investing in progressive nutritional science and removing archaic shackles
on members’ choices, the program has become more “modern” and its adherents
more free. Yet at the same time as some of the more obviously quackish (or unfashionable) elements have been discarded, the contemporary program clearly bears the
non-neutral marks of current cultural preoccupations. There are still plenty of dietary
rules, but now they appear in graphically designed leaﬂets that emphasize lifestyle
change and auto-psycho-therapeutic strategies. The much-touted “Points” system is
“all about individual freedom of choice”—yet by deﬁnition weight-loss dieting is
about ceasing to make certain previously favored choices and restricting one’s eating in clearly deﬁned ways. To be able to resist the language of liberation in this
local historical narrative requires us to understand that (a) the unfolding of new
forms of knowledge does not necessarily map to freedom; and (b) such forms may
in fact represent new strategies of power that are yet harder to identify because they
are counterintuitive to existing political theoretical models. Liberation from the
inductively false beliefs upon which dieting as a strategy is premised will be only
one relatively small part of the process of coming to think differently in ways that
advance our self-government. We also need to be liberated from the picture of power
as sovereign that holds us captive, and renders invisible the bio-power that narrows
behavioral options and possibilities for ﬂourishing.
An existing literature offers a way into this project: in Foucauldian feminist
analysis, dieting is understood as a disciplinary practice that serves to construct
“docile bodies.” The locus classicus for these arguments is Sandra Bartky’s essay
“Foucault, Femininity, and the Modernization of Patriarchal Power” (in Bartky
1990, 63–82), as well as Susan Bordo’s book Unbearable Weight (1993, esp.
185–212). Bartky recapitulates Foucault’s argument in Discipline and Punish that
the production of “docile bodies” requires coercive attention to be paid to the smallest details of the body’s functioning, partitioning its time and space under relentless
surveillance. Directing her attention to the creation of a speciﬁcally feminine docile
body, Bartky argues that gendered disciplinary practices aim to produce a woman
with uniform shape, comportment, and ornamentation, “against the background of a
pervasive sense of bodily deﬁciency” (1990, 72). Capillary power is “everywhere
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and nowhere,” its effects supported by hundreds of everyday actions, yet systematically organized and enforced by no one. Body ideals are internalized by women, to
the extent that “any political project which aims to dismantle the machinery that
turns a female body into a feminine one may well be apprehended by a woman as
something that threatens her with desexualization, if not outright annihilation” (77).
Of diets, Bartky writes: “Dieting disciplines the body’s hungers: Appetite must be
monitored at all times and governed by an iron will. Since the innocent need of the
organism for food will not be denied, the body becomes one’s enemy, an alien being
bent on thwarting the disciplinary project” (66).
Similarly, Susan Bordo “examines the normalizing role of diet and exercise by
analyzing popular representations through which their cultural meaning is crystallized, metaphorically encoded, and transmitted.” Speciﬁcally, interpreting the physical body as representative of the social body, she reads “some dominant meanings
that are connected, in our time, to the imagery of slenderness” as “the text or surface
on which culture is symbolically written” (1993, 186–87). The slenderness ideal, she
suggests, embodies moral judgments of the proper management of impulse and
desire, with body shape and size increasingly being read as a visible indicator of the
inner moral self. For Bordo, the failures and contradictions of the management of
appetite symbolize the unstable tensions in consumer capitalism: “as producers of
goods and services we must sublimate, delay, repress desires for immediate gratiﬁcation; we must cultivate the work ethic. On the other hand, as consumers we must display a boundless capacity to capitulate to desire and indulge in impulse; we must hunger
for constant and immediate satisfaction” (1993, 199).
The theoretical framework Bartky and Bordo advance can offer a number of
more speciﬁc insights into local practices of weight-loss dieting, which were not the
object of their original research. Their Foucauldian accounts show how normalization is enacted through ever-ﬁner measurement and closer surveillance of the subject
population. For example, standard height/weight tables are themselves a macro-tool
for normalizing the population—for taking a vast and diverse group of people and
establishing a “normal range” to which every individual bears some relationship.
Deviation from the norm is then (falsely) read as proof of behaviors that can be
pathologized, just as conformity is (falsely) taken as evidence of health and good
conduct. Bio-power here thus operates both at an epidemiological level, and at the
level of the production of a weight-based moral identity in the individual.
Docility is one major goal of normalization, and at the level of the individual
weight watcher it is assiduously cultivated. Any evinced skepticism about Weight
Watchers’ methods, or unchastened confession of deviance from the plan, must be
actively suppressed lest the house of cards come tumbling down. Very many people
who attend Weight Watchers fail to lose weight at all, or quickly reach a plateau and
then start to regain. Most of these appear to drop out; of those who joined in my ﬁrst
weeks (identiﬁable by the week-by-week leaﬂets they clutched during meetings)
I could identify only one or two four months later. An interesting minority consists
of those who fail to lose but stick around: two women in their sixties faithfully
attended my group yet regularly kvetched about their habit of gaining and losing the
same ﬁve pounds. The leader never tired of soliciting and reiterating the same
advice: Stay within your Points range. Practice portion control. Exercise. Keep your
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food journal. I could imagine that some members simply did not pay enough attention to faces to realize how huge the turnover is, but this evidence of the limits of the
program was much more palpable. The failures who insisted on making their inadequacies public represented a challenge to the program’s façade. My regular leader,
Nancy, was thus caught in the unenviable position of defending the false claim that
everyone who follows the program will lose weight, which she could only logically
do by challenging individual behavior (never the program itself). At moments, this
tension made her seem brittle and drained of emotional energy to spend on those
who couldn’t make the grade. When a member would insist that she had stuck to the
plan and still not lost weight, Nancy was endlessly capable of ad hoc explanations
and pseudo-science—“Your body is holding on to the weight. It will come off next
week,” for example. But when pressed she could also become brusque, or scold,
reducing a delinquent member to the role of naughty child. I have never been in
another adult milieu where discipline was applied to such tiny behaviors, and
deviance greeted with such serious and inﬂexible responses from the staff.17
In most cases, however, the population of dieters need not be so overtly disciplined by our pastors. Unlike prisoners or schoolchildren, we have elected to place
ourselves under the care of this institution, and have only ourselves to blame if we
fail to follow its good advice to the letter. The disciplinary practices of weight-loss
groups are concealed in part by one of the most insidious dynamics in normalization:
the reiﬁcation and subsequent internalization of subject-positions initially deﬁned by
mechanisms for the measurement of population. For example, when I set my own
weight goal, I commented to Nancy that although I could maybe lose more weight,
I did not think I could sustain a lower weight over the long run.18 Pleased with my
desire to conform to the goal of “maintenance,” she said approvingly, “It’s good to
think in the long term. Remember: you’ll always be a Weight Watcher” (a mantra
she liked to repeat in meetings). Even the language of “watching” in the program’s
name implies surveillance, but the ascription of “being” a watcher of weight in perpetuity implies an ontological state. One must be a person who will always need to
pay attention to weight—a once-fat person who has confessed her past sins and
decided to reform, but who can never forget that her new, slim persona is a construction that may slip at any moment. A Weight Watchers leaﬂet handed to those
who meet their goal advises:
Once you’ve maintained your weight for three consecutive weeks, it may be a good
idea to ﬁnd 10 minutes to be alone—away from work, family, and friends—to think
about what you’ve accomplished. Your mind often has to play “catch-up” with your
body, particularly if you’ve lost a signiﬁcant amount of weight, to realize that you’re
now a thin person. This means that you not only need to look and dress like a thin
person, but you have to think like one also. The great thing is, you’ve been rehearsing for this part during the past few weeks of maintenance instruction, and now it’s
time to perform. And the best part is that there’s no need to be nervous since the
only audience is you. (“Staying the Course,” 18)19

Thin people apparently share more than a BMI—they also have a whole relationship
to the world, a way of thinking. The idea of playing a part, alone, to oneself, in order
to consolidate a norm that thereby becomes sedimented into an identity perfectly
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exempliﬁes performativity theory and the interiorization of hierarchized subjectivities (see Butler 1999, 163–80). The iterative citation of identity through weight
makes the dieter into an object of knowledge. On this model, height/weight charts
do not deﬁne us. We deﬁne them.
The internalization of artifactual identities can verge on the ridiculous in the case
of weight. In one meeting, Liz, a new, auditioning leader—a charismatic young
woman of about six feet tall—asked us if we had ever felt like thin people in fat bodies. Here is one remarkable resonance with transsexual discourse—“I feel like a
woman trapped in a man’s body” or vice versa—and generally with the model I am
challenging, of an inner self at odds with an outer embodiment. Liz got some enthusiastic responses to this question, with members recounting how the passage of age
or several pregnancies had led to gradual weight gain that many experienced as inauthentic in relation to a prior slim self. Veering from the script, she also asked if anyone felt like a fat person in a thin person’s body. This question not only challenges the
laws of physics, but also the assumption that a fat body must always be less authentic than a slim one, that fat is a superﬁcial “covering” not only of the bones and muscles but of the self. I initially thought it was actually quite a radical question, with the
potential to subvert the normalizing ontology from which Liz had started. Getting
only puzzled looks, she confessed that she felt this way. “My family are all so big,”
she said, “that I always felt I should be big, too.” As she said this, she gestured in two
dimensions—not only upward, but also outward. “When I lost the weight,” she
recounted, “I felt like a fake. I had to learn to be thin.” This elicited sympathetic nods,
as members could identify with the notion that thinness was elusive and artiﬁcial.
This plausible truth of embodiment—that some of us will never attain or maintain the
ideal of slenderness, at least without relentless self-denial—is in this context co-opted
into being a state of self-deception. We may believe that we are essentially fat, but this
ontological claim is false in a way that being essentially thin can never be. After all,
underneath every fat citizen is a thinner, healthier, more aesthetically pleasing, more
conventionally gendered, Real Me waiting to be revealed:
Some people buy a new outﬁt when they reach goal. Tia jumped out of a plane at
10,000 feet. She had a lot to celebrate: Besides losing 130 pounds, she learned to
put herself ﬁrst in addition to unearthing the self she’d been hiding for 23 years.
“When I reached goal I sent out a ‘birth announcement’ introducing the new person
I had become. I’m not exaggerating. For most of my life I was an imposter, hiding
under a layer of fat.” (07.21.03)

As willing participants in a disciplinary technology, dieters measure and scrutinize themselves far more precisely and conscientiously than those who must be educated into more reluctant self-monitoring behaviors. The organized diet program is
thus a particularly extreme version of panoptic culture, which is why it attracts this
kind of Foucauldian attention. Weight Watchers’ current program is exemplary in
this regard, requiring that one determine the “Points” value of everything consumed.
Points are calculated using a simple algorithm linking ﬁber, fat, and calories, but the
actual meaning of a Point is obscured by means of a Points calculator—a cardboard
slide with three interactive scales.20 Members must write down in a food journal
everything they eat, along with its Points value, and are also expected to check off
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six glasses of water, two servings of milk products (a particularly obvious marker of
Western diet and dietary ideology), and ﬁve of fruit and vegetables per day.
(Remember: this is [yet another] new, liberating plan, with much greater choice and
ﬂexibility!) The obsession with measuring, recording, and hierarchizing extends to
weight: scales are calibrated to within two-tenths of a pound, and one’s weight is
recorded weekly to this level of precision, with weight loss (or gain) similarly noted.
As members are drawn deeper and deeper into the culture of self-management
through precision measurement, they often lose, quite literally, all sense of proportion. Thus someone might say “I lost 0.4 this week,” as if this ﬁgure indicated anything more than the added weight of a pair of jeans. Other commentators cite absurd
behaviors around the weigh-in: “I lined up in front of the scale with women who
wore ﬂimsy summer dresses and thongs in the dead of winter in order to weigh less.
Actually, the line started at the bathroom, which everyone visited ﬁrst to make sure
they didn’t weight an ounce too much, some of them even spitting in the sink”
(L. Fraser 1997, 138; see also Stinson 2001, 105). So consistently is this micromanagement of food and weight internalized that any deviation is noted: one hot day
I walked into the meeting room drinking from a bottle of water. The leader frowned
as I walked up to the scale, and after I was weighed (I’d lost a tiny amount), I commented casually that I had thought I might have lost more weight that week. She
replied scathingly, “Well, you have to take into account everything you put into your
mouth. I couldn’t believe you were drinking water on the way in!”
Thus a feminist approach to disciplinary power offers a number of valuable
insights into this speciﬁc institutional context: the normalization of a population is
transformed into an ontology of persons, which is then internalized by those persons
as “identities.” The process is particularly transparent here, in a way that the emergence of sexual identities, for example, is not, because height/weight charts and
commercial weight-loss organizations are a postwar phenomenon.21 Likewise, the
disciplinary practices at play in the organized diet program require a particularly
ﬁne-grained and increasingly absurd regulation of food and exercise habits that is
very much like the obsessive behaviors commonly associated with eating disorders.22
Thus the commercial diet blurs the line between pathology and “normal” eating,
even as it attempts to shore it up with the rhetoric of improving one’s health. So is
the popularity of dieting merely a result of rapid and successful internalization of
beauty ideals that can be best exploited for proﬁt through the deployment of biopower? Is diet resistance a matter of exposé—show consumers how false their hopes
and how abject their participation, and the desire to diet will be regretfully left
behind? The answer in both cases is clearly no. Dieting has a cultural resonance
beyond the primarily negative and repressive picture I’ve painted here.
At the very start of “Reading the Slender Body,” Bordo alludes to Foucault’s
work on dietetics in ancient Greece, but suggests that these practices are “instruments
for the development of a ‘self’ . . . constructed as an arena in which the deepest possibilities for human excellence may be realized.” By contrast, she suggests, in the
modern world
fat, not appetite or desire, became the declared enemy, and people began to measure
their dietary achievements by the numbers on the scale rather than by the level of
their mastery of impulse and excess. The bourgeois “tyranny of slenderness” . . . had
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begun its ascendancy (particularly over women), and with it the development of
numerous technologies—diet, exercise, and, later on, chemicals and surgery—aimed
at a purely physical transformation. (Bordo 1993, 185)

Bordo later disavows this quote, revealing its “limitations” by saying that
“examination of even the most shallow [contemporary] representations” in fact “discloses a moral ideology” (198). Why does she start the essay in this way only to later
turn back on her own words? I want to suggest that Bordo’s reliance on Foucault’s
genealogical phase obscures the paradoxically enabling elements of the process of
dieting that might be better theorized through Foucault’s ﬁnal work. Further, Bordo
focuses on outcomes in theorizing the body’s role in the symbolic economies of gender and consumer capitalism—on anorexic, toned, and slender icons. Her primary
emphasis is on the representative functions of ideal bodies, especially bodies in
advertising—the hypothetical end product of rigorous diet and exercise. Both Bartky
and Bordo think of dieting (usually coupled with toning exercise) as concerned with
the minutest management of the (usually female) body’s size, contours, and surface.
And indeed it is. However, almost all those who struggle to attain an ideal (or, at
least, “better”) body will fail or backslide in their weight-loss and exercise goals, and
this thwarted relationship between the ideal and the actual body is the least satisfying aspect of dieting. If this were the whole story, as both authors implicitly recognize, then weight-loss diets would hardly have the phenomenal cultural resonance
that they do. Indeed, in a later expansion of her original essay, Bartky acknowledges
more explicitly the “siren songs of the feminine” that hold women in the grip of the
norms of beauty culture, including the pleasures of femininity, and the mastery of
skills that beauty practices teach (2002, 13–29, esp. 23–25). Neither Bordo nor
Bartky, however, fully theorizes the micro-practices of power that make up the dayto-day experience of weight-loss dieting. This erasure leads them to stress the
repressive moments in the discursive construction of the slender body, contra the
enabling functions of the dieting process.
This line of thought is a supplement rather than a challenge to Bartky and
Bordo; beyond endless parsing of the docile bodies thesis, Foucauldian analysis
offers another feminist philosophical direction. Foucault argues that as disciplinary
practices seep into the minutest habits and strategies of (self-)management proliferate, we do not always cease to act, or start to feel repressed—politically or psychologically. Quite the contrary: with the intensiﬁcation of power relations comes the
increase of capabilities [capacités] often interpreted by a liberal political tradition
simply as the increase of autonomy (WE 317). To return to Owen’s argument, breaking the hold of this picture of power that sees the growth of capabilities as emerging
from increased autonomy (the sovereign view) will enable us to see that we have not
been liberated from power in the modern age. Rather, as Bartky and Bordo demonstrate, bio-power and its disciplinary effects has supplemented (and, increasingly,
replaced) sovereign power. However, beyond this aspectival captivity lies another:
the implicit sense that the feminized docile body has only been diminished, not only
literally but metaphorically, too. My own earlier analysis painted a bleak picture of
Weight Watchers that raises the blunt question: why subject oneself to such a regime?
Unlike those incarcerated, the dieter can at any time withdraw without explicit
penalty. Once one has disabused oneself of the false belief that dieting can lead to
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permanent slenderness, and having revealed the model of power upon which it
depends, surely continuing to diet can be explained only as a kind of compulsion
beyond feminist analysis? In fact, I often reach this point in teaching: women students will acknowledge the insights of Bordo’s arguments, for example, before
shrugging helplessly and saying, “But I’m still on a diet.” Clearly a rational component remains: the social rewards that accrue to being slim are very real, and it takes
a tough mind to reconcile itself to the knowledge that this ideal is unattainable and
bad for women, when so much points in the other direction. However, another piece
of the puzzle is provided by the thesis that “docile bodies” analysis can elide the
emotional, psychological, and practical functions of an organized weight-loss program. Such businesses exploit not only the desire to produce an appropriate body
(with all the symbolism that adheres to it), but also the active, creative sense of selfdevelopment, mastery, expertise, and skill that dieting can offer.

Dieting as (Anti-)Askesis
To dwell too lovingly on these pleasures may sound like a paean to dieting, and this
is certainly not my aim. Feminists intent on characterizing dieting as an oppressive
disciplinary regime, however, may have elided the details of the capabilities it can
develop. Those with radical politics may also be too invested in looking down on
women who freely admit to dieting; a holier-than-thou attitude can make the falseconsciousness model attractive not for its philosophical virtues but because it makes
us feel morally superior. Further, I suspect we are theorizing at too high a level of generality to grasp the diet’s functions for the individual. It was not until I had spent quite
some time at Weight Watchers, immersed in a diet culture from which my feminist
politics had until then kept me far away, that I began to understand the satisfaction
many women found not only in losing weight, but in working on themselves—in
however circumscribed a context. There may be a class politics underneath this elision: not only does being thinner often increase class mobility and economic rewards,
but if you are stuck in a pink-collar job that has little space for personal accomplishment, then setting your own goal and taking action to achieve it can also feel especially empowering (however overdetermined by disciplinary technology).
Commercial diet groups and texts are very canny about this dynamic, exploiting
the rhetoric of skill cultivation and self-management in myriad subtle ways. Often
during my own participation, I found myself sucked in by these manipulations—
indeed, they were by far the most psychologically compelling aspects of the program,
at least for me. The lifetime member who talked about her marital problems before
concluding coyly that her husband thought he’d “gotten a new woman” saddened me.
I wished her husband could have been more generous and less conformist in his
expectations of her aging body. The leader’s constant solicitation from members of
their improved blood pressure or cholesterol counts I found deceptive, knowing that
improvements were probably due to increased exercise or dietary changes rather than
to weight loss per se, and that in the long run this program might well harm rather
than help their health. But I was an easy mark for the self-discovery quizzes, and
found the counting and recording of foods eaten for the purposes of self-evaluation
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quite satisfying and illuminating. Most women in the group were actually very clear
that they would never be either thin or beautiful by contemporary standards. Nor did
they, I venture partly as an artifact of their class positions and location in an unpretentious northern Canadian city, seem to place any unusually signiﬁcant emphasis on the
“display of the body as an ornamented surface” (Bartky 1990, 65). They were, however, very interested in what losing weight would enable them to do (“I want to play
ball with my grandchildren”) and in how the process of dieting would make them into
better people (“I’ve learnt so much about myself through Weight Watchers”). The
ultimate paradox of these practices of self-management is, as McWhorter says, that
they enhance certain skills, or enable us to do certain things, but they also press us
into certain kinds of response; “they narrow behavioral options” to generate “the
highly productive and cultivated individual who is at the same time meek and conformist, unable to imagine alternatives and act in innovative ways” (McWhorter 1999,
180). The work of Foucauldian feminists on dieting, I will argue, would be more complete if it mirrored the phases of Foucault’s own oeuvre, showing how not only technologies of power but also technologies of the self are engaged in a complex interplay.
The technologies of the self the process of dieting cultivates expand the dieter’s
capacities. These capacities are often recycled back into disciplinary practices;
nonetheless, they have a resonance and potential that could exceed the regime of normalization that generated them. Observing this process in one very local case study,
I hope to show that working on oneself has been co-opted by a commercial enterprise
in ways feminists need to understand in order to resist.
In his History of Sexuality, Foucault makes a thematic transition from his earlier
work on technologies of power to a new emphasis on technologies of the self. Nikolas
Rose has identiﬁed three ways of relating to the self: epistemologically (knowing yourself ), despotically (mastering yourself), and attentively (caring for yourself ) (Rose
1996). They are developed through technical practices ranging from psychoanalysis,
to bibliotherapy, to confession, to diary-writing, to creating alternative communities,
and are practiced under an epistemic and personiﬁed authority (Rose 1996, 135). It is
the attentive technology—care of the self—that Foucault thinks we have failed to
understand as an ethical activity, although arguably the vast self-help industry capitalizes on our inchoate need in the post-industrial West to develop a satisfying rapport à
soi. He returns to the ancient Greeks and Romans, in my view, to ﬁnd ways of living
that, although inevitably implicated in disciplinary practices, cultivate a broader repertoire of human possibilities instead of increasing docility. In The Use of Pleasure,
Foucault remains cautiously descriptive of ancient dietetic practices, and I certainly do
not take this text to be endorsing any particular practice of diet—or even the very
enterprise of using diet as a way of exploring one’s own relationship to oneself.
Nonetheless, as I discuss in chapter 5, by using ancient preoccupations as objects of
comparison Foucault sets himself the ethical—as opposed to moral—task of showing
how we might develop an art of living not captured by the Christian (and neo-Kantian)
philosophical emphasis on moral laws.
To represent the activities he had in mind, Foucault reclaimed the Greek term
askesis. Askesis differs crucially from its later evolution into Christian “asceticism”
or self-renunciation. The latter is the process of denying the self its pleasures and
becoming a vessel for God’s will, accomplished through detachment from material
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existence. Askesis, by contrast, is the struggle to create an art of living that ethically
engages the world:
For the Greeks the word does not mean “ascetic,” but has a very broad sense denoting any kind of practical training or exercise. For example, it was a commonplace
to say that any kind of art or technique had to be learned by mathesis and askesis—
by theoretical knowledge and practical training . . . This techne tou biou, this art of
living, demands practice and training: askesis. (FS 143)

Care of the self is not an indulgence or a distraction from the affairs of the polis, but
rather a necessary condition of effective citizenship and relationships. We owe it to
ourselves and to others to constitute ourselves as ethical agents through asketic practices. Askesis is not distinct from the practice of virtue, a set of activities or ways of
relating to oneself that coincidentally prepare one to be a better person, but rather
“the rehearsal that anticipated it” (UP 77).
The notion that diet can constitute a technology of the self is not at all new. In
The Use of Pleasure, Foucault suggests that ancient dietetic practices were often a
more important aspect of the “regimen of pleasures” than sexual relations (UP
99–139). Rose is right, I believe, that through Foucault we can see that the relationship between government and assujettissement needs to be extended to techniques
of the body: a genealogy of subjectiﬁcation should be concerned not only with ethics
as the permitted and forbidden, but also with “the ways in which different corporeal
regimes have been devised and implanted in rationalized attempts to enjoin a particular relation to the self and to others” (Rose 1996, 137). Little philosophical attention has been paid, however, to the details of these case studies in Foucault’s later
work, and almost no feminist attention at all.23 They are generally taken to be rather
droll excurses on the idiosyncrasies of ancient Greek and Roman lifestyles, the
philosophical purpose of which rests not in their content but in their form: we
should, in theory, concern ourselves with an “aesthetics of existence,” but the practical speciﬁcs can be left aside. This attitude to Foucault’s scholarship risks replicating the pose in feminist philosophy that is content to ignore the “politics of the
ordinary,” and again contributes nothing of liberatory use to the everyday psychic
needs that, I suggest, commercial groups often exploit. In other words, popular discourses of normalization for the sake of proﬁt have run ahead of philosophical critique, let alone philosophical alternatives.
The central medium for the transmission of asketic advice about diet was (and
arguably is now again) the hupomnemata, a word which in its original context has
“a very precise meaning: it is a copybook, a notebook”:
In the technical sense, the hupomnemata could be account books, public registers,
individual notebooks serving as memoranda . . . Into them one entered quotations,
fragments of works, examples, and actions to which one had been witness or of
which one had read the account, reﬂections or reasonings one had heard or had come
to mind. They constituted a material memory of things read, heard, or thought, thus
offering these as an accumulated treasure for rereading and later meditation. They
also formed a raw material for the writing of more systematic treatises in which were
given arguments and means by which to struggle against some defect . . . or to
overcome some difﬁcult circumstance. (GE 273)
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In the ancient world, says Foucault, hupomnemata were key aids to caring for the
self. Their purpose was “not to pursue the indescribable, not to reveal the hidden, not
to say the nonsaid, but, on the contrary, to collect the already-said” (GE 273). Setting
aside the issue of the historical accuracy of Foucault’s account, it is clear that he has
identiﬁed a context for ethical reﬂection that is no longer, if it ever was, the province
of academic philosophers. Valverde points out that far more people rely on the
asketic insights of modern day hupomnemata such as The Prophet or Chicken Soup
for the Soul than on any systematic moral philosophy. This “eclecticism may itself
be a very useful techne tou biou” (Valverde 2004, 84). Commercial weight-loss
groups, I want to argue, have tacitly understood the kind of working on oneself that
dieting provokes, and have produced their own hupomnemata accordingly.
Weight Watchers hupomnemata—leaﬂets handed out at meetings, magazine articles, Web-site materials, and even cookbooks—carefully exploit key asketic themes
from a popular culture preoccupied in more or less ethical ways with care of the self.
Of the three types of technology of the self—epistemic, attentive, and despotic—the
docile bodies thesis inclines us to emphasize the latter in dieting discourse. Where disordered eating is overtly at stake, the language of self-mastery does indeed take center
stage in both self-reports and critical analyses; however, commercial diet programs
make clever use of the epistemic and attentive moments, too. In what follows, I want to
draw four parallels between the forms of care of the self Foucault described in volumes
2 and 3 of The History of Sexuality and the rhetorical strategies of Weight Watchers’
hupomnemata. My underlying premise is that Weight Watchers is using this rhetoric to
deepen its members’ dependence on the organization—and, by implication, on the
docility the organization cultivates. At the same time, the discipline of weight loss generates real capabilities, and fosters a kind of attentiveness toward the self. Regrettably,
there is little in Foucault’s ﬁnal work, in which, in my view, he adopted a more explicitly aspirational attitude to this form of ethical attention, that helps feminists identify
how disciplinary practices that travel under the sign “care of the self ” might constitute
practices of freedom, and how they (sometimes simultaneously) cultivate docile bodies.
First, Foucault suggested that “in Greco-Roman culture, knowledge of oneself
appeared as the consequence of the care of the self. In the modern world, knowledge
of oneself constitutes the fundamental principle” (TS 228). Weight Watchers’ rhetoric cultivates both positions—that the care of the self implicit in successful dieting
will improve one’s self-knowledge, and that knowing oneself is central to weight
loss. For example, “the key [to avoiding a diet lapse] is to know yourself well enough
to take action before your personal temptations take over” (1, 34). Or, as a text
headed “A Self-Discovery Puzzle” declares:
As you can see, these past weeks you’ve learned many new things about yourself.
When you put them all together, they make up the person you are. You can enhance
your weight loss by building on your strengths and working with any limitations
that may be affecting your progress. Weight loss is a continual process of learning
about your body, your relationship to food, and the environment you live in. (12, 5;
emphasis in original)

Dieting may permit a kind of embodied self-care that provides a detailed and absorbing
shared narrative in place of a (sometimes feigned) ignorance or denial of one’s habits or
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status that is often deeply internal and privatized. The process may entail new ways of
relating to others that permit the unspoken to be voiced, or change to be mooted.24
In this context the self to be known is not a static, essential one, but rather evertransforming: “Be the person you really want to be, now and forever,” invites
Slimming World (a Weight Watchers imitation organization in the United Kingdom)
on their Web-site banner.25 As Stinson says, “Newsletter stories unequivocally imply
that personal transformation accompanies the physical changes, and group discussions often center on the potential to change from who or what you were before to
who or what you can become after losing weight. Self-transformation is the pot of
gold at the end of the rainbow” (2001, 195). The transformed self is not just a goal,
however; the process of transformation itself invents new capacities and invites
reﬂection on a post-asketic self that is not yet known. I have suggested with Foucault
that care of the self as a practice of freedom requires that we reject the language of
authenticity. That is, we should not understand ourselves as seeking to liberate a self
that was always there, but rather to invent ourselves as something new that is not yet
imagined. Here the weight-loss discourse is particularly shrewd, sometimes invoking the authentic self, while other times turning back on itself to claim that the self
we seek to liberate is always developing—always, of course, positing the telos of
weight loss and thinness in a way that sets bodies into a hierarchy:
You may be surprised by the changes you’ve made and what you’ve learned so far.
Even if it’s only two or three changes, change for the better is empowering and can
improve your life. Keep in mind that you’ll continue to grow and change. At any
point in the future, refer back to the changes you’ve made as a reminder of who you
are, how much you’ve learned, and how far you’ve come since your ﬁrst week.
You’ve come a long way! (12, 13)
It’s quite possible that if you asked yourself the same questions you were asked earlier in the weight-loss process, you’d answer them differently now. And as you continue to learn more about yourself, if you ask yourself the following questions in the
future, you may answer them differently than you will today. (12, 5)

Second, the hupomnemata invite reﬂection on everyday accomplishments and the
evolution of new capacities: “Replace negative messages with positive ones. When you
think about your weight goal and you’re tempted to say, ‘I can’t,’ say instead, ‘I can!’
Tell yourself . . . I can become a thinner, healthier person” (8, 14; emphases in original).
Renee—another Success Story—announces: “I discovered losing weight didn’t just
make me look better. Knowing I accomplished something difﬁcult has helped me feel
better about myself. These days I walk a little taller” (11.05.01). Losing weight enables
women to undertake activities they might previously have felt unable to do or been
unwilling to try. In this category, physical play with one’s children (or grandchildren) is
an extraordinarily popular trope (as is a child’s disappointment in an overweight mother,
or a mother’s inability to rescue a child from danger) as motivation for weight loss.26
Losing weight makes one into a new person with new capacities, which can be used to
become a conventionally better caregiver and mother:
When I ﬁrst lost weight, I went to the park with the children. Rachel pushed me on
the swings and we played trains down the slide—it was great fun for all of us and
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something I wasn’t able to do with them before losing weight. I also promised I’d
go on a roller coaster with them, which I did—never again! Ian, my husband, has
bought me a mountain bike, so we all go for rides together, and although I couldn’t
walk up the stairs without becoming out of breath, I can now walk for miles.27

Even when the new possibilities weight loss opens up are not directly pressed into
the service of maintaining allegiance to a weight-loss program, they are still
deployed to reinforce normative femininity. This supports the point that the various
moments of gendered performance are connected: losing weight to become a better
mother is within the same conceptual frame as losing weight to look prettier,
although it sounds fewer political alarm bells and is thus a more rhetorically compelling, even quasi-feminist capacity to invoke.
The hupomnemata do not stop here. It is a feminist commonplace that many
women’s achievements go unrecognized or are invisible. Losing weight, however,
provokes ready congratulation; it is tangible, and can be graphed and tracked; it has
setbacks and successes that seem clear-cut. Sadly, more people came up to me and
said with real emotion, “You’ve lost weight! You look great!” than ever said, “You’ve
published a book! Well done!” As my feminist friends who have been visibly pregnant have also commented, the level of overt social approval for women who undertake an apparently conformist embodied project can be startling. Weight Watchers
cunningly uses its materials to link diverse accomplishments to weight loss, which
then becomes an outward and visible symbol of other successes. For example:
When Jennie joined Weight Watchers in March 2001, she was 49 years old, 5'7",
and facing a tough dilemma. Desk-bound at home, writing a tech guide to the
Internet, Jennie was worried about her weight. “I was miserable about weighing
220.6 pounds and anxious that being just a few feet from my refrigerator would
tempt me to pig out.” She saved herself from this fate by tracking her POINTS®
religiously. “Monitoring every morsel that crossed my lips gave me the willpower
to stay on Plan.” By February 2002, she’d lost 60.8 pounds (she’s since lost another
8) and gained a manuscript! (05.12.03)

The transitional period of losing weight is also represented as temporally signiﬁcant,
as women allegedly use the processes of self-discovery and transformation it cultivates to reassess the ethics of their own existence:
Before Patti joined Weight Watchers, she was a Type A corporate executive whose
major exercise was dialing pizza places from her car phone. She shed not just the
excess pounds but the stressful career as well.
Patti credits Weight Watchers with giving her not just a new body, but a new
life. “I was so physically lethargic and emotionally stressed that I was out of control,” she says. “I was too young to feel that bad.” In April 2001 she started attending Meetings, and by December, she’d gone from 169 to 145 pounds. Now she
weighs 140.8 pounds and has a brand new job: She’s a personal trainer! Patti says
enthusiastically, “If you’d have told me a year ago that I’d be a certiﬁed personal
trainer, incredibly into nutrition and living a healthy lifestyle, I’d have thought you
were crazy. But I’ve never been happier.” (09.22.03)

Here we also see Patti cultivating new pleasures—an asketic practice that Foucault
endorsed, even though he was more interested in drug use and sadomasochistic sex
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than in weight loss. Working on oneself requires working not just to conform behaviors and second-order desires, but to transform the self at the level of ﬁrst-order
desires, too:
WeightWatchers.Com Was there one tip you picked up from your Leader
that really made a difference?
Stephanie
We needed to ﬁgure out what would make us want
to choose carrots over Häagen-Dazs. That brought
home to me that what’s important isn’t to eat veggies
because that’s what the diet says to do but to eat
them because that’s what will make me feel good
about myself. (10.15.03)
Third, the hupomnemata support Foucault’s position that “care for others should
not be put before the care of oneself. The care of the self is ethically prior in that the
relationship with oneself is ontologically prior” (ECS 287). Dieting is equated with
taking care of oneself in the face of the gendered exploitation that characterizes
many women’s lives. Balancing the often culturally prescribed care of others with
more attentive, and prior, care of the self is something that a Foucauldian feminist
might well recommend (see O’Grady 2004). Trading on this political claim, in a
story entitled “Giving Too Much,” Tia explains:
My mom died when I was nine, and having to help raise my younger brothers
started me off on a path of putting others ﬁrst, long before I had a family of my own.
Recently, I was working full-time, PTA president and on the church, school and Boy
Scout boards. I gained weight because, like a lot of people, I didn’t realize that to
be there for others you have to take care of yourself ﬁrst. (07.21.03)

Foucault remarked that “the possibility of a danger in the very practice of ‘diet’
was readily acknowledged. For if the aim of regimen was to prevent excesses, one
might exaggerate the importance one lent to it and the autonomy one permitted it to
assume.” In the case of “valetudinary” excess, one becomes excessively preoccupied
with sticking to the rules of the regimen; this attitude forgets that “the purpose of diet
was . . . to make [life] useful and happy within the limits that had been set for it . . .
A regimen was not good . . . if it did not allow one to be open to any change. The
usefulness of a regimen lay precisely in the possibility it gave individuals to face different situations” (UP 104–5). Fourth, recognizing the truth of this asketic insight,
dieting hupomnemata work to avoid association with the excesses of despotic disciplining, despite the extraordinary micromanagement I’ve shown that this regime
entails. Instead, they emphasize the importance of making one’s own choices, initiating transformation, and approaching food (and other things) with wisdom and ﬂexibility. The “Flexpoints” addition to Weight Watchers’ plan carried the slogan: “The
real world is full of real choices. Weight loss should be too.” In her testimonial,
spokeswoman the Duchess of York opines that: “Weight Watchers showed me how
to interpret my craving to eat and taught me ways to focus in on the cause. My whole
life began to change as I consistently used these new strategies to face issues headon rather than hide from them. That freed me to focus on eating as a means for good
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health.”28 When Foucault comments of his ancient examples that “regimen should
not be understood as a corpus of universal and uniform rules; it was more in the
nature of a manual for reacting to situations in which one might ﬁnd oneself, a treatise for adjusting one’s behavior to ﬁt the circumstances” (UP 106), he could be running a Weight Watchers’ meeting.
It might be objected that these contemporary hupomnemata differ from the practices of writing the self that Foucault discussed because they are primarily passive,
designed to be read rather than actively engaged. Citing Socrates, Foucault wrote:
“To become an art of existence, good management of the body ought to include a
setting down in writing carried out by the subject concerning himself; with the help
of this note-taking, the individual would be able to gain his independence and choose
judiciously between what was good and bad for him” (UP 108). The dieting subject
is being written here, not writing itself. Notice, however, that these texts are not
books—they are small leaﬂets designed to be carried in a pocket or purse, or Web
sites that continually evolve and offer something new to the repeat visitor. At one
meeting I attended, a member was lauded for her innovation of laminating and ringbinding her introductory booklet for easy reference in the kitchen or supermarket.
She carried it with her to refer back to the basic advice and rules it offered. Weight
Watchers’ members are enjoined to write down not only what they eat, but also how
they feel—notes and tips to themselves that will help them in their project.
Intermittent quizzes help members answer contrived questions, such as “What’s your
dieting personality proﬁle?” Members are sometimes invited to write in the leaﬂets,
reﬂecting on their continuation of phrases such as “Losing weight has enabled me to
. . . ” Trite though they are, they provide an interactive moment, where the client
engages the hupomnemata and thus feels more connected to the program and its role
in her self-development.

Care of the Self: Co-optation and Resistance
My argument is provocative because it may seem too much like an endorsement of
commercial weight-loss programs as capacity-enhancing activities, especially for
women. Feminists are much more familiar with an image of the beaten down, obsessive, and oppressed dieter as the irrefutably docile body. By articulating in some
detail how dieting discourse appropriates and exploits the language of care of the
self, however, I hope to demonstrate its function as both disciplinary and enabling,
in ways feminists have largely ignored. Dieting hupomnemata are clever, touching a
cultural nerve. They are also quite evidently hackneyed, manipulative, and self-serving,
and we should never lose sight of the fact that my focus is on commercial enterprises
whose primary goal is proﬁt. Although these texts may provide glimpses into an ethical world of self-development and new capacities, they are ultimately immobilizing
as much as enabling. Dieting discourse elides mastering oneself and caring for oneself, insisting that the controlled and relentlessly self-disciplined persona is also the
most ethically responsible, in Foucault’s asketic sense. Whatever skills and capacities dieting might enhance are, in the rhetoric of the commercial programs, immediately co-opted back into a ﬁeld of meaning internal to weight loss. Only losing
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weight, they would have us believe, can lead to true self-knowledge, selfdevelopment, self-mastery, and self-care. Dieting brings together a scale that hierarchizes bodies and a concomitant normalizing apparatus with a single track for
self-development (weight loss) and a universal telos (the slim self). In these respects
it offers no kind of answer to the question of how we can battle the aspectival
captivity of the original picture of dieting within this particular regime of disciplinary power.
Earlier I stressed that weight lost is almost always regained, in order that now
I could point out how much is at stake in this failure. With weight loss as the synecdoche for multiple forms of working on oneself, as I’ve shown, recidivism is likely
to be particularly crushing, with regained weight standing in for ethical weakness, a
return to old habits, and failure to care adequately for the self (as well as to be
responsible to others). Losing weight and regaining it is not only bad for one’s physical health, or disappointing as a failure to conform to a beauty norm. It is also an
ignominious defeat for one’s efforts to create an ethical way of life. “When individuals perceive themselves as having failed to meet accepted norms this can be experienced not just as a slipup or error but as a transgression against the self ” (O’Grady
2004, 96). This partly explains why women diet over and over again, seeking to
regain the sense of reincarnation that the process is designed to cultivate. Although
proﬁtable for commercial organizations, this cycle of elation and failure ultimately
makes body weight metonymic for a host of political inequities that clearly cannot
be redressed through the individualized practice of dieting. Even successful and sustained weight loss may not solve problems: a leaﬂet for those who have met goal
tries to preempt the realization that one’s life has not changed that much by suggesting psychological strategies for coping with the disappointment (“Staying the
Course,” 22). Given the hyperbolic constructions of the “Success Stories,” dieters
can be forgiven for thinking that any achievement will be a panacea, forgetting that
these narratives are fabrications—bricolages of fact and interpretation, presentations
of weight loss as commercial organizations would like it to be. Taken in an only
slightly different psychological direction, this disappointment encourages anorexia,
with its ongoing struggle to ﬁnd the elusive perfect weight that can obviate the need
for dieting prowess and be conclusively satisfying.
The hupomnemata struggle to convince us that dieting brings its own, novel
pleasures, and that nothing need be renounced as long as we observe moderation.
For someone who, for example, never ate vegetables, discovering the subtle sweetness of a crisp carrot instead of the hyper-greasiness of fast-food fries may indeed
expand horizons. There can be plenty of joy in eating the “healthy” foods that are
too often consumed out of a sense of duty, and the ubiquity of (and pressures to consume) poor quality food in the oversupplied Western countries represent their own
challenge to cultural, economic, and social practices. Ultimately, however, dieting is
of necessity preoccupied with the refusal of certain foods, or of the combinations or
quantities of food that please and satiate; it is a practice of self-surveillance that may
in one sense improve one’s eating habits, but must also defer some of the harmless
pleasures of food and drink in favor of projected slenderness. There is no recklessness, no abandon, and no playfulness here. That is not to say that gluttony is a feminist virtue, but as long as the denial of pleasure is so deeply inscribed in the cultural
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meanings of Western femininity, we should be very skeptical about attempts to further limit what women may enjoy.
Even as we advocate diet resistance and alternative feminist activities, however,
we must recognize that for many women giving up dieting in response to ﬁnally taking on board the futility of weight-loss programs is experienced as much as grieving
as liberation. We may realize that the books, Web sites, magazines, and weekly
meetings are false friends. But those women who break the hold of the picture by
actually acting on the knowledge—rather than just propositionally rehearsing it—
must go through mourning. We mourn not only the loss of the future thin self that,
even if not attained, can always be looked forward to, but also the loss of a forum in
which, however conditionally, we might be helped to take care of ourselves.
Furthermore, if my critique is correct, then passive refusal—the evacuation of the
mental space that dieting once occupied—will be limited as a strategy of resistance.
A whole literature characterizes the feminist response as renouncing the weight-loss
diet, saying—with greater and lesser degrees of sophistication—“I just won’t care;
I’ll eat what I like” (Orbach 1978). This stance has already been co-opted and sold
back to us: for example, a 2004 TV commercial for Special K snack bars featured a
woman at a business meeting confronted with two ditzy colleagues who demonstrate
their new PalmPilot “snack software.” Smiling in a bemused and slightly condescending way at their diet obsession, the smarter heroine replies, “I just eat what
I want. When I want.” The irony of the commercial is, of course, that the product is
marketed to dieting women—not women who really do eat what they want. This attitude will always deny the asketic components of care of the body, and the psychic
needs that are met by trying to organize or manage our appetites.
Nonetheless, the capacities weight-loss hupomnemata cultivate—resisting gendered exploitation, improving awareness of one’s own habits and feelings, or assuming responsibility for choices about how to live—are important askeses from any
feminist perspective. Fortunately, “human beings are not the uniﬁed subjects of some
coherent regime of domination that produces persons in the form in which it dreams
. . . Techniques of relating to oneself as a subject of unique capacities worthy of
respect run up against practices of relating to oneself as the target of discipline, duty,
and docility” (Rose 1996, 140–41). At the place where (self-)discipline into the
world of dieting meets the new capacities that the practice generates is a ﬁssure feminists should exploit. In the scripted examples of Web-site testimonials or advisory
pamphlets, every askesis is turned back on itself, and fully recruited again to the
service of dieting and attaining normative femininity. In the world of meetings, however, the real women I met were often aware that they could learn from Weight
Watchers without becoming the projected uniﬁed subject of its regime. Central to
this awareness is the possibility of uncoupling new capacities from docility, and of
recruiting those capacities to care of the self. At the end of my very ﬁrst meeting I
turned to the woman next to me and blurted, “This is a cult!” “Oh yeah,” she replied,
“it is. But you don’t have to take it seriously.” Not taking it seriously, while picking
up useful tips and strategies, was, I suspect, the approach of a signiﬁcant minority of
participants. Indeed, from within my own paradoxical position as dieter and diet
resister, after writing this chapter I was forced to confront the truth that losing weight
would not solve all my problems, although sharing a part of my life previously
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deeply private with other sympathetic women would be a helpful therapeutic move.
The importance of method, structure, and consistency to any disciplinary project
became clear to me (and achieving greater freedom often involves discipline). I realized that strategies for observing and documenting self-limiting and self-destructive
behaviors could be very useful to me as an awareness practice. And I saw how communities of women could be mobilized (both in face-to-face meetings and online) in
ways that beg to be imitated by a diet-resisting not-for-proﬁt feminist organization.
Ultimately these are insights into dieting askeses that exceed the latter’s normalizing
goals and expand, rather than reduce, my possibilities for being in the world. I can
deploy these insights and skills without ever dieting again.
As I discuss in chapter 5, feminists have sometimes participated in the characterization of taking care of oneself as selﬁsh and apolitical, and the fading away of
local consciousness-raising groups has diminished the countercultural spaces in
which feminist askeses might be articulated. When diet is so central to both our individual and collective well-being, however, and so perfectly exempliﬁes the mutual
implication of these two ethical planes, we owe it to the selves we might become to
reject docility, and to iteratively break free of aspectival captivity in ways that will
increase our possibilities for freedom and for becoming new kinds of people. The
good news is that, as I argue in the ﬁnal chapter, these practices will likely lead us
out of too familiar kinds of suffering. Thus, ﬁnally, feminists need to understand the
needs of contemporary women—including ourselves, of course—for sites in which
we can develop care of the self and an aesthetics of existence, without further
entrenching our own docility.

4

Aesthetic Surgery,
Aesthetic Ethics
I’m doing it for me . . . In these constructions “me” is
imagined as a pure and precious inner space, an
“authentic” and personal reference point untouched by
external values and demands. A place where we live
free and won’t be pushed around.
—Susan Bordo

An “inner process” stands in need of outward criteria.
—Ludwig Wittgenstein

A
s an intervention into feminist philosophizing about cosmetic surgery—and, by
implication, the larger politics of working on the self through working on the body—
this chapter has two main goals.1 Much earlier feminist discussion of cosmetic surgery assumed that it is simply an attempt by the individual to become more
attractive—to conform more closely to a cultural standard of beauty. More recently,
feminist critics have acknowledged that cosmetic surgery is increasingly represented
and experienced as an intervention not only in beauty (understood as superﬁcial,
transparently culturally dictated, and conformist) but in identity. That is, like sex reassignment surgery and weight loss, cosmetic surgery is increasingly represented
through the resonant discourse of becoming one’s true self by having one’s body represent the person one feels one is inside. First, then, I want to show precisely how cosmetic surgery has been incorporated into a normalizing discourse of identity
transformation that is not reducible to talk of beauty. This discourse exempliﬁes particularly clearly the move I outlined in chapter 1, whereby an inner self is externalized so that the aesthetic body can better represent the person within. Thus while of
course many cosmetic surgery recipients want to become (more) attractive, many
(both qualitative research and popular representations suggest) want to better embody
the kind of person they believe themselves, characterologically speaking, to be.
The second goal of this chapter is to suggest that feminist ethical engagement
will need to respond to this talk of self-transformation in kind, providing a way of
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responding to the suffering cosmetic surgery claims to alleviate, and recognizing the
necessity and potential of working on the self as a feminist strategy. Rather than simply refusing and dismissing cosmetic surgery as a part of patriarchal manipulation
properly external to our own psyches—any desire for which can be removed by consciousness-raising—feminists, I will argue, need a richer ethical grammar and
vocabulary for talking about our own desires and suffering in this context;2 we also
need, to appropriate Judith Butler’s phrase, an account of the psychic life of power.
This demand for a feminist ethical language is partly my response to nearly a
century of cultural manufacture of a psychology for potential cosmetic surgery
recipients. Cosmetic surgery bears a peculiar burden of justiﬁcation unlike other
medical subspecialties. In some cases the rubric of “reconstructive” procedures can
be employed—repairing a cleft palate, rebuilding a face after tumor removal, or
grafting skin to burns are all seen as legitimate medical measures that have necessary functional and social effects. Cutting into a healthy body that falls within a perceived normal range for its time and place (admittedly a fuzzy criterion), however,
needs further rationalization. Older textbooks try to dodge the charge that cosmetic
surgery merely perpetuates transient body fashions by including diagrams showing
ideal angles and proportions for the human body (especially the face), often accompanied by appeals to the eternal (and hence objective) nature of human beauty.3
Vulnerable to objections from anthropological diversity and the transparently ﬁckle
demands of fashion, this claim seems to be withering away, since normalization as
it emerges in the twentieth century increasingly appeals to norms that operate within
populations rather than to transcendental standards (Ewald 1990). Thus more paradigmatically resonant contemporary defenses of cosmetic surgery draw attention to
the psychological suffering many people experience as a result of their perceptions
that their bodies fail to express the inner self, or fail to enable the lives they imagine. This particular claim has its own motor: as technologies multiply and the visual
evaluation of form and features becomes increasingly subtle and increasingly loaded
with intersubjective consequence, more and more people can ﬁnd reason to be traumatized by their failed bodies. This phenomenon is, I suggest, the logical progression in consumer economies of American cosmetic surgery’s early self-justiﬁcation
in the “inferiority complex”—a psychological problem ﬁrst mooted by Austrian psychologist Alfred Adler in the 1910s (Haiken 1997, esp. 108–30; Gilman 1997, 263–65).
According to Adler, the natural helplessness of the young child must be transformed
into feelings of competence and personal adequacy by correct parenting and, hence,
a healthy maturation. Continuing failure at the daunting tasks of growing up cultivates a timid and insecure personality, which may in turn be overcompensated for by
an aggressive or defensive style. Either way, unless the child can successfully adapt
to the challenges of gaining independence and mastery in the face of his initial and
inevitable sense of inferiority, that feeling will be sedimented in the psyche. Most
Americans, Haiken implies, didn’t need to know even this much about the inferiority complex to invoke it as a justiﬁcation for all manner of technologies of the self,
or for it to be a common idiom in media and advertising—and in selling the services
of cosmetic surgeons (Haiken 1997, 111–23). The very vagueness and patient-relativity
of the concept enabled surgeons to move away from universalizing justiﬁcations for
cosmetic surgery toward rationales rooted in the psychological needs of the individual
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prospective patient. It was the individual who deﬁned herself as having an inferiority complex, and, if she wanted cosmetic surgery, attributed it to a physical ﬂaw,
while cosmetic surgeons were not trained in psychiatric diagnosis. Against this
background it is a short distance to justifying cosmetic surgical intervention whenever the patient makes a convincing enough case for her psychological torment, and
the surgeon believes that risk of a negative outcome (whether physical, psychological, or legal) is low enough.
For surgeons, the dissatisfaction of more and more prospective patients with
more and more body parts continues to provide evidence that their work has psychological beneﬁts for anguished patients. This claim has, ironically, the ring of
truth—even though, as I argue, the anguish may continually reappear in novel
guises, both in the culture at large, and, plausibly, for the individuals who originally
sought succor in physical transformation. Furthermore, antifeminist sentiment
among some cosmetic surgeons (and sometimes their clients) often inspires the rhetoric of the go-getting, self-determining surgical candidate who “wants to look her
best,” and is willing to challenge her doubts and fears and undergo pain, cost, and
risk to achieve her goals.4 (On this view, feminist critique of cosmetic surgery is
wimpy, whiny, and cowardly—the province of unattractive women who refuse to
take control and turn their frumpy lives around.)5 Within all of these discursive
moments, cosmetic surgery is, true to normalization’s double effect, presented as
enabling—whether of humanity’s potential, psychological health, or individual
empowerment.
Cosmetic surgery is thus a fascinating theme through which to study emerging
rhetorics of self-transformation. In this site, transformed technological possibilities,
consumer capitalism, the ideology of a medical subspecialty, television culture, the
body-as-self, and diverse forms of resistance to the surgically constructed body all
converge. Earlier feminist theorizing of cosmetic surgery assumed that the industry
as a whole was so transparently oppressive as to be barely worth analyzing in any
detail. In particular, the experiences of ordinary people who have cosmetic surgery
are still not systematically documented or theorized. Just as I argued in chapter 3 that
understanding the weight-loss industry and its allure may require closer analysis of
particular institutions, discourses, and practices rather than a bland feminist dismissal of dieting as patriarchal, in this chapter I show that feminist work on cosmetic
surgery similarly needs to balance analysis of the macro- and micro-levels of power
(Allen 1996). Theoretically minded sociologists such as Kathy Davis (1995, 2003)
and Debra Gimlin (2000, 2006) have begun to approach cosmetic surgery from the
perspectives of its now more representative recipients, asking what psychological
and sociological factors can explain individual women’s decisions to change their
bodies by surgical means. As I’ll show, however, this productive research direction
has almost immediately been complicated by the popular construction of the “ordinary” recipient of cosmetic surgeries who achieves an extraordinary result, joining
the ranks of celebrity (if only for the duration of her makeover experience). Arguments
against cosmetic surgery face a well-developed rhetoric, which has become more
sophisticated through its reliance on a scripted psychology and discourse of identity
and authenticity. This is something of an achievement: sex reassignment surgery, as
I have shown, is implicated in complicated identity work that is justiﬁed, however
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problematically, through a psychiatric diagnosis. Dieting is much more commonplace than cosmetic surgery, and, as I pointed out, it can easily be rationalized under
the rubric of healthy living and “keeping in shape.” Cosmetic surgery, however, is
more ambivalently related to legitimate psychological struggles around personal
identity, and because it can be purchased by anyone who is willing and able, it still
carries the stigma of inauthenticity. Surgical improvements, one logic goes, have not
been worked for (unlike weight loss by dieting) and are thus undeserved. The image
of the cosmetic surgery recipient as a vain social striver still holds some sway, even
as both the demographics of actual surgery recipients and their popular representation counterbalance this image.
Feminist philosophers thus have two tasks: on the one hand, we need to understand contemporary institutions and discourses of cosmetic surgery in a novel and
rapidly evolving social landscape. On the other hand, we need to have something
helpful to say to individual women contemplating cosmetic surgery about that choice.
This second question has been much less popular than the ﬁrst, due in part to the
recognition that judging individual women who have cosmetic surgery to be bad feminists is hardly an insightful or transformative strategy. To do so may even seem cruel,
when some report that surgery is a reluctant response to psychological suffering.
I don’t doubt the existence of this suffering (although I question its ubiquity). But I do
doubt that cosmetic surgery will provide an adequate or permanent cure for individuals. This doubt combines with my sense that feminist theorists are not good at offering women psychologically compelling reasons that describe in afﬁrmative terms the
beneﬁts of foregoing practices of bodily improvement, while canny purveyors of such
practices have long since recognized that they need to sell themselves using the language of rescuing oneself from martyrdom on the cross of anti-beauty.
The rather scant literature on feminist ethical responses to cosmetic surgery has
yet to squarely face this emerging discursive terrain. In what follows, I outline the
debate between Kathy Davis and Susan Bordo over how feminists should talk about
agency and complicity with regard to women who have cosmetic surgery. I argue
that Davis mistakenly assumes that normalization (by which she means “measuring
women’s bodies against contemporary ideals of femininity” [Davis 2003, 10])
appeals only to beauty norms, and lacks an apparatus for theorizing as one contemporary face of normalization the appeals to suffering and ordinariness she recounts.
This enables her to represent her conclusions as outside the terms of the Foucauldian
model she associates with Bordo, when in fact they deserve to be theorized within
it. This move generates, as I’ll show, a new direction for feminist thinking about the
strategies we need to resist cosmetic surgery’s normalizing effects, which I illustrate
through a brief analysis of the televised makeover. In the ﬁnal section of the chapter,
I pursue this direction beyond Bordo’s conclusions to argue that if I am right about
the depth of the identity work performed by changes to the gendered body, then
resistance understood simply as refusal will fail. A feminist ethical response to cosmetic surgery cannot, therefore, simply be the moral injunction “Don’t do it.”
Instead, a compassionate and effective strategy involves changing our relation to
ourselves (by working on ourselves alone and together) to generate ways of allowing the body to play a less tortured role in our awareness, or to create new and more
expansive forms of embodied self-expression.
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Normalization: Davis versus Bordo
Davis, a qualitatively oriented sociologist, undertook her initial research with women
in the Netherlands seeking cosmetic surgery in the early 1990s. In a tripartite project
that became the germinal book Reshaping the Female Body, she did ten in-depth interviews with women who had had cosmetic surgery; participant observation in a clinic
and twelve pre- and post-operative interviews with women seeking breast augmentation under state health insurance provisions; and participant observation of the evaluative process prospective patients undergo to have their cosmetic surgery covered by
this insurance (Davis 1995, 7–11). She sought to describe the psychological processes
women experience as they contemplate, undergo, and recover from surgical procedures to change their appearance. Davis is hardly uncritical of cultures that construct
and foster compelling images of ideal bodies and make cosmetic surgery seem to some
women like the only solution to self-loathing. Her feminist focus, however, is on
understanding their narratives on their own terms, partly in aid of not treating women
either as pawns of patriarchy or as empty place-holders in webs of power (Davis 1991).
This early work led her to contest the then-prevailing feminist wisdom that cosmetic
surgery is a beauty practice undertaken only by “cultural dopes”—“a critique that
allowed even well-intentioned feminists to trivialize women’s reasons for having surgery or to reduce them to ideological mystiﬁcation” (Davis 2003, 4). Women’s actual
accounts, according to Davis, reveal a much more nuanced form of negotiation: “As a
result of my inquiry, cosmetic surgery took on the shape of a dilemma that required
nothing less than a balancing act between a critique of the technologies, practices, and
discourses that deﬁne women’s bodies as deﬁcient and in need of change and a sociological understanding of why women might view cosmetic surgery as their best—and,
in some cases—only option for alleviating unbearable suffering” (2003, 4).
Davis is, I think, writing against a real, if now dated, tendency in feminist dialogue (as in the larger culture) to see those who undertake cosmetic surgery as hapless victims or narcissistic strivers after an elusive beauty ideal. As she shows, this
is not a typical psychology: most of her interviewees are critical of cosmetic surgery
for its implication in corporeal ideals (indeed, many are avowed or implicit feminists), and seek to become “ordinary” or “normal” rather than especially beautiful.
Nonetheless, her emphasis on women’s own justiﬁcations for their choices in the
context of a tacit account of subjectivity circumscribes analysis of the interpellation
of subjects into a larger semiotic and economic system. Thus Susan Bordo, in an
ongoing textual exchange with Davis, suggests that the latter’s rhetoric of agency
and autonomy within her feminist theory mirrors rather than challenges popular,
consumerist discourses of taking control and “doing it for me” (Bordo 1998, 196–98).
Although the discourse of working on oneself to correct defects has real meaning for
many women, this resonance, Bordo argues, should not be mistaken for empowerment. Cosmetic surgery continually ups the ante for individuals: it trickles down to
ever more consumers, it is sold to new markets (men, younger consumers, diverse
ethnic groups), and it constantly invents new defects and new procedures to correct
them. This cultural dynamic, Bordo points out, creates a treadmill effect for the
individual: we will never be good enough, no makeover can ﬁx our ﬂaws, and the
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possibility of backsliding is ever-present. Finally, Bordo suggests, a feminism anxious to stress women’s agency must take seriously the reality of complicity: “we are
all culture makers as well as culture consumers, and if we wish to be considered
‘agents’ in our lives . . . we need to take responsibility for that role” (1998, 208).
Davis rejoins that her notion of agency refers not to the commodiﬁed and simplistic notions of freedom and choice used to sell the beautiful body, but rather “to
the active participation of individuals in the constitution of social life.” Quoting and
afﬁrming her original position, she reiterates that “against my own inclination to
view women who have cosmetic surgery as ‘cultural dopes,’ I positioned them as
‘competent actors’ with an ‘intimate and subtle knowledge of society,’ including the
dominant discourses and practices of feminine beauty.” Individual agency, Davis
writes, “is always situated in relations of power, which provide the conditions of
enablement and constraint under which all social action takes place. There is no ‘free
space’ where individuals exercise ‘choice’ in any absolute sense of the word.”
Listening to the attempts of individual women to make sense of their relationship to
cosmetic surgery, Davis says, she came to appreciate that women have “credible and
justiﬁable reasons” for their desires (2003, 12–13).
In order to pinpoint the issue that this debate does not resolve, I suggest, we
need to focus on the concept of normalization. Davis’s most important contribution,
in my view, is her evidence for the thesis that cosmetic surgery represents not only
an attempt to conform to beauty ideals, but also a deeper and more complex attempt
to reconcile one’s aesthetic body with one’s “inner” identity, to have one’s body
express one’s lifestyle, moral values, or virtues, or simply to ﬁt in, to no long feel
freakish. Davis is at pains to show how the narratives a woman provides about cosmetic surgery reveal “the ongoing transformation of her sense of self ”: “Cosmetic
surgery does not only represent the constraints and limitations of femininity. It
allows some women to renegotiate their relationship to their bodies, and through
their bodies, to themselves. In other words, it opens up possibilities for biographical
reconstruction and opportunities for women to redeﬁne their sense of self ” (Davis
2003, 82, 83). Davis also implies, however, that by denying the quest for beauty in
favor of an identity project, her interviewees have also evaded normalization—a
concept she identiﬁes as Foucauldian but deﬁnes narrowly as “measuring women’s
bodies against contemporary ideals of femininity” (2003, 10). Thus she writes as if
her theory of identity transformation is an alternative to normalization, which she
understands as located in beauty ideals: “Cosmetic surgery is not simply the expression of the cultural constraints of femininity, nor is it a straightforward expression of
women’s oppression or of the normalization of the female body through the beauty
system” (2003, 85; emphasis added). It is precisely the idea that a certain kind of
body expresses an inner identity, however, that is, historically, at the heart of corporeal normalization. By shifting emphasis from beauty to identity, Davis’s subjects
operate within rather than sidestepping the sophisticated techniques of normalization
in the twenty-ﬁrst century. This could hardly be clearer than when Davis says
(almost as if this were a position that should not be subject to feminist critique) that
“women who have cosmetic surgery want to be ordinary. They were not primarily
concerned with becoming more beautiful; they just wanted to be ‘like everyone else’”
(2003, 77).
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Further, the narratives Davis recounts are organized around the tropes of
self-determination and control that are endemic to disciplinary power, not outside it:
The women I spoke with viewed themselves as agents who, by remaking their bodies, remade their lives as well. They all rejected the notion that by having cosmetic
surgery they had allowed themselves to be coerced, normalized, or ideologically
manipulated. On the contrary, cosmetic surgery was a way for them to take control
of circumstances over which they previously had no control. (2003, 110)

Verbal denial of one’s own free will, normalized subjectivity, or false consciousness
(three rather different things) in an interview is, of course, no guarantee that one is
a free agent (although ignoring what women say about having cosmetic surgery is
not the alternative). Bordo shrewdly challenges Davis at this philosophical moment,
but she represents Davis’s text rather reductively, to charge Davis with arguing that
cosmetic surgery is simply empowering, despite the potentially compatible content
of Davis’s too brief theoretical remarks on agency.
In fact, Bordo’s analysis deserves to be pursued in a direction that exploits the
more detailed insights of Foucault’s account of normalizing judgment. Notice how
the key concepts preferred by Davis’s informants match his predicted trajectory:
ﬁrst, the population is homogenized (everyone must be ordinary—even when “ordinary” is a state assiduously cultivated by the very discourse that claims only to represent it); then from the uniformity emerge individuals (everyone wants to realize a
unique potential, to make themselves over into the person they were always meant
to be). Davis drew her initial conclusions (which she continues to defend
[Davis 2006]) based on interviews in the early 1990s with a sample of women in the
Netherlands, whose eligibility for state-funded surgery was assessed on the basis of
their degree of psychological suffering and physical deviation from a normal range
of appearance (Davis 1995, 10–11; 34–38; 68–73). Although the women’s testimony
reﬂects a complex negotiation of extrinsically and intrinsically motivated rationales,
they are also called to give an account of themselves in a particular context that creates a powerful incentive to participate (consciously or not) in talk of suffering and
normalcy.6 By contrast, the contemporary North American consumer is called into
self-constitution by the (related) language of psychological vulnerability, conformity, and individuality, within which cosmetic surgery can render one ordinary, one’s
true self, or a distinctive individual—often (paradoxically) all at the same time. This
latter model is, within normalization’s evolution, a more complex and compelling
one than Davis acknowledges, in part because she takes as her foil a beauty model
that feminists have invoked (e.g., Jeffreys 2005), but which has never captured the
relationship between cosmetic surgery, consumer culture, and popular psychology.
That such models can be traced within both the larger frame of cultural representation of cosmetic surgery and the local frame of personal testimony suggests that feminists need to theorize more carefully the mutually constitutive effects of discourse
and subject in this context. That large goal cannot be my project here; instead I want
to show, more parochially, that one inﬂuential representation of the cosmetic surgical makeover actively trades on the very model that is under-theorized in Davis’s
account.
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A Feminist Philosopher Watches Extreme Makeover
Makeover culture, with its ersatz ethical injunctions, has pervaded anglophone cultures (Hawkins 2001, Covino 2004, Jones 2006): countless TV shows, Web sites,
and magazine features concern themselves with changing one’s diet or culinary practices, losing weight, updating fashion habits, developing practices of good health,
hygiene, or personal grooming, through to improving the behavior and appearance
of one’s spouse (or pet), repairing or renovating one’s home, or landscaping a garden.7 These latter contexts of self-transformation effectively enlarge the individual’s
sphere, to include signiﬁcant others, domestic interiors, and exterior spaces that must
become an extension of the personality and status of their owners. The televised cosmetic surgical makeover takes the project in the opposite direction, as the craze for
transforming oneself now extends inwards to the ﬂesh itself.8 In Extreme Makeover,
for example, the ﬁrst of this genre, the U.S. television network ABC whisks away a
select few Americans to southern California to receive not only the conventional
superﬁcial makeover, but also extensive cosmetic surgery and dentistry to ﬁx their
physical ﬂaws. The show’s goal is to revolutionize appearance, in the course of
which the participants’ lives, and even their very selves, will also be transformed.
(Although television adds a novel dimension to this process, the cosmetic surgical
makeover is not a new concept. The Oxford English Dictionary traces “makeover”
back to 1860, and Elizabeth Haiken reproduces a 1924 ﬂyer for a “Homely Girl
Contest” in New York: “A plastic surgeon has offered to take the homeliest girl in
the biggest city in the country and to make a beauty of her” [1997, 98].) Extreme
Makeover predominantly features the working-class and lower-middle-class white
women between twenty-ﬁve and forty-ﬁve who are increasingly the target market for
cosmetic surgery as well as the primary viewing audience; or, as the producers’ vernacular puts it, “We are looking for people who America will love and root for.”9 Our
sympathy is cultivated not by their monstrousness “before,” nor their extraordinary
beauty “after,” but rather by their evident awe that the plain, unfashionable, and
lowly could be thought worthy of this investment. Rather than simply submitting a
visual sequence in which someone’s appearance is dramatically improved, Extreme
Makeover sets out to tell the story of an ordinary person changing her life.
Understanding how normalization produces its subjects in these scripted popular
representations will help feminists theorize the doubled oppressive and enabling
functions of cosmetic surgery for its now more typical non-celebrity recipients, at
the same time as we work to understand why cosmetic surgery, like weight loss,
makes promises about permanent and conclusively satisfying self-transformation that
cannot be kept.
These shows exploit fantasy narratives of radical transformation, and make
clever use of normalization’s language of identity and the picture of the inner and the
outer I set out in chapter 1. An authentic inner personality of great moral beauty must
be brought out of the body that fails adequately to reﬂect it. Thus in this context cosmetic surgery is less about becoming beautiful, and more about becoming oneself,
including by developing the capacities that were previously denied or perceived as
beyond one’s reach. The show does not rely solely on our addiction to visual beautiﬁ-
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cation through homogenization (although, as I’ll point out, it does that quite cleverly,
constructing ingenious narratives within which the erasure of working-class status,
disability, and racialized bodies is rationalized). Instead, it tells a sanitized fairy tale
of identity becoming, in which the makeover enables the recipient to achieve longstanding personal goals presented as intrinsic to her own individual authenticity.

Normalization, Text and Subtext
Extreme Makeover is a particularly obvious example of the homogenizing function
of cosmetic surgery: every body appearing on the show must be measured for its
deviation from a norm set by heterosexual desirability and youth read through a
binary gender system. In the ﬁrst season, thirteen of the ﬁfteen participants were
women; in the second season, thirty-ﬁve of forty-six.10 Although participants range
in age from early twenties to mid-ﬁfties, the majority are women between thirty-ﬁve
and forty-ﬁve, whose faces have begun to show the signs of aging yet who can still
be effectively “restored” to a more youthful appearance. They are invariably shown
at the “reveal” in more feminine attire (usually a slinky dress and heels), and with
their hair down or lengthened. Men become more well-groomed, and the sharp suit
that replaces the baggy T-shirt is a mark of masculinity (via socioeconomic success).
Thus participants end up looking not only very different from their own ﬁrst appearance, but also, as a population, more gender dichotomous: the makeover creates
(more) feminine women and (more) masculine men. This is absolutely explicit: the
hook for “Michele” is that she is “a single woman who has often been mistaken for
a man. She turned to Extreme Makeover to help her replace her tomboy image with
that of a beautiful woman”; “A resident of Upton, Wyoming, Liane is a strong
woman who has been a tomboy most of her life and worked the land as a rancher,
surviving the hardest elements. She ﬁnally wants to be feminine and feel like a beautiful woman.”11 These forms of femininity and masculinity are always mediated
through heterosexuality, and a repeating conceit is to make over a ﬁancée, who will
be revealed only at her wedding. In the “before” cameos of John’s life, we learn that
at ﬁfty-six he is often mistaken for his young children’s grandfather. His daughter
poignantly tells the camera that she is teased by other kids who laugh about her dad
being “old.” Like many parents of young children, John looks tired. Nonetheless, the
suggestions that his children might defend themselves with the knowledge that
beauty doesn’t imply virtue, that ﬁne parents can belong to any generation, or that
others ought to be working to prevent cruel and discriminatory teasing are never
mooted. Similarly, when ﬁfty-ﬁve-year-old Samantha, a counselor at Columbine
High School (scene of the 1999 shootings) decides to get a face-lift, she comments:
“The lines on my face are a badge of the life I’ve lived.” Later, when she consults
the surgeon, she defends the decision: “Wrinkles are a sign of life struggles, but I’m
entering a new phase.”12
If the emphasis on heterosexual, youthful gender is explicit, disability and working-class status are represented as hierarchies that must be ﬂattened without overt
comment. Several of the participants have a bodily feature that might be described
as a disability, but the only kind of disability that interests the show is one that can
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be corrected to conform to able-bodied norms. An extensive body of literature makes
the case that disability consists not in objective impairment that is universally limiting, but rather in skills or capacities that have only comparative meaning in a cultural and material context. That is, one is disabled if one’s physical, technological,
or attitudinal environment makes one disabled, rather than because one’s body or
mind is independently lacking in some necessary function (e.g., Wendell 1996,
35–56). In Extreme Makeover, a deaf woman gets powerful hearing aids, a mastectomy survivor is offered a breast reconstruction, many participants have laser eye
surgery to correct vision, and ﬁxing botched repairs of cleft palate is one of the
show’s favorite surgical heroics. These rather diverse disabilities are presented as
having uniformly negative consequences (just as does being unattractive, which is
somehow of a piece with being deaf ), and the possibility that disability offers anything other than an impoverished and partial perspective on the fuller, more exciting
world populated by the able-bodied is not considered.
Working-class status is similarly erased. For example, Sandra is a working-class
woman in her ﬁfties who has spent thirty unromantic years caring for her disabled
husband. Now that he is dead, she can devote herself instead to the more glamorous
task of “dating,” but she looks careworn and grief-stricken—a visible reminder of
her past. By literally erasing the lines from her face, and ﬁxing the bad teeth that
were never treated when she was a child, the Extreme Team can wipe away her class
background and her experience as a caregiver as if it never happened. Thus viewers
are able to enjoy the alleged empowerment of the show’s predominantly workingclass and lower-middle-class participants without having to question the system that
makes not just cosmetic surgery but (in the United States) basic medical care inaccessible to many. Indeed, the erasure of working-class status extends to wardrobe: an
extraordinary number of participants seem to own overalls or scrubs that stylists can
throw into the trash heap with great glee. Shopping in Beverly Hills—Pretty Womanstyle—women who might conceivably have needed their cheap and dirty denim and
polyester for daily housework or sandbox play with their kids ﬁnd them replaced
with slinky evening dresses and couture suits. “We’re going to educate her,”
announces stylist Sam Saboura of Lori, who favors baggy shorts and denim dungarees. “She is deﬁnitely open to it, so we’re going to use that. That’s like an empty
canvas and a masterpiece waiting to happen.”13 Here being working-class in America
is represented as an absence: a lack of taste, sophistication, and chic that only urban
life, professionalism, and disposable income can ﬁll.
Participants are not routinely offered new jobs, educational opportunities, or
lifetime health care, but it doesn’t matter. The makeover is presented as having the
capacity to elevate class status—erasing the past and brightening the future—by
purely aesthetic means, as surgery purportedly wipes out physical traces of suffering, poverty, working-class lifestyles, or simply hard work itself. The show’s distinctively American ideology thus also includes not only the premise that identity
can be read off the body, but also that the identity so read can be represented by a
single time-slice: if Sandra doesn’t look poor and tired now, then somehow she never
was. The trope that cosmetic surgery can negate experience, especially experience of
suffering or poverty, is replayed over and over: for example, in the makeover of
Peggy Rowlett, a crime scene investigator, both Peggy and her colleague explain
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repeatedly that the stress of twenty years of police work is etched on her face, and
that her experience of late nights, irregular hours, and dealing with violence, death,
and trauma transfers to her body. After facial surgeries, we are told that for the new
Peggy “two decades of police work [are] banished without a trace.”14
In the U.S. context, racial difference features in the homogenizing project as a
part of identity that is equally depoliticized but requires more cautious handling as a
“difference” with innate value. The large majority of patients are white, and their
cosmetic surgery is of course never ﬁgured as having racial meaning. When women
of color are featured, the “concerns of ethnic cosmetic surgery” are discussed and
dismissed by introducing a Black surgeon, who explains that, of course, all of his
patients want to retain their distinctive ethnic appearance, but also aspire to make
their features more “proportionate,” or suitable for their individual face, in a strategic overt conﬁrmation of Ewald’s point that norms trade on internal systems of
meaning.15 Davis points out that “ethnic” cosmetic surgery tends to provoke greater
moral uneasiness than surgeries performed on white women in the name of beauty.
She is right, in my opinion, that these two categories cannot easily be ranked in terms
of ethical acceptability; there is a kind of hypocrisy attaching to our “lack of concern” about age-defying and femininity-enhancing face-lifts in comparison with, for
example, the moral panic that Michael Jackson’s lightened skin provokes (Davis
2003, 87–101). Yet this double standard has a function in this context. When I was
ﬁrst thinking about race in Extreme Makeover, I interpreted the racially homogenizing function of many of the procedures performed on women of color, and the
show’s concomitant disavowal, as an awkward compromise between silence and an
all-white show. The women of color add exotic variety and “new problems” to the
otherwise rather tedious parade of cases and confessions, yet to make no comment
on racial politics would be too glaring an omission; viewers are reassured that “ethnic cosmetic surgery” is not guided by white norms. This interpretation, however,
already assumes a politicized viewer concerned about whether cosmetic surgery is
racist. Presumably some viewers do think along these lines, but it seems unlikely to
be the most common reception. Exploiting the double standard Davis identiﬁes, the
show speaks to its predominantly white female audience by assuring them of the
racial loyalty (and hence racial “place”) of their sisters of color, and of the racial neutrality of their own cosmetic aspirations. White people often presume that everyone
wants to look like us, and in a show that, as I’ll argue, relies on the language of
authenticity, the specter of “passing” is never more palpable than when race is at
stake. Thus we are also being tacitly reassured that participants of color are not using
cosmetic surgery to deceive us; they are not becoming something they are not in
order to gain social advantage. This dynamic, as I’ll show, could disrupt the narrative of authentic becoming on which the show relies.

Normalization: The Ontological Narrative
This is the homogenizing aspect of corporeal normalization in Extreme Makeover.
More interesting for my purposes, however, is the way that normalization is
obscured not merely by a bland, apolitical presentation, but also by avidly proffered
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alternative narratives that stress identity over beauty, and taking one’s life into one’s
own hands to become a better person. If I have shown the homogenizing function of
the makeover, then, this is the individualizing side of the coin. Individuals emerge as
candidates via two primary mechanisms: ﬁrst, the claim that the makeover is undertaken for reasons entirely intrinsic to the individual; and second, through narrative
forms (especially fairy-tale tropes) that evoke culturally familiar and reassuring
developmental trajectories and archetypes that mesh with normalization.
First, the show struggles to balance the blatant intersubjective pressures to be
attractive with prominent ideological articulation of a more deeply internalized identity quest that is not reducible to conformity to others’ expectations or manipulation
of social rewards. Extrinsic motivations (such as career advancement, economic
gains, or a better rating in the dating market) are represented on Extreme Makeover,
but always in a way that makes them epiphenomenal to intrinsic motivations (gaining better self-esteem, or looking in the mirror and seeing the person one really is on
the inside, for example). The language of choosing cosmetic surgery “for oneself ”
rather than for others is very commonly represented as an authentic and pure motivation that can be ontologically distinguished from social pressures (Bordo 1998,
193; S. Fraser 2003a; Covino 2004, 65–82). Many participants profess that cruel
teasing has held them back in life and that they have internalized taunts and nicknames, especially those of adolescence. Amy’s brother confesses that she was
always called “Ski-jump Nose”; Melissa returns—made over—to her high school
reunion to confront teenage abusers; Lori was labeled a “witch”; Candace was “Beeker”
or “Big Bird.” Not only the class bully is at fault here: for example, Evelyn’s elevenyear-old daughter wrote in to the show complaining that her single mom was letting
herself go. On the one hand, then, participants are clearly responding to intersubjective pressures, and want to impress former critics and loved ones with their new look.
On the other hand, family members must be careful not to imply too strongly that
their loved one is unattractive and needs to be cut up. In this contradictory script, the
makeover must be authentically motivated. Dan is looking for “the me that I see
inside that I’d like to see in the mirror,” and almost all the participants contrast the
relative superﬁciality of looking more attractive to others with the real labor of eradicating the internalized self-loathing that has marred their relationships and obscured
their true personalities (“Being more comfortable in my skin will make me more
attractive,” observes Dan).16 This common justiﬁcation for cosmetic surgery is popularly cast as beyond political analysis precisely because it sidesteps the language of
beauty. Indeed, this elision is exploited by cosmetic surgeons (who sometimes represent intrinsic rationales as a psychologically healthier motivation than responding
to, for example, a husband’s criticism), and repeated by feminists such as Davis, who
describe the language of intrinsic motivation without theorizing the interactive scene
of address in which it is called forth (Butler 2005).
In interview-based research, women choosing cosmetic surgery often stated that
they faced opposition from family members who felt that the desire to make oneself
look different was disloyal to one’s biological ancestry (“That’s the family nose
you’re getting rid of ”); or who were nervous about risks and complications; or who
felt that a partner’s desire to change her body must reﬂect dissatisfaction with her
relationship (“I like you the way you are”) (e.g., Davis 1995, 126–28; Gimlin 2002,
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102–3, 106). Things are easier in the fantasy world of Extreme Makeover because
such anxieties and objections simply need not be shown—although in several awkward reveal moments young children are visibly discomﬁted by their new-look parents.17 Instead of exploring such ambivalence, the show instead features friends and
family who argue that if the participant is doing what makes her or him happy, then
it can’t be wrong: although they will always love Pete, his friends afﬁrm, “if this is
something he really wants to do, more power to him.”18 Participants argue vigorously that to choose cosmetic surgery is a way of taking control, of refusing to allow
the injustice of the genetic lottery to determine one’s fate: “Should I be happy that
God gave me what I have? . . . Every day I think that. But you know what? In this
life you’ve got to go for what you want and what you think’s going to make you better, because nobody’s going to hand it to you.”19 As I suggested in my analysis of
Weight Watchers, the claim that participation in normalization is something done
“for oneself ” is not entirely deceptive—especially in cultures where women’s psychological suffering is much debated but in reality often trivialized, and where taking real risks to change is often viewed with fear and suspicion. Paradoxically, these
ambivalences (“Will others approve?” “Is this really who I am?” “Shouldn’t I just
put up with it?”), in being overcome, lend support to the claim that the practices
themselves are entirely self-motivated and primarily a matter of individual choice.
Economic or career gains are the most materially signiﬁcant reasons for selfimprovement, but they receive intriguingly short shrift in Extreme Makeover. The
economic beneﬁts of cosmetic surgery are alluded to by four of the ﬁrst ﬁve male
participants, showing how career advancement through the transformation of appearance assumes a disproportionate signiﬁcance for men. In the ﬁrst series, David
thinks he was denied an army promotion because his appearance is uninviting, while
Peter hopes to move on from his job managing a fast-food outlet. To feature a thirtysomething woman held back in her army career by an ordinary face might more
immediately politicize the narratives, raising the specter of sexist and ageist discrimination that the show is desperate to repress. In fact, when a woman ofﬁcer is later
featured, her goal is not to get promoted, but to revert to an authentic femininity
incompatible with a military role; or, as the Web site puts it, “An extreme makeover
transforms this tough soldier from captain to captivating!”20
In her analysis of the career of pioneering cosmetic surgeon and feminist activist
Suzanne Noël, Davis argues that in her 1926 classic La chirugie esthétique, son rôle
social [The Social Role of Cosmetic Surgery] Noël “justiﬁes operations for social or
material reasons . . . She views cosmetic surgery as a social necessity, particularly
for women. She sees her vocation as way to help women support themselves or
maintain their professional positions” (Davis 2003, 28). Noël specialized in face-lifts
for older women denied access to professions in which youthful appearance was a
criterion of employment. Davis’s sympathetic analysis shows the prominence economic motivations assume for Noël, including in comparison with her male contemporaries, who “were wont to defend cosmetic surgery by referring to the value of
beauty in abstract terms or citing the psychological distress of their patients” (Davis
2003, 28). In contrast to Madame Noël’s materialist rationale, Extreme Makeover
has exaggerated the legacy of her male colleagues, and managed to all but erase the
material and economic consequences of cosmetic alteration of the body. In the
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show’s dominant narrative the body becomes purely visual, detached from its meanings in economic systems that assign it not only an immaterial aesthetic value, but
also a commodity value in terms of opportunity and reward. Even though the quasiformal exclusions faced by the clients of Madame Noël have disappeared, a more
youthful and attractive appearance may still be decisive in getting a job or a promotion, especially for women. This rationale, however, does not ﬁt the show’s brief: it
reveals noxious social attitudes perpetuated by anonymous (male) bosses to which
the candidate may have an entirely instrumental relationship. For example, using
Noël’s reasoning, one of Gimlin’s interviewees justiﬁes her face-lift in terms of earning power: “Despite the fact that we have laws against age discrimination, employers do ﬁnd ways of getting around it. I know women my age who do not get jobs or
are relieved of jobs because of age. This will ensure my work ability” (“Ann Marie,”
quoted in Gimlin 2000, 84).
Rather than following an inner drive to be recognized by others as desirable,
conﬁdent, or successful, economic motivations highlight the venal rather than the
virtuous. The authenticity of the person revealed is challenged by an economic
rationale: as the quote above demonstrates, if cosmetic surgery is undertaken to
manipulate others’ prejudices, then the recipient is no longer the same kind of victim, desperately struggling to change her life in the face of recalcitrant ﬂesh and its
traumatic effects. She has shifted the terms of the discourse from the expression of
intrinsic identity to the management of intersubjective perceptions of her body that
may not be related to her own authenticity. Thus advancing the intrinsic account
implicitly reinforces familiar stereotypes: those seeking to be made over are emotional, passive, and victimized by their own psychological inadequacy rather than by
a larger context. These stereotypes, however, are enacted through a script that tacitly
undercuts feminist challenge by representing participants as proactive, determined,
and courageous. The much more intense scrutiny that Extreme Makeover affords to
the narrative process of cosmetic surgery is thus central to its self-justiﬁcation: there
are no simple “before and after” pictures here, but rather forty minutes showcasing
weeks of corporeal hard labor.
Extreme Makeover makes liberal use of tacit and explicit fairy-tale tropes to
reinforce and idealize the narrative structure of normalization.21 As the show’s Web
site plainly states, “These men and women are given a truly Cinderella-like experience: A real life fairy tale in which their wishes come true, not just to change their
looks, but their lives and destinies.”22 Fairy tales notoriously provide metaphorical
accounts of identity transition in which traumatic and chaotic phases (especially
adolescence) are erased, and the motif “and they all lived happily ever after”
describes a mature, static, ﬂawless self. The fairy-tale is psychologically satisfying
(especially to a child), because it pinpoints moments of turmoil and unhappiness
before offering a guarantee of resolution and triumph. Frightening transitions culminate in a stable perfection that bears no traces of earlier trauma. This narrative
structure is obviously phantasmic—absurd even, to a mature interpreter. Yet the
fairy tale can be meaningfully invoked in the very real context of a surgical
makeover partly because it dovetails with normalization’s account of itself, which
the viewer already tacitly accepts.
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This account includes, ﬁrst, the claim that the nature of individuals can be hierarchized—here, bodies are carefully ranked by degree of failure and subsequent
approximation of a norm. Second, as subjects within the same managed population,
we all follow a single developmental trajectory in our struggle to become a conforming, stable subject. Here the common trajectory is mapped through suffering and conﬂict, a crisis, a transition, and resolution in authenticity. Third, as McWhorter argues,
normalization rewrites metaphors of the body as machine, adopting instead a paradigm in which the body is a sequence of temporal processes that represent the truth
of our characters (McWhorter 1999, 151–57). Thus participants are ordered both by
aesthetic success and, more importantly, by the relation of the essential moral inner
to the developmental physical outer—as ugly-and-undeserving versus ugly-but-goodinside versus beautiful-and-good (but never beautiful-and-undeserving). This feature
of normalization provides the hook on which another surgical makeover show, The
Swan, hangs its hat: not only do participants “undergo physical, mental and emotional
transformations,” but they then compete against each other, allegedly on the basis of
their “work ethic, growth, and achievements” (notice that there is no explicit mention
of beauty here). “Each week feathers will ﬂy as the inevitable pecking order emerges.
Those not up to the challenge will be sent home. Those who are will go on to compete in a pageant for a chance to become ‘The Ultimate Swan.’” 23 Because the inner
is represented as ontologically (and, in the context of the show, chronologically) prior
to the outer, denying the possibility of beautiful but morally vicious people is key.
The fairy tale is a useful heuristic because the generic, supposedly universal
quality of the characters and plot draws attention away from the political messiness of real-life transformation (which nonetheless constantly intrudes). In her
analysis of the life of Lolo Ferrari, the former porn star and Eurotrash celebrity
who reputedly had the largest breast implants in the world, Meredith Jones argues
that Ferrari sought identity transformation through extreme and numerous surgeries. Ferrari, Jones says, “endeavoured to make other aspects of her own life magical, and lived as if enchanted. Her house in the south of France had a white picket
fence and a pink interior, she favoured princessy outﬁts complete with tiaras, and
even wore her own ironic version of the white lacy bridal gown” (Jones 2006,
205). Ferrari claimed to love general anesthesia as much as the surgical outcomes,
and Jones draws a provocative analogy with the magical sleep of fairy-tale heroines Snow White and Sleeping Beauty: “The princesses bypass the often painful
and fraught temporal processes that would have seen them confront their powerful
mother ﬁgures and develop from girl to woman. Instead, they enter periods of
hibernation from which they wake transmogriﬁed, desirable and strong” (Jones
2006, 207). These “suspended periods,” argues Jones, suggest a new temporality
where the self can be transformed without trauma. Of course, as Jones points out,
Ferrari’s biography (she died in 2000, at thirty, of a drug overdose) is held up as a
cautionary tale: “Most writing about Ferrari . . . is quick to deﬁne her as severely
disturbed, even as suffering from body dysmorphia. She is held up as an example
of what not to do in articles that purport to give a balanced view of cosmetic surgery” (Jones 2006, 196). Nonetheless, even in the allegedly more reasonable and
conservative world of Extreme Makeover, Ferrari’s story and Jones’s analysis
strike a chord.
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The moniker “Extreme Team” is clearly intended to evoke its homonym,
“Dream Team,” with its sporting connotations, reminding us that this collection of
surgeons, dentists, and stylists is the very best available, and that together they will
get optimum results. Yet it also has unnerving connotations when the most physically signiﬁcant transformations are performed on unconscious recipients. Like
Ferrari, makeover candidates are put to sleep while their dreams are made to come
true. Women make up 82% of cosmetic surgery patients, but the ratio is reversed in
the case of cosmetic surgeons: eight out of nine are men.24 Extreme Makeover’s surgeons (and anesthetists) are all men; when women appear on the show as experts,
they are cosmeticians, hairdressers, and skin care consultants—the bridesmaids of
the team rather than the groom. The well-coiffed and impeccably masculine surgeons play the role of handsome prince. After her multiple simultaneous surgeries
(a practice not usually recommended), the participant comes around groggily in a
recovery room where the surgeon stoops at the bedside, gently touching a hand or
shoulder, while reassuring her that all has gone well and she is now transformed. The
viewer could almost expect him to bend over and lightly kiss her lips to bring her
back from her enchanted sleep.
Extreme Makeover struggles again with a familiar contradiction in its deployment of the fairy-tale narrative: participants must endure considerable pain and a
lengthy recovery, and in order to prove their commitment to self-transformation (and
satisfy the viewer’s bloodlust) we are shown selected shots of shaky post-operative
patients, their bruised faces swathed in bandages. On the other hand, recovery for
participants in the ﬁrst series takes place at “Shanteque after-care facility”—a gloriﬁed California clinic for the wealthy recipient of cosmetic surgery who wants seclusion. Shanteque is basically a classy hotel, but with its aura of hushed calm it could
also be an enchanted castle. The made-over are hidden away from the world, their
transmogriﬁed bodies slowly healing off camera.
Jones points out that “ultimately—and predictably—Ferrari’s transformations
had the opposite impact in her life to those of Snow White and Briar-rose, serving
only to replicate the condition she had tried to escape, and setting up an alternative
oppression” (2006, 220). We don’t know what the consequences of an extreme
makeover really are, follow-up cameos about some participants’ new, improved lives
notwithstanding. Thus Ferrari’s mistake, and that of Extreme Makeover, is to think
that the metaphors of the fairy tale can successfully be made literal. “Cinderella” is
a symbolic narrative about how appearances can deceive, and how money to buy into
a beautiful lifestyle isn’t everything. Cinderella, recall, changes her outward trappings, not her face. Her surgeon says that Amy “is a beautiful person on the inside,”
and his job, apparently, is to make the outside match. Samantha is young at heart,
but her skin tells a different story. Evidently the ugly stepsisters should have asked
the Extreme Team to surgically trim down their feet (rather than struggling bloodily
to force them into the glass slipper), because then they would become prince-marrying material.25 The trouble is that if we are all really great souls (no one ever says
in this context that she is actually a villain trapped in a supermodel’s skin), then we
must all want the same bodies. In contemporary America, it seems, everyone is a
really great person inside—“the best creature in the world” of “unparalleled goodness and sweetness of temper,” as Perrault’s Cinderella is classically described.
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The televised makeover really has, I think, mined a deep cultural seam with its
willingness to court the ordinary as cosmetic surgery candidates, its emphasis on
identity resolution, and its literalization of fairy-tale metaphors. Its exaggeration of
the cultural moments on which it trades marks the show as an excellent example
of the discourse that normalizes cosmetic surgery and the bodies it creates, especially for women. I have suggested that taking charge of one’s destiny, becoming the
person one always wanted to be, or gaining a body that better represents the moral
virtues one has developed, are all forms of working on the self within a regime of normalization. To explain how this regime functions, we need both an account of its
homogenizing effects (within which appeals to beauty have rhetorical force), and its
individualizing moments (within which authentic identities are called forth).

Aesthetics: Surgery/Ethics
In the television makeover’s deformation of the moral of the fairy tale, all possibility of mature ethical dialogue—including plausibly any ethical debate feminists
would like to engage—falls away. The relation of the self to self here involves techniques of self-knowledge and self-care, but the option of changing one’s psychological landscape by working on the self is iteratively repressed:
Aesthetic surgery promises more than psychotherapy, and while psychotherapy
seeks initiation of the patient into a greater psychic health deﬁned as the acceptance
of the imperfect self through regression, aesthetic surgery encourages regression as
both a means and an end, and associates mental health with the resistance to imperfection and the assertion of a uniqueness that deﬁes one’s personal history of ordinary physical and psychological vulnerability. (Covino 2004, 91)

The perfectability of subjects the show hopes for—this process of surgically facilitated becoming in which we all eventually manifest our essential goodness and live
happily ever after—is ethically empty. It is gripping because of its hyperbolic promise that there is a ﬁx out there, a method (albeit a painful, expensive, and risky one)
for permanently curing a distinctive form of dissatisfaction with ourselves (and
thereafter being beautiful and hence blissfully indifferent to the pressure to be attractive). Of the many implausible aspects of the story Extreme Makeover tells about the
possibilities for identity transformation, the belief that women’s suffering will be
permanently or thoroughly assuaged by cosmetic surgery is to me the least compelling. What is right about the otherwise vacuous discourse offered by television
makeover shows is that both changing oneself and being happy usually take hard
work. Yet in our present ethical environment the torment of multiple surgeries is a
more convincing display of dedication to self-transformation than the less visible
labor of becoming happy in one’s skin—a project that surely also requires risk, discipline, tactics, and perseverance. What women living in failed bodies lack is not so
much agency, as the debate between Bordo and Davis implies, but strategy. That is, in
the face of cosmetic surgery’s demands we can surely act—we can protest, picket,
criticize, refuse, parody, subvert, or legislate, for example. (We can even, perhaps,
have cosmetic surgery and still ﬁnd moments of resistance in the having—although
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this is an argument I’ll leave for another occasion.) Such actions will not be undertaken by subjects who are somehow, somewhere outside the frame of normalization
and thus able to mobilize forms of free will or agency untainted by the normalized
desires I’ve outlined. (Why would such people be motivated to counterattack against
cosmetic surgery anyway?) In order to beat cosmetic surgery at its own games, feminists need to enrich our existing agency with new ethical and political vocabularies
and grammars. We need imagination, cultural savvy, and solidarity, as well as a
much more developed sense of how any metanarratives we might tell about cosmetic
surgery mesh with more local stories. Thus here I want to brieﬂy sketch some ways
of thinking about suffering and the demand for bodily improvement that might initiate feminist reﬂection.
Davis’s own remarks on the ethics of cosmetic surgery are organized against the
backdrop of her desire to balance its “dangerous, demeaning, or oppressive” aspects
against the rationales of the recipients, who “see it as their best and, in some cases,
only option for alleviating suffering that has gone beyond the point of endurance”
(Davis 2003, 66). Davis never theorizes the origin or dynamics of the “unbearable
suffering” her participants recount, and their bodies are not, she admits, signiﬁcantly
different from those of other women (and men) who live, more or less happily, with
their ﬂaws:
I did not necessarily share these women’s conviction that they were physically
abnormal or different. Their dissatisfaction had, in fact, little to do with intersubjective standards for acceptable or “normal” feminine appearance. For example,
when I spoke with women who were contemplating having cosmetic surgery, I
rarely noticed the “offending” body part, let alone understood why it required surgical alteration. (Davis 2003, 77)

There are two critical points here: ﬁrst, both her interviewees and Davis herself have
a particular relationship to the discourse of suffering that goes unremarked. As I’ve
already mentioned, for the interviewees this was the context of the Dutch health-care
system. I also wonder whether Davis herself emphasizes suffering in the testimony
to provide a tacit rationale for the ethical capitulation she comes close to endorsing—a strategy that itself has ethical implications. Suzanne Fraser puts it bluntly:
“The feminist desire to examine women’s participation in cosmetic surgery in a
respectful way can be seen to contribute to that participation through the production
of a repertoire that enables participation by providing positive ways of discussing it”
(2003b, 141).
The position that all cosmetic surgery is motivated by extreme psychological torment is clearly unsustainable—especially when we consider the enormous growth in
less invasive cosmetic interventions. Botox parties are the reductio ad absurdum example here: the image of the woman who saunters over to the syringe-wielding doctor for
a quick jab between the eyebrows hardly conforms to the agonized and anguished subject Davis describes. We certainly see more and more images of cosmetic surgery that
portray it as “no big deal”; anecdotal evidence (the only kind presently available) suggests that some consumers also see minor procedures as a fairly routine kind of body
maintenance that belongs more appropriately in the salon than in the hospital. The
question of what motivates an individual to seek out cosmetic surgery is thus vexed
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(because both procedures and people are diverse), and we should be cautious about
generalizing about psychology, especially from the typically small sample interview
studies on which most social scientiﬁc conclusions are based. Nonetheless, there is evidence—if of a rather tautological kind—that cosmetic surgery is undertaken as a
response to dissatisfaction with one’s body, which can range from mild to “unbearable.”26 For the sake of my argument, therefore, I want to grant Davis her basic point
and focus on those who experience psychological suffering of some marked kind that
they believe cosmetic surgery will cure.
Second, and more interestingly, Davis assumes that extreme psychological suffering offers a prima facie justiﬁcation for cosmetic intervention, and indeed it risks
seeming unduly callous or punitive to deny desperate women the possibility of some
relief, however temporary or risky. Yet there are other cases of ﬁrst-order desires that
are not easily transformed in light of second-order feminist reevaluation that we are
skeptical about accepting. Feminists are accustomed to thinking hard in general
about the desire to appear or act appropriately feminine in situations where this might
not be to our best advantage, either individually or collectively speaking. Several
commentators have pointed out that female genital mutilation (FGM) is sometimes
sought after by women who see it as their only chance at a “normal” life; it is interesting to consider that FGM has now been made illegal in many jurisdictions on the
grounds that ﬁtting into a cultural milieu by using risky and potentially disabling surgery should not be permitted in the best interests of the individual, whose ﬁrst-order
desires need to be regulated, effectively, by the second-order values of the state (see
Sheldon and Wilkinson 1998). Such everyday feminist dilemmas involve both an
ethical level (What is the right thing to do, from the perspective of my own integrity
and my responsibility to others?) and a related existential level (What kind of self
can make this choice against itself? What would it mean for me to be autonomous,
and can I recognize it when I am?). Presumably even for the individual sometimes
the feminist thing to do will be to decide that one’s ﬁrst-order desire was misguided
and needs reform, and that the second-order desire should win out—not just in the
interests of feminist martyrdom, but because it is the best outcome for the self.
We cannot know how makeover show participants truly fare after their transformations, not least because the genre is so new. However, the limited research on less
visible recipients of cosmetic surgery indicates a range of degrees of satisfaction with
the cosmetic results and psychological transformations that hardly merit hyperbolic
identity discourse (e.g., Sarwer et al. 1998, Gimlin 2000, Honigman et al. 2004).27 To
say for sure that cosmetic surgery fails to make its recipients feel permanently better
about themselves would require qualitative investigation, fraught with methodological challenges, that has not yet been done. The uncertainty that surrounds the actual
outcomes of cosmetic surgery and the weighty synecdochal power of identity-talk,
however, combine to create a potent possibility of disappointment—as the more cautious cosmetic surgeons also feel obliged to point out.28 In the absence of any real evidence that cosmetic surgery effectively alleviates psychological suffering in ways that
exceed the suffering it also causes by way of complications, poor results, physical
pain, or simple disappointment, a certain kind of philosophical inquiry is opened up.
What might other ways of thinking about psychological suffering and identity suggest about the likely rapport à soi here? There are many philosophical frameworks
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for thinking about the relationship between suffering, the individual, and politics (be
they Buddhist, Nietzschean, Arendtian, or existential). In attempting a foray into this
problematic, I am distinguishing myself from Bordo, who remarks that feminist cultural criticism
is not a blueprint for the conduct of personal life . . . It does not tell us what to
do . . . whether to lose weight or not, wear makeup or not, lift weights or not. Its
goal is ediﬁcation and understanding, enhanced consciousness of the power, complexity, and systemic nature of culture, the interconnected webs of its functioning.
It is up to the reader to decide how, when, and where (or whether) to put that understanding to further use, in the particular, complicated, and ever-changing context
that is his or her life and no one else’s. (1993, 30; emphases in original)

While I am sympathetic to the tenor of Bordo’s analysis, I think she (in this particular moment rather like Davis) is unnecessarily pessimistic about the possibility of
using cultural criticism not only to understand normalization, but also to reorient
ourselves as ethical agents. Instead, we might rethink how the “scene of address”
provides a context larger than the individual but also one that confronts her with a
choice about her own self-constitution (not her self-representation) and how she will
engage the appeal to suffering (Butler 2005, 113).
Many women who aspire to change their bodies and are ultimately willing to
use surgical means to do so apparently suffer because their bodies don’t match the
person they feel they really are, as well as because their bodies are considered aesthetically inadequate, or because they feel guilty for hating their bodies in the face
of feminist injunction to resist “the beauty myth.” This latter dynamic seems to me
to provide a reason for feminists to avoid judgmentalism in our ethical approaches:
how many feminist women work on their bodies in secret, too embarrassed or
ashamed to admit that they aspire to norms they theoretically abhor? That this psychology is familiar enough indicates that it is not caused solely by false consciousness, the cure for which is correcting false beliefs. Instead it persists even in the face
of raised consciousness, indicating that it is, minimally, a dynamic that calls for a
different kind of working on the self, a kind of therapy that entails awareness of how
suffering and desire are mutually constitutive, and are perpetuated not only by reiterated demands external to the subject, but also by her own internalized cyclic selfcriticism. To work on oneself against this dynamic (which is, paradoxically, work
done by the self against itself), might mean not just providing public feminist critique of cosmetic surgery discourse (an activity I endorse), but also training oneself,
contra most feminist advice, to shift one’s ethical gaze from a problem outside the
self to the inner landscape and experience of facing choices. A process of disidentiﬁcation from the self that will always strive to be self-improving, and fail, is a
process we might describe as both ethical and spiritual, requiring practices of the self
that are somatic, meditative, and artistic, as well as communal.
Practices of consciousness-raising in which personal experiences are externalized and shared in order to be made sense of within larger patriarchal contexts will
continue to play an important role. But to take each instance of one’s own suffering
and attach it to an external cause (especially one that cannot be changed or avoided)
is to ignore a whole set of strategies for working on the self under existing condi-
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tions. It is also (contra its representation in cosmetic surgery’s motivational repertoire) to cultivate a kind of passivity, where one’s suffering under patriarchy is a
given, or, more optimistically, something that only changing the world will affect.
More profoundly, to continue to attach our identities to forms of suffering we perceive as sedimented in political conditions is to risk a politics of ressentiment—that
Nietzschean quality whereby our “wounded attachments” become the ways of being
we value, even (usually) unconsciously. Ressentiment paradoxically deepens our
psychic (and institutional) dependence on the subject-position of injured party, and
thus holds back the very transformations we allegedly hope for (Brown 1995,
52–76). Feminists tend to elide working to change oneself with blaming oneself, and
reﬂection on one’s own psychic life is sometimes seen as depoliticized and individualistic. I am suggesting, however, that working on one’s own suffering to end this
kind of wounded attachment (a term that has also has resonances in Eastern spiritual
practices) is a project that should always accompany the political work of joining
with others to create new spaces of resistance within which our suffering might lose
its rationale and fall away.
That Davis does not theorize the startling fact that she could not tell what bodily feature her participants wished to change through surgery speaks volumes about
the extent to which she has simply accepted that, when it comes to cosmetic surgery,
an inner process no longer stands in need of intersubjectively redeemable outward
criteria (to put it in Wittgensteinian terms).29 The desire itself relentlessly individualizes (“It’s you that needs to change, not society!”), and is internalized in ways that
sometimes seem entirely disconnected from reality. This speaks to the doubled structure of the suffering in question: ﬁrst, the cosmetic surgery industry constantly
invents new techniques to ﬁx new ﬂaws, raising the stakes for informed recipients,
while also working to broaden the pool of consumers itself. Second, the individual
is thereby constantly reoriented to novel standards that she has failed to meet; however, she is also encouraged, through the discourse of identity, to displace her unhappiness onto her failed body. Just as the diet industry relies on a cycle of success and
failure, in direct contradiction of its own rhetoric of permanent, lasting happiness
through weight loss, so cosmetic surgery promises a transformation the adequacy of
which it will later deny. As Covino puts it, “If the appeal of the beauty industry
seems insuperable, it is because it so directly addresses the problem of this specter
[of abjection], interpellating the human core of physical pain and habituated desire”
(2004, 108).
Feminists should think through and encourage working on oneself qua working
against the suffering induced by a failed body, as this work has the potential to effect
greater freedom for ourselves and those we inﬂuence. Normalization, I have shown,
repeatedly tries to contain our existence within conventional identity schema, and to
repress remainders that might complicate its own self-referential system of meaning.
As long as we are using disciplinary technologies within their own terms, we are
bound to the dynamics of suffering that they induce. We are also enabled, however,
by those same terms, in ways we will need to give up (and even to mourn). Electing
to have surgery makes one a go-getter, for example—someone who takes charge,
not ﬂinching at the prospect of pain, inconvenience, trauma, or risk. Researchers
have remarked on the exhilaration and sense of being in control provoked by ﬁnally
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deciding to have cosmetic surgery (e.g. Davis 1995, 132–134). Both real-life medical practitioners and fantasy constructions such as Extreme Makeover cultivate this
psychology, making cosmetic surgery seem like a courageous choice for the active,
self-determining individual. The woman who tries to live with her less-than-perfect
body does not have a lot of active options; this choice is often subtly construed as
passive or resigned, which is an increasingly uninviting psychology in a world where
these qualities are seen as abject, partly because they are associated with traditional
femininity and lower class status. Control and self-determination are fetishized in
Western cultures at the same time that we lack feminist contexts in which these qualities can ﬁnd an alternative purchase.
Simply refusing to have cosmetic surgery cannot therefore be an adequate form
of resistance, since, as Kathryn Morgan points out, “refusal may be akin to a kind of
death, to a kind of renunciation of the only kind of life-conferring choices and competencies to which a woman may have access” (1998, 339). We need to substitute a
new solution for the psychic needs that cosmetic surgery both generates and claims
to meet. Davis says that the women she interviewed saw cosmetic surgery as “a very
private and personal” project. “They prefer secrecy to publicity and have no desire to
confront others with their decisions. . . . They do not care at all about changing the
world; they simply want to change themselves” (2003, 111). In this context, effective
change, I have argued, might not only be surgical, with its dubious and deferred
promise of a perfect, unchanging body that matches one’s authentic self, but also selftransformative in a different way, motivated by a deeper understanding of the mutual
implication of social and psychic forces in a culture of normalizing judgment.

5

Somaesthetics for the
Normalized Body
I think that the main ethico-political choice we have to
make every day is to determine which is the main danger.
—Michel Foucault

Over the last few years as I have looked at more and more
surgical faces, mostly those of people ofﬁcially “beautiful,”
I grew weary of them. The unlifted faces around me
became more beautiful. Older women began to appear
more attractive: I saw them actively ageing, wrinkles
dynamically livening their faces, necks softening and
folding. And at the same time, perversely perhaps,
I grew more and more attracted to the beauty of extreme
cosmetic surgery practitioners: Michael Jackson’s
supernatural appearance, the bulky terrain of Jocelyn
Wildenstein’s much-augmented face, Orlan’s modest little
“horns” glittering gold and playful from her otherwise
stern and matronly face. I like these faces.
—Meredith Jones

P
erhaps the favorite criticism leveled at scholarship inﬂuenced by Foucault is that
it fails to offer adequate normative criteria for distinguishing subjection from freedom, or overdetermination from genuine autonomy, and, concomitantly, cannot
articulate strategies for progressive self- or social transformation. His genealogical
work is, in the eyes of his critics, at best crypto-normative—that is, it denies the
appeal to values that are actually implicit in the argument.1 This debate has consequences for my own project. Although all of the previous chapters offer critical perspectives on corporeal normalization, I have not given an explicit account of the
critique one might bring to bear on its oppressive effects, nor of the strategies one
might employ to resist them. I have argued that our bodies are irrevocably situated
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as the products of disciplinary power, and that embodied practices are liable to
incorporation into regimes of truth that narrow our possibilities and foster docility.
It will by now be clear that I have a low opinion of many of the effects of normalization and its general tendency to foster a miserable, earnest meekness about ourselves that is wrapped up with stereotypical femininity, institutional control, and
impoverished relations to others. Our normalized identities, in many respects, do
not reﬂect our most expansive and hopeful values or reﬂect our commitments to our
own self-government—our capacity to make and act on judgments that are meaningfully our own. How might I unpack and justify such normative assumptions,
which have been largely tacit in developing that view thus far? My main goal in this
chapter, then, is to spell out, within the theoretical framework I have developed,
how we might work on our embodied selves in ways that advance our freedom. To
do this work, I return to Foucault’s later writing, and reconstruct in its most useful
form the kind of ethics he endorses as well as the admittedly underdeveloped possibilities for a normatively inﬂected politics of the body it might inspire.
Speciﬁcally, I argue for what Richard Shusterman has termed “somaesthetics” as
strategies of resistance to normalization. This might seem like a surprising conclusion, or at least a novel tack for this book. The discursive apparatus I initially identiﬁed as corporeal normalization through the somatic individual seems, as critics of
Foucault’s work would have predicted, to thoroughly colonize any possibility for
embodied care of the self, putting me ﬁrmly on the side of the overdetermined subject. My examples of dieting or cosmetic surgeries in particular show how asketic
language is superﬁcially deployed against normalization when in fact it often reinforces it. These examples do not immediately offer a feminist entrée to a better kind
of positive ethical practice that moves beyond the refusal I have suggested is psychologically and socially inadequate as resistance. They also speak ﬁrmly against
any voluntarist position in which free agents overcome social sanction to be truly
themselves. Together these negative arguments engender a pessimism (an attitude
Foucault shared [GE 256]), which might easily collapse into outright despair at the
inexorable grip of bio-power.
I think feminist intellectuals who have the skill and privilege of philosophizing have a peculiar responsibility not to be overtaken by this despair. Given that
we have agential possibilities (as I have also shown), we should develop and proselytize somatic askeses that bear a different relation to normalization. An ethical
response to the narrowing of our embodied possibilities and their consequences for
the care of the self that does not simply beat a retreat from all engagement with
the body will need to resist the relatively neat identity categories that provide
plotted trajectories for self-development and authentic becoming at the expense
of a subjectivity organized around carefully cultivated fear and pain. Thus resistance to the somatic individual comes not only from my exposure of its unexamined ontology. I am also arguing that the somatic individual is unethical to the
extent that its narratives foreclose the possibility of becoming something new, of
ceasing to have an essential “identity.” Therefore this chapter articulates, ﬁnally,
some practices of working on oneself as an embodied subject that refuse the
habituated trajectories of normalization and gesture toward an art of living with
greater embodied freedom.
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Foucault’s Ethics
At the end of his life, Foucault famously turned his attention away from technologies
of power and domination and toward technologies of the self. Some ﬁnd it hard to
integrate the genealogical work of Discipline and Punish with the emphasis on care
of the self and the aesthetics of existence described in a historical tone in volumes 2
and 3 of the History of Sexuality and developed as a set of insights into the contemporary art of living in later lectures and interviews. Foucault’s reorientation thus met
with a certain amount of puzzlement from his critics, for both intellectual and political reasons. It also added fuel to the ﬁre of long-standing charges that his entire oeuvre is in denial of its own grounding on values of liberation, autonomy, or a truth
independent of any regime—either that, or it is incoherent (Taylor 1984). Having
offered one of the most trenchant and profound critiques of liberalism’s progressive
view of history and its subject, other critics suggest, Foucault reverted to discussion
of the obscure habits of the ancients, and seemed to resurrect the autonomous individual as a site of apolitical hedonism. Worse yet, Foucault’s care of the self allegedly
fails to provide an explicit normative account of itself, and thus does not represent
even a particularly philosophically self-conscious or useful ethical theory. Finally, the
understanding of agency in the late work seems glib and far removed from Foucault’s
prior cautious representations of our constitution as subjects. Bringing these charges
together, Lois McNay argues that we may be caught on the horns of a dilemma:
The status of the self-fashioning subject who appears to precede an ethics of the self
remains unexplained. [Foucault’s] failure to distinguish more precisely between
practices of the self that are imposed on individuals through cultural sanctions and
those that are more freely adopted also means that the idea of agency ultimately has
voluntarist connotations . . . The insights in the work on discipline are not fully integrated with the later work on the self and so Foucault can only offer the over-determinist view of the subject subsumed by the operations of power upon the body or
the solipsistic outlook of an aesthetics of existence. (McNay 2000, 9)

When these philosophical objections are made in a more pragmatic voice, Foucault has
been charged with retreating from radical politics and his earlier critiques of disciplinary power in the prison, the asylum, or the construction of homosexuality: “When a
serious and courageous thinker has died an untimely death, it is difﬁcult to report that
his last work is not only disappointing, but also a retreat from the principles that deﬁned
his career,” writes Martha Nussbaum (1985, 13). Foucault starts to write about morality instead of politics, and suggests that care of the self is per se a “practice of freedom.”
This looks self-indulgent, relativistic, solipsistic—even narcissistic—and leads to fears
that the ﬁnal Foucault did not live up to his promise and at the end of his life deserted
radical critique and political activism: “By deﬁning his ethical model as an ethic of existence, Foucault might have been advancing a cultivation of the self which was too
purely aesthetic—that is to say, I fear a new form of dandyism, a late-twentieth century
version” (Hadot 1992, 230). Feminists especially are concerned that care of the self will
encourage a privileged, inward-looking attitude that merely taps into existing social
trends toward fragmentation and lack of political responsibility or solidarity.
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These concerns can be responded to in part historically or sociologically: ﬁrst,
Foucault’s premature death in 1984, at ﬁfty-seven, prevented him from integrating
his life’s work in any fashion that would make it transparent to interpreters. Another
difﬁculty is that those interpreters have not had time to pull together complex and
putatively conﬂicting texts; books on Foucault’s “ﬁnal work” that articulate its political signiﬁcance only began to appear in the late 1990s.2 Further, ethics in contemporary anglophone philosophy struggles even to make sense of Foucault’s project
when it loses sight of the so-called Continental traditions that link the ancients
to, taking Alexander Nehamas’s preferred genealogy, Montaigne, Kierkegaard, or
Nietzsche (Nehamas 1998). Those most committed to neo-Kantian scholarship
sometimes see Foucault’s later work as, by deﬁnition, not ethics at all (ironic, as
Nehamas argues, since Socrates’ main preoccupation was how to live), while
Marxian readers quickly interpret the art of living as a distraction from the labor of
social change writ large. Finally, some ad hominem and possibly homophobic readings of Foucault’s biography generate the impression that he became, eventually, a
decadent dilettante (read: promiscuous, unremorseful, eclectic, queer) rather than a
serious scholar (read: dogged, earnest, narrow, straight).3 As a colleague in philosophy once asked me rhetorically, “Foucault? Wasn’t he some kind of a crackpot?”4
The academic industry of critical work on Foucault does, however, contain
many overlapping substantive objections—some of which constitute gross handwaving, while others rest on close and serious engagements with Foucault’s words.
The industry of Foucauldian rebuttal is no less diverse. In this ﬁnal chapter I can’t
hope to review this literature or make a novel contribution to it; in particular, I won’t
resolve the issue of whether Foucault’s last work can, on the basis of his own textual
evidence, be interpreted as crypto-normative when it comes to care of the self. His
admittedly maddening tendency to describe endlessly various historical practices of
care of the self while pulling back from any justiﬁcation of speciﬁc ways of living
that might enhance freedom has its own logic (as I’ll detail), but tends to frustrate
anyone looking for guidance on how to negotiate real political and ethical dilemmas.
Perhaps justiﬁcations or guidance are hardly what we should be looking for (Butler
2002). Foucault had a distinctive view of what ethics is, and clearly believed that
care of the self could be central to an ethically engaged life (rather than a form of
solipsistic self-indulgence), as I’ll show in what follows. Speciﬁcally, I’ll suggest
that the demand for normative pronouncements as the sine qua non of ethical practice obscures the alternative of critique, a practice Foucault was clearly intent on
articulating and practicing.
Part of his critics’ dissatisfaction with Foucault’s ﬁnal essays comes from the
perception that his ethical work represents a radical break from his more political
genealogies, and that this break marks, as Nussbaum puts it, “a retreat” from his previous principles. However, as Foucault said himself, in turning to technologies of
the self he was trying to ﬁnd a different angle on the same problem that had earlier
occupied his attention—that of the constitution of subjectivity within a nexus of
power/knowledge—but from the perspective of the ethical agent who must establish
a relation to his own subjectivity, as a supplement to a larger historical viewpoint.
He thereby returned to a model that represents a major departure from a Christian
and Kantian tradition in which “ethics” concerns the rules governing our conduct
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toward each other: “There is another side to the moral prescriptions, which most of
the time is not isolated as such but is, I think, very important: the kind of relationship you ought to have with yourself, rapport à soi, which I call ethics, and which
determines how the individual is supposed to constitute himself as a moral subject
of his own actions” (GE 263). Typically, Foucault remarks, the understanding of
right action inherited by the contemporary West is one of moral codes and our conformity to them. By contrast, he suggests, in ethics “the emphasis is on the forms of
relations with the self, on the methods and techniques by which he [sic] works them
out, on the exercises by which he makes of himself an object to be known, and on
the practices that enable him to transform his own mode of being” (UP 30).
Foucault’s more sympathetic interlocutors anticipate the charge that this new
emphasis represents a turn away from politics when they ask in a 1983 interview in
Berkeley: “But isn’t the Greek concern with the self just an early version of our selfabsorption, which many consider a central problem in our society?” Foucault replies:
In the Californian cult of the self, one is supposed to discover one’s true self, to separate it from that which might obscure or alienate it, to decipher its truth thanks to
psychological or psychoanalytic science, which is supposed to be able to tell you
what your true self is. Therefore, not only do I not identify this ancient culture of
the self with what you might call the Californian cult of the self, I think they are diametrically opposed. (GE 271)

Even if one sets aside the quest for the true self that characterizes much of what I have
discussed in this book, as I observed in chapter 3, some “Californian” techniques of
the self are still marketed outside the psychological models to which Foucault refers,
as forms of self-creation that do not rely entirely on the notion of authenticity. The axes
around which Foucault could have based his response are not only the ancient emphasis on self-creation versus modern preoccupation with authenticity, but also ancient
understandings of the self’s relation to community versus modern “self-absorption.”
This is the more important political objection Foucault anticipates when he says:
We ﬁnd it difﬁcult to base rigorous morality and austere principles on the precept
that we should give more care to ourselves than to anything else in the world. We
are more inclined to see taking care of ourselves as an immorality, as a means of
escape from all possible rules. We inherit the tradition of Christian morality which
makes self-renunciation the condition for salvation. (TS 228)

Foucault comments in several texts on the differences between askesis and asceticism, suggesting that the inheritance of the latter makes modern subjects unlikely
to see any deep moral virtue in taking care of ourselves (although certainly we’re
capable of understanding it in positive terms—as a survival strategy or a political
gesture, for example). Speciﬁcally, askesis does not renounce the self but rather
establishes a relationship of self-possession and self-sovereignty to oneself; second,
it prepares and equips the individual to face the world, rather than encouraging him
to withdraw from it (FS 144–45). Through asketic development one becomes, ideally, a better kind of citizen. Exactly what this would mean for contemporary political actors or how it might be achieved remains opaque in Foucault’s writing.
However, my own argument points to a difﬁculty with asceticism: if we selves are
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formed through the intersubjective experience of normalization, then we will likely
need to reconstitute ourselves through a self-consciously intersubjective ethics, not
by giving up the self or withdrawing from community. Normalization makes us
“self-absorbed.” It fosters insecurity, self-doubt, anxiety, and ressentiment. In this
context let me just suggest without elaborate defense that it might be the case, as
certain Eastern spiritual traditions would have it, that making care of the self the
centerpiece of one’s ethical work might be the foundation for the psychic security
and moral development that cultivates compassion, reaches out to serve others
without antipathy, and thus enables an ethical life with tremendous integrity
(McWhorter 1999, 196).
The ontological possibility of this relation of self to self, of course, remains open to
question: if the subject is determined by power, then any reﬂection on that overdetermination will be fully within its terms, Foucault’s detractors argue. On the other
hand, as Paul Patton suggests, “genealogies do presuppose a conception of the
human material upon which power is exercised, or which exercises power upon
itself. This human material is active; it is composed of forces or endowed with certain capacities” (1998, 65). Indeed, I see nothing in Foucault’s work to suggest that
we are incapable of critical reﬂection on normalization, or of maneuvering ourselves
into a different relationship to some particular instantiation of docility. While it is
true that the larger historical and genealogical picture of normalization is beyond the
control of any individual, the complex and sometimes contradictory local relations
of power that form our ethical habitus are amenable to political interventions. Thus
case studies are so important within the kind of Foucauldian method I am developing here because they each happen at just such a point of rupture, crisis, or contradiction, and illustrate the workings of corporeal normalization at a level where
transformative agency through local interventions is both possible and imaginable.
If this is the general focus of Foucault’s ethics, then, what speciﬁcs does he
offer? Although he lists a plethora of different asketic practices, Foucault does leave
us some sense of how to guide choices between different forms of working on the
self. He is very far from naïve egoism, and it was never his intention that by focusing on care of the self and askesis we would turn entirely inward, following arbitrary
whims, ignoring the demands of collective action, and calling this ethical behavior.
As Foucault had a critique of social injustice—that motivated his political activism
in the anti-prison, anti-psychiatry, and gay liberation movements, for example—so
he had a set of strategies for having an ethical relationship to oneself and others.
These strategies, on my interpretation, have two distinctive features. First, we are
urged to reﬂect intransigently on the processes by which we are made into subjects,
and to devise ways to resist their constraining, painful, even insufferable aspects.
Foucault both tells us that this is key to his mandate continuously throughout his
genealogical and late work, and shows us, through his political work, his elliptical
interviews, and even what we might call his style. By remaining feisty, unpredictable, radical, and critical, Foucault exempliﬁes a political personality and an ethical attitude that does not crumble in the absence of self-certainty. This is important,
since neither reﬂection on nor resistance to our own assujettissement is likely, using
Foucault’s method, to provide a great deal of psychic succor within most conven-
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tional languages of the self. Indeed, a humbling and disorienting feature of this
ethical attitude is that challenging norms is likely to render us less intelligible as
integrated subjects; by working successfully against normalization we may ourselves
(in some contexts, and, we hope, temporarily) become more marginal, less credible,
or, most probably, be denied the comfort of those forms of recognition on which we
have come to rely for our self-certainty. Being willing to enter into this space might,
nonetheless, as Butler argues, be central to living an ethical life, even for those for
whom recognition is already hard-won. Suspicious though feminists may be, as Nancy
Fraser famously remarked, of the subject’s self-certainty coming into question just
as feminist identity has asserted itself, the key ethical danger of disciplinary society
is that we will lose any critical perspective on its stories about our identities, and
ignore (even deny) those parts of ourselves and others that cannot be fully subsumed
by those capacities in our “human material” that normalization seeks to mold.
Hence, second, this approach resists the practice of judgment as central to ethics.
That is, Foucault is writing in a tradition in which our capacity and inclination to judge
the actions of others (and ourselves) as (un)ethical is not (even potentially) a neutral
process that speaks only to the merits of those actions, but also speaks to our social locations as subjects positioned and inclined to judge in this way, as well as to the conditions
of possibility of our own subjectivity. If these are exposed then we are likely to develop
greater humility about our own will to truth, and be wary of insisting on the integrity and
transparency of our own produced identities. This ethical attitude is tremendously consequential for feminist philosophy, in ways we have not fully explored.
One way of parsing all this is to say that normalization typically robs subjects
of effective practices of critique. For Foucault,
critique is the movement by which the subject gives himself the right to interrogate
truth on its effects of power and question power on its discourses of truth . . .
Critique will be the art of voluntary insubordination [inservitude volontaire], that of
reﬂective indocility [indocilitié réﬂéchie]. Critique would essentially ensure the
desubjugation of the subject in the game of what we could call, in a word, the politics of truth. (QC 39, my translation)

“Voluntary insubordination” is thus both possible and desirable for Foucault. It is
possible because any self is located within a web of sometimes contradictory norms,
never within a seamless system, and the ﬁssures and tensions between norms provide a conceptual entrée to the kind of critical work I have been doing: “One asks
about the limits of ways of knowing because one has already run up against a crisis
within the epistemological ﬁeld in which one lives . . . And it is from this condition, the tear in the fabric of our epistemological web, that the practice of critique
emerges . . . ” (Butler 2002, 215). Thinking through the possibilities for resistance
from within normalization reveals (as I said in chapter 4) that we lack not agency but
strategy. Certainly normalization is part of a system of disciplinary power that no
one controls, and hence our strategic response cannot be to look for the king in order
to cut off his head. The practices that create docile bodies, remember, also often tacitly insist on their own transcendent status outside any politics of truth, and represent
themselves as essential to human ﬂourishing—whether to our need to establish a
secure gendered subject-position, or to have our bodies ﬁt the grammars of recognition
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our cultures dictate. Resistance to these constraints, therefore, cannot simply invoke
alternative substantive accounts of the kinds of subjects we would be better off being,
since these accounts will have their own apparatus of normalization.
“Voluntary insubordination” is also desirable. It may be, ultimately, that
Foucault’s staunch refusal to articulate a novel set of normative criteria for guiding
action, founded in a subjective ideal, will be unsatisfying for many ethicists. But, as
Thomas Flynn argues, the kind of genealogical critique Foucault offers always appeals
to its audience’s shared values—of freedom as autonomy in particular—while showing that a particular practice of power fails to live up to them in ways we have not recognized (1989, 196–97). This is the only foundation available: the realization that our
cares and commitments, on the one hand, and our ability to make sense of ourselves,
on the other, are at odds in ways that make us ineffective as the very kinds of agents
we aspire to be (Owen 2003). Foucault consistently resists any theory of the subject in
favor of a pragmatic recognition that making power more ﬂexible and multivalent will
open up new possibilities for thinking and acting—a project we are already tacitly
inclined to consider politically valuable. Whether this move can ground a philosophically adequate account of freedom is a question I cannot do justice to here. Nonetheless,
let me point toward two features of practices most dependent on creating docile bodies that justify my suggestion that they inhibit critique, the process of thinking ourselves differently, and hence effective self-government.
First, such practices tend to function to solidify forms of individuality to which
subjects must attempt to conform—almost always, of course, failing. That is, these
practices are highly teleological, mapping out a developmental trajectory deﬁned in
advance, which culminates in an idealized normative subject. Resisting these
moments in normalization has the aim of promoting human ﬂourishing understood
not as matching social realities to foundational theories of the subject (meeting certain objectively deﬁned needs, for example, as Nussbaum [1992] argues), but an
embrace of future uncertainties. If the Foucauldian insight that practices generate
forms of subjectivity is correct (ECS 290) (rather than a prior account of human
nature leading to certain kinds of knowledge), then any attempt to make the particular content of an embodied norm normative will generate its own constitutive exclusions. For example, dieting brings together a hierarchy of bodies and a concomitant
normalizing apparatus with a single track for self-development (weight loss) and a
universal telos (the slim self). Whatever skills, capacities or insights dieting might
develop are, in the rhetoric of the commercial programs, immediately co-opted back
into a ﬁeld of meaning internal to weight loss. Only losing weight, they would have
us believe, can exemplify true self-care and generate true self-knowledge.
To put it another way, in the somatic contexts that interest me, the stultifying and
oppressive effects of normalization try repeatedly to contain any remainders to conventional identities, any excess that threatens to breach self-referential (and often
dichotomous) systems of meaning. As William Connolly puts it, in more directly
Nietzschean terms:
When Nietzsche, and later Foucault, commend the self as a work of art acting modestly and artfully upon its own entrenched contingencies, the aim is not self-narcissism,
as neo-Kantians love to insist. The point is to ward off the violence of transcendental
narcissism: to modify sensibilities of the self through delicate techniques, to do so
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to reach “beyond good and evil,” so that you no longer require the constitution of
difference as evil to protect a precarious faith in an intrinsic identity or order. The
goal is to modify an already contingent self . . . so that you are better able to ward
off the demand to conﬁrm transcendentally what you are contingently. (1993, 373;
emphasis in original)

When I think back over all the examples I adduce—transsexuality, dieting, and cosmetic surgery—all in their discursive ideals involve the cultivation of a body oriented toward an endpoint, understood through the languages of authenticity and
perfectability. The transsexual who aims to become really a man or woman, the
dieter who aspires (one day) to be permanently thin, or the cosmetic surgery recipient who hopes that her body will ﬁnally match up to an internalized ideal, all have
in mind a goal. Their normalized trajectory is already mapped out, and whether or
not they actually succeed in progressing along it, the possibility of openness to selfcreation—to thinking oneself differently than the norm predicts—is foreclosed. This
trajectory is deﬁned by histories and relations of disciplinary power over which the
individual has no control. To accede to the prescribed course, then, is to give over
working on oneself to conformity, whereas to engage in practices of the self that
incorporate and invite becoming something new would be to understand ourselves
as not fully captured by a normalizing regime; we would “begin to experience ourselves as other than what we have been made to be” (McWhorter 1999, 195).
The transgendered person who struggles to live on the edge of gender, for example, refusing to accede to the demand to make aesthetic choices line up with behavioral norms, with emotional stereotypes, with sexual partners, with employment
choices, is potentially creating spaces for all gendered persons to experiment with
new ways of being that resist the strictures of dichotomous roles but that do not yet
exist.5 Of course, as I argued in chapter 2, not all persons beneﬁt equally, if at all,
from making themselves over into unconventionally gendered selves, and resistance
to normalization has more resonance, for example, for feminists and transgendered
radicals than for men (or women) happy in their skins and their roles. Indeed, Wendy
Brown’s powerful critique of identity politics illustrates how the dynamics of ressentiment may be endemic to forms of feminism that depend on entrenching women’s
distinctiveness as injured by sovereign others. Instead of another facile attack on
“victim feminism,” Brown offers a nuanced reading of the impossibility of selftransformation from within identity political forms premised on historical injustice
and wounded attachments:
Developing a righteous critique of power from the perspective of the injured, it
delimits a speciﬁc site of blame for suffering by constituting sovereign subjects and
events as responsible for the “injury” of social subordination. It ﬁxes the identities
of the injured and the injuring as social positions, and codiﬁes as well the meanings
of their actions against all possibilities of indeterminacy, ambiguity, and struggle for
resigniﬁcation or repositioning. (1995, 27)

This analysis explains for me the persistent resistance—both articulable philosophical objections, but more signiﬁcantly the inchoate, emotionally charged rancor—that
often meets feminist attempts to remain ethically open to gender transition.
Underlying my argument in chapter 2 is a recognition of our agonized commitments
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to gender dualism, which may inhibit future self-fashioning and cultivate not the
openness to new becoming that Foucault advocates, but rather endemic resentment
against conceiving the contingency and relentless diversity of identities as the basis
of solidarity.6
Embracing this deep uncertainty about who we are and who we are becoming is
likely to be a journey through tremendous fear. For example, just as giving up on a
future thin self is more a work of mourning than of liberation for the repeat dieter,
so changing one’s gender without any clear idea of the ﬁnal outcome is antithetical
to the entire psychosocial framework that supports (however inadequately) transsexual people. In chapter 2 I alluded to the sense of home and recognition that come
from identity labels; a key part of the securities these categories offer (to some)
comes from their teleology. “Coming out” as lesbian, for example, typically indicates a past of deception and a future of truth, in which the subject becomes more
fully the person she always was. Probably everyone who comes out will also develop
some new and unexpected aspect of the self, but this is often understood as epiphenomenal to the primary work of rendering visible the core identity. The detailed case
work that forms the body of this book can thus be read as an attempt to show that
while the construction of subjectivity through embodied norms is both unavoidable
and serves purposes on which we are psychologically and politically dependent, that
very dependence often limits our capacity to make ourselves differently. I think that
making choices that are more rather than less one’s own is central to leading a good
life for the subject of liberal democracy. However, the language of autonomy, individuality, and pursuing one’s own authentic ends (values taken to be at the core of
freedom in the West) is implicated, as my case studies show, with intensely regulative forms of disciplinary power. Thus seeking out somatic practices that permit an
openness to becoming without micromanaging our identities is important, but underdetermines those that will stand a stronger chance of challenging how normalization
makes us feel, move, and experience our bodies.
Second, in addition to this ethical attitude toward our own becoming, I suggest
that embodied practices of freedom should also allow us to diminish the suffering
induced by normalization. Pain, as McWhorter argues, “is a tool that is used extensively in virtually all normalizing disciplines”:
Pain and the threat of pain usually bring compliance with the dictates of a disciplinary regime; they render the subject obedient, docile. The greater and more varied
the subject’s capacity for pain, the wider the range of disciplinary techniques that
can be used on her, and, thus, the greater her potential for directed development.
Normalizing discipline uses pain, often carefully measured and graduated, as a tool
for increasing the subject’s productive capacities while rendering her passive and
controllable; furthermore, it not only uses pain but it also develops the capacity for
new kinds of pain in the subject, thus multiplying the means for maintaining the
subject in near complete docility. (1999, 179)

An aspect of the phenomenology of normalization that emerges from my discussion
of commercial weight-loss groups, from Davis’s interview work with women recipients of cosmetic surgery, and from the testimony of many transgendered people, is
the truly extraordinary degree of suffering that attaches to corporeal failures that
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normalization has carefully called into being. From a historical moment not so long
ago when hardly anyone knew their weight, I have seen grown women crushed by
their failure to lose even two-tenths of a pound.7 Ordinary people confess to the TV
camera that the tiniest droop of the skin on their upper eyelids causes them unbearable self-consciousness; how much more extreme is often the torment caused to the
transsexual whose body far more manifestly fails to conform?
This cultivated suffering seems to me a priori worthy of ethical attention, and
also forms a corollary to my ﬁrst point. The normalizing practices I examine often
use cycles of pain interspersed with brief windows of pleasure to keep subjects
dependent on their authority: living in this kind of fear and suffering effectively
inhibits practices of self-creation. The phenomenological texture of the suffering is
important, too: normalization makes liberal use of the self-loathing it promotes,
often under the guise of self-improvement. A desperate desire to improve oneself,
after all, must be motivated by the belief that one is ﬂawed to begin with. Because
normalization works on and through the body, the forms of self-criticism it generates tend also to be focused on the body’s inadequacies, while the very structures that
cultivate this psychology also promise to heal it. Davis is right that the emotional
pain here is real, but she lacks, as I have argued, a genealogical account that would
reveal its contingency. Without making this case in utilitarian terms, I want to argue
for a life that can work against the mental anguish and dis-ease caused by corporeal
normalization. Challenging normalization will diminish the capacity for suffering—
and that suffering itself provides important clues as to the shape of disciplinary
power. As things stand, acceding to normalizing desires is often the best (and sometimes the only) way to assuage the suffering of the failed body. It can never, however, completely resolve its failures, because corporeal normalization becomes ever
more demanding at the level of both institutional practice and the individual psyche.
The history of cosmetic surgery, for example, begins with attempts to repair deformities and improve appearance that to the contemporary eye appear crude and disappointing;8 this history continues with a TV show in which the most minute
wrinkles or blotches on facial skin can be invisibly tucked and laser resurfaced. As
an intensely visual culture spreads the images, so an individual who even in her own
recent past might have considered herself “good enough” now sees possibilities for
“improvement,” or, more to the point, reasons to be dissatisﬁed with her appearance.
As the example of dieting shows most vividly, iterative failure is intrinsic to many
normalizing practices, as the bar is constantly raised and the ﬂesh refuses to conform. The identiﬁcation of the self as falling within a dualistic ﬁeld of beautiful/ugly,
adequate/inadequate will always be a comparative project within which norms can
shift, changing the relative terms of reference. There is, in reality, no perfection, only
failure to achieve it. (This dynamic is not incidentally useful to proﬁt-making for
service providers seeking to capitalize on failed bodies.)
Not only is our suffering well managed by normalization, but also our pleasures.9
I’ve already shown how new capacities that are often enjoyable, exciting, or transformative can also be symptoms of the tightening grip of normalization. Although we
are all psychologically vulnerable to the dynamics that elide or complicate pleasure,
there is something to the claim that the more one understands normalization, the more
difﬁcult it becomes to experience any undertaking as unproblematically pleasurable.
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Foucault once remarked in an interview, “Actually, I think I have real difﬁculty in
experiencing pleasure. I think that pleasure is a very difﬁcult behaviour. It’s not as
simple as that to enjoy oneself . . . I always have the feeling that I do not feel the pleasure, the complete total pleasure . . . ” And, “I’m not able to give myself and others
those middle range pleasures that make up everyday life. Such pleasures are nothing
for me and I am not able to organize my life in order to make room for them” (EP
378). In the two short answers to questions about his personal pleasures from which
these quotes are taken, the interview transcript parenthetically records seven times
(unusually) that Foucault laughs. Foucault laughs, in these interviews, when he runs
up against a painful lacuna in his thought. Someone as manifestly sensitized to the
dynamics of normalization might well be skeptical of pleasure (especially “middle
range” pleasures) to the point of eschewing “a glass of wine” or, more to the point, a
workout at the gym, as uncomplicated hedonic moments.10 This tacit recognition of
the political hypocrisy of everyday pleasures perhaps leads Foucault to some of his
more controversial remarks on drugs and SM: “we have to do good drugs that can
produce very intense pleasure”; sadomasochistic sex is “the real creation of new possibilities of pleasure, which people had no idea about previously . . . [W]hat all those
people are doing is not aggressive; they are inventing new possibilities of pleasure
with strange parts of their body—through the eroticization of the body” (SPPI 165).11
Growing recognition of the complexity of pleasure under normalization may
likewise underlie the frustrated refrain I sometimes hear from students new to feminist theory: “nothing is fun anymore; we can’t enjoy [wearing makeup, having sex,
watching Extreme Makeover . . . ].” This is why the cultivation of pleasures on the
edge of normalization is so important: the stereotype of feminist critics as dour, embittered killjoys becomes more credible with every analysis that lacks a positive strategy for active and pleasurable resistance. We tend to assume that we know what
pleasure is and how it works, yet the concept is remarkably under-theorized in feminist philosophy. As heirs of ressentiment we are more attached to our pain, and the
denial or repression of pleasure is somehow more visible to us than its presence. In
a culture where our capacities for pain have been so assiduously cultivated, and even
our pleasures are often colonized by intensely normalizing relations of power, the
anhedonia that is often described as a key symptom of depression or other mental
“disorders” takes on a distinctly political timbre. Pleasure, however, is not simply the
inverse or absence of pain. Rather, in my view, it is a way of being in the world that
requires active cultivation, against forces that would domesticate and normalize any
possibility of experience that deviates from practices usually considered to be the
proper sources of happiness or joy.
What would a counterattack against corporeal normalization that took these
desiderata seriously look like? First, what is being challenged cannot be normalization tout court. The history of corporeal normalization that Foucault develops in
Discipline and Punish, and of sexual normalization that is further articulated in The
History of Sexuality, show how the allegedly natural bodies we have inherited are
irrevocably formed by disciplinary power. Whatever works against normalization, it
will not be our already liberated bodies aspiring to a transcendental political space
outside discipline. All of my examples of the functioning of normalization have necessarily been articulated from within its mechanisms: there is no gender-neutral
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person who chooses hir identity, but only always already gendered subjects; there is
no body that steps outside its relation to ideal weight tables to disavow its own categorization; there is no ﬂesh that the cosmetic surgeon cannot measure and assess
for its ﬂaws, of which we must be made continually aware.
In his own sketchy remarks on care of the self as a new way of life, a new politics, Foucault resists (for reasons that should by now be clear) the notion that any
political thinker can recommend a speciﬁc programmatic approach to liberation, or,
indeed, that “liberation” is a desirable goal. This is most evident in his less academic
comments in interviews with the gay press. Speciﬁcally, of the future of gay activism
he said, “I am wary of imposing my own views, or of setting down a plan, or program. I don’t want to discourage invention, don’t want gay people to stop feeling that
it is up to them to adjust their own relationships by discovering what is appropriate
in their situations.” Rather than discovering the authentic queer within, Foucault further suggests that it is the struggle to create gay ways of life that has truly transformative potential: “It is possible that changes in established routines will occur on a
much broader scale as gays learn to express their feelings for one another in more
various ways and develop new lifestyles not resembling those which have been institutionalized” (SCSA 154); “We don’t have to discover that we are homosexuals . . .
Rather, we have to create a gay life. To become” (SPPI 163). In chapter 2 I argued
that feminist solidarity in an age of gender diversity cannot be premised on clearly
bounded dichotomous subjectivities; instead, solidarity emerges from shared political goals that include the objective of challenging those identities themselves. Most
important for the kind of queer community I have in mind is to gather together people who, in defying normalization, are open to the possibility of becoming something new and unanticipated. Thus this project of resistance is communal—although,
as Foucault’s critics have been quick to point out, he offers only very attenuated
comments on how the Other (let alone the larger community) might be a necessary
part of a counterattack organized around care of the self. Above all, these strategies
to which Foucault only alluded recommend a counterattack premised on severing
docility from capacity: “What is at stake, then, is this: how can the growth of capabilities [capacités] be disconnected from the intensiﬁcation of power relations?”
(WE 317). Having shown the force of this question, I want to argue that they can be
applied to challenging corporeal normalization in the context of what Richard
Shusterman has labeled “somaesthetics.”

Somaesthetics as Counterattack
In a series of essays and books Shusterman programmatically develops a recognizable tradition and trend in philosophy (back) toward incorporating bodily experience
into cultural and political analysis. “Somaesthetics,” he posits, “is devoted to the critical, ameliorative study of one’s experience and use of one’s body as a locus of sensory-aesthetic appreciation (aisthesis) and creative self-fashioning” (2000b, 138).
Any fully developed account of how this new discipline might become a speciﬁcally
feminist project is likely my next work rather than something I can articulate here.
However, I will provide just the beginnings of an account of somaesthetic work as
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central to any feminist project that hopes to make political resistance to corporeal
normalization possible.
Shusterman aims to challenge long-standing understandings of the philosophical life as the life solely of the mind, through which the deceptive and inessential
body must be overcome. The value of somaesthetics emerges when we consider philosophy’s traditional aims of knowledge, self-knowledge, right action, and the quest
for the good life. First, Shusterman points out, our senses are shaped and facilitated
by our corporeal functioning, and knowledge is at least in part based on sensory perception; hence the cultivation (or passive neglect) of sensory capabilities is likely to
be central to embodied epistemology. Second, knowing oneself, as we see in Foucault,
must be achieved in part by knowing oneself as a mind/body whole, especially when
we consider that patterns of behavior and emotion can exist in the body but not in
the conscious mind. Third, he claims, our bodies act in the world to carry out our
will, but can be similarly restricted by physical blocks or habits. Fourth, as my own
analysis reveals, the body can be a source of pleasure (and pain), and to the extent
that pleasure is a part of the good life and ethics is the “quest for better living,”
somatic cultivation plays an important role in better understanding and managing
pleasures. Fifth and crucially, Shusterman draws our attention to “Michel Foucault’s
seminal [sic] vision of the body as a docile, malleable site for inscribing social
power,” just as it is also central to our ontology of ourselves (whether as the “focal
point from which our world and reciprocally ourselves are constructively projected”
or as a contested criterion for personal identity). Finally, disciplines outside Western
philosophy such as yoga, bioenergetics, or martial arts have long identiﬁed and
worked with “deep reciprocal inﬂuences between one’s body and one’s psychological development” (Shusterman 1999, 302–3).
Shusterman draws a distinction between “representational” somaesthetics, which
“emphasizes the body’s external appearance,” and “experiential” disciplines,
which “focus on the aesthetic quality of its ‘inner’ experience” (2000a, III-2). He is
clearly uncomfortable with drawing a neat line between these two approaches, and
remarks that “this distinction should not be taken as rigidly exclusive, since there is
an inevitable complementarity of representation and experience, of outer and inner”
(2000b, 143). Later Shusterman comments on “the media’s tendency to establish
oppressive norms of external body form through advertising that systematically
suggests that pleasure, success, and happiness belong only to the young, thin, and
beautiful of certain races,” and alludes to “a potential aesthetic problem: a tedious
homogeneity of standardized looks, achieved through surgery if not successfully
through cosmetics and bodysculpting exercises.” As part of the solution to mediainduced norms and visual homogeneity, he suggests privileging experiential somaesthetics: “People could be encouraged to transfer their concern from the external
shape and attractiveness of the body to an improved qualitative feeling of its lived
experience and functioning” (2000b, 151, 152). The problem in this, which Shusterman
recognizes but never quite addresses, is that normalization makes the body what it
is, not only in its appearance, but in our very sense of ourselves. “Qualitative feelings” themselves are deeply implicated with normalizing practices: almost everyone
who deliberately loses weight, for example, says (and is encouraged to say) that they
feel so much better as a result. But this feeling can be present even when there is no
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correlation with improved measurable norms of health (blood pressure, heart rate,
digestion etc.), and in fact sometimes is alleged to persist even in the face of dreadful health consequences (as, for example, those that often follow gastric bypass surgery and subsequent dramatic weight loss). For example, actor/singer Carnie Wilson
(doyenne of gastric bypass and other cosmetic surgeries) stresses that “I feel
younger, I feel more alive, I feel more vibrant!” and, in the same interview, talks of
her serious digestive complications, including insulin reactions—“the worst feeling
in the world” (quoted in Brooks 2004, 221, 230). In such cases the former feeling,
as my analysis in chapter 4 suggested, might equally come from a sense of control,
self-transformation, and extrinsic praise or emotional reward. Indeed, Wilson also
says that “I’m noticing men staring at me and you know what? They’re not just staring at my face; they’re looking at my entire body. It feels wonderful”; “I’ve never
looked down and not had a belly my entire life! It feels incredible” (quoted in Brooks
2004, 221). Yet these are all still real feelings, present in the body, just as tangible
as the sense of well-being that might follow recovery from an illness or vigorous
exercise.
Indictments against cultural preoccupation with the body, according to
Shusterman, typically challenge “somatics in terms of a reifying exteriorization of
the body—the body as a mechanical instrument of atomized parts and measurable
surfaces—rather than the body as a living dimension of individual experience and
action” (2000b, 161). While this is true of some critiques, the more interesting challenge for a politically adequate experiential somaesthetics is to take on the normalized body (which, as I’ve shown, contrasts with the mechanical body [DP 155–56]).
The effects of normalization cannot be identiﬁed by disregarding the body’s exterior
and attending to individual experience, as my examples make abundantly clear. We
experience our normalized bodies as constitutive of our inner experience, but at the
same time we often construct violent dichotomies between the inner and the outer
that require technologies of intervention. Thus although somaesthetic techniques are
a necessary form of resistance for normalized gendered bodies, as Shusterman and
I agree, it becomes increasingly difﬁcult in a culture that sells every technology as a
form of “creative self-fashioning” to know how to remain a step ahead of normalization, rather than desperately hanging from its coattails.
So how can we work on our embodied selves without capitulating to docility, in
full recognition of the mutual implication of the inner and the outer? Let me give
three brief examples, which are far from exhaustive, and are intended to be illustrative rather than prescriptive. First, in writing this book I was often asked about how
my analysis applies to contemporary practices of “body modiﬁcation” (BM) that
aspire to be less conformist than mainstream cosmetic surgery. Many people think
of apparently extreme body modiﬁcations such as scariﬁcation, branding, ﬂeshhanging, or subdermal implants as far more “wrong” than nose jobs or dieting. For
example, in 2004 I was interviewed by a local print journalist looking to run a story
on the “new” (for northwest Canada) BM practices. As other academics have experienced in popular press interviews (e.g., Pitts 2003, 25), the journalist’s frame of
reference was the perception that some recently developed modiﬁcations are “going
too far.” When, she asked, does modiﬁcation become mutilation? Although the two
terms have a similar meaning, “to modify” means “to make partial or minor changes
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to; to alter (an object) in respect of some of its qualities, now typically so as to
improve it; to cause to vary without radical transformation,” while “to mutilate”
means “to deprive (a person or animal) of the use of a limb or bodily organ, by dismemberment or otherwise; to cut off or destroy (a limb or organ); to wound severely,
inﬂict violent or disﬁguring injury on.”12 Given the clear negative value judgment
attached to mutilation, and the mild positive valence of modiﬁcation, along what axis
of meaning do the terms exist?
I see three groups of possibilities: ﬁrst, the physical gravity of the undertaking
might be thought greater in cases of mutilation, in terms of pain, risk of complications or other unwanted harms, or long-term limitations on physical capacity. Yet
anyone who has watched the bandaged ﬁgures on gurneys in Extreme Makeover,
who moan that “everything hurts” and must spend weeks in a retreat with nursing
assistance and risk all manner of complications, can hardly think that cosmetic surgery is less serious than a nose-ring; or, to give a less easy example, the long-term
physical harm and risks that may be effected by yo-yo dieting are largely invisible
but nonetheless real, and will likely be far more incapacitating over time than a wellexecuted suspension.13 Since the body is not bloodless and plastic, there are important physical considerations when contemplating a face-lift versus a tongue-piercing
versus a no-carb diet, but these do not map in any straightforward way to the social
acceptability of the practices. Thus, second, modiﬁcation and mutilation might contrast by virtue of their relationship to mainstream corporeal norms: something is an
improvement if it makes the participant more conventionally attractive, a mutilation
if it evokes reactions of shock, distaste, or puzzlement (for this latter reason SRS is
often described as a mutilation, even though it is also clearly bound up with a relationship to physical conformity). As this entire book has argued against the proposition that conformity to corporeal norms is an unproblematic choice, and sought to
show their historicity and contingency, I have already, I hope, exposed the hypocrisy
of this conventionalist view.
Third, the term “self-mutilation” in mental health contexts implies that inner,
psychic pain is externalized, re-enacted, or numbed through compulsive selfinﬂicted damage to the body such as cutting. Thus modifying one’s body is a nonself-harming activity that does not originate in prior suffering, while mutilating one’s
body is a compulsive expression of unresolved trauma, and is thus pathological. This
view of practices such as tattooing, piercing, and the like has currency both in mental health literatures and in radical feminist discourse (see Jeffreys 2003, 109–14;
2005, 149–70). Although I have heard cosmetic surgery described as “mutilation”
(for example, “It’s been called ‘mutilation as entertainment’” remarks the interviewer, behind the scenes at Extreme Makeover), by contrast, the literature on cosmetic surgery patients and mental disorders is thin. It focuses not on whether
cosmetic surgery is an inherently pathological activity but rather on which already
pathological people should be barred from having it.14 In the same vein, a lot of rhetoric in literature by cosmetic surgeons, as well as the self-help books aimed at
would-be patients, draws a very careful line behind “good” and “bad” reasons for
choosing surgery, and constructs “the right mind-set” in ways aimed at warding off
suspicion that the candidate has any psychological problems that surgery might
reﬂect or exacerbate.15 This literature does not even countenance the suggestion that
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cosmetic surgery might be, on its own terms, pathologically institutionalized, or
function itself to create pathological subjects. Although it is plausibly written in
good faith, one cannot help but reﬂect that if BMs were the bailiwick of a medical
subspecialty, then we would see a proliferation not of charges of self-mutilation and
deviance, but rather attempts to deﬁne the scope and legitimacy of medically supervised practices. The charge of mutilation as the acting out of repressed self-loathing
is the most interesting objection to BM because it less obviously rests on false
beliefs and conventionalist hypocrisies. These in turn rely on the smooth functioning of normalization to make some practices seem natural, normal, and in need of no
justiﬁcation, while others are dangerous, deviant, and thus the object of ethical or
legal censure. Thus the assumption that a multiply pierced individual, for example,
is subconsciously expressing a loathing for a traumatized body, while an iterative
dieter or a candidate for a face-lift is merely improving herself seems obviously simplistic and overgeneralized.
Ultimately, whether or not a practice is “really” mutilation is the wrong normative question, as the force of the diagnosis of denied trauma enables its own normalizing taxonomy: happy, untroubled individuals work in a political vacuum to
improve their somatic selves, while self-deceived, traumatized deviants mutilate.
Rather than debate the surely diverse mental landscapes of body modiﬁers (who are,
after all, all of us), it is worth asking whether alternative BMs may have something
to offer for those looking for somaesthetic practices that subvert normalization.
Symbolically marking the skin, for example, is regularly described by proponents as
a way of reclaiming and resignifying a body experienced as overdetermined by sexual abuse, male violence, or other forms of political control of the body by others
(see, e.g., interviews in Pitts 2003, 56–72). If it is true, as I have argued, that (a) no
body exists outside norms, (b) no body can fully live up to norms, (c) passive refusal
of technologies of the body will be experienced as psychologically unsatisfying by
many subjects, and (d) many of us have good political reasons for rejecting conventionalist approaches to BM, then making one’s ﬂesh into a visual statement of one’s
rejection of mainstream gender/beauty norms is a plausible resistance strategy. BMs
are no more always subversive than dieting is always repressive, but they do often
resist a teleology of either beauty or identity, and open the self to transformative
experience of its embodied subjectivity. Many BM practitioners write thoughtfully
and critically about normalization and the ideas I have presented in this chapter—
especially with regard to the nature of conformity, the relation of pain and joy, and
the possibility of unanticipated becoming. Even if only for this reason I think it is
worth reﬂecting on body modiﬁcation as having an importantly different social location than mainstream normalized technologies.
A second example: in 2003 I watched a British documentary about a group of
shipyard workers from the Northeast of England who were auditioned to form a
corps de ballet to be trained by a young dancer from the English National troupe.16
At the end of their intensive course, they were to perform before an audience of their
peers, with professional ballerinas and soloists. Initially the documentary seemed
risible: intensely masculine, working-class men, hard drinkers, unﬁt, clumsy, middleaged probable homophobes—doing ballet? The narrative trajectory was surely
overdetermined: men make fun of ballet, men discover ballet is harder than it looks
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while making fools of themselves, men start to like ballet, men turn out unexpectedly positive performance to critical acclaim. Reviewers noticed this potential for
cliché: in the style of Billy Elliott or The Full Monty, the pitch could be “beer guts
at the barre” or “pliés and pies,” they averred.17 All of these components were present in the program, but it also had a number of unintended and unanticipated threads.
The men know that they want to make themselves over; doing ballet is for them,
whether they like it or not, a kind of quasi-voluntary gender change. They must audition, demandingly, for the right to be in the ﬁnal group of eight, so, in theory, all
those selected have already made a commitment to the project. They do not know
exactly what they—their normalized bodies—will become: will ballet emasculate
them? Will these heroes of labor be revealed as physically inept, or, perhaps worse,
as having hitherto neglected gifts? Will they be capable of mastering the complexities of balletic choreography, and will they end up triumphant or humiliated? In a
sense these are clichéd documentary questions, but the anxiety and sense of risk and
uncertainty that the men exude suddenly makes them exciting. One man, the hardest
and most masculine, palpably struggles to work with this new discipline, frowning
and showing exasperation with his peers’ ﬂippancy. He is trying to conform, but in
a context where he doesn’t know what the consequences of this novel conformity
will be. He even comments, poignantly, that he is working conscientiously at ballet
because he hopes that after thirty years in shipbuilding someone will see this documentary and offer him something different—he doesn’t say what, and doesn’t seem
to know exactly. It’s certainly not a role as principal dancer in a ballet company, but
it is something as yet unanticipated, something other than what he was made to be.
Billy is straying aﬁeld of himself.
Shusterman cites (without discussing in detail) various somaesthetic practices
with potential for integrating the body-mind, such as yoga, martial arts, the Feldenkrais
Method, or the Alexander Technique. These practices offer not just an alternative to
contemporary Western gym culture and exercise regimens, but also models of selfcare and self-development that contain distinctively different values and understandings of the body-mind. For too many Westerners, “yoga” (my third example) is
a series of gentle stretches undertaken by pregnant women in draughty community
halls, distinguished from other exercise modalities only by the odd Sanskrit names
attached to the poses. Against these stereotypes and corruptions, I am invoking yoga
as an ancient practice with its own anatomy and physiology, language, philosophy
of the body-mind, and spiritual paradigm, which also offers a rich understanding not
just of one’s own relationship to oneself, but also of one’s relation to others.
I have trained in yoga (including how to teach it) in classes, retreats, and workshops
in the United Kingdom, Canada, the United States, and Australia for a number of
years, and increasingly it is the mechanism through which I structure and mobilize
my own embodied defenses against normalization and docility. To describe this
experience is not to prescribe yoga as the antidote to normalization, and nor is it to
suggest that it is the only strategy we might adopt. Rather, showing how I encounter
myself differently in the context of yoga and those who practice it, is to return to
Timothy O’Leary’s suggestion that “the only work which could ‘really’ show the
value of Foucault’s ethics would be one which was a testament to an individual’s
attempt to live in accordance with it” (2002, 174). For me, yoga represents the best
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personal counterattack to the teleology of corporeal normalization. If this proposal
seems implausible, it may be because the practice of yoga in the West, especially in
its casual and attenuated forms, is hardly separate from overtly normalizing pressures. You can see them in most any class: the earnest women in Lycra who gaze
ardently into the mirror as they take the pose, and ask which postures are most effective for burning calories; or the self-satisﬁed men with bulging muscles, who never
ask questions about yoga as a philosophical or spiritual tradition, but only how to do
the visually impressive, “advanced” variants. The cover of the major yoga magazine
sold in the West invariably features a beautiful person taking a beautiful pose, and
inside the pages are typically crammed with advertising for all of the expensive commodities that will, of course, improve your practice. The increasing popularity of
“power yoga” or hybrid activities (“yogilates” or “yogaerobics”) is in part due to the
assimilation of yogic techniques into Western ﬁtness activities too often presented as
cultivating a uniform and conforming body (Kaplan 1997).
How might yoga as it can be practiced in the West function against these trends
to offer a form of embodied care of the self that moves us into freedom? Ideally each
practitioner undertakes her own yogic labor, without seeking to meet particular
targets—in particular, the yogi is not required to concern herself with prideful or
self-critical comparisons with other practitioners (as all competitive sports demand).
To do so would be a kind of striving—a goal-oriented attitude whereby one could
reach a summit of achievement, and be the best yogi. There is no best yogi, but rather
only the individual’s practice in the moment, yet hatha yoga (especially the Iyengar
variant I know best) is intensely disciplined: there are right and wrong ways of taking poses and moving deeper, principles of sequencing, and breathing techniques.18
I’ve practiced vigorous vinyasa in intense tropical heat and humidity, under tough
taskmasters, at the edge of my physical capacity, or while moving through immense
emotional and physical pain or fear (much of which I attribute to normalization’s
more pernicious effects on my own psychic life). Sometimes this feels wonderful,
and sometimes it’s just very hard work; sometimes the suggestion that the best thing
to do at this moment is just to sit in quiet meditation, or try a gentle, restorative
sequence is far more challenging than the ego agitation that a harder practice often
provokes for me. Thus this somatic practice is not about avoidance—of discipline or
even of pain. However, the practice isn’t charted in the way that normalized discipline is: there are no leaﬂets or narratives or diagnoses waiting to tell me who I am
and what will happen next (although certainly yoga has been subjected to attempts
to bring it under this kind of script). Thus yoga has a fundamentally different relationship to developmental trajectories for identity than the technologies of the self I
have been criticizing.
To elaborate on this thesis: one never knows, exactly, how one will be transformed by yoga. Contra the popular image of gentle, calming stretches, some poses
ﬁll me with burning rage. On an intensive teacher-training course, I experienced
innumerable rounds of violent sobbing and a profound sense of grief when holding
certain “trigger” poses deeply and for a long time; at the same time my depression—
a problem over many years of my life—gradually and remarkably lifted. It was only
through a bodily practice that I could address some inexplicable, deeply rooted emotional nexus. Many Western philosophers implicitly believe that all cognitively
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signiﬁcant experience happens in the head, and ﬁnd the idea that emotions, memories, or patterns of behavior are held in the body too vague or eccentric, but practitioners and therapists using a range of somatic treatments and techniques take it as
obvious that physicality can achieve different goals from any “talking cure.” Indeed,
this is a rather paradoxical point of connection with my analysis of cosmetic surgery:
it is true that not all psychic suffering can be mitigated by linguistic means. This
does not imply, however, that surrendering one’s body to the disciplinary regime of
an expert who promises to make it conform is the only kind of somatic working on
oneself. For example, a signiﬁcant outcome of serious yoga practice is “lightness”—
a feeling of weightlessness in parts of the body (most commonly the hips) typically
experienced, especially by Westerners, as heavy, turgid, and inﬂexible. When I ﬁrst
started doing more difﬁcult inversions (poses like handstand or headstand) I was
convinced that my hips were too weighty a counterbalance for the poses to be possible without tremendous physical exertion, but as I learned both technique (a form
of discipline, to be sure) and to recognize and cultivate the feeling of lightness,
I realized that my body could do things I had thought were foreclosed. I have both
lost weight and learned lightness, and they evoke some similar sensations. But the
former was part of a teleological apparatus that allowed of no deviation (although it
enabled me temporarily to feel better because my body conformed more closely to
a social norm) while the latter was concerned with developing my capacities without intensifying my dependence. Moving from heaviness to lightness in my body
expands my range of possibilities and my capacities, and this expansion has had psychological consequences beyond turning myself upside down.
Furthermore, a key part of the normalizing practices I criticize is the way they
garner our participation through tacit education in an aesthetic language whose
grammar is organized around better and worse, beautiful and ugly, fat and thin—
dualisms structured by judgment, comparison, and measurement against norms.
Such judgments are almost always spurred by the sense that one’s body has failed
some acid test, and even when it is judged successful any pleasure in this result is
typically marked by anxiety about future backsliding or decline. As I’ve shown, this
dominant language also has a frighteningly ﬁne-grained vocabulary: most of us can
look at airbrushed photos of impossibly slender, smooth-skinned teenagers and
(courtesy of America’s Top Model) say who is too short, too heavy in the thigh,
whose eyes are too close together, who lacks poise or expression, who needs to lose
ﬁve pounds. We may, on principle, pull back from such judgments, and certainly
some people are more adept with this vocabulary than others, but, I suggest, we have
all been educated into this process of visual judgment, in which the ideal—the
hyperreal—is more real to us than reality itself. How much easier, then, to look at
beach photos of ourselves or others (but we’re especially good at judging ourselves,
as Foucault predicts) and pick out the cellulite, the saggy jawline, the wrinkles, the
pot belly, whether these ﬂaws are glaring or barely perceptible. Western exercise
modalities are often complicit with this visual judgmentalism, as Laura Duhan
Kaplan argues (in a Foucauldian comparison of aerobics and yoga):
In an aerobics class, there are no private spaces; interiority is not encouraged.
Students observe their progress through a mirror, focusing on what others see, not
on what they feel or think . . . Aerobics encourages participants to see themselves
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as if they are imprisoned in the Panopticon: always subject to the gaze of the other,
creating their own consciences, that is, their standards of self-evaluation, in
response to what others see. (1997, 69–70)

Returning to the problem Shusterman’s model raises, we can say that this evaluative
gaze has a vexed relationship to touch and kinaesthesis (the sensation of muscular
effort we experience when we move). On the one hand, we may transfer our visual
evaluations to our proprioceptive experience (that is, the sensory inputs that inform
us how our bodies are positioned and move in space). For example, occasionally a
student will be so acutely self-conscious about how she imagines her body looks in
a particular pose that she will be essentially unable to do it. When touching students
to adjust their poses, an experienced yoga teacher rarely thinks about the body beautiful, but frequently students will apologize for some aesthetic deﬁciency they imagine the teacher’s hands have encountered: “My fat ass just won’t go there,” a student
once said to me. On the other hand, moving a body experienced as deﬁcient and
experiencing its capacities, or touching a body (one’s own or someone else’s) one
might have thought imperfect only to be moved by its sensation or response can help
us think and feel differently. Yoga teaches a countercultural way of experiencing the
body and evaluating what one feels. Learning and teaching does sometimes entail
close visual examination of others’ bodies, as well as constant careful reﬂection on
one’s own kinaesthesis, but using a language that explicitly bypasses conventional
aesthetic evaluation. Yoga is still evaluative, in the sense that the practitioner (or the
teacher) is looking for the variation or adjustment of the pose that will enable her to
ﬁnd greater ease and movement of energy, and eventually to move out of her body’s
limitations. Thus a teacher might observe a hunched spine in a seated forward bend,
and recommend that the student take hold of a belt placed around his feet to lengthen
the front body. Beyond seeing only limitations (and hence failures), however, the
teacher can see ways that bodies enable poses: the person whose arms are long relative to her torso can more easily wrap them around herself to hold her opposite hand
in a twist. Learning this alternative language for interpreting one’s own body can
substitute for the objectifying and normalizing language we have tacitly acquired,
leading to greater awareness of and compassion toward the body as it is now, rather
than as it might be fashioned.19
Breaking the match demanded between aesthetic and proprioceptive experience to appreciate the body’s capacities in this moment might also require us to
rethink the relation of freedom and necessity. In an elegant paper, Genevieve Lloyd
(2006) argues that, contra Descartes’s account of freedom, in which “an inherently
free will conducts forays out from the inner space of mind into the hostile territory
where minds and bodies intermingle . . . Spinoza offers instead a vision of freedom
as the joyful acceptance and appropriation of necessity.” Lloyd provocatively concludes that
by reconnecting through Spinoza to ancient ideals of accepting necessity—of freedom without the will—we might ﬁnd again the capacity to be reassured rather than
terriﬁed by necessity. We might ﬁnd again something of the mind’s joy in its own
movement of thought in the recognition of what must be. Perhaps that might serve
us better—individually and collectively—than the increasingly fearful pursuit of the
illusions of our in-principle-endless mastery of our destinies.20
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Central to our fear of necessity and insistence on control over our lives is our disavowal of the necessities of the body, yet bodies have a way of exceeding our will.
They refuse to open or stretch or reach or stay strong as we hope, or they suddenly
release or hold up or twist just when we had thought a particular pose was impossible. The practice of yoga teaches one to accept one’s body as deeply unpredictable
and, sometimes, immutable—yet this is a fact rather than a failure, to be worked with
philosophically and spiritually, rather than a cause for despair because a certain normalized trajectory is blocked. If Lloyd’s larger analysis is correct, we should not
approach the facticity of the body as something to which we should be resigned—
hoping against hope that in fact our bodies will change to permit our philosophical
conception of freedom to be realized—but as the very context within which freedom
might be most meaningful.
Yoga is typically practiced alone, or conceived as a solitary activity. Thus one
difﬁculty in taking it as emblematic of resistance to normalization’s pernicious
effects is that it exacerbates the solipsism Foucault’s ethics are alleged to embody.
I don’t mean to suggest that bodies are always single units, separated by the skin, or
that any somatic activity can exist independent of its social context and intersubjective constructions. Indeed, one reason for practicing yoga together in more explicitly
ethical and political contexts (as many teachers are now doing) is to develop its alternative, anti-normalizing corporeal language.21 Separating the capacities yoga develops from any particular identity conceived within a set of norms that cultivate our
painful dependence could lead to a more expansive, unanticipated experience of our
bodies, together.
Finally, it is important to bring to awareness the kind of pleasure that shipbuilders doing ballet, or a neophyte undertaking his or her ﬁrst suspension, or a yoga
student in a moment of enlightenment, might experience as different from the normalized pleasures that form our typical fare, as Foucault’s remarks on good drugs
and SM sex were (I think) intended to do. When I talk about working through the
normalized pleasures to which I clearly have a certain attachment, about mourning
the loss of happily-ever-after, or giving up that controlled, managed personality that
structures what emotional experience I may be permitted, I have a dim and perhaps
in some ways unspeakable sense of an alternative. My yoga practice, at a certain
point, tracks elliptically and unpredictably around a kind of joy that feels distinctively and transformatively different from the normalized pleasures we are typically
permitted to have: this joy is not conditional on further behaviors or self-understandings,
is not concerned with shoring up one’s distinctiveness or separateness from other
persons, and it permeates a life in ways that open one up to new experiences and
ways of being in the world (rather than committing one to further suffering later
down the line). I don’t really know what to say about this experience, philosophically, without delving into spiritual and psychological literatures that take me in an
unanticipated and unknown direction. That recognition, however, is the best example of my own theoretical claim: the trajectory of this work itself represents a foray
into styles of thinking and writing I never imagined I would entertain. “After all,
what would be the value of the passion for knowledge if it resulted only in a certain
amount of knowledgeableness and not, in one way or another and to the extent possible, in the knower’s straying aﬁeld of himself ?” (UP 8).

Conclusion
Life Style?

T
he arguments in this book focus on the level of analysis framed by the subject and
her relation to normalization. They thus hold back from two further directions that a
fuller account would need to integrate: on the one hand, they could be expanded
inward, to encompass the psychic life of power. My foray into philosophizing about
psychological suffering in chapters 4 and 5 glosses a number of important questions
about how our resistance to our own relationships to norms is framed. (The existential experience of challenging and revising one’s own self-constitution is, of course,
central to psychoanalytic models that lie outside my philosophical expertise.) Our
imperfect, vulnerable bodies cannot be overcome or left behind by any amount of
technological innovation; we all ripe and ripe, and rot and rot. How this necessity is
taken on by the individual psyche is a question I have mostly bracketed, as is the
complex issue of how ressentiment structures our agency with regard to normalizing
technologies. On the other hand, my argument could proceed outward, to say more
explicitly what a collective, political form of resistance to corporeal normalization
could be. Foucault is often charged with mooting an ethics that fails to recognize
how the Other structures our subjectivity (e.g., Oksala 2005, esp. 193–207), and
I think this is a fair challenge. Scholars inﬂuenced by Foucault need to say more
about how care of the self emerges intersubjectively, and how it can be a set of practices that includes an understanding of responsibility and ethical commitment to
embodied others. Furthermore, Foucault’s work is devoid of programmatic political
theory for reasons I have already discussed, but nothing in my argument precludes
careful articulation of political projects that challenge docility and make creative,
joyful living more possible.
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Not without reservations, we might follow a philosophical tradition that labels
this undertaking “style”: “Style involves all our practices of self-overcoming and
self-transformation. It comprises all our askeses, our disciplined pleasures . . . Style
is the form that human existence takes, and it is the process of forming that existence. The work of style is the artistry with which we live our lives” (McWhorter
1999, 190). Reading the work of male philosophers on self-styling—from Socrates
to Nietzsche, from Wittgenstein to Foucault—their philosophical personae sometimes seem aggressively heroic. Even writers overtly attuned to the dynamics of the
construction of the self through the exclusion of Otherness are sometimes oblivious
to the independence of mind and body, the rugged determination, and the tremendous social privilege that many approaches to making one’s life into a work of art
might demand. This dynamic is, ironically, often reiterated by somaesthetic gurus
who advocate self-discovery through yoga boot camp or undertake spectacular body
modiﬁcations. Any contrived style risks becoming enamored of its own radicalism.
As Foucault ironically remarks of contemporary discourse on sex, “We are conscious of defying established power, our tone of voice shows that we know we are
being subversive, and we ardently conjure away the present and appeal to the future,
whose day will be hastened by the contribution we believe we are making” (HS 6–7).
Forms of self-styling that claim to transgress conventional manners or habits contribute in complex but under-acknowledged ways to normalization’s projects. The
more seriously such practices take themselves, as Foucault implies, the greater the
danger. If feminist commentators are sometimes too pessimistic about women’s
agency in the face of normalization, the heroic discourse of style risks being too selfsatisﬁed to notice that many of the strategies it implies are out of reach for ordinary
mortals, and may lead enthusiastic converts into novel forms of conformity. The
challenge that remains at the end of this book is to articulate a somaesthetics within
which abject bodies can articulate their own style without falling back on the voluntarism that is so often complicit with their very abjection.
With its connotations of high fashion, luxury, and transient vogues, the term
“style” might seem an odd concluding note for a feminist project. Those feminists
most nostalgic for natural bodies insist that all cosmetic changes to the body are
overdetermined by patriarchy (e.g., Jeffreys 2005), and of course sometimes they
are. I think if Weight Watchers went bankrupt and every cosmetic surgeon were put
out of business for lack of interest, this would mark a startling and positive cultural
shift—presumably, toward a different art of living, necessarily framed through a
novel set of power relations. However, refusal on the part of the feminist subject to
style herself in any way—to be uninvolved, neutral, or natural—is impossible. I’ve
suggested that we live in a political context where the natural body emerges from our
recent history as the product of normalization. Natural bodies have already been severed from their mechanical, instrumental past, and are constructed as developmental
projects for which various teloi are offered. Our bodies exist through habits, practices so often repeated that they are sedimented in our comportment and form part
of our selves (S. Sullivan 2001, 91–110). To talk of the natural body, then, as the
body outside normalization, is to make a category-mistake in Foucauldian terms.
The association of femininity with the body and the concomitant networks of power
that forcefully discipline female bodies require not just refusal but active strategiz-
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ing, to ﬁnd ways of compelling institutions and other people to permit different
possibilities for us—to ﬁnd, in other words, styles that can be practices of freedom.
“I ﬁnd it important in philosophising,” Wittgenstein remarked, “to keep changing my posture, not to stand for too long on one leg, so as not to get stiff. Like someone on a long up-hill climb who walks backwards for a while so as to refresh himself
and stretch some different muscles” (1980, 27). The comparison is apt, and, indeed,
may be more than metaphorical. Learning to balance one’s body by changing the pose
contains lessons for doing philosophy in ways that help us escape from our captivity—or rigidity—just as philosophizing about the body has altered my kinaesthetic
experience. It may be, as I said in my introduction, that writing a book is a rather
paradoxical way to articulate new ways of being embodied. It certainly can’t be the
only way. However, to speak perhaps in defense of philosophy, if thinking differently
alone does not overcome all of our embodied captivity, then neither can the body be
a site of freedom within an art of living without some act of will. For self-transformation, there must be a moment of agency in which the recognition of our narrowed
possibilities, suffering, and fear under this regime of truth makes “considered
indocility” worthwhile. As I’ve shown, the culturally available justiﬁcations for
embodied self-transformation require careful parsing and negotiation, if we are not
simply to accede to another normalizing script under the sign of our ever increasing
autonomy. Through somaesthetic projects we not only think ourselves differently,
but we also make ourselves differently, changing our embodied selves in ways that
quickly become not readily separable into physical and cognitive components.
We all participate in somatic projects, one way or another. “Living in one’s
head” is never really as passive as it sounds—it always requires an attitude
(a “style,” if you like) toward one’s embodied identity that requires its own kind of
cultivation. Importantly right in Drew Leder’s book is the observation that the body
sometimes does, phenomenologically speaking, recede from the awareness of those
who are not immediately troubled by the various forms of dys-appearance he catalogues. It can also recede from awareness if, for example, we don’t exercise, stretch,
or move, as we evade (before the pains of immobility catch up with us) stiff muscles, the ache of tight ligaments, or a pounding heart; or if we do not attempt any
somaesthetic discipline, and never ﬁnd our physical limits or what it would take
to change them; or if we have the luxury of driving our cars everywhere, having
others carry our luggage, and enjoying easy access to satisfying food. Westerners
facing real choices about such embodied styles—especially those of us who are
sedentary and perform mainly intellectual labor—need to see that the decision to
allow the body to maximally recede from awareness is a choice and a privilege,
albeit a dubious one. Thus some deny the force of my analysis by denying the relevance of soma to self, while others deny the importance of critique to corporeality.
For example, I’ve been irritably charged with over-intellectualizing commonsense
ways of dealing with the desire for self-transformation: if you feel bad about being
fat, go on a diet; if you want larger breasts, “just do it.” These might be read as naïve
and hostile reactions to feminist scholarship—and to cultural critique in general—
that are hardly worth taking seriously. Nonetheless, they are defensive and pervasive
in ways that reveal a cultural anxiety. I suspect that this anxiety reﬂects, among other
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things, the inchoate realization that the obstacles to ﬂourishing under normalization
are so complex—so far beyond us—that one might as well give up on thinking about
it and simply follow the cultural script.
Making useful forms of counterattack against corporeal normalization more publicly visible and intelligible is thus especially important. My examples are small, but
they provide a ﬁrst step toward creating grander feminist projects from existing
somaesthetic practices. These projects should be possible for the heroic and the humble, those deeply implicated in existing practices and those who imagine they stand
above the fray, for people of all genders and genders not yet imagined. Above all,
I hope to have shown that living an ethical life requires us to give an account of ourselves through accounting for our bodies, and that although setting out to change the
body is risky, there remain real possibilities for a life of greater embodied freedom.

Notes

introduction
1. An emergent (psychiatric) “condition” characterized by the overwhelming desire to
be an amputee. See Elliott 2003a.

chapter 1
1. This move takes a step further the work I undertook in Line Drawings (Heyes
2000a). I now believe that in that book I remained to some extent held captive by a picture
of selves as the loci of identity, even as I offered different ways of understanding what “identity” could be.
2. For an alternative view of consciousness-raising as an instantiation of Foucauldian
resistance to normalization through care of the self, see McLaren 2002, 155–61. The relation of
parrhesia (truth-telling) [FS, esp. 11–24] to ideology critique and consciousness-raising is perhaps more complex than this analysis acknowledges: for another perspective, see Valverde 2004.
3. In a cover story on “The Swan” (a cosmetic surgery makeover TV show) for example,
the usually utterly mainstream celebrity gossip magazine People quoted a great deal of cultural
anxiety and criticism about the show’s approach (June 7, 2004); there is now an exploding literature that challenges dominant public health discourse, the diet industry, and anti-fat stereotyping (see, e.g., Wann 1999, Solovay 2000, Gaesser 2002, Campos 2004, Oliver 2006).
4. I hesitate to invoke this much-quoted (even over-quoted) line from “Nietzsche,
Genealogy, History,” which has been criticized as marking Foucault’s tacit reliance on a natural body that precedes its social inscription. For a version of this criticism with reference to
the sexed body and Foucault’s discussion of the case of the nineteenth-century hermaphrodite
Herculine Barbin, see Butler 1999, 119–35.
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31–41

5. See Halperin 2002 for a critical analysis of dominant interpretations of this pronouncement in Foucault.
6. BMI is measured using the weight/height formula kg/m2. For example, an individual
weighing 80kg at 1.65 meters tall has a BMI of 29.4. For a critical history of height/weight
tables see Gaesser 2002, 37–53, and of the concept of BMI, see Oliver 2006, 16–21.
7. Health Canada Women’s Health Surveillance Report, produced by the Population and
Public Health branch, http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/pphb-dgspsp/publicat/whsr-rssf/chap_5_e.html;
last updated December 9, 2003; last accessed January 6, 2004.
8. Michael Warner argues that it is the conceptual necessity of this claim within normalizing discourse surrounding sexuality that creates what he calls “an ethics of sexual
shame”: “People who are deﬁned by a variant set of norms commit a kind of social suicide
when they begin to measure the worth of their relations and their way of life by the yardstick of normalcy. The history of the [gay] movement should have taught us to ask: whose
norm? . . . The problem, always, is that embracing this standard merely throws shame on
those who stand farther down the ladder of respectability. It does not seem possible to think
of oneself as normal without thinking that some other kind of person is pathological”
(Warner 1999, 59–60).
9. And these names are hardly exhaustive of the formation of the ﬁeld: for example, see
also the relatively early volumes edited by Diamond and Quinby (1988) and Ramazanoglu
(1993).

chapter 2
1. The very separability and meaningfulness of the terms “sex,” “gender,” and “sexuality” are called into question by many of these identities. In particular, this chapter raises
questions that implicitly challenge the distinction between “sex” (the body as male or
female), and “gender” (the social role of the individual as a man or a woman). Thus I’ll use
the phrase “sex/gender identity” to avoid the impression that this distinction is being
upheld.
2. This usage follows Stryker 1994, 251–52, n. 2. Of course, these terms are contested
within trans communities: see Prosser 1998, esp. 200–205, for an alternative reading, and
Cromwell 1999, esp. 19–30, for yet another.
3. I am thinking here of “Orientalism” in all of the senses invoked by Said, but the most
striking analogy with feminist treatments of transgender is with his claim that “Orientalism
can be discussed and analyzed as the corporate institution for dealing with the Orient—dealing with it by making statements about it, authorizing views of it, describing it, by teaching
it, settling it, ruling over it: in short, Orientalism as a Western style for dominating, restructuring, and having authority over the Orient” (Said 1978, 3).
4. I have tried to write this chapter in the spirit of Jacob Hale’s (1997) “Suggested Rules
for Non-Transsexuals Writing About Transsexuals, Transsexuality, Transsexualism, or
Trans——.”
5. In his critique of Bernice Hausman, Jay Prosser argues that Hausman blocks out her
own gender identity and embodiment in order tacitly to justify her authorial location “outside
of ” transsexuality as “the authoritative site from which to speak” (1998, 132). Janice
Raymond’s text is similarly at pains to show that transsexuals’ attitudes are fundamentally
inimical to a particular kind of identity politics, while being devoid of any critical examination of the author’s location and investments in the identity being defended.
6. See Gamson 1998 for analysis of the intense manipulation of representations of trans
people in U.S. talk shows. There’s a remarkable continuity between some of the stereotypes
Gamson discusses and those upheld within feminist contexts.
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7. The terms “male-to-female” and “female-to-male” are disputed in trans communities. Some prefer the terms “female-to-female” or “male-to-male” to capture the subjective
experience of transition rather than its perception by others.
8. Susan Bordo (1993, 139–54) argues convincingly that what she labels the axes of
dualism and control conspire to create social conditions in Western cultures where mental acuity, or the lack of it, is believed to be reﬂected in the body’s form, especially for women. One
implication that Bordo does not explore is that it is very difﬁcult for fat women to be taken
seriously as intellectuals.
9. For contemporaneous analyses that recapitulate some of Raymond’s theses, see Daly
1978, 67–68, 71–72 (and 238 and 287 for notes explicitly endorsing aspects of Raymond’s
position); Yudkin 1978. More recent endorsements: Claudia Card describes The Transsexual
Empire as “the most powerful treatise on the ethics and politics of male-to-constructed female
[sic] transsexualism” (1994, xv). Alluding to Raymond’s work, Kathy Miriam writes that
“recent ‘transgender’ militancy is a clear indication that feminist lesbian fears in the 1970s
were not paranoia, but a realistic apprehension of the signiﬁcance of ‘lesbian’ transsexuals as
a penetration of woman-only space by men” (Miriam 1993, 52 n. 116; emphasis in original).
Sheila Jeffreys also supports and elaborates Raymond’s position, as well as inverting the
analysis to portray FTMs as lesbian deserters who mimic the misogynist aspects of gay male
culture (1993, esp. 142–63; 2003, esp. 122–43; 2005, 46–66). In a Village Voice editorial,
Norah Vincent attributes the legitimacy of transsexuality to the ascendancy of postmodern
philosophy (!) in a way reminiscent of Raymond’s sarcastic treatment of Stone (Raymond
1994, xxii). She writes: “[Transsexuality] signiﬁes the death of the self, the soul, that good
old-fashioned indubitable ‘I’ so beloved of Descartes, whose great adage ‘I think therefore
I am’ has become an ontological joke on the order of ‘I tinker and there I am’” (Vincent
2001). Germaine Greer notoriously described MTF transsexuals as “pantomime dames”
(referring to the female lead played by a man in drag in a bawdy English theatre style) and
(on her own description of events) quit her job at a Cambridge women’s college in protest over
its decision to admit a transsexual woman to the faculty (Greer 1999, 80–93). Other recapitulations of aspects of Raymond’s position (and critical responses) can be found in discussions
surrounding the organizers’ refusal to admit (openly) trans women to the Michigan Womyn’s
Music Festival. See Morris 1999, 171–74, the letters pages in the alternative magazine
Lesbian Connection, and messages posted to the festival web-board at http://www.michfest.com/. I am indebted to Mary Gebhart for sharing her invaluable primary research and critical analysis of the rift between trans and lesbian feminists at MWMF. Finally, Raymondian
understandings of MTF identity have been reiterated in debates in Canada around human
rights claims brought by transsexuals against their exclusion from positions in feminist organizations reserved for women. See Michele Landsberg’s commentary in the Toronto Star,
“Rape Crisis Centre in B.C. Endures Assault” (December 23, 2000).
10. The cause célèbre that brought Money and his theories into the public eye is the
Brenda/David Reimer case, where a male infant was surgically altered to have feminized genitals following a botched circumcision. The child was raised as a girl, while his identical twin
brother was raised as a boy. In adolescence and young adulthood Reimer rejected his female
gender identity and began to live as a man, demanding medical treatment to restore—insofar
as this was possible—a male body, and eventually marrying and adopting children. Sadly,
Reimer committed suicide in 2004. In media exposés of this case, Money was portrayed as
overly casual about the link between sex and gender, dogmatically insisting that early childhood socialization could imprint gender identity, regardless of biological sex. Predictably, the
case has been taken to make the explicitly antifeminist point that boys and girls are born rather
than made, although it has also provided some succor for opponents of damaging cosmetic genital surgeries on intersexed children. See Chase 1998; Colapinto 2001; Butler 2004, 57–74.
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11. The essentialist claim that we can think of “women” as a category with necessary
and sufﬁcient conditions of membership has been widely challenged by feminists, including
myself, who have recommended alternative forms of generalization. For example, I have
argued that “women” should be understood as a Wittgensteinian family resemblance concept
(Heyes 2000a). This approach precludes the kind of ad hoc boundary defense that preoccupies Raymond, although it still leaves many political questions unresolved.
12. The DSM–IV uses the classiﬁcation “Gender Identity Disorder,” for which the primary symptoms are “a strong and persistent cross-gender identiﬁcation (not merely a desire
for any perceived cultural advantages of being the other sex [sic]” and “persistent discomfort
with his or her sex or sense of inappropriateness in the gender role of that sex” (American
Psychiatric Association 1994, 537).
13. References to Raymond’s 1994 “new introduction on transgender” can be identiﬁed
by page numbers in roman numerals.
14. This criticism has been suggested to me by three non-trans feminists, but when
I looked for contemporary transsexual commentary on this issue, I found only critical
responses to surgeons’ expectations (Bornstein 1995, 18) and measured warnings about
unrealistic expectations of surgically constructed vaginas (http://www.annelawrence.com/
genitaldimensions.html). Last accessed August 7, 2006.
15. This is partly, but by no means exclusively, a result of the gendered nature of many
natural languages, including English. For example, Prosser opens his book by describing a
summer course he taught during the early stages of his transsexual transition: “for the entire
month my poor students remarkably, collectively, assiduously, and awkwardly avoided referring to me with a pronoun or gendered title . . . I left them uncomfortably (all of us horribly
uncomfortable) leaving me to my ambivalence; and as the class progressed, this not attributing
me with a gender, in my experience, became more and more glaring—a kind of deafening
unspoken” (1998, 2).
16. For an attempt to do so in more detail see Heyes 2006.
17. The documentary “Hair, There, and Everywhere” (Wheelwright Ink Ltd. and CBC
Newsworld, 2001) interviews a number of bearded women (including well-known performance artist Jennifer Miller) about their decision not to shave, and its implications not only for
their own gender, but that of people close to them. The interviewees don’t doubt that they are
women, but facial hair often causes them to be read as men. Would “woman-identiﬁcation”
here require that they shave, to make their gender clear(er)? It is hard to think through these
political choices unless there is a conceptual space for trans subjects: as Jennifer Miller
remarks, “My beard is a lifelong performance. I live in a very liminal place. ‘Liminal’ means
an ‘in-between place.’ It means in a doorway, a dawn or a dusk. It’s a lovely place. In the theater, it’s when the lights go out. And before the performance begins.” Quoted in Feinberg
1998, 143. Some feminists are critical of the overly “playful” nature of queer politics in general, yet it seems plausible to me that so many transgendered people represent themselves creatively through ﬁction writing, drama, and performance art because these are among the more
productive venues for the generation of such “liminal places.”
18. An earlier version of this critique of Feinberg was ﬁrst published in Heyes
2000b.
19. When Foucault was asked, “Do you have any conviction one way or another on this
issue [of the distinction between innate predisposition to homosexual behavior and social
conditioning]?” he replied, “On this question I have absolutely nothing to say. ‘No comment.’”
(SCSA 142). He goes on to say that this is “not my problem” and “not really the object of my
work.” I read Foucault not simply as demurring due to lack of expertise (as if the question had
a correct answer that he did not know), but also again shifting the focus of political conversation, as I would like to, away from the allure of causal pictures.
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20. In her commentary on the city of San Francisco’s decision to extend health-care coverage for its employees to SRS, for example, columnist Norah Vincent argues aggressively that
this move is inconsistent with a refusal to pay for “nonessential cosmetic surgeries” for nontranssexuals (which she assumes to be a non-starter). In a way Vincent is right to point out that
“these are the kinds of plastic surgeries your average Jane and Joe undergo at their own
expense, though, ostensibly, for the same reason that transsexuals do—because they are
unhappy with the way they look.” But Vincent raises only to dismiss one of the most plausible
justiﬁcations for this policy, namely, that “plastic surgeries . . . are a means of self-realization
to transsexuals. Without them, transsexuals literally cannot be themselves” (Vincent 2001).

chapter 3
1. All names of unpublished individuals have been changed.
2. A “Group Leader” in Weight Watchers is a former member who has reached and
maintained her goal weight, and been trained to lead the weekly motivational meetings that
are central to the organization’s program.
3. For a history and critique of the iconography and nutritional science of food pyramids, see Nestle 2002, 51–66.
4. My feminist ethics raised an additional dilemma: joining any for-proﬁt weight-loss
organization, even with minimum outlay (avoiding the packaged foods, cookbooks, and
online services that generate the biggest proﬁt margins) also means contributing to their
membership ﬁgures and their business, which I consider politically and ethically risky. And,
with tremendous irony, the fact that I did lose weight, and maintain my weight for some time
before I let my membership lapse, contributed to Weight Watchers’ highly circumscribed
success statistics.
5. Of course, implicitly to consider body hatred the preserve of white, middle-class,
heterosexual women is its own kind of prejudice: see Thompson 1994.
6. According to McWhorter, a dispositif (deployment, affective mechanism, apparatus, device) is “a system of relations among heterogeneous elements such as discourses,
institutions, laws, architecture, etc., that serves a strategic function”; thus for Foucault the
dispositif de sexualité is the administrative strategies of nineteenth-century Europe that
attempt to “understand, inﬂuence, and use speciﬁc populations’ sexualities” (McWhorter
1999, 19, 237 n. 17).
7. Notice that in French the very word diet is usually translated as régime.
8. I considered this an auto-ethnographic project rather than an interview-based undertaking, and indeed for some time was absolutely opposed to the idea of writing about the
experience at all. Because I did not seek formal ethics approval or declare myself a researcher
to the people I met at Weight Watchers, I have kept direct quotes to a bare minimum with no
possibility of identiﬁcation of speciﬁc individuals, and others’ words are presented always in
relation to my personal experience and interactions with them.
9. For a journalistic treatment of the diet industry see L. Fraser 1997; for survey and
critique of the medical and public policy literature on weight and health see Gaesser 2002,
Campos 2004, Oliver 2006, and their references.
10. Body mass index is measured as weight in kilograms divided by height in meters
squared (kg/m2).
11. Witness the enormous success of Morgan Spurlock’s 2004 ﬁlm Supersize Me, in
which the signiﬁcance of his failing health on an all-McDonalds diet is repeatedly eclipsed
(including in the very title of the ﬁlm) by his weight gain. In my city, a Mc-Zealot gained
notoriety by eating only McDonalds for a month while managing to lose weight. That this outcome was debated in the local press as evidence that Spurlock could be “proved wrong” shows
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how all of the complex economic, ethical, aesthetic, environmental, and health-related claims
Supersize Me alludes to could be reduced to the number on the scale, which is in turn a synecdoche for a body’s success or failure.
12. Different editions of Fat is a Feminist Issue have the alternate sub-titles, “the antidiet guide for women,” “a self-help guide for compulsive eaters,” and “the anti-diet guide to
permanent weight loss.” I couldn’t track down the history of this change, but clearly the message is different in each case.
13. Front page, www.weightwatchersinternational.com. Last accessed July 29, 2006.
14. I called Weight Watchers to ask for statistics on their long-term success rates, but
was told such information is not available. Other researchers have encountered similar denials
(e.g., L. Fraser 147–48), and weight-loss organizations are not legally required to collect or
make public this data. U.S. Federal Trade Commission complaints about inaccurate reporting
of success rates led, in 1997, to Weight Watchers, along with similar groups, entering into a
consent order that “requires us to comply with certain procedures and disclosures in connection with our advertisements of products and services but does not contain any admission of
guilt nor require us to pay any civil penalties or damages” (Weight Watchers 2003, 9).
Basically, this amounts to adding the rider “results not typical” to every published testimonial,
and the Weight Watchers’ introductory leaﬂet includes an elaborate and incongruous caveat
about their success rates, which reads: “Our Lifetime Members report that they have maintained an average of 84% of their weight loss two years after completing the maintenance
phase of the Program; about half report having maintained 100% of their weight loss after two
years. Weight Watchers makes no claim that these results are representative of all participants
in the Weight Watchers program. For many dieters, weight loss is temporary” (“Welcome,” 12).
It is clear from watching members come and go, or hearing them recount earlier failed
attempts to lose weight (often with the same program), or seeing how few members are
awarded “lifetime” status (reaching a goal in the stipulated weight range and maintaining it
for six weeks), that the failure rates are extraordinarily high. In fact, it is virtually a truism that
“the only people who have kept weight off are the Weight Watchers leaders, the ones who
have quite literally made a career of dieting” (L. Fraser 1997, 148). There are very few studies of the efﬁcacy of commercial weight-loss programs (see Tsai and Wadden 2005). They are
avowedly methodologically limited, and show only small weight loss and acknowledge
regained weight among participants. Reﬂecting the endemic conﬂict of interest problems that
beset the study of nutrition and weight loss in North America, the most methodologically
credible study of Weight Watchers (which hardly shows impressive outcomes in any case) was
initiated and funded by the organization itself (Heshka et al. 2003).
15. All Web-site quotes are from the Success Stories pages of www.weightwatchers.com,
the U.S. commercial site, with their date of posting in parentheses. Most of these stories are
archived for medium-term access.
16. One of the funniest subversions of Weight Watchers’ materials, which precisely
highlights their historicity, can be found on http://www.candyboots.com/wwcards.html, last
accessed July 7, 2006.
17. In fact, the milieu reminds me of nothing so much as my very traditional Christian
English primary school during the 1970s. As Foucault points out, children are favored targets
of disciplinary practices, which is perhaps why Weight Watchers to me always felt deeply
infantilizing. I have also never been incarcerated in a prison or mental hospital, served in the
military, or worked in a sweatshop—all contexts where very rigid management of apparently
inconsequential behaviors is practiced.
18. This decision was only possible, within the organization’s rules, because I was
within the stipulated weight range. I did meet one vocal woman who had become disillusioned
with the program not because she had failed to lose weight, but because she wanted to set her
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goal weight above the stipulated maximum for her height. Few members, however, seem to
question the assumption that their goal should fall into the normal(ized) range.
19. Quotes taken from Weight Watchers weekly leaﬂets distributed to Canadian members in 2002 are referenced throughout in parentheses with the week number or title followed
by the page number: e.g., (12, 3) indicates Week 12, page 3.
20. The Points Calculator reveals a central paradox in weight-loss technology: while the
underlying principles involved in all plans are mundane, the vendor must convince us that they
have something novel and otherwise unavailable, for which we must pay. The danger for
Weight Watchers is, of course, that if their program is transparent, members will leave once
they’ve learned it, or, more damagingly, that proprietary information will be easily transmitted
to nonmembers. I once thought I had lost my Points Calculator, and asked about getting another
one: Weight Watchers in Canada charges over $20 for this small piece of printed cardboard, in
order, said the receptionist, so that “you don’t get another one and give it to your friend.”
21. The ﬁrst Metropolitan Life height/weight tables were published in 1959. Weight
Watchers was founded in 1963, and is the oldest commercial weight-loss organization in
North America. This is not to say, of course, that fatness and thinness had no social meaning
prior to World War II: for historical discussions of food consumption and weight see Schwartz
1986, Mennell 1991, and Turner 1991.
22. As Foucault says of the history of sexuality, “problematization and apprehension go
hand in hand; inquiry is joined to vigilance” (CS 239).
23. For exceptions see Coveney 2000, esp. 30–55, and, in a feminist vein, Taylor and
Vintges 2004, which was published after I drafted this chapter.
24. Thanks to Kim Leighton for this point: personal communication, October 6, 2003.
25. At www.slimmingworld.co.uk. Last accessed October 16, 2003.
26. For a period in 2002, a particularly insidious Jenny Craig commercial on U.S. TV
featured a school social worker who realized that she was too heavy to be able to save and
protect her kindergartners had they been in the vicinity of the World Trade Center terrorist
attack. The ad brought together the patriotic and the maternal imperatives to lose weight. See
http://www.jennycraig.com/success/story.asp?SID=28 for an online archived version of the
narrative. Last accessed July 29, 2006. For critique of the language of patriotism in U.S.
weight loss discourse, see Herndon 2003, esp. 151–99; 2005.
27. Ingrid, a featured “success” on www.slimmingworld.co.uk. Last accessed October
17, 2003.
28. At http://www.weightwatchers.com/success/doy/doy_faq.aspx#19. Last accessed
July 29, 2006.

chapter 4
1. In 2005, physicians certiﬁed by the American Society of Plastic Surgeons and other
U.S. medical specialty licensing agencies performed 1,813,542 invasive cosmetic surgeries,
of which liposuction, nose reshaping (rhinoplasty), breast augmentation (mammaplasty), eyelid surgery (blepharoplasty), and tummy tuck (abdominoplasty) were the most popular, in that
order. Between 1992 and 2005, the number of cosmetic procedures performed by ASPS members (including both surgical interventions and nonsurgical procedures such as dermabrasion)
has increased 775%. See http://www.plasticsurgery.org/media/statistics/loader.cfm?url=/commonspot/security/getﬁle.cfm&PageID=17867, last accessed January 25, 2007. As ASPS certiﬁes plastic surgeons in both the United States and Canada, these are rough ﬁgures for
surgeries performed across the two national markets. They exclude, however, procedures performed by non-certiﬁed practitioners, and are thus certainly a signiﬁcant underestimate of the
total number. The ASPS also divides surgeries into “cosmetic” and “reconstructive.” The latter
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category includes procedures in which cosmetic considerations are signiﬁcantly implicated,
including male and female breast reduction, breast reconstruction, and scar revision.
2. I am grateful to Meredith Jones for suggesting this way of making the point.
3. See Haiken 1997, 221–23 for a discussion; for a more recent, and predictably unconvincing, invocation of the objectively aesthetic proportions of the face, see Jackson 2004,
15–17. Cindy Jackson is famous for being “the human Barbie”: she has had numerous cosmetic surgical procedures to transform her face and body, and she frequently cites her limited
art-school background as informing her transcendentally correct aesthetic choices.
4. Textual examples include, from a surgeon’s perspective, Adams 2000; and from a
patient’s perspective, Bransford 1997, esp. 32–33, 38–41.
5. Morgan quotes a plastic surgeon who says, “It’s hard to say why one person will
have cosmetic surgery done and another won’t consider it, but generally I think people who
go for surgery are more aggressive, they are the doers of the world. It’s like makeup. You see
some women who might be greatly improved by wearing make-up, but they’re, I don’t know,
granola-heads or something, and they just refuse” (Morgan 1998, 325). Interviews with surgeons as well as their Web sites and promotional materials provide ample (if more subtle) evidence for this point. See S. Fraser 2003a, 34–41.
6. A similar point is made in Jones 2006 (e.g., 41–42), whose own Australian interviewees offer decidedly different rationales for their decisions to have cosmetic surgery.
7. Examples include You Are What You Eat (U.K.) aired beginning 2004; The Biggest
Loser (U.S.) aired beginning 2004; Taking It Off (Canada) aired beginning 2001; What Not To
Wear (U.K.) aired beginning 2002; Queer Eye for the Straight Guy (U.S.) aired 2003–2007;
It’s Me or The Dog (U.K.) aired beginning 2005; Holmes on Homes (Canada) aired beginning
2001; Extreme Makeover Home Edition (U.S.) aired beginning 2003; Ground Force (U.K.)
aired 1998–2006.
8. My primary example here is ABC’s Extreme Makeover, which started the trend in
2002; other U.S. series include Fox’s The Swan (aired 2004) and MTV’s I Want a Famous
Face (aired 2004–2005), as well as, in the U.K., Extreme Makeover UK (aired beginning
2004) and Ten Years Younger (aired 2004–2005).
9. From the application form to appear on the show, available online at http://abc.go.
com/primetime/ExtremeMakeover/application.html. Last accessed August 6, 2006.
10. Apparently, of 15,000 applications to appear on the ﬁrst series, only 600 (4%) were
from men; thus men were statistically over-represented among candidates actually selected.
ABC’s Extreme Makeover behind-the-scenes segment, aired ABC TV fall 2003.
11. At http://abc.go.com/primetime/extrememakeover/bios/michele.html and http://abc.go.
com/primetime/extrememakeover/bios/liane.html. Both last accessed August 6, 2006.
12. Samantha Myers speaking on Extreme Makeover, episode 6, season 1; ﬁrst aired
ABC TV November 9, 2003.
13. Sam Saboura speaking on Extreme Makeover, episode 3, season 2; ﬁrst aired ABC
TV October 2, 2003.
14. Voiceover on Extreme Makeover, episode 2, season 2; ﬁrst aired ABC TV September
25, 2003.
15. Extreme Makeover, episode 12, season 2; ﬁrst aired ABC TV January 8, 2004.
16. Dan speaking on Extreme Makeover, episode 1, season 2; ﬁrst aired ABC TV
September 18, 2003.
17. In an interview with a journalist from television station KATU, makeover candidate Sarah Proudman reports that her daughter “said that [her appearance at the reveal]
wasn’t like her,” and she “didn’t care for it.” “I went upstairs to give her a hug and a kiss,
and she said, ‘Mom, you look scary,’ said Sarah.” http://www.katu.com/team2/story.
asp?ID=62253. Last accessed August 6, 2006.
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18. Scott, Pete’s “best friend,” speaking on Extreme Makeover, episode 3, season 2; ﬁrst
aired ABC TV October 2, 2003.
19. Candace, speaking on ABC’s Extreme Makeover behind-the-scenes segment, aired
ABC TV fall 2003. (The irony of the fact that Candace is being handed what she wants seems
lost on her.)
20. At http://abc.go.com /primetime /extrememakeover / bios / manu.html. Last accessed
August 6, 2006.
21. This analysis of fairy-tale tropes is indebted to Meredith Jones’s analysis of the life
of Lolo Ferrari (Jones 2006, 193–210), as well as subsequent conversation.
22. At http://abc.go.com/primetime/extrememakeover/show.html. Last accessed November 12, 2003.
23. Swan Web-site main page linked from www.fox.com, now removed.
24. The former ﬁgure is for those treated by a member of the ASPS in 2003 (statistics
available at http://www.plasticsurgery.org); the latter is from Davis 2003, 41.
25. After this section was drafted, eerily, the trend toward foot surgeries that allegedly enable
women to continue wearing stylishly narrow, high heels came to media prominence. Surgeries
may shorten toes, inject collagen into the ball of the foot, or reduce bunions (swollen big toe
joints). See Harris 2003. Thanks to Meredith Jones for bringing this article to my attention.
26. See, for example, Rankin and Borah 1997, Hasan 2000, Schoﬁeld et al. 2002;
Sarwer and Crerand 2004. The prevailing wisdom in contemporary psychosocial analysis of
cosmetic surgery is that someone who is suffering “unbearably” over the appearance of a particular “normal” body part likely has Body Dysmorphic Disorder. BDD is increasingly considered (in theory if not in practice) a contraindication for cosmetic surgery. Thus Davis’s
interviewees risk becoming poor candidates for cosmetic surgery—not good candidates—
within this twist in the psychosomatic discourse.
27. In a February 2006 talk Alex Edmonds quoted the tongue-in-cheek slogan “The cosmetic surgeon knows nothing and changes everything, while the psychoanalyst knows everything but changes nothing,” as epistemically central to supporting the vast state-subsidized
cosmetic surgery industry in Brazil. When I asked him on what empirical basis the argument
had been made, he replied that, to his knowledge, the claim is invoked as “common sense,”
without systematic supporting evidence (Edmonds 2006). There is new interest—as surgical
rates have risen—in trying to describe and quantify the beneﬁcial or harmful outcomes of cosmetic surgery, as well as identify psychological contraindications, but this literature remains
underdeveloped and methodologically fraught.
28. In fact, cosmetic surgeons often invoke the contradiction that although surgery will
make people feel better about themselves, the ideal candidate is not particularly troubled. To
give one very striking example, Canadian plastic surgeon Dr. Elizabeth Hall-Findlay says in
a Web-site video: “It’s actually a common misunderstanding that patients seeking plastic surgery have self-conﬁdence and self-esteem problems or depression. In fact those are the wrong
patients to operate on. It’s a paradox that the patients who actually do the best from cosmetic
surgery are the patients who psychologically need it the least. In other words, cosmetic surgery does not give somebody a better career, it doesn’t give them a better social life. It really
only helps those people who really feel pretty good on the inside. And for those people it can
give them a signiﬁcant boost in their self-esteem and how they feel about themselves”
(http://www.banffplasticsurgery.com/about.htm?#media). Last accessed June 2, 2006.
29. Another glaring gap in the literature is comparative psychodynamic research that
works with two populations to explain why similar individuals can feel either perfectly content or unbearably dissatisﬁed with their bodies. The anecdotal evidence that we all know people who are widely considered gorgeous but are very unhappy about how they look, as well
as (probably fewer) people who fall far short of beauty norms but are quite at ease with their
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embodied subjectivity is another piece of support for my thesis that there is an existential
dynamic here worth exploring.

chapter 5
1. The term “crypto-normativity” is typically used in the Foucault-Habermas debates by
those who wish to highlight Foucault’s alleged appeal to humanist, objective values implicit
or denied in his genealogical texts. See, for example, Habermas’s own formulation of the
problem (1994, 94–98).
2. For example, although Bernauer and Rasmussen published their edited volume The
Final Foucault in 1988, it contains little detailed interpretive work or application of Foucault’s
later ideas to political problems. For more recent and mature work see Moss 1998; McWhorter
1999, esp. 176–227; McLaren 2002, esp. 145–64; Taylor and Vintges 2004.
3. Most notably, the reception of James Miller’s controversial biography The Passion of
Michel Foucault (1993) included charges that Miller had written a homophobic account of
Foucault’s later years that undermined the radicalism of his thought and presented him as a
“weirdo.” See Halperin 1995, esp. 159–85, for the most developed and trenchant critique of
this kind.
4. This comment unwittingly echoes the worst fears of Robert Badinter, French minister of justice, when Foucault greeted the abolition of the death penalty in France by declaring
that all forms of punishment should be abolished: “I knew that by writing this, he brought
strength to people who would say, ‘See, we’re being led by intellectual crackpots.’ ” Quoted
in Miller 1993, 330.
5. Aesthetic projects that in my view make valuable contributions to this particular askesis include the writing and photography of Judith Halberstam (Halberstam and Volcano 1999),
http://www.egomego.com/judith/home.htm; Del LaGrace Volcano (Halberstam and Volcano
1999, Volcano 2000), http://www.dellagracevolcano.com; and Loren Cameron (1996),
http://www.lorencameron.com/. All last accessed July 7, 2006.
6. In her brilliant work on sexual normalization, McWhorter approaches this same problematic through her changing understanding of her own body wrought by gardening and linedancing. “In both cases, the disciplines I undertook changed me to the extent that the goal
I started with became relatively unimportant. I disciplined myself to the dirt, and I became
something new. I disciplined myself to the dance, and I became something I never imagined
I could become. I strayed aﬁeld of myself” (1999, 187). McWhorter concludes her
Foucauldian ethical analysis with the claim that she cares for herself in light of three questions: Does what she is doing support the idea that there is no transcendental code to which
she and those around her ought to be obedient? Does it imply a ﬁrm rejection of the notion
that the course of a human life is fully determined by the past? Does it risk anything, or does
it just repeat a standard formula that she has learned is usually safe? (198).
7. Joan Jacobs Brumberg (1997) reports that bathroom scales did not become widely
available in the United States until the 1920s and that prior to that time weighing oneself could
only be done at the drugstore or a county fair. Figure 25 in Brumberg’s book reproduces a
1905 postcard showing an Edwardian showman enthusiastically assessing a young woman in
front of his scale under the slogan “No Charge if I Fail to Guess Your Weight Within Three
Pounds.” These scales were perfectly public, and weighing oneself here seems like a matter
of entertainment and curiosity rather than shame or the evaluative gaze. Recall that the ﬁrst
height/weight tables were not in the public domain until 1959.
8. See Gilman 1999 on the history of aesthetic surgery. For graphic images of World War
I facial reconstruction surgeries that show how far surgical techniques have progressed in a
relatively short time, see www.projectfacade.com. Last accessed July 7, 2006.
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9. Some of the comments in the following paragraphs come from a talk I gave in the
nonacademic context of “Pleasure Week”—a feminist event held at the University of Alberta
in 2003. Entitled “Queer Pleasures: A Feminist Soirée with Amusing Stories and Titillating
Pictures (And Philosophical Conclusions You’ll Hardly Even Notice),” the event attracted a
wonderful crowd of queer feminist thinkers and activists, and I am grateful to Christie Schultz
and Vanessa Yaremchuk for the opportunity to think about pleasure in this context.
10. And, of course, Foucault was skeptical—albeit in a typically ambivalent way—of
exercise regimens: “Mastery and awareness of one’s own body can be acquired only
through the effect of an investment of power in the body: gymnastics, exercises, musclebuilding, nudism, gloriﬁcation of the body beautiful . . . But once power produces this
effect, there inevitably emerge the responding claims and afﬁrmations, those of one’s own
body against power, of health against the economic system, of pleasure against the moral
norms of sexuality, marriage, decency.” Or, “Responding precisely to the revolt of the body,
we ﬁnd a new mode of investment which presents itself no longer in the form of control by
repression but that of control by stimulation. ‘Get undressed—but be slim, good-looking,
tanned!’ ” (BP 56, 57).
11. Foucault’s claims about the possibilities of new pleasures through SM sex are obviously controversial, not least in feminist circles. He did recognize the risk of normalization
itself being further enacted through ritualized eroticism, and in fact some of his less wellknown interviews contain interesting analysis of this risk. For example, in “Sade: Sargeant of
Sex” he comments that eros was absent from Nazism, although it is nonetheless fetishized:
“Why these boots, caps, and eagles that are found to be so infatuating, particularly in the
United States? Is it our incapacity to live out this great enchantment of the disorganized body
that we project onto a meticulous, disciplinary, anatomical sadism? Is the only vocabulary that
we possess to rewrite this great pleasure of the body in explosion this sad tale of a recent political apocalypse? . . . You see how poor our treasure of images really is!” “It’s time to leave all
that behind . . . We must invent with the body, with its elements, surfaces, volumes, and thicknesses, a non-disciplinary eroticism: that of a body in a volatile and diffused state, with its
chance encounters and unplanned pleasures” (SSS 188–89). I don’t have space here to recapitulate radical feminist objections to SM practices or to enter the debate myself; sufﬁce to
say that although he was curtly dismissive of the view that SM is a repetition of stylized violence (SPPI 165), Foucault did have more sophisticated responses.
12. Deﬁnition 6. trans. a. of “modify, v.” (revised September 2002) and deﬁnition 2.
trans. of “mutilate, v.” (revised June 2003). Oxford English Dictionary online edition 2006.
Available at www.dictionary.oed.com/. Last accessed August 11, 2006.
13. “Suspension” (or “ﬂesh-hanging”) is the practice of piercing the skin with large ﬁshhooks and then being suspended from attached ropes in various positions. See www.suspension.org/ and http://www.bmezine.com/ritual/susp-faq.txt. Last accessed July 7, 2006.
14. On body modiﬁcation and self-mutilation models, see discussion and references in
N. Sullivan 2001, 13–23, 80–83; and Pitts 2003, 25, 73–75, 82–86, 107–11. On cosmetic surgery, see references in chapter 4, note 26. Many of these studies seem to me tautological: as
long as “body dysmorphic disorder,” for example, is deﬁned as serious dissatisfaction with a
body part or parts, then it seems necessarily true that it will have a high incidence among those
seeking to surgically alter a part of their body for nonmedical reasons.
15. For example, one doctor is quoted as categorizing as a “bad candidate” anyone who
is “immature,” “overexpectant,” or “narcissistic.” A former patient writing a self-help guide to
face-lifts paradoxically identiﬁes as “good candidates” people who “have the ﬂexibility to
deal with life’s imperfections,” “who know Mother Nature is always in charge,” and who “are
not essentially angry or unhappy.” Bransford 1997, 52–53.
16. “Men in Tights,” directed by Helen Royle. Aired October 21, 2003, ITV.
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17. Tom Sutcliffe and Alkarim Jivan speaking on Newsnight Review, October 20, 2003,
BBC2. Billy Elliott is a ﬁlm about a young working-class boy who aspires to be a ballet
dancer, and The Full Monty is about a group of unemployed men who form a stripshow.
18. “Hatha” yoga is the generic term for the physical practice of yoga—the poses that are
taught to people in leggings at the local Y or community center. Indian yoga guru B. K. S. Iyengar
came to prominence in the West in the 1950s and 1960s; his landmark book is Light on Yoga
(1966).
19. Indeed, recent psychological evidence tentatively conﬁrms this conclusion, suggesting that “increasing sensitivity to awareness of bodily sensations may prove effective in minimizing self-objectiﬁcation in some cases” (Daubenmier 2005, 217).
20. Lloyd 2006. Thanks to Genevieve Lloyd for sharing the text of this paper with me
(it will form part of her forthcoming monograph on providence).
21. Yoga is now taught explicitly to improve body image, recover from depression, or
overcome attention deﬁcit. Although hardly a substitute for public policy reform or social revolution, as a form of local activism yoga is taught in interesting ways to prisoners, cancer
patients, underprivileged children, teen girls, the homeless, and other groups for whom psychosomatic transformation can be empowering.
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